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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION:  
INDIA’S RURAL-URBAN  
TRANSITION

1.1 Research problem: the nature of urbanization processes

As the world is projected to urbanize at a continued fast pace, urban forms, processes 
and outcomes are becoming increasingly varied and complex, especially in the global 
South where most of the world’s urbanization is expected to take place. Much of 
this growth will occur outside the large cities and mega cities, in a range of smaller 
settlements, dispersed across former rural regions (e.g. Hugo and Champion 2004; 
Satterthwaite 2006; Hudalah et al. 2007; Montgomery 2008; Denis and Marius-
Gnanou 2011; Pandey and Seto 2015; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2020). These urbanization 
processes are largely outside the purview of today’s urban theoretical and conceptual 
debate, despite their major impact on the daily existence of hundreds of millions 
of people. The big (Northern) city still remains the privileged terrain for urban 
theorization and research (Robinson 2006; Bell and Jayne 2009). This dissertation 
directs attention away from the big city, and contributes to the urgent need to improve 
our understanding of the nature of urbanization processes at the lower ends of the urban 
hierarchy. The geographical focus is on India. 
 
There are specific, important, reasons to focus on India in this study. In contrast to 
popular reporting on “exploding” mega cities, India is one of the least urbanized 
countries in the world. The majority of its 1.3 billion inhabitants currently still 
lives in rural areas, and agriculture still employs by far the largest number of people 
(Government of India 2016; World Bank 2019a). However, existing datasets and 
studies suggest that India’s countryside is experiencing a major rural-to-urban transition 
(e.g. Chatterjee et al. 2015; Guin and Das 2015; Raman et al. 2015; Pradhan 2017; 
Mukhopadhyay 2017a; Jain 2018). The countryside has witnessed three interconnected, 
escalating trends in the last couple of decades that, taken together, sketch the contours 
of this wide-ranging transition. 

The first refers to substantial and ongoing declines in agrarian work. Employment 
studies show that over the past fifteen years, around 40 million people have lost their 
jobs in India’s primary sector (Thomas 2012; Mehrotra et al. 2014; Government 
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of India 2016; Abraham 2017). There are strong indications that this takes place 
irrespective of alternative employment opportunities, leaving households with major 
challenges to forge alternative livelihoods. The second refers to significant increases 
in labor migration. Recent research shows that domestic migration has accelerated 
to unprecedented levels in the last couple of decades (Nayyar and Kim 2018; Tumbe 
2018). At the same time, international labor migration from India has accelerated as 
well (International Labour Organization 2018; United Nations 2019a). In the absence 
of alternative local employment, it appears that labor migration offers a way out for 
many households that used to be dependent on farming. The third pertains to the 
rapidly growing share of reported urban growth at the bottom of the urban system, 
with rural villages turning into urban-classified settlements at unprecedented rates. The 
most recent Indian census (2011a) reports that thousands of former agrarian villages 
are reclassified to “urban” towns, mainly because of structural shifts in their workforces. 
This “morphing of places is not a phenomenon that is happening on the periphery 
of existing large urban areas” (Mukhopadhyay and Zérah 2015, p. 3), and it is not 
associated with spillover effects from the big cities. It takes shape more in situ, in the 
countryside. 

These three trends are related, and occur more or less simultaneous, but key questions 
have thus far remained unanswered. We currently have insufficient insight into the 
nature of this transition: where do former agrarian workers go, what new livelihoods 
do they seek out, what kind of alternative, local employment is present, how are 
local economies restructured, what is the role of migration, what are people’s living 
conditions and their general levels of well-being, what kind of spatial/morphological 
change accompanies the transition, how are people’s daily social lives affected, and how 
do these overall developments align with general theorizing about urbanization? The 
remoteness of involved localities, the logistical and research design challenges to conduct 
fieldwork, and the general lack of research interest in small urbanizing environments, are 
reasons why this issue has thus far remained under-theorized and poorly documented. 
This dissertation is a comprehensive investigation of this transition, with attention 
to economic, spatial-morphological, and social-cultural dimensions of change. The 
following main research question guides the research: How can we understand the nature 
of India’s rural-urban transition? 
 
There is an urgent need to better understand urbanization in the global South. By 
engaging with this question, this dissertation breaks new ground in the development 
of methods and general theories of urbanization, and aims to provide baseline data on 
critical regional change. 

1.2 Relevant theoretical debates in urban geography

The developments in India’s countryside have a bearing on present-day core theoretical 
debates in urban studies and urban geography, including postcolonial urban studies, 
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agglomeration theory, the planetary urbanism literature, and urban socio-cultural 
studies.1 These disciplinary debates are all at a high level of theoretical abstraction, and 
have to do with new ways of thinking and understanding the nature of urbanization 
processes, patterns and pathways; with questions of urban spatiality/morphology; 
with the economic processes that drive urban growth; with reflexive perspectives on 
the meaning of “urban” in an era of planetary urbanization; and with questions of 
the portability of urban theory across the global “North-South divide” (for a range 
of viewpoints see e.g. Robinson 2006; Roy 2009a; McFarlane 2010; Simone 2010; 
Chattopadhyay 2012; Parnell and Robinson 2012; Merrifield 2013; Sheppard et al. 
2013; Brenner and Schmid 2014, 2015a; Scott and Storper 2015; Melchiorri et al. 
2018; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2020; Simone 2020). These are considerable literatures, 
and for the sake of brevity and to minimize overlap between the different Chapters, this 
section keeps to a concise, introductory overview. Chapter 2, and empirical Chapters 4, 
5, 6 and 7 will discuss the study’s theoretical positioning in more significant hue.

Postcolonial urban studies: decentering theoretical perspectives
First, postcolonial scholarship challenges conventional theoretical assumptions on 
the nature of urbanization processes. In her now classic intervention Southern Theory, 
sociologist Raewyn Connell (2007) argued that at the basis of much existing theory is 
a misleading universalizing knowledge claim, as such theory is often deeply embedded 
within the historical and cultural experience of the North (also see Edensor and Jayne 
2012). In postcolonial urban studies literatures it is similarly argued that conventional 
urban theory is limited in scope, is “parochial”, and has, at best, meager relevance to 
the urban global South (e.g. Robinson 2006; McFarlane 2010; Obeng-Odoom 2010; 
Chattopadhyay 2012; Parnell and Robinson 2012; Sheppard et al. 2013; Mabin 2014; 
A. Roy 2016). 
 
Ananya Roy (2015, p. 200-201) exemplified this point when she wrote about the initial 
fieldwork stages of her dissertation on mega city Kolkata (then Calcutta), back in the 
1990s: “Trained in the canon of urban theory, I immersed myself in fieldwork. But 
something was amiss. Already in preparing my dissertation prospectus, I had struggled 
to reconcile the theoretical theorems of my discipline with the empirical processes I 
glimpsed in India. (...) I had felt I was stepping into a yawning gap.” It is a powerful 
argument, that will likely resonate with anyone doing urban research in the global 
South, with those having firsthand experience of the struggle to align prevailing urban 
theory with empirical observation from other worlds. The processes of social-spatial 
change along India’s rural-urban transition, the nature of these processes, or their 
drivers, may be dissimilar from conventional theorizing about urbanization. There 
might be good reason to become more modest about “universal” theories, and there 

1 This introductory section puts the focus on a concise theoretical overview of pertinent urban geography literatures, 
but the study as a whole transcends the boundaries of many academic disciplines to understand the nature of India’s 
rural-urban transition, including development studies, migration studies, sociology, and rural studies.
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is an argument to be made that researchers of urbanism in the global South must, in 
some measure, “learn to unlearn” theoretical assumptions with which they enter the 
field (Lawhon et al. 2016). As the global South is without question becoming more 
important to the theoretical orientation of urban studies, the aim of postcolonial 
traditions of critical theory is to “decenter” current urban theoretical perspectives 
(Leitner and Sheppard 2016). Large parts of the South are historically excluded 
from urban theoretical conversation, impeding understanding of much of the urban 
transformations currently underway – which possibly also goes for India’s rural-urban 
transition. Thousands of places and hundreds of millions of people have for long 
remained “off the map” of urban theory (Robinson 2006), and postcolonial scholarship 
casts a spotlight on potential new geographies of theory-making (Roy 2009a).  
 
Yet, the postcolonial lens has also come in for criticism as its main focus appears, 
unsurprisingly, to be on exceptionalism of localities, raising concerns that places might 
become “beyond compare”, and this literature is thereby “skirting close to theoretical 
ambivalence” (Peck 2015, p. 178). Indeed, in some measure, there are tendencies to 
emphasize “provincialization”, that is, focus on unique geographical-historical context, 
or the place-specificity of everyday life. This leads to a degree of deconstructionism 
within urban theory, and a certain messiness and incoherence at the basis of this 
literature (see Derickson 2015). While postcolonial urban studies emphasize that things 
are “different” and “new” in the urban global South, it remains very much unclear how 
things are different. 
 
The growing attention for the global South aligns with the (re-)emerging paradigm 
of comparative urbanism (Nijman 2007; Ward 2008; McFarlane 2010; Robinson 
2011). Synthesizing postcolonial perspectives and comparative approaches, Nijman 
(2015a, p. 184) argues that “the question of the relevance of extant (‘Western’) urban 
theory for cities of the global South is at heart a matter of geography and is therefore in 
need of geographical investigation (…) [But] the argumentation seems void of explicit 
geographical reasoning [emphasis in original].” It is a call for more theoretical-empirical 
comparative work in which there is an ongoing, flexible conversation between existing 
theoretical frameworks and empirics, continuously engaging and questioning such 
frameworks through intensive on-the-ground observation. India’s rural-urban transition 
appears especially fruitful testing ground for such theoretically informed, intensive 
empirical work. 

Urban economic geography: urbanization as economic process
The second strand of theoretical writings with possible relevance to developments at the 
rural-urban transition comes from urban economic geography. Much of this literature 
is associated in some form with “agglomeration theory”. Grounded in a long tradition 
of theoretical-empirical work, agglomeration mechanisms are the spatial organizational 
processes that explain why firms co-locate (e.g. Marshall 1890; Porter 1996; Fujita and 
Thisse 2013). The main theoretical underpinnings of this process are the increasing 
returns that are generated with spatial concentration of means of production (e.g. 
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Sveikauskas 1975; Nakamura 1985; Henderson 1986; Ciccone and Hall 1996). Some 
have proposed that agglomeration is the most fundamental force, or source, behind all 
processes of urbanization (Scott and Storper 2015; Storper and Scott 2016). Could it be 
that the present-day developments at India’s rural-urban transition are an expression of 
agglomeration mechanisms at work? 
 
In classic work on agglomeration, there are three sources of agglomeration economies: 
input sharing, labor market pooling, and knowledge spillover (Quigley 1998; Rosenthal 
and Strange 2001; Duranton and Puga 2004). All three mechanisms are, in some 
measure, aimed at decreasing transport costs: to move goods, people, or ideas (Marshall 
1890). First, in terms of physical input sharing, firms locate near one another to 
minimize the expenses of getting their main supplies or transporting their product to 
their customers (Fujita et al. 1999). Second, in terms of labor market pooling, high 
population concentrations facilitate firms with a local and diversified skilled labor pool 
that can greatly reduce employer-employee search costs (Rosenthal and Strange 2001). 
Third, in terms of knowledge spillover, within one industry/sector the closeness of firms 
is argued to facilitate and enhance the rate of learning and innovation in the production 
process (Jaffe et al. 1993; Audretsch and Feldman 1996; Charlot and Duranton 2004). 
Together, these agglomeration mechanisms are said to lead to measurable productivity 
gains, with firms benefitting from the absence of physical space. What supports the 
theoretical notion that agglomeration and urbanization are interconnected is the general 
empirical recognition that “rising levels of economic development in any country have 
strong causal impacts on urban growth via agglomeration” (Scott and Storper 2015, p.6; 
also see Henderson 2002; Spence et al. 2009; Alkema et al. 2013).”  
 
The response from postcolonial critics to these theoretical assertions on the “universal” 
nature of urbanization processes has been swift and strong. Robinson and Roy (2016, 
p. 181) argued that agglomeration theory is “conceptualized on the basis of the urban 
experience of a handful of iconic cities in the global North.” More forcefully, Parnell and 
Pieterse (2016, p. 236) posited that the agglomeration framework is “either dismissive 
or ignorant of most Southern urban realities, characterized by economic informality, 
multiplicity, marginality and dispersion, not agglomeration.” It is serious criticism, to 
be sure, but besides the polemics, such general critiques fail to take the next steps. They 
fall short of empirically showing how urbanization in the global South diverges from 
agglomeration theory. Agglomeration as the potential source of urban growth at India’s 
rural-urban transition remains to be investigated. 

Planetary urban theory: an extended urban fabric
The third strand of urban theoretical literature that intersects with this study, and 
that can help with a general framing of the rural-urban transition, is the “planetary 
urbanism” literature. Similar to postcolonial urban studies, at the basis of the planetary 
urbanism paradigm is a call for a complete remodeling of existing urban theory. In a 
set of papers, Brenner and Schmid (2014, 2015a) argued that a far-reaching structural 
crisis of urban studies is under way. In the first paper, they argued that widespread 
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announcements of the global “urban age,” often accompanied with the “fact” that today 
more than half the world’s population lives in cities, are “empirically untenable,” and 
“theoretically incoherent” (Brenner and Schmid 2014, p. 734). Such announcements 
invite – but do not stand up to – conceptual or methodological scrutiny (also see 
Cohen 2004; Satterthwaite 2010; Merrifield 2013). The “urban” and “urbanization” 
are not unproblematic categories, as they are far from neatly confined within certain 
settlements. Now more than ever, rural-urban divides have become porous, especially in 
the global South, and this ongoing erasure of boundaries opens up urban age discourse 
to fundamental criticism. Drawing on Lefebvre’s ([1970] 2003) notions set out in La 
révolution urbaine, Brenner and Schmid (2014, p. 747) argue that there is an “emergent 
planetary formation of urbanization”, with the urban fabric now extending across the 
entire world, affecting all localities and peoples in one way or another. 
 
Their second paper, the more important one for this study’s purposes, pleads for “a new 
epistemology of the urban”, and lays out a revised approach to the study of urbanization 
processes (Brenner and Schmid 2015a). In brief, the analytical framework hinges on 
a key geographical distinction between “concentrated” and “extended” urbanization. 
Concentrated urbanization refers to the densest population centers, the central 
agglomerations where economic activity and populations converge in geographical space 
(i.e. the big city). Extended urbanization refers to all other space outside of concentrated 
urbanization, as these other territories are drawn into the orbit of the dense population 
centers. Extended urbanization is thus intricately connected to concentrated 
urbanization as it involves “the operationalization of places, territories and landscapes, 
often located far beyond the dense population centers, to support the everyday activities 
and socioeconomic dynamics of urban life (Brenner and Schmid 2015a, p. 167).” These 
distant hinterlands can be considered the back-offices of concentrated urbanization, 
serving to the needs of urban populations through the ongoing supply of food, energy, 
or labor-power (also see Derickson 2015). 
 
Planetary urban theory has been critiqued on multiple fronts, but specifically, it seems, 
on its assertations on urban spatial form (for a lively debate see Walker (2015); and 
Brenner and Schmid (2015b) and Brenner (2018) for responses). Because the “urban” 
is allegedly everywhere, Brenner and Schmid (2015a), unsurprisingly, emphasize 
investigation into urbanization as a process over investigation into geographical 
form. This in itself shakes the disciplinary foundations of urban geography, with the 
potential loss of its geographical unit of analysis (i.e. settlements). The urban process 
“is deeply uneven and variegated” and “crisscrosses and constantly reworks diverse 
places, territories and scales, [and] must instead be moved to the foreground of our 
epistemological framework (…) No longer conceived as a form, type or bounded unit, 
the urban must now be retheorized as a process (p. 165-66).” Because of the constant 
“churning” of the urban process on diverse localities, geographical investigation into 
urban form is an “intellectual trap” that yields only superficial result. Such form will 
soon morph and be reworked by the ongoing urban process, “restlessly mutating urban 
fabric” (p. 170). It is a key remark, and in many ways of immense value to this study. 
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In Ananya Roy’s (2016, p. 815) words it “underscores the importance of thinking about 
the urban rather than about the city”. Yet, as the dissertation’s title contends, the urban 
process manifests itself somewhere on the ground. If we want to understand the nature 
of that process, and study whether or not the rural-urban transition is a socio-spatial 
expression of extended urbanization, we have to investigate specific localities, specific 
emergent urban formations. This is a central point throughout this dissertation, i.e. to 
retain fundamental tenets of the spatial dimensions of urbanization. I will return to this 
issue several times in the empirical chapters.  

Urban socio-cultural studies: urban ways of life
The fourth strand of urban theoretical literature of relevance to developments at 
India’s rural-urban transition comes from urban socio-cultural studies. It is a strand 
of theoretical writings that shows that urbanization is not just an economic or spatial 
process, but that it is a socio-cultural transformational force as well. Postcolonial critics 
underscore that most of this literature is deeply embedded within western history 
and culture (Robinson 2006; Sheppard et al. 2013), and challenge its applicability to 
the urban global South. Nevertheless, I will present a few earlier urban socio-cultural 
studies here, as these can be helpful with a general framing and interpretation of how 
urbanization conditions dimensions of social change.  
 
The earliest urban socio-cultural studies were deeply influenced by the works of the 
Chicago School, a group of sociologists and anthropologists that gained prominence in 
the 1920s and 1930s. A central tenet in this work is that “village life” stands in contrast 
to an “urban way of life”, with deep-rooted notions of modernity and development 
connected to urbanization (Robinson 2004). In general terms, the “rural” is identified 
as the realm of tradition, while the “urban” is the realm of the modern. Daily life in the 
village revolves around strong communal affiliations and the extended family, and long-
established custom and habit. Agrarian class structures follow legacies of landownership, 
an important, unchanging principle of social stratification. In contrast, urban ways of 
life are characterized by more anonymity, a weakening of traditional social cohesion, 
nuclearization of families, and shifting gender roles/relations (e.g. TÖnnies [1887] 2018; 
Thomas et al. 1921; Park and Burgess 1925; Park 1928; Wirth 1938; Wolff 1950). In 
terms of class divisions, these scholars argued that the city is characterized by a wide 
variety of people, with diverse socio-economic backgrounds, and this in effect tends to 
“break down the rigidity of caste lines” and to “complicate the class structure” (Wirth 
1938, p. 16). Landownership is less important as a principle of stratification. Instead, 
the urban economy offers a more advanced division of labor, and comes alongside a 
more complex and varied framework of class division. In essence, the urban economy 
allows for upward mobility.  
 
These dimensions of urban social and cultural change are intricately connected with 
a movement of people, with in-migration, although this is often not made explicit in 
urban socio-cultural studies. In her book Ordinary Cities, Robinson (2006) engages 
in a lengthy dialogue with Louis Wirth (1938), one of the key figures of the Chicago 
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School, and argues that his theorizing around notions of an “urban way of life” are built 
on the experience of a handful of iconic, large cities in the global North. Such cities 
were in no minor way forged by industrialism, and rapid growth through in-migration, 
because they offered the prospect of employment to former agrarian populations. Rapid 
population growth led to changes in the interactions between individuals, from having 
a small number of intimate kinship and communal ties back in the village, to having 
many more relations of a fleeting nature in the city. It also led to a weakening of existing 
community bonds, changing behavior, and different attitudes toward the other, the new 
arrivals, the strangers. 
 
To sum up. In her critical reflections, Robinson (2006) takes issue with the “North-
South” portability of Wirth’s notions. According to her, such socio-cultural studies have 
very meager relevance to the urban global South. Existing sociological studies from 
“other worlds” seem to firm up Robinson’s critique. In the Indian case, a substantial 
body of literature indicates that traditional social structures and class divisions do not 
break down with urbanization. Caste barriers for instance, appear to remain strong in 
cities, especially for the lower castes (Sheth 1999; Natraj 2003; Trivedi 2007; Deshpande 
2011; Singh and Vithayathil 2012; Thorat et al. 2015; Deshpande and Sharma 2016). 
The extended family does not appear to dissolve with urbanization (Shah 1968, 1996). 
Overall, since the 1960s, studies find family form to vary across caste and class groups, 
with unclear effects of the impact of urbanization (e.g. Ames 1969; Kolenda 1987; Shah 
2014; Prasad et al. 2020). In fact, some find evidence that among certain social groups, 
household size is bigger in cities than in rural areas (Conklin 1976; Gulati 1995), which 
could have to do with the stronger reliance on kinship networks, and the higher cost 
of living in the city. At any rate, all this adds tension on the theoretical relationship 
between urbanization and conventional dimensions of socio-cultural change. It also 
leaves us with very little understanding or conceptual guidance of how the social fabric 
is affected at India’s rural-urban transition. 

1.3 Research questions

At the basis of this dissertation is the hypothesis that “urban formations” are taking 
shape in India’s countryside. These formations are small in size, involve morphing 
villages, and appear dispersed across remote, former agrarian regions. These formations 
emerge in situ against the backdrop of substantial declines in agrarian work. By 
studying these formations, the study provides a clear intervention in the theoretical 
debates outlined above. I investigate India’s emergent urban formations through an 
understanding of geographies of urbanization in the broad sense, comprising (1) the 
economic; (2) the spatial-morphological; and (3) the social-cultural dimensions of 
change. The study’s empirical analysis is driven by three questions that are directed, 
respectively, at these three dimensions. 
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Research question 1: What are the economic and developmental drivers and ramifications of 
India’s rural-urban transition? 

The economic dimension of change looks at two important aspects of urbanization: 
livelihoods and local economies. How are former agrarian workers forging new 
livelihoods? What are the whereabouts of these livelihoods? What is the role of 
migration? What kind of alternative, local employment is present? What does the 
sectoral composition of the changing local economies look like? What is the extent 
and nature of agglomeration of economic activity? How do these local economies sit 
within broader regional geographies? How does the rural-urban transition connect to 
larger existing agglomerations? And how does this condition urban growth? This RQ 
investigates the evolving economic geographies along the rural-urban transition. 
 
Research question 2: What is the spatial nature of India’s rural-urban transition? 
 
What are the emerging spatial signatures, built-up morphologies, scales and densities 
of these emergent urban formations? How do these formations evolve in relation to 
infrastructural developments? How are they connected and embedded regionally? This 
RQ investigates the evolving spatial morphologies at the rural-urban transition. 

Research question 3: How is the rural-urban transition affecting the social-cultural fabric of 
emergent urban formations? 
 
Is the rural-urban transition accompanied by changes in ways of life, as understood 
in conventional urban socio-cultural studies? How are household dynamics, family 
structures and living arrangements impacted? Are gender roles/relations shifting? Is the 
rural-urban transition affecting class divisions, in terms of established class, caste and 
religious stratifications? This RQ investigates these dimensions of social change at the 
rural-urban transition. 

1.4 State selections: West Bengal and Bihar

To answer these research questions, the study puts its geographical focus on selected 
regions in the Indo-Gangetic Plain; regions that are typically considered to be 
predominantly rural. Within the Indian borders, the Plain stretches from North-West 
to North-East India, roughly covering the states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
West Bengal and Odisha. Agriculture still employs the largest number of people in this 
geographical region, but, importantly, census data indicate that thousands of settlements 
show substantial shifts in the nature of economic activity, with a lot of movement 
out of farming, suggestive of widespread socio-spatial change. This is expressed in the 
proliferation of new “Census Towns” (or CTs) and what we call new “high non-farm 
villages”. Census Towns are settlements that for the first time meet the Indian census’ 
definition of “urban”: a population of at least 5,000 people; a population density of 
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Table 1.1. The number of CTs and villages with more than 75 percent non-farm employment, for 
selected states in the Indo-Gangetic Plain, 2001 and 2011 (Sources: Pradhan 2017; Indian census 
2001, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; author’s calculations and adaptations).

Census Towns Villages > 75 percent non-farm employment

State 2001 2011 2001 2011

Bihar 5 60 224 576

Jharkhand 108 188 505 1000

Odisha 31 116 171 613

Uttar Pradesh 66 267 990 1488

West Bengal 252 780 1899 1751

Table 1.2. Selected characteristics West Bengal, Bihar and all-India (Sources: Indian census 2001, 
2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Pradhan 2017; Government of India 2019a; author’s calculations).

West Bengal Bihar India

Total population (in millions), 2011 91 104 1,210

Urban population (in percentages), 2011 31.9 11.3 32.0

Rural population (in percentages), 2011 68.1 88.7 68

Population density per km² 1,029 1,102  380

Number of new CTs (2001-2011) 537 52 2,553

Growth of CTs as percentage of total urban 
growth (2001-2011) 

66.0 13.9 29.5

Number of settlements with > 75% non-farm 
employment in 2001

1,899 224 10,360

Number of settlements with > 75% non-farm 
employment in 2011

1,751 576 13,080

GDP per capita (in Rs.), 2019 113,000 46,000 115,000

Literacy rate (%), 2011 76.0 64.0 74.0

Population living below the poverty line (%) 20.0 34.0 22.0
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at least 400 people per square kilometer; and over 75 percent of the male workforce 
employed outside of agriculture. “High non-farm villages” are settlements that only 
crossed the 75 percent non-farm employment criterion. They thus have a large and 
growing workforce involved in non-agricultural activities, but remain designated “rural” 
(as these settlements do not yet have populations of 5,000). Both the proliferation of 
new Census Towns and new high non-farm settlements are indicative of widespread 
shifts in occupational structures that occur at the rural-urban transition. Table 1.1 
summarizes data on the number of new CTs and new high non-farm villages for 
selected states in the Gangetic Plain. The numbers of new Census Towns have increased 
everywhere, but most states show particularly strong increases in the numbers of new 
high non-farm settlements. 
 
West Bengal and Bihar are among India’s largest states with populations of around 
100 million, and represent India’s regional diversity in important respects. Both have 
very high population densities with around 1,100 people per square kilometer, but 
they also show contrasting, overall urban profiles, and divergent dynamics at the rural-
urban transition (Table 1.2). West Bengal’s level of urbanization is equal to the national 
average, 32 percent. In the last decade, the state recorded the highest increases in the 
number of new Census Towns of all Indian states, with a total of 537 villages being 

Figure 1.1. West Bengal and Bihar (Source: Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; author’s 
adaptations).
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reclassified to new CTs. Those “urban” settlements accounted for 66 percent of West 
Bengal’s officially recorded urban growth (Guin and Das 2015; Pradhan 2017). In 
contrast, Bihar’s level of urbanization is very low, around 10 percent, the lowest of the 
major states. Bihar also shows low absolute numbers of new CTs. However, instead of 
CT growth, Bihar witnesses rapid increases in the number of high non-farm villages: 
between 2001 and 2011 their numbers jumped from 224 to 576. This is indicative of 
widespread shifts in the nature of work across certain former agrarian regions.

West Bengal and Bihar are, at the aggregate level, also at different levels of development. 
In terms of literacy rates, populations living below the poverty line, economic growth 
rates, and per capita incomes, West Bengal mostly scores on a par with national 
averages. Bihar on the other hand is often singled out as India’s poorest and least 
developed state. Among the major states, it ranks lowest in terms of literacy rates, one 
third of the population lives below the poverty line, and annual per capita income levels 
are less than half those in West Bengal (Table 1.2) 

Figure 1.1 shows the location of these states in eastern India. Within each state, the 
analysis will zoom in on carefully selected case study sites. Case selection procedures will 
be detailed in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.5 Reading guide

The dissertation is article-based, and Chapters 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 can be read as five 
standalone journal articles. Each of these Chapters is published in, or submitted 
for publication in, peer-reviewed journals in the fields of geography, urban studies, 
or development studies. There are core themes that ripple throughout all empirical 
Chapters: the general framing of the research problem, conceptual guidance, theoretical 
engagement, methodologies employed, case study selection, and/or Geographical 
Information System (GIS) analysis and remote sensing (RS) imagery interpretation. In 
this article-based setup, there is no sidestepping minor repetitions between the Chapters, 
for which I apologize in advance. 
 
Chapter 2 further theorizes the social-spatial transformations along the rural-urban 
transition, and what they might consist of. The Chapter presents an alternative 
theoretical framework, one that is sensitive to the Indian context, but that retains 
fundamental tenets of existing urban theory, particularly in its spatial dimension. This 
framework is backed by a close reading of census and other government data, GIS 
analyses and visual interpretation of RS imagery, and field explorations of West Bengal 
and Bihar. On the basis of the empirical analyses and field reconnaissance, the Chapter 
hypothesizes three types of “emergent urban formations”: (1) emergent peri-urban 
formations; (2) emergent highway urbanization; and (3) emergent remote urbanization. 
As will be explained further in Chapter 3, the empirical investigation at the core of this 
dissertation concentrates on a comparison of two cases that qualify as the third type: 
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emergent remote urbanization. Chapter 2 closes off by putting forward an extended 
research agenda on this topic, and proposes a combined methodological approach 
“from above and from below” as part of a mixed methods, comparative study design to 
investigate these emergent remote urban formations.  
 
Chapter 3 elaborates on this study design, with special attention to the dual 
methodology: detailed GIS analyses and RS imagery, combined with systematic and 
intensive on the ground quantitative and qualitative data gathering. The Chapter details 
the rationale behind field site selection procedures for two cases of remote emergent 
urban formations: Lalgola in the Murshidabad district of West Bengal and Barharia 
in Siwan district, Bihar. The Chapter also elaborates on the logistical challenges that 
characterized primary data collection in the field. It closes off with reflections on 
positionality and ethics. 
 
Chapter 4 explores the key reasons for why India’s urbanization remains “hidden” 
from official statistics. In important ways, this Chapter contextualizes why we misread 
the socio-spatial transformations at the rural-urban transition. Based on existing 
studies and statistics, we can estimate that the transformations in the countryside are 
substantial, that some of it is picked up by the Indian census in the form of reclassified 
villages, but a lot remains unseen and concealed from view in official data. The 
Chapter presents a case study of the city of Samastipur, central Bihar, and explains why 
current measurement and conceptualization are ill-suited to capture larger structural 
transformations unfolding across India’s countryside. The Chapter draws from GIS 
analyses and primary data collected in Samastipur. 
 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 switch geographical focus to the two main case study sites at the 
rural-urban transition: Lalgola and Barharia. The Chapters draw from substantial 
primary survey and interview data. The focus of Chapter 5 is on changing livelihoods, 
their whereabouts, and associated levels of household well-being. The analysis is 
sensitive to commonalities and differences between the two sites and proceeds in 
comparative fashion. The Chapter covers four main topics: the shift of livelihoods out 
of agriculture; new livelihood opportunities in the evolving local economies; the role 
of labor migration in livelihood strategies; and levels of well-being associated with 
different livelihoods. 
 
Chapter 6 subsequently turns to the restructuring of local economies, and the 
regional and national embeddedness of the Lalgola and Barharia field sites. Besides a 
thorough analysis of the nature and sectoral distribution of firms, the Chapter explores 
geographical dependency relations, and linkages between these localities and urban 
agglomerations and urbanization processes elsewhere. The empirical analysis at the 
heart of Chapter 6 proceeds in a multi-scalar fashion and investigates the anatomy of 
the evolving economic geographies at the rural-urban transition from a local, regional, 
national and international scale.  
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Chapter 7 examines dimensions of social-cultural change at the Lalgola and Barharia 
sites. In its theoretical orientation, the Chapter partially draws from some of the 
established urban socio-cultural studies, but also acknowledges the situatedness of this 
body of theory. The empirical analyses concentrate on two core dimensions of socio-
cultural change. The first is focused on household dynamics: the implications of the 
rural-urban transition of Lalgola and Barharia for family form and living arrangements, 
and the changing role of women within the household. The second is focused on 
class divisions: how Lalgola’s and Barharia’s rural-urban transition is challenging or 
reproducing established class structures. 
 
Chapter 8 synthesizes the main empirical findings and transcends the boundaries of the 
individual Chapters. It provides an integral perspective on the nature of India’s rural-
urban transition by highlighting the connections and interdependencies between the 
three dimensions of change. The Chapter places the dissertation’s overarching findings 
within the four core theoretical debates on urbanism in the global South, intervenes 
in these debates, and reflects on the implications for general theories of urbanization. 
It also reflects on the state of the urban studies literature, and on the “performance” of 
urban theory. The Chapter closes off with policy implications, and with suggestions for 
future research.
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Abstract
This article reports on a research project on urbanizing India with a bearing on core 
theoretical and methodological debates in urban studies. These debates refer to the 
conceptualization and “measurement” of what is urban, the relationship between 
urbanization and economic development, and the possibilities of comparative urbanism. 
Our empirical focus is not on India’s major cities but on the rural-urban transition 
where geographically dispersed urban formations are taking shape. The analysis is based 
on detailed census and other government data in combination with observations from 
two extended periods of fieldwork in eastern India. We outline evidence of substantial 
urban growth at the rural-urban transition, growth that has thus far largely gone 
unnoticed because of deficient measurement and limited conceptualizations of what 
constitutes the urban. We present our ideas and hypotheses on these emergent urban 
formations, along with a methodology that combines observations “from above” and 
“from below.” This research at the proverbial edges of the discipline, we argue, is highly 
relevant to the theoretical debates that are at its core. 

Key Words: emergent urban formations; India; rural-urban transition; urbanization; 
urban theory.

2.1 Introduction

This article reports on a research project on emergent urban formations in India with 
a bearing on core theoretical debates in urban studies: how we define the urban and 
urbanization, how we “measure” and identify urban growth, how we conceive of the 
relationship between urbanization and economic development, whether urban theory is 
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portable and applicable in diverse geographical-historical contexts, and how comparative 
urbanism could offer a way forward. 
 
The empirical focus of the article is away from the major cities, on the lower echelons of 
the urban system, where new urban formations are taking shape. We present evidence of 
substantial growth at the rural-urban transition that has thus far largely gone unnoticed 
and that is poorly understood. We link this to the conceptual challenges facing urban 
theory and the “measurement” of urbanization. We outline our approach to this 
problem and advocate an extended research agenda that is particularly relevant to how 
we understand urbanization in the South Asia region and perhaps elsewhere in the 
global South. 
 
Over the past decades, many governments in the global South have pushed national 
urban policies because of the presumed positive economic and societal effects 
traditionally associated with urban growth.2 These national urban policies have become 
standard practice (in a declaratory sense at least) but they tend to be based on shaky 
premises of how urbanization unfolds and are in some ways missing out on ground 
realities. Predictions about future urban growth by the United Nations and other 
agencies and national governments are equally questionable (Cohen 2004; Satterthwaite 
2010; Melchiorri et al. 2018). 
 
We can estimate that, in India alone, hundreds of millions of people are eking out a 
living at the rural-urban transition, seeking to shift their livelihoods out of agriculture 
and into “urban”-based occupations due to agrarian distress or to improve their well-
being. Existing evidence suggests that they are not involved in one-way migration to the 
big cities but that the transformation is taking shape locally, more in situ. We know little 
about these circumstances: the nature, precariousness, or sustainability of these new 
livelihoods and people’s living conditions; as we demonstrate, it is unclear how and to 
what extent this transformation aligns with prevailing theory on urbanization. 
 
In this article, we provide a critical reading of Indian census and other government data 
and draw on our own fieldwork in eastern India (West Bengal and Bihar), conducted 
from February to April 2017 and February to May 2018. We built a GIS of West 
Bengal and Bihar that tracks the emergence of so-called new Census Towns (CTs) and 
links the 86,000 administrative census units of these two states with primary census 

2 Although urbanization undoubtedly creates opportunities on the basis of fundamental economies of 
scale and connectivity (e.g. Glaeser 2012), it also brings fundamental challenges in terms of efficiency 
and equity, and India is no exception (e.g. Nijman 2015b). In this article, as elsewhere, we subscribe 
to the notion that urbanization is a necessary but not sufficient condition for economic development 
in general. We are critical of national policies that are based on promoting urban growth without 
consideration of negative externalities of urbanization and without attention to inherent questions of 
inequity. Elsewhere in this article, we note the exclusionary nature of India’s large cities that in fact 
contributes to the emergence of new urban formations in heretofore rural areas.
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data on population size, population density, and non-farm employment structures. 
Our empirical analysis builds on recent research in India on the rapid growth of these 
new CTs: small settlements at the bottom of India’s urban hierarchy that conform to 
the country’s threefold urban definition: population size, density, and non-agrarian 
employment structures (e.g. Denis and Zérah 2017; Pradhan 2017; Jain 2018; Roy and 
Pradhan 2018). 
 
The next section provides a discussion of India’s urbanization “puzzle”: according to official 
statistics, India’s urban population share is very low and, in the past decades, urbanization 
growth rates have actually declined. This occurred at the same time that economic 
growth rapidly increased and, as such, it presents a reversed pattern of the urbanization 
experiences in North America, Western Europe, and East Asia. This “riddle” is relevant 
because it suggests that we could be misreading India’s urbanization levels and that 
transformations that are occurring at the rural-urban transition go unseen and unreported 
in census data. It is also relevant to present-day core theoretical debates in urban studies, 
and these are reviewed. We then present an alternative theoretical framework, one that is 
sensitive to the Indian context but that retains some fundamental tenets of existing urban 
theory, particularly in its spatial dimensions. We then lay out our empirical analyses: a 
critical deciphering of census data complemented with our own observations in West 
Bengal and Bihar. In the process, we present a methodological approach (“from above and 
below”) and research agenda that we think is particularly suitable to this research. Finally, 
we circle back to the theoretical debates and present a preliminary typology of India’s 
emergent urban formations. In the conclusions, we highlight the relevance of this research 
beyond India, particularly for other parts of the global South. 

2.2 India’s urbanization riddle

Contrary to common suggestions in the media that tend to focus on large absolute 
numbers related to India’s mega cities, the country’s officially recorded urbanization 
level is actually quite low, reported around just 32 percent. This is far behind China’s 52 
percent and even behind Africa’s 40 percent (United Nations [UN] 2014). Moreover, 
during the last few decades, urban growth rates have actually declined, and they have 
done so despite accelerating economic growth. Since the 1980s, rates of urban growth 
and economic growth have diverged (Figure 2.1). This is contrary to conventional 
understanding in which higher levels of economic growth originate in labor movement 
from lower to higher productivity economic activities, where more productive activities 
are primarily urban-based. In other words, economic growth and urban growth are 
expected to move in tandem, as has been the historical experience in North America and 
Western Europe and also more recently in East Asia (Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and 
China). 

This slow urban growth and apparent “decoupling” of urban and economic trends in 
India led the World Bank (2013, p. 23) to observe that “India’s [economic] growth 
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without significant urbanization poses a major puzzle”. It is a problem that begs 
attention, not just to understand developments in India but also to ascertain the 
implications for urban theory. We suggest there are two complementary explanations 
to the puzzle. The first accepts, at least partially, the validity of India’s official urban 
growth statistics and seeks to explain them; the second questions the full validity of the 
measurements and argues that part of India’s urbanization goes unseen and unreported 
with existing measurements. The latter argument gives way to an alternative approach to 
research on Indian urbanization, as we elaborate in most of the rest of this article. 
 
First, though, let us summarize the explanation that takes the official urbanization 
statistics at face value. We can understand India’s relatively slow urban growth in 
view of its particular urban economy, which is increasingly capital intensive and labor 
extensive. As such, it does not generate sufficient urban employment and hampers 
urban population growth (Chandrasekhar 2017). The World Bank (2013) estimates 
that, between 1993 and 2006, the seven biggest metro areas in India failed to increase 

Figure 2.1. India’s economic growth rate (actual annual figures), moving average (GDP growth at 
constant prices), and urban growth rate. GDP = gross domestic product. (Sources: Indian census 
2011a; World Bank 2018a, 2018b).
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their overall shares in national employment. The rapid rise of India’s urban-based 
information technology (IT) sector is known for its relatively minor contribution to 
overall employment (Luce 2006).3 Indeed, recent developments suggest that the IT 
industry has even begun laying off substantial numbers of workers due to advanced 
automation (The Economist 2017; Hindustan Times 2017). IT contributes substantially 
to economic growth, but its employment contribution is only minor. 
 
The manufacturing sector was essential in the urbanization experience of western 
countries and East Asia but it is far less significant in India’s economy. Kannan and 
Raveendran (2009) showed that the urban-based organized manufacturing sector did 
not contribute to any substantial employment growth between 1980 and 2005, even 
while the gross added value of manufacturing to the overall economy increased. The 
authors spoke of a “quarter century of jobless [economic] growth” (p. 80; see also 
Bhalotra 1998; Thomas 2012; Chandrasekhar 2017). 
 
The situation could be compounded by diseconomies of scale and negative externalities 
that are affecting the largest cities (e.g. Tripathi and Kaur 2017; Times of India 2018). 
Negative externalities and inefficiencies are associated with excessive densities that 
increase the cost of doing business, such as overcrowding, rising congestion, higher labor 
costs, and higher costs of living (also see Turok and McGranahan 2013). Mitra (2000) 
showed that, in India, agglomeration economies contribute to overall productivity 
growth up to a certain size and density of the urban population; once these thresholds 
are crossed, inefficiencies and negative externalities of agglomeration start to outweigh 
the benefits. 
 
At any rate, according to the Indian census, all of India’s major cities have seen 
declining population growth rates over the past two decades. The inner areas of these 
agglomerations have been particularly affected (Parthasarathy 2011; Kundu and 
Saraswati 2012). Central districts of Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, 
and other major cities have reported the lowest population growth rates in census 
history (Kundu 2011), and certain parts of Kolkata have even begun to lose population 
(Shaw 2015). 
 
The second explanation for India’s urbanization riddle, and the more important one for 
our purpose, is that India’s official statistics on urbanization are deficient and conceal 
some major trends from view. What if we fail to see India’s urban growth because we are 
too focused on large central agglomerations when measuring and conceptualizing India’s 
urban population? We elaborate this point later, where we argue that considerable urban 
growth in India goes underreported, growth that takes place at the lowest echelons of 

3 Evidence of a near stagnation of urban employment in bigger cities is largely based on statistics from the 
formal sector (Li and Rama 2015). It can be argued that informal slum economies and entrepreneurship 
have developed in response to the lack of opportunities in the organized sector (e.g. Nijman 2015b).
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the urban system, at the rural-urban transition. We show that some of this growth is 
detected through the so-called new Census Towns, but much of it remains out of view. 
The reasons have to do with current measures and prevailing understanding of what 
constitutes urban. Before we turn to our empirical evidence, we first elaborate on this 
from a theoretical point of view.

2.3 Positioning Indian urbanization in theoretical debates in 
urban studies

In recent years, the fields of urban studies and urban geography have been flurried 
by two major, interrelated, debates that are relevant to our research on emergent 
urban formations in India. We limit ourselves here to a concise overview. The first 
debate is about the global portability of urban theory and the emergent paradigm 
of comparative urbanism. It highlights the tensions between aims of theoretical 
generalization and claims of place particularity; it also concerns questions about the 
importance of comparative approaches in urban research. The second debate is closely 
associated with the first and centers on questions about what is urban and what 
constitutes a city, engaging notions of spatiality, agglomeration, and urbanism as a way 
of life. 
 
Debates on comparative urbanism and the portability of what is mainly “Northern” 
urban theory reflect the influence of globalization and are inspired by renewed emphases 
on the particularities of place. The latter stem, at least in part, from the globalization of 
urban research itself and especially from growing attention to the global South (Grant 
and Nijman 2002; Nijman 2007; Smith 2009; McFarlane 2010; Obeng-Odoom 2010; 
Robinson 2011; McFarlane and Robinson 2012; Schmid 2012; Ernstson et al. 2014; 
Nijman 2015a; Peck 2015). 
 
On the one hand, there are calls for a decentering and contextualization of urban 
theory that is commensurate with the increased attention to developments in a 
growing range of localities around the world. Parnell and Robinson (2012, p. 598) 
posited that “the available stock of urban and planning theory is largely unsuited to 
help us understand and navigate the complex lived realities of citizens in the global 
South.” In a similar vein, Sheppard et al. (2013, p. 893) advocated a “provincializing 
global urbanism [that] creates space from which to challenge urban theories that treat 
Northern urbanization as the norm, to incorporate the expertise and perspectives of 
urban majorities, and to imagine and enact alternative urban futures” (see also Roy 
2009a; Roy and Ong 2011). 
 
Others emphasized the risks of particularism, even empiricism, and a hollowing out of 
existing general theory. Blokland and Harding (2014) expressed apprehension about 
the field of urban studies becoming a “theory-free zone,” and Peck (2015) deplored 
the theoretically averse “exceptionalism” of, for example, literatures on postcolonial 
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cities. This debate seems to have acquired ideological overtones and, ironically, is still 
accompanied by a dearth of theoretically engaged comparative empirical research 
outside the global North and across North and South. 
 
These tensions around a geographic decentering of urban theory have combined with 
debates on the thematic essence of the field of urban studies. Brenner and Schmid 
(2014, 2015a) argued that current theory fails to recognize urbanization as a dynamic 
historical process that constantly produces new differentiations. Conventional 
definitions and measurement of “urban,” they said, are “theoretically incoherent” and 
“empirically untenable” (Brenner and Schmid 2014, p. 731). They pleaded for a “new 
epistemology of the urban” as the world is facing new forms of urbanization that 
seem incompatible with inherited conceptions of the urban as a “fixed, bounded and 
universally generalizable settlement type. (…) The contemporary urban phenomenon 
cannot be understood as a singular condition derived from the serial replication of a 
specific sociospatial condition (e.g. agglomeration) or settlement type (e.g. places with 
large, dense and/or heterogeneous populations) across the territory” (Brenner and 
Schmid 2015a, p. 151-52).  
 
The debate reflects unease about the essence of the field of urban studies (and, especially, 
it seems, urban geography). If the world at large is becoming “urban,” it raises questions 
about what is urban and what is not; whether the urban-rural distinction has outlived 
its usefulness; and what the precise meaning is of ongoing processes of urbanization (for 
a lucid overview of the “planetary urbanization” debate, see Keil 2018). It is not void of 
disciplinary anxiety, either. As Walker (2015, p. 185) noted, “If nothing is outside the 
urban, then the urban is everything; and if it is everything, it is nothing in particular 
and therefore not an interesting problem.” 
 
The response from established urban economic theorists has been swift. Scott and 
Storper (2015), although acknowledging an increasingly diverse and complex urban 
palette, maintained as the essence of urban theory that “all cities can be understood 
in terms of a theoretical framework that combines two main processes, namely, the 
dynamics of agglomeration/polarization, and the unfolding of an associated nexus 
of locations, land uses and human interactions. This same framework can be used 
to identify many different varieties of cities, and to distinguish intrinsically urban 
phenomena from the rest of social reality” (p. 1). 
 
Critical for our research on the emergence of new urban formations in India, this line of 
reasoning implies that urbanization might no longer involve neatly defined (expanding) 
cities but that it must entail a spatial logic that results in urbanizing areas that can be 
distinguished as material/empirical entities from non-urbanizing areas: “All cities consist 
of dense agglomerations of people and economic activities” (Scott and Storper 2015, p. 
4; see also Scott 2011, 2017). 
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Spatial form is critically important to this debate but it also, naturally, involves 
economic and social processes.4 Traditionally, urbanization is associated with economic 
growth and development (e.g. Renaud 1979; World Bank 2009). An earlier UN (2014, 
p. 3) report stated, “The process of urbanization historically has been associated with 
other important economic and social transformations, which have brought greater 
geographic mobility, lower fertility, longer life expectancy and population ageing. 
(…) Urban living is associated with higher levels of literacy and education, better 
health, greater access to social services, and enhanced opportunities for cultural and 
political participation.” The basic explanation for this positive relationship between 
urbanization and development lies in economies of scale, which are in turn a function 
of agglomeration and density (see, also, e.g. Henderson 2010). In their recent reprise 
on the nexus between urban and economic geography, Scott and Storper (2015, p. 6) 
referred to the “consistently positive empirical relationship between national rates of 
urbanization (…) and GDP per capita.” 
 
It is not so clear, though, whether this applies in the same way to India or other parts of 
the global South. There, urban growth and economic growth appear not to necessarily 
move in tandem (Figure 2.1). India’s urbanization experience warrants close attention 
not just because it is itself so poorly understood but also because it forces us to consider 
key theoretical notions about what is urban, what constitutes a city, what drives urban 
growth, and how urbanization relates to economic development. 
 
Our theoretical position recognizes the need for a “decentered planetary” urban 
perspective but also adheres to fundamental notions of urbanization as a process of 
spatial agglomeration of some sort. We acknowledge the significance of the complexity 
of a wide range of urban transformations, urban forms, and urban processes that do not 
necessarily fit existing concepts or definitions. Indeed, we argue that the transformations 
at India’s rural-urban transition are a case in point. At the same time, our approach 
is guided by a basic understanding of urbanization as dynamic processes of spatial 
concentration and growth, or agglomeration. These processes are not necessarily 
uniform and they are likely to diverge in different geographical and historical contexts—
but we employ the theoretical premise that they still adhere to a basic spatial logic. 

2.4 An alternative theoretical framework

How can we come to a theoretical understanding of what is happening at the lower 
echelons of India’s urban hierarchy? How can the “urban” be conceptualized in a 
way that opens up exploration of emergent urban formations at India’s rural-urban 

4 In this article, for the sake of brevity and conciseness of our argument, we concentrate on the spatial 
and economic dimensions of urbanization. Chapter 7 elaborates on the socio-cultural dimensions of 
the rural-urban transition.
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transition? This requires an open mind about the nature of these formations’ spatial, 
economic, and social dimensions and acknowledgment that they might not conform to 
conventional understandings of urban form or process. At the same time, any empirical 
observation, even of an exploratory sort, requires some elementary conceptual guidance 
of what we think constitutes the urban and what defines urbanization in the broadest 
sense (cf. Scott 2017). In this research, we choose to build on existing urban theory 
rather than depart from it entirely (cf. Hassink et al. 2014).  
 
We also find ourselves in agreement with Schmid et al. (2018), who invoked Lefebvre’s 
notion of transduction. This refers to a research strategy that prioritizes a dialectical 
relationship between theoretical formulation and empirical observation—one that we 
believe is an essential disposition in all exploratory research. In the words of Lefebvre, 
“Transduction assumes an incessant feedback between the conceptual framework used 
and empirical observations” (Lefebvre, as cited in Schmid et al. 2018). 
 
Accordingly, our approach is guided by the following basic theoretical premises:

• Urbanization involves a shift from the primary sector (especially agriculture) to 
economic activities in the secondary and tertiary sectors, activities that rely on 
spatial proximity.

• Urbanization involves some form of economic (spatial) agglomeration and 
population concentration, with the latter closely related to employment conditions.

• In the absence of significant increases in urban employment opportunities (as 
in India), overall urbanization is likely to be relatively restrained. Importantly, if 
combined with rapid decreases in agricultural employment, this can give way to 
alternative spatial urban formations that are more dispersed, organized around a 
relatively large number of relatively small urban centers in predominantly rural 
areas.

• The notion of the rural-urban transition, as a process, refers to a shift from rural 
to urban economic activity, livelihoods, and lifestyles, and accompanying changes 
in social organization. It is far from a neat shift from one social order (rural) 
to the next (urban). It can be a messy, fragmented, and intricate process that 
combines historical continuity and change. Although livelihoods at the rural-
urban transition are shifting, they are also complex and can be multi-sectoral 
and multi-locational; farming and other agrarian work can possibly still remain 
a substantial (but declining) part of a household’s livelihood portfolio. Agrarian 
work at the rural-urban transition can be a fallback option for household 
members or additional source of household income to secure a sustainable 
livelihood at the rural-urban transition.

• The rural-urban transition is also used as a regional descriptor to refer to the 
physical spaces in which these transformations unfold. It signifies both wide-
ranging social transformation and a reconfiguration of space, with complex spatial 
signatures.

• Socially, this dispersed urbanization likely involves (potentially) significant 
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transformations in terms of class, communal identity (and caste), gender, spatial 
mobility, and social mobility. These transformations, however, do not necessarily 
conform to conventional (Northern) definitions of urbanization.

• The notion of in situ urbanization is key to the rural-urban transition and 
refers to (incipient) urban growth that is generated locally; that is, it is not 
urban growth associated with spillover from existing central agglomerations or 
suburbanization. In situ urban growth can be typical of dispersed urbanization in 
hitherto rural areas.

• In general, urbanization processes unfold at multiple scales. In the case of 
India’s emergent urban formations at the rural-urban transition, it is important 
to understand local drivers of growth; the possibility of polycentrism within 
emerging formations; the possibility of amalgamation of various dispersed, small-
scale growth centers; and the wider regional context (e.g. connections to larger 
existing agglomerations) that conditions urban growth.

In the next two sections, we employ this conceptual framework to reinterpret India’s 
urbanization. 

2.5 Deciphering the Indian Census: empirical observations

There is considerable evidence that India is experiencing urbanization at the lower 
echelons of the urban hierarchy but only part of this is reflected in official statistics. 
According to conventional measures, India’s urban population increased by 91 million 
people between 2001 and 2011, and about a third of this growth (30 million people) 
is attributed to the emergence of more than 2,500 new CTs. CTs are small settlements 
at the bottom of India’s urban hierarchy that conform to the country’s threefold urban 
definition: they have at least 5,000 inhabitants and a minimum density of 400 people 
per square kilometer and at least 75 percent of the male workforce is engaged in non-
farm work. New CTs are settlements that meet these three criteria for the first time. 
 
Figure 2.2 shows the development in the total number of CTs based on the censuses 
from 1961 to 2011. Nationwide, in the last decade, the total number of CTs 
jumped to 3,894, a clear break from the past. Regional variations across India in the 
emergence of CTs are considerable. West Bengal was among the states with the highest 
absolute increases: there, the number of CTs went from 300 to 800, accounting for 
approximately 70 percent of the state’s officially recorded total urban growth. In 
contrast, the state of Bihar showed little absolute CT growth, with sixty CTs in 2011. 

To evaluate these census numbers, to better understand the spatiality of these smaller 
urbanizing environs, and to study the differences in the emergence of CTs between 
states, we constructed a GIS  of West Bengal and Bihar. The GIS incorporates data on 
old and new CTs (before and after 2001) in the context of these states’ overall regional 
urban systems, main highways, and administrative structures. As far as we know, it is 
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the first GIS of its kind. The GIS of West Bengal includes all 41,131 administrative 
census units (denoted as towns/villages) of the state, which we linked up with boundary 
files and historical data on population size, population density, and non-agrarian 
employment structure per unit. The data are compiled from the Indian census, Primary 
Census Abstract Data Tables (PCA) and extracted from West Bengal’s nineteen District 
Census Handbooks. Data on population size and density per administrative unit are 
given in the population enumeration data, but non-agrarian employment structures 
had to be calculated separately.5 Country-, state-, and district-level boundary files were 
acquired via the open Database of Global Administrative Areas (GADM). Boundary 
files for micro-census units were provided by the Centre National de la Recherche 

5 Calculating the non-agrarian employment structure per unit was a somewhat complex process. In 
classifying urban areas, the Indian census only looks at male non-agricultural work and only looks 
at workers who were engaged in this type of work for most of the year (more than six out of twelve 
months; these are called main workers; others are called marginal workers). The percentage of male 
non-farm employment is calculated by adding the male main workers in household industry (males 
engaged in production, processing, servicing, repairing, or making and selling of goods from home) to 
the male main workers in other works (all government servants, municipal employees, teachers, factory 
workers, plantation workers; those engaged in trade, commerce, business, transport, banking, mining, 
construction, political or social work; priests; entertainment artists; etc.). Also see Government of 
India (2011) for census metadata.

Figure 2.2. Number of census towns recorded in each Indian census from 1961 to 
2011 (Source: Indian census 2011a).
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Scientifique (CNRS).6 The GIS of Bihar is built in a similar way but is even more 
intricate due to the size of the state and administrative divisions (Bihar has thirty-eight 
districts and 45,073 administrative census units). 
 
The GIS allows us to pinpoint and examine the locations of old (2001) and new (2011) 
CTs in their geographical contexts and in relation to demographic and economic 
developments in their surroundings; that is, across administrative boundaries. It allows 
investigation of the possible amalgamation with other CTs or “rural” villages (with high 
non-farm employment structures) and the influence of administrative boundaries in the 
shortcomings of official census reports. 
 
The accompanying fieldwork was conducted during February to April 2017 and 
February to May 2018 in remote parts of the two states. Field sites were selected on the 
basis of our GIS (i.e. where we observed contiguous urban growth across administrative 
boundaries). Primary data collection on the ground consisted of reconnaissance 
and interviews. We conducted nine in-depth, semi-structured interviews with key 
informants including government officials at various levels and village leaders, plus 
dozens of longer informal conversations with various local actors (e.g. long-term 
residents, shopkeepers, recent migrants). We also systematically gathered observational 
data (photos, videos, and field notes). In the remainder of this section we present 
our findings from West Bengal and Bihar. We elaborate on four reasons why Indian 
urbanization at the rural-urban transition is misread in the Indian census and present 
supporting empirical observations. 
 
First, there is a tendency for CTs to go underreported; that is, there are numerous 
administrative units that have actually met the three criteria mentioned earlier but are 
not identified as CTs. This is partially due to local resistance from village leaders to 
becoming “urban” and partially due to administrative divisions that are at the basis of 
the census. In India, “rural” settlements are governed under gram panchayats (village 
councils or assemblies) and, as such, qualify for rural development grants from central 
and state government, whereas “urban” settlements cannot. An important example is the 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), which 
ensures at least 100 days of work for people in “rural” areas. Once a gram panchayat 
becomes urban, this government program is no longer available. Other examples are 
grants used for development programs on water, sanitation, school projects, and the 
development of roads and adequate healthcare. Central and state funding is much 
higher in rural areas, and gram panchayats are financially highly dependent on these 
grants. They generate few resources of their own (Aziz 1998; Mukhopadhyay 2017a). 

6 CNRS previously used these boundaries in the e- Geopolis project. In this project, urbanization 
was studied using a uniform, twofold global definition of what constitutes the urban: (1) a simple 
morphological criterion, in which individual buildings should be less than 200 m apart, and (2) a 
population threshold of at least 10,000 inhabitants. For more information see http://e-geopolis.org/.
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Moreover, tax rates are lower in rural areas, water supply is free, and electricity and 
telephone charges and tariffs are lower (Sivaramakrishnan 2002; Jain 2018).7 
 
Financial incentives and the inner workings of allocation principles via central and state 
funds are especially likely to influence settlement classification in less developed, rural 
states where dependency on rural development grants is highest.8 The state of Bihar is a 
pertinent example. Bihar is often singled out as the country’s poorest state. It is also one 
of India’s most populous, has very high overall densities, and has recorded substantial 
employment shifts out of agriculture and rapid growth in the secondary and tertiary 
economic sectors over the past ten years (Gupta 2010; Government of Bihar 2017). The 
state’s official “urban” population is, however, extremely low (around 10 percent), and 
official urban growth rates have been close to zero for more than fifty years. It makes for 
a particularly implausible scenario and Bihar is very likely (much) more urbanized than 
the census reports. 
 
Figure 2.3 is an excerpt from the Bihar GIS and gives a general overview of the state’s 
geography of CTs, district boundaries (finer scale administrative boundaries would 
make the maps unreadable), main roads, and urban system. In addition, the red dots9 
show all units that are not considered CTs because their population is less than 5,000 
(they are officially considered rural villages). They do, however, have over 75 percent 
non-farm employment and very high population densities (on average 3,600 people per 
square kilometer, well above the official threshold of 400). As Figure 2.3 shows, many 
of these settlements appear spatially clustered and this indicates a high probability of 
amalgamation into larger urbanizing formations across administrative boundaries. In 
addition, many of these units are located in close proximity to existing urban centers 
(e.g. near the cities of Muzaffarpur or Samastipur; see Figure 2.3), suggesting that these 
cities are bigger than the census reports. Others are located in more remote areas, away 

7 Although CTs are urban according to India’s threefold definition, they are still governed by gram 
panchayats and, as such, still qualify for rural development grants. CT status, however, is a first step 
toward official urban recognition, which is followed by the replacing of the gram panchayat with an 
urban local body (in India also referred to as a statutory town) and thus the loss of access to rural 
development funding.

8 This is not the place for an elaboration on the role of the state in Indian urbanization but it is worth 
pointing out, briefly, its apparent contradictions. Central and state governments, since the beginning 
of liberalization policies in the 1990s, have effectively stimulated investment and growth in major 
urban regions (e.g. Maharashtra’s “golden triangle” between Mumbai, Pune, and Nasik), whereas the 
workings of local and state governments have impeded formal urbanization at the lower echelons of the 
urban system. In the meantime, major infrastructural investments by the central and state governments, 
especially in highways and other main roads, appear to have contributed to new urban growth along 
these newly constructed corridors. We return to this “highway urbanization” later in the article.

9 Note that the Bihar and West Bengal GIS is only used to gain a better understanding of the spatial 
patterning and trends in urban formations. The dots on the map are not necessarily indicative of 
the true size of settlements. The Bihar and West Bengal GIS does not show built-up morphology. 
Remotely sensed imagery should be used to study built-up morphology in areas of interest. We 
elaborate on this methodology later.
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from major existing agglomerations. At any rate, these administrative units meet the 
demographic and economic criteria to be considered “urban” but are not included in the 
official urban count, nor are they recognized as CTs. 
 
A series of interviews with village leaders in Bihar (known as mukhiyas), in the 
Samastipur district, central Bihar, illustrated the local resistance against acquiring CT 
status. The objections relate principally to much higher levels of taxation for urban 
areas, which raises concerns about the rural poor; to fears of a loss of democratic 
representation for the people of the village; to uncertainties surrounding the ownership 
of land and the loss thereof once the gram panchayat is dissolved and the settlement 
becomes part of an urban administration; and, finally, to losing the socio-culturally 
prestigious post of village mukhiya. 

The second reason for underreporting of urbanization at the rural–urban transition 
relates to the tendency in the literature and in census reports to consider CTs as small 
urban settlements that barely pass the 5,000 population threshold, although in fact 
some are much bigger than that. Figure 2.4 is extracted from our GIS of West Bengal’s 
urban regional system and shows the amalgamation of discrete CTs beyond the census 
boundaries. For instance, in the middle of the map, along the Dhulian–Malda corridor 
(National Highway 12), we observe the amalgamation of eleven CTs. Through our GIS, 
we examined these settlements along the corridor and their individual boundaries and 
found that they are also morphologically contiguous with countless other settlements 
that are officially categorized as “rural” villages. Further analyses of the population totals 
and overall employment structure of this agglomeration indicated that this corridor 
“hides” a contiguous built-up area of more than 250,000 people and has an apparently 
polycentric urban form but is without any form of urban governance (the area is 
governed by dozens of individual gram panchayats). According to our calculations, 
economic activity in this agglomeration is over 85 percent non-agricultural.
 
Through reconnaissance fieldwork along the Dhulian–Malda corridor, we collected 
preliminary observations on the evolving economic geography of the area and indeed 
found diversifying economic activities with people principally engaged in service 
industries, auto repair, trade, metalwork, commerce, transport, and construction. 
Sujapur CT, for instance, in the northeast of the corridor, harbors a massive plastic 
and waste recycling industry, which now has more than 100 waste processing units 
(Government of India 2017). Jadupur CT, a little to the southeast of Sujapur and part 
of the same amalgamated urban formation, has growing numbers of furniture makers, 

< Figure 2.3. “Invisible” urbanization in Bihar: The map shows the sixty new census towns (green 
dots) recorded by the census but also amalgamating “rural” villages with densities >400 and >75 
percent non-farm employment (red dots) (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011b; Centre 
national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; data 
calculations and adaptations by authors).
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metalworkers, and woodworkers. About 1.5 km further south is the strategically located, 
fast-growing intersection between Kalia Chak and Alipur CT that connects north and 
southwest Bengal. The intersection is part of the same amalgamation as Sujapur CT and 
Jadupur CT and functions as a transport hub for both the state and the agglomeration; 
from here hundreds of buses and trucks depart every hour to deliver goods and people 
all over the district and state. National Highway 12, which connects all of these areas, 
is becoming so busy that it is being expanded to four lanes, and Indian Oil is setting 
up new petrol pumps along the corridor. In all, this section in the middle part of 
West Bengal is one example of an area where we find strong evidence of a larger urban 
formation, yet its population is officially largely designated as “rural” by the census and 
urban government is entirely non-existent (of the thirty administrative units, eleven are 
CTs and nineteen are rural villages). 
 
A third indication that the Indian census appears to underestimate urbanization trends 
at the rural–urban transition is that it does not adequately account for the significant 
and consistent shift of employment out of agriculture. The agricultural sector generated 
52 percent of Indian gross domestic product in the 1950s but it has declined to 14 
percent in recent years. In 2016, an estimated 250 million people still depended on 
agricultural work for their livelihood (Government of India 2016), but that number is 
declining rapidly. According to various estimates, between 2004 and 2016, there was a 
net loss of about 40 million jobs in agriculture (Himanshu 2011; Mehrotra et al. 2014; 
Abraham 2017).10 The numbers of jobs lost in agriculture in combination with wide-
ranging media reports of agrarian distress (e.g. Sainath 2011a, 2011b) suggest a major 
shift of people out of their agrarian existence and toward “urban” livelihoods. 
 
The reported recent growth in rural self-employment (other than farming) seems 
indicative of the precariousness of traditional livelihoods (Chatterjee et al. 2015; Roy 
and Pradhan 2018). Although Bihar’s official urban population share hovers around 
only 10 percent and has barely shown an increase over the last twenty years, the state’s 
latest economic survey indicates an increase of 40 percent in the number of “non-farm 
economic enterprises” between 2005 and 2013, reaching 1.6 million such enterprises 

10 The introduction of land reforms and excessive landholding fragmentation has played an important 
part in rural distress. In India today, 85 percent of agrarian land is held by small farmers (less 
than 2 ha; IDFC 2013). As farmers have increasingly moved away from subsistence farming and 
toward commercial farming, their indebtedness has risen. Small farmers often do not have access to 
institutional credit and have to rely on the dubious practices of moneylenders (with higher interest 
rates and coercive payment practices). Occasional crop failures due to flooding or droughts lead to 
high indebtedness and confiscation of land by moneylenders, which is the main reason for the rapid 
rise in farmer suicides in recent years (IDFC 2013).

< Figure 2.4. West Bengal’s urban regional system with locations of old and new census towns per 
2011 (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011c; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; 
Centre national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; calculations and adaptations by authors).
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(Government of Bihar 2017). Significantly, about three quarters of these new non-farm 
enterprises were located in areas classified as rural. The number of workers engaged in 
these non-farm rural enterprises doubled over the same period (also see Chakravarty 
2014). These data coincide with the Bihar GIS, where we find high non-farm environs 
all over the state.  
 
It should be pointed out that rural livelihood shifts, away from farming, can be 
complicated and dynamic; shifts in rural employment are often not straightforward 
from agrarian to urban-based. For India’s rural households, livelihoods now seem 
increasingly multi-sectoral and multi-locational, as they try to eke out a living by taking 
on non-agrarian work in urban environs. India’s Infrastructure Development Finance 
Company (2013, p. 7), or IDFC, wrote in its rural development report, “Overlapping 
livelihoods have become a marked feature of rural life as smallholder farmers are forced 
to combine different occupations in a desperate bid to survive.” Farming and related 
activities, although declining in importance in India’s rural households’ livelihood 
portfolios, can thus still be part of a household’s income. Nonetheless, the number 
of agrarian workers and employment available in agriculture is rapidly dwindling, 
suggesting a push toward more non-farm and urban-based occupations, but very little 
is known about how and where such new non-farm livelihoods materialize. From 
Indian census data, it is clear that these complex shifts are not adequately captured in 
measurements of urbanization. 
 
The fourth and final reason for underreporting of urbanization at the rural-urban 
transition is related to rural-urban circular migration, where urban workers retain 
their main home (as recorded in the census) in the village. Choithani (2017, p. 195) 
argued that “official data (…) barely capture the true extent of temporary moves.” 
Rough estimates put the yearly number of rural-based circular migrants between 40 
and 100 million and growing (e.g. Deshingkar and Farrington 2009). Importantly, 
recent research indicates that India’s big cities have become increasingly exclusionary, 
attracting mainly relatively skilled and better-off migrants and becoming more hostile 
to the (less skilled) rural poor (Kundu and Saraswati 2012; Kundu 2014). The notion 
of the right to the city (Lefebvre 1968), which in North America and Western Europe 
is often invoked in relation to disadvantaged city dwellers, here refers to the option for 
rural folk to move to existing cities in the first place. In these circumstances—push from 
the countryside but less pull from the bigger cities—circular migration becomes more 
prominent at a regional scale, at shorter distances from the village (e.g. Chandrasekhar 
2011; I. Roy 2016). None of this circular migration, which involves movement between 
existing villages and newly forming urban nodes, is reflected in or picked up by the 
census in its measurement of urbanization. 
 
A final aspect of circular migration and its complex relationship with local processes 
of urbanization relates to remittances. Rural-based circular migrants maintain close 
links with their areas of origin and bring back savings from the city (or abroad), 
where expenditure is often minimized, leading to asset accumulation and substantial 
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socioeconomic rural change (De Haan 2002). Capital may be invested in real estate 
and construction or to set up a small shop, thereby improving living conditions and 
changing local livelihoods (Datta 2016). These capital flows are known to be substantial 
(Deshingkar and Farrington 2009) and may spark “localized urbanization in the form of 
new settlements” (Iyer 2017, p. 106) at the rural-urban transition. This, too, however, 
remains largely unaccounted for in official urban statistics.

 
2.6 Observing India’s rural–urban transition from above and 
below

More empirical research is needed, in various locations and at multiple scales, to qualify 
and capture the extent of transformations at India’s rural-urban transition. We suggest 
that this research requires a dual methodological approach: a combined methodology 
“from above and from below” that relies on advanced GIS analysis and remote sensing 
(RS) imagery and on systematic data collection and analysis on the ground. The former 
is essential to the initial detection of spatial patterns of dispersed urbanization. The latter 
is critical to understanding the economic and social processes involved in these changing 
morphologies; processes that can be interpreted (or not) as forms of urbanization. In 
this section, we advocate an extended research agenda on this topic and discuss the 
kinds of empirical analyses to follow. 
 
The usefulness of RS for our purpose lies in the tentative identification—longitudinally—
of dispersed urban growth in predominantly rural regions and coming to a better 
understanding of the spatiality of urban change. The remoteness and extent of these 
regions is obviously very considerable in a country the size of India, even if selected RS 
loci can be guided with existing census data on new CTs in combination with more 
fine-grained GIS analyses as illustrated earlier. The potential of RS applications for this 
purpose has improved notably in recent years due to technological advances that allow for 
more detailed data and because of methodological advances to support more sophisticated 
analysis. Increased technical capabilities of satellites and RS sensors now render data at 
unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions. As revisit times of current satellites have 
increased, morphological change can be monitored with much higher frequency than in 
the past. The development of RS methodologies allows finer measurement of land-use 
patterns and change, which is particularly useful in the detection of suspected dispersed 
urbanization (e.g. Denis and Marius-Gnanou 2011; Conrad et al. 2015; Pandey and Seto 
2015; Reis et al. 2016; Kleemann et al. 2017; Vanderhaegen and Canters 2017).11 

11 We are under no “illusion” (Schmid et al. 2018, p. 31) that these advanced RS methods somehow 
render a simple solution to the exact identification or measurement of “the” urban. We do think, 
however, that very high-resolution RS provides a valuable means of empirical observation, particularly 
in the context of India’s rural–urban transition and, clearly, as part of a mixed methods, transductive 
study design.
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Figure 2.5 shows a remotely sensed image taken over National Highway 12, the 
Dhulian–Malda corridor in West Bengal, which we discussed earlier. It is a high-
resolution (10 m) true color composite image from the European Space Agency’s 
Sentinel- 2A mission and captures the string of newly sprung up CTs that can 
be discerned in the middle of the West Bengal map (Figure 2.4). Built-up area is 
displayed in grayish hue, and the gray line that zigzags through the area is National 
Highway 12. Drawn in yellow are the official administrative boundaries of each 
separate census unit. As noted previously, none of the thirty administrative units 
in the corridor has an urban government, eleven are new CTs, and nineteen are 
considered rural villages. The RS image clearly shows cross-boundary built-up 
contiguity, especially in the three settlements that seem to form the “core” of the 
polycentric area: in Sujapur, Jadupur, and Kalia Chak. All thirty units have over 
75 percent non-agrarian employment structures and for the area as a whole the 

Figure 2.5. High-resolution (10 m) Sentinel-2A satellite imagery taken over National Highway 
12, the Dhulian–Malda corridor in West Bengal, on December 16, 2016. All thirty administrative 
census units (in yellow) have very high non-farm employment (>75 percent); eleven of these are 
census towns and nineteen are considered “rural villages.” None have urban governments. Cross-
boundary urban growth is clearly visible, and the area functions as one large polycentric urban 
agglomeration with 256,707 inhabitants. (Sources: Copernicus Open Access Hub n.d.; Indian 
census 2011a, 2011c; calculations and adaptations by authors).
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percentage is around 85 percent. Importantly, settlements just beyond the yellow 
administrative boundaries displayed here have a predominantly agrarian employment 
structure (suggesting some form of spatial delineation of the urban formation). Figure 
2.5 presents additional evidence of a larger urban formation of around 250,000 
people and it underscores the significant potential of the visual interpretation of RS 
imagery in the detection of (suspected) emergent urban formations. It also illustrates 
the usefulness of the dialogue between the GIS and RS imagery analysis (Figures 2.3 
and 2.4 guided RS analysis). 
 
In combination with RS analysis, more extensive systematic observation on the ground 
is necessary to investigate the nature of economic activities and (potential) ongoing 
social processes in these formations. Qualitative and quantitative data collection will 
serve to answer questions about the nature of agglomeration processes, shifts out of 
agriculture and into non-primary activities, the type of new non-farm activities and 
more exact enumeration of this economic activity, whether new non-farm livelihoods are 
sustainable (or born out of necessity), infrastructure development, the magnitude and 
importance of (circular) migration and remittances, and the regional economic context. 
Currently, such data do not exist and baseline data must be collected in carefully 
selected research sites. Systematic observation “from below” is also needed to examine 
the social and cultural dynamics at the rural-urban transition. Are emergent urban 
formations changing or reproducing livelihoods, social fabric, ways of life (from village 
life to city life), or communal identities? Such on the ground investigations should allow 
for consideration of observed transformations as constituting urbanization.

Very little is known about the spatial, social, cultural, and economic transformations 
that are occurring in these and other newly emergent urban formations and more 
research is needed to arrive at any generalizations about India’s rural-urban transition. 
Key questions guiding this research agenda are as follows: What are the prevailing 
types of urban morphologies and agglomeration processes? What is the scale, spatial 
configuration, and density of these formations? How is this type of urban growth 
related to economic development, and what is the nature of economic activity and 
employment? How sustainable are livelihoods in these emergent urban formations? 
How do these urbanizing areas fit in broader regional economies and what is the 
role of infrastructure development? What is the role and magnitude of migration 
versus in situ growth? How are emergent urban formations in India reflecting and 
affecting social change at the urban–rural nexus? In the following section we present 
our hypotheses on these formations and outline the subsequent steps of this research 
agenda. 

2.7 Back to theory: India’s emergent urban formations

On the basis of the foregoing analyses and our ongoing work and observations at 
selected sites, we hypothesize three types of emergent urban formations at the lower 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of three types of emergent urban 
formations: (A) emergent peri-urban formations, (B) emergent highway 
urbanization, and (C) emergent remote urbanization (Source: authors)

(A)

(B)

(C)
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echelons of the Indian urban system.12 This typology is helpful in framing case studies of 
emergent urbanization through a comparative lens. The three types of emergent urban 
formations are distinguished primarily on the basis of (relative) location and wider 
regional dynamics. 
 
First, emergent peri-urban formations are located in relative proximity to existing major 
agglomerations (Figure 2.6A). They tend to be situated beyond suburbia or what is 
generally denoted as the peri-urban zone that meshes urban and rural characteristics, 
within a range up to about 50 km. Figure 2.4 (West Bengal) shows a large number of 
new CTs within that range around Kolkata. Critically, most of this growth is not due to 
sub-urbanization of people or economic activity but likely results from in situ growth, 
shifting livelihoods out of agriculture, and an economic orientation toward the large, 
nearby agglomeration that serves as a market for labor or produce. Thus, these formations 
shape up in situ and do not conform to existing notions of the sub-urban, or exurban 
(which relate to the dynamics and outward movement of large central agglomerations), 
but they are likely to be functionally connected to the nearby agglomeration. 
 
Second, emergent highway urbanization takes the form of in situ, linear-type growth 
along recently constructed highways across India (Figure 2.6B), which can also be 
discerned in the map of West Bengal (Figure 2.4). The Dhulian–Malda corridor, as 
discussed earlier, is exemplary of this type of formation. The Indian government has 
in the past decade made substantial investments in infrastructure and is continuing 
to do so. Current plans, known as the Bharatmala initiative, aim at adding additional 
tens of thousands of kilometers of highways and rural roads over the next few years 
(Mukhopadhyay 2017b), and this will further stimulate emergent urbanization of this 
kind. 
 
The third type of hypothesized urban formations refers to emergent remote 
urbanization: the development of in situ urban growth in isolated areas, apparently 
disconnected from existing cities and not visibly proximate to major roads or other 
transportation arteries (Figure 2.6C). The maps of Bihar and West Bengal appear to 
show these kinds of formations dispersed throughout the states. Here again, urban 
growth seems to result from employment shifts out of agriculture.

All three types of emergent urban formations are predominantly in situ; that is, 
not resulting from outward projected growth or spillover from existing urban 
agglomerations but rather from self-generated growth (also see Saxena and Vijayakumar 
2014). Traditional one-way, rural–urban migration is probably not significant but 

12 A somewhat comparable typology was discussed by Roy and Pradhan (2018). Ours is different 
because, in accordance with our proposed theoretical framework, it focuses consistently on emergent 
urban formations at the rural–urban transition (excluding forms of sub-urbanization and peri-urban 
growth) and we recognize highway urbanization as a specific type.
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circular migration or commuting is likely to play a vital part in these formations. Finally, 
it should be noted that all three types evolve at multiple scales: they could involve single, 
small, urbanizing settlements (officially identified as CTs by the census or not) but there 
could also be clustering or amalgamation of settlements, resulting in larger urbanizing 
formations, possibly polycentric, with variable densities and economic geographies. 

2.8 Concluding remarks

In this article, through an empirical focus on India’s rural-urban transition, we engage with 
debates at the theoretical core of the field of urban studies. One concerns the portability of 
urban theory in an era of planetary urbanization, and the other revolves around the very 
meaning (and measurement) of urban and urbanization in an increasingly complex and 
differentiated urban world—or, at least, a world that we are increasingly understanding 
for its complexity and diversity. A third debate, generally more implicit but particularly 
relevant to the global South, regards the relationship between urbanization and economic 
development. We acknowledge the northern bias of existing theory and we appreciate the 
need for a decentering of theoretical perspectives. We also suggest, however, that it does not 
make sense to wholly discard some of the fundamentals of conventional theory—if only 
because it would leave us without any conceptual guidance in our empirical observation. 
 
Based on our analyses and fieldwork from West Bengal and Bihar, we assume a 
theoretical position that specifies and conceptualizes urbanization processes at India’s 
rural-urban transition – urban growth that has gone largely unrecorded in official 
statistics. Our preliminary observations suggest that the emergent urban formations 
appear in situ, mostly dispersed, and are smaller in size compared to conventional 
models. The rural–urban transition is less firm and less settled, with the resulting 
urban formations largely embedded in rural environs. How exactly we will come to 
understand and characterize these emergent urban formations remains to be seen, but it 
appears beyond doubt that major transformations are taking place, largely unnoticed or 
understood by government agencies and researchers. 
 
If one of the main drivers of these emergent urban formations is related to structural 
employment shifts out of agriculture, in the absence of sufficient employment 
opportunities in major cities, then we can expect that similar types of in situ 
urbanization will take place in other parts of the global South, particularly elsewhere 
in South Asia and in parts of sub-Saharan Africa. Tanzania and Ethiopia, for example, 
seem to follow the same pattern as India in that they witness rapid economic growth 
combined with declining urbanization rates, according to general World Bank figures.13 
There, too, urbanization might proceed unseen at the rural–urban transition. 

13 Interestingly, some important recent research in other parts of Africa also points to a decoupling of 
urban growth and economic growth, but there the interpretations suggest a reversed pattern: 
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At any rate, beyond the Indian case we foresee interesting and useful comparative 
studies of this kind across the global South. Most important, from a theoretical 
perspective, is how this research can help us rethink and perhaps redefine what is urban 
and what constitutes urbanization. There is a need for intensive, theoretically informed, 
empirical work in what are sometimes challenging, remote, and poorly known environs. 
Explorations at the edges of the discipline could well serve to better define its core.

 accelerating urbanization without substantial economic development (e.g. Obeng-Odoom 2010; Fox 
2012, 2017; Turok and McGranahan 2013; Potts 2018a, 2018b; Turok 2018). India, of course, is not 
an exception when it comes to questionable official data on urbanization. A good part of the debate 
on African countries relates to the likely misreading of urban growth. In a recent contribution, Potts 
(2018a, 2018b) observed that urbanization levels and rates of growth in parts of sub-Saharan Africa 
might be overestimated because census definitions tend to include smaller settlements at the bottom of 
the urban hierarchy even though their local economies do not show any signs of structural shifts away 
from agriculture.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 Introduction
Empirical Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 each have their own concise study design sections, but 
these leave little room for reporting on the overarching study design, the specifics of the 
methodological approach, or to spell-out the research procedures in great detail. This 
Chapter presents that overarching approach, with attention to site selection procedures, 
the rationale behind the use of mixed methodologies, sampling strategies, reflections on 
the challenges/complexities of the fieldwork, and some reflections on positionality and 
ethics. The Chapter’s principal aim is to demonstrate how the study intents to answer 
the main research question: How can we understand the nature of India’s rural-urban 
transition? 
 
The study design has three main characteristics: 

Transductive logic
First, the study employs transductive logic, which was discussed earlier in Chapter 2. 
The study contributes to general theories of urbanization by moving back and forth 
between induction and deduction. The approach is one in which understanding is 
derived from a continuous feedback loop between theory, intensive empirical work, 
theoretical reflection, and then the development of new ideas/hypotheses. It is different 
from grounded theory, because the study does have an initial theoretical orientation (for 
a comparison see Glaser and Strauss 1967; Glaser 1978; Strauss and Corbin 1998). The 
nature of transductive approaches is such that the proposed theoretical framework of 
Chapter 2 is open to modification; it is flexible and can evolve with empirical insights 
gained from the rural-urban transition. 
 
India’s rural-urban transition is taking shape in data scarce and data poor environments. 
The alleged urbanizing geographies have received scant attention, are “off the map”, 
and the processes of social-spatial change are still poorly understood. As we have shown 
in Chapter 2, there is evidence of substantial growth at the rural-urban transition, but 
this growth remains effectively black-boxed. Data “from below” do not exist, and must 
be collected in carefully selected research sites. For these reasons, and in anticipation of 
that primary data collection operation, the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 
2 is a flexible one. Through transductive logic, the study mirrors empirical observation 
to existing theory, and tries to explain observable phenomenon by developing new 
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hypotheses on urbanization (if need be). It is an effort to see where India’s rural-urban 
transition sits in current theoretical debates, but also to help move these debates along. 

Comparative urbanism
Second, the research employs a comparative approach that aims to balance the empirical 
unique against writing across cases, between place particularity and extrapolation 
(e.g. Nijman 2007; Ward 2008; McFarlane 2010; Robinson 2011; Nijman 2015a). 
This is, of course, a core struggle for all geographers: how to find the balance between 
understanding the particularity of place without falling into the trap of “exceptionalism” 
or “particularism”, and still be able to theorize from a case (Peck 2015). In this study, 
the comparative angle extends the systematic examination of similarities and differences, 
and puts a further focus on tracing the process of urbanization and the nature of that 
process across carefully selected cases. This process-tracing approach to case study 
research, tangentially known as the extended case study method (see Mitchell 1983; 
Burawoy 1998; Small 2009), pays attention to the underlying mechanisms and processes 
that shape and reshape the nature of India’s rural-urban transition. 

Mixed methods
Third, the design of the study is characterized by its use of mixed methods, and draws 
on the characteristic strengths of various quantitative and qualitative techniques (Goertz 
and Mahoney 2012). It combines geospatial methodologies (GIS/RS), quantitative 
methodologies (surveys), and qualitative methodologies (field observations and 
interviews). These are applied in a sequential manner where “one [method] is used to 
help explain findings generated by the other” (Creswell and Clark 2011, p. 62). This is 
widely recognized as a key reason for a mixed methods design, as it capitalizes on the 
synergies of these differently focused methodologies (e.g. Greene et al. 1989; Creswell et 
al. 2003; Bryman 2006; Axinn and Pearce 2006; Morse and Niehaus 2009). In the first 
stage of the research, the study relies on geospatial analyses which allow for mapping 
of the spatial patterns and trends in alleged emergent urban formations across West 
Bengal and Bihar. This stage guides reconnaissance field visits. In the second stage, the 
study moves to a carefully designed and systematic collection of quantitative survey 
data at two field sites. Survey data generates a large amount of comparable numeric and 
categorical data, from a sample populations, on a range of topics/variables. In the third 
stage, we collect interview data. Interviews allow for getting into the depths of certain 
pertinent themes, to better explain and interpret survey results, and to understand the 
potential mechanisms/motives behind certain beliefs and attitudes. Interviews are also 
particularly useful to gain insights into the considerations behind people’s choices, and 
how households weigh different options and strategies.  

3.2 Case selections

The approach to case study selections was fairly unique and builds on the West Bengal 
and Bihar GIS. The GIS includes an overview “from above” of all settlements that have 
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recently seen a shift in occupational profiles, away from agriculture. In addition, it 
includes population size and population density data on every settlement of these two 
states (41,131 localities in West Bengal and 45,073 in Bihar). Using ArcMap software 
(version 10.6), all Census Towns and “high non-farm villages” were identified within 
the GIS. In spatial analyses, it became clear that many of these settlements appeared to 
spatially cluster, indicating a probability of the existence of larger urbanizing formations 
across administrative boundaries. For case study selection, we were particularly 
interested in such clusters when they were of the “remote emergent urban formation” 
kind.  
 
Reconnaissance field visits were organized to such clusters across West Bengal and Bihar. 
The purpose of reconnaissance studies was twofold. First, to collect observational data 
from the rural-urban transition, so as to arrive at final case study sites for in-depth 
primary data collection. The West Bengal and Bihar geodatabases were imported into 
Google Earth and ArcGIS Online, and downloaded onto a tablet with GPS tracker, to 
guide this field exploration. Reconnaissance studies were carried out in the pre-monsoon 
months of February to April 2017 (West Bengal) and February to May 2018 (Bihar). 
Using the GIS, ten potential research sites were identified before going into the field 
(five in West Bengal and five in Bihar); all were apparent contiguous clusters of CTs 
and/or high non-farm settlements; all were cases of emergent remote urbanization; 
all were characterized by population growth and high population densities; and all 
showed strong signs of a major outflow out of agrarian work. At each potential site, 
observational data/visual materials (photos, videos) were gathered on the forging of 
alternative livelihoods, on local economic activity, and on morphological areal growth/
contiguity. Chance interviews were conducted with long-time residents, firm owners, 
shopkeepers, and village leaders. 
 
The second aim of reconnaissance visits was to investigate why these major structural 
transformations in India’s countryside remained underreported in urban growth data. 
In other words, to interpret the discrepancy between the officially reported urban 
growth numbers and the newly compiled geodatabase. Before going into the field, the 
city of Samastipur, central Bihar, was selected for this investigation because it showed 
particularly interesting dynamics relating to such “hidden” urbanization. In official 
population data, Samastipur is a small, stagnant city with a population of around 
60,000 (Indian census 2011a). Yet, the geodatabase picked up that in Samastipur’s direct 
surroundings, dozens of “rural” villages had become a fully functioning, morphologically 
connected part of the city. This suggested that Samastipur’s urban population could very 
well be much larger than suggested in census statistics. This part of the reconnaissance 
included archival research in Samastipur, in-depth and semi-structured interviews with 
official notaries at the district and city-level administration, and open-ended interviews 
with village leaders, mukhiyas, to examine the motives behind hidden urbanization. I 
will elaborate on this separate investigation in Chapter 4, but for now, let me return to 
the rural-urban transition and our rationale behind main site selections. 
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After reconnaissance, we eventually selected two sites for in-depth research at the rural-
urban transition: Lalgola in the Murshidabad district of West Bengal, and Barharia, 
in the district of Siwan, Bihar. The Lalgola site shows built-up contiguity across seven 
high non-farm settlements. None of these seven settlements is designated “urban”. It is a 
large cluster, with a combined population of 89,367 people. Densities reach over 5,783 
people per square kilometer (more than five times the average density in the state, and 
almost fifteen times higher than the density criterion of 400 for “urban” status). The 
employment profile of the cluster is 79 percent non-farm. The Lalgola cluster is located 
in what is mostly a rural zone of Murshidabad, and settlements just beyond the cluster 
have a predominantly agrarian employment profile, suggestive of a spatial delineation 
of the formation. Table 3.1 provides a basic statistical overview of the workforces and 
populations of the seven settlements that together form the Lalgola site. 

Table 3.1. Population, number of households, percentage non-farm employment, and densities in 
Lalgola cluster, West Bengal (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011c).

Population Households % non-farm Density  
(ppl/sq km)

2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011

Lalgola 28,058 31,698 5,022 6,260 73 82 4,795 5,417

Khalifabaj 1,811 2,305 290 419 45 88 6,470 8,235

Paharpur 11,113 13,368 2,031 2,855 73 76 2,211 2,660

Krishnapur 15,165 19,462 2,837 4,027 81 87 5,324 6,832

Bansgara 7,347 8,671 1,259 1,672 51 61 5,768 6,805

Kaimegha 7,068 8,176 1,247 1,635 61 77 4,751 5,495

Karttikpur 4,592 5,687 824 1,220 72 70 4,065 5,034

TOTALS 75,154 89,367 13,510 18,088 70* 79* 4,769 5,783

*weighted average

Barharia is a remote, smaller site in Siwan district, western Bihar. The site shows built-
up contiguity across six high non-farm settlements and, like the Lalgola cluster, none of 
these six has an “urban” designation. The cluster has a combined population of 18,658. 
Densities in Barharia reach 1,826 people per square kilometer (1.5 times higher than 
state averages, and 4.5 times higher than the official threshold for “urban” designation). 
The employment profile is 82 percent non-agricultural, which has gone up from just 42 
percent in 2001. It appears that the shift out of agriculture has taken place very recently, 
and rapidly. Table 3.2 provides basic census statistics of the six settlements that together 
form this cluster. 
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Table 3.2. Population, number of households, percentage non-farm employment, and densities in 
Barharia cluster, Bihar (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011b).

Population Households % non-farm Density  
(ppl/sq km)

2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011 2001 2011

Barharia 8,035 10,142 1,094 1,662 58 75 1,810 2,284

Surahia 963 1,166 130 166 20 87 884 1,069

Barsara 1,389 1,709 184 247 19 87 1,597 1,964

Nirkhi 
Chhapra 362 543 55 97 34 80 1,248 1,872

Patti Bhalua 906 1,432 143 203 32 81 1,438 2,273

Sadarpur 2,869 3,666 394 702 18 96 1,166 1,490

TOTALS 14,524 18,658 2,000 3,077 42* 82* 1,357 1,826

*weighted average

The empirical Chapters will provide detailed maps of the exact geographical locations 
of these sites within West Bengal and Bihar. Photos 3.1 to 3.4 provide street-level 
vantage points from Lalgola and Barharia. These photos were collected as part of field 
reconnaissance, and give the reader a better feel for these localities.

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo 3.1. Street-level 
view from the busy 
core of Lalgola, with 
a lot of economic 
activity (Photo by 
author).
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Photo 3.2. Street-level view from Barharia, which is less dense. However, 
this site too is bustling with economic activity (Photo by author).

Photo 3.3. Lalgola from above: high densities, in-fill construction, and 
growth of the built environment. The Lalgola cluster now shows built-up 
contiguity across seven formerly distinct villages. Combined, these villages 
have a total population of 90,000 (but the census only considers single 
administrative units). The employment profile of the cluster as a whole is 
80 percent non-agricultural (Photo by author).
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3.3 Household and firm surveys 

Survey design
The next stage in the research was to collect survey data from these two locations. The 
design was shaped by three important contextual considerations. The first relates to the 
question of how to ensure that survey questions provide a valid measure of the research 
question, when that question is of an exploratory nature. The study employed three 
tactics to ensure valid measurement of the concepts under investigation. First, existing 
literature on, for instance, livelihoods, migration, agglomeration and social-cultural 
change steered the analytical use of survey questions. India also has a rich tradition of 
longitudinal village-level studies that guided some of this conceptual thinking. Second, 
the reconnaissance field visits, informal conversations, and chance interviews were 
important precursors for generating a list of topics/questions to be covered in the survey 
(Bryman 2012). Third, the survey also includes open-ended questions, which allow for 
more wide-ranging options for answering. 
 
The second consideration relates to the cross-sectional nature of the surveys while 
the study is interested in social-spatial change over time. Given the time and resource 
limitations of the project, repeated observation of the same variables over longer 
periods of time (a longitudinal survey) is not possible. The cross-sectional surveys now 
incorporate questions specifically geared toward capturing temporal change. Questions 

Photo 3.4. New construction in Barharia, contributing to spatial 
contiguity among the six settlements that make up the cluster. These six 
high non-farm settlements have a combined population of nearly 20,000. 
The employment profile is 82 percent non-agricultural (Photo by author).
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of changing livelihoods, for instance, include: (1) What is the current main profession 
of the main breadwinner?; (2) For how long has this been the main profession?; (3) Did 
the main breadwinner have a previous profession, and if so what was this profession?; 
and (4) What was the main profession of the father of the main breadwinner? 
Combined, the answers to these questions provide a general understanding of the 
occupational shifts away from farming, the timing of that shift, across different 
generations. 
  
The third consideration relates to crafting the questionnaire in such a way that questions 
were understandable and unambiguous to respondents and surveyors (Oppenheim 
1992; Sapsford 2007). The wording was very carefully chosen, questions were kept 
simple and short, but after discussions with the survey teams and pre-testing in the 
field, the wording was adjusted for a final time. Surveyors made us aware of clarification 
issues, missing simple annotations, or measuring orientations that could lead to 
confusion. This process of continued interaction between us and the surveyors turned 
out to be very valuable in terms of mutual reflection, and to improve the survey tool. 
The surveys were translated into the local language of the surveyors. To avoid the loss 
of meaning and accuracy in the translations, the precise wording and correctness of the 
translations were carefully double checked and discussed for consistency and meaning 
by native speakers, and among the surveyors. 
 
To answer the research questions, it was decided to create two separate surveys: a 
household and firm survey (Appendix 1 and 2). The household survey is 130 questions 
long and takes about 60 minutes to administer. The firm survey includes 84 questions 
and takes 45 minutes to administer. To increase efficiency in data collection and 
analysis, both surveys were digitized using Qualtrics software. Qualtrics is an advanced 
survey software that is suitable to our needs in terms of multilingual surveys, skip logic, 
and answer piping. The software also automatically collects GPS data of the location of 
where each survey is administered (at about 1 meter accuracy). This allows for getting 
a better feel for the spatial (and thus social) representativeness of the data. The software 
also collects data on the duration of the survey, which allows for quality control. It 
includes non-response summaries, and checks for consistency in survey answers. The 
software also substantially improves ease of data processing, cleaning, and analyses. 
At the end of each fieldwork day, when we could secure a stable connection at the 
guesthouse, collected surveys were uploaded to the cloud and added to a ready-made 
SPSS-file. 

Surveyor training and acquiring permissions
Preparations for the survey data gathering included the recruiting and training of 
surveyors, and the acquiring of permissions at the respective District and Block Offices. 
Through the extensive local networks of collaborator/co-author Dr. Chetan Choithani 
we contacted prospective surveyors. We met up with several potential candidates in 
Kolkata to form the West Bengal team, and later in the city of Siwan to form the Bihar 
team. We organized mixed gender research teams of four, two female and two male 
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surveyors. Selection criteria included language proficiency (Bengali, Hindi, Bojpuri, 
English), surveying experience, familiarity with working with tablets, affinity with 
and understanding of the project, knowledge of the field site, and availability for an 
extended period of time. We trained surveyors, at both sites, for a full week on both 
questionnaires, and on handling the tablets and survey software (Photo 3.5). We started 
off with an extensive session to explain the study and its aims. Surveyors would have 
to convey a simplified version of this introductory message to respondents. We also 
explained informed consent, and its intricacies (Sluka 2012) (Appendix 3). Finally, we 
conducted mock survey sessions. 
 
We planned formal meetings with the respective District Magistrates (DMs) of 
Murshidabad and Siwan. The DM is the highest government administrator at the 
district level, and the purpose of these visits was to let them know we were in the area, 
and get their support and approval for the upcoming fieldwork. The acquired letters 
would prove very useful in the following weeks; they carried substantial weight with 
local leaders, and legitimized our presence in these communities. With the research 
team we subsequently visited local mukhiyas in Lalgola and Barharia, and the Block 
Development Officers (BDOs) to introduce the team, get the right lower-level 
permissions and letters of support, explain the study and its aims, and what we were 
going to do over the next couple of weeks. We took copies of the DM letters, and the 
household and firm surveys, and gave these to the office of the BDO for inspection (the 
survey would be administered during election times, and the BDOs requested a review 
of the survey to ensure it did not contain political statements).

Photo 3.5. Training 
day with the Bengali 
research team (Photo 
by author).
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Sampling approach
We prepared our sampling strategy through our meetings with the BDOs and village 
mukhiyas. Besides getting acquainted, we used these meetings to better understand 
residential areas by class, religion, caste, the most important economic activities of the 
area, well-known businesses to cover, specialized economic activity, and the overall 
spatial distribution of economic activity. We had print-out maps of the Lalgola and 
Barharia sites and took note of the make-up of the different areas during these meetings. 
We then pre-visited all areas and communities with the entire survey team, to get a good 
feel for the social and economic geography of the site (Pierce and Lawhon 2015). 
 
The sampling procedure was different for the household and firm survey. For the 
household survey, we determined the number of surveys per site by balancing feasibility 
(what we could manage given our timeframe and budget) and statistical guidelines. 
Proportionate to the number of households, we decided on a sample size based on a 
margin of error of around 5 percent, and confidence level of 95 percent. The Lalgola 
cluster totals around 18,000 households (90,000 people), and the Barharia cluster about 
3,000 households (18,000 people). We conducted a total of 645 household surveys (n 
= 337 in Lalgola and n = 308 in Barharia). The Lalgola site consists of seven settlements 
that together make up the cluster, and we collected surveys in all seven settlements 
proportionate to the overall population (see Table 3.1). We did the same for the Barharia 
cluster which consists of six separate settlements (Table 3.2). Within these settlements, 
surveyors could go door-to-door to collect household surveys, randomly picking a 
household in a row of dwellings, skipping three or four houses and collect another 
survey. To ensure sample representativeness in selecting respondents, GPS coordinates 
of each administered survey were collected and geocoded on the go. The spatial spread 
of sample points, that at the end of the survey data collection covered all areas and 
communities, ensured the spatial and social representativeness of the data.   
 
For the firm survey the sampling plan was different. There are no pre-existing data 
on economic activity or the number of firms per site, so determining the sample size 
proportionate to the number of firms was not possible. We applied four tactics to 
ensure that our sample was representative for economic activity in the cluster. First, 
our initial approach to firm survey data collection was to start with those areas where 
economic activity was concentrating. At both sites, this was at the center of the cluster. 
This initial approach relied on street-level visibility of firms, but could lead to a sample 
bias because more “hidden” firms are left out. Second, the orientational conversations 
with BDOs and mukhiyas on economic activity, and the whereabouts of that activity, 
uncovered firms that were less visible, like transport companies or small manufacturers 
or construction firms on the outskirts of the cluster. Third, we built-in specific questions 
in the firm survey that allowed “snowballing”. Each respondent was asked for references 
to other companies: that were interesting to talk to, the biggest three companies of the 
cluster, specialized economic activity that the area is well known for, etc. Fourth, when 
we were conducting household surveys in residential grids of these clusters, we would 
sometimes discover economic activity. In those instances, we would switch back to firm 
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survey data collection to also cover these enterprises. We conducted a total of 331 firm 
surveys (n = 170 for Lalgola and n = 161 for Barharia). The final sample includes a 
range of economic sectors, big and small firms, visible and less visible, spatially spread 
from the inner areas of our field sites to the outskirts. 

Data gathering and monitoring
Fieldwork in these parts of India is difficult and demanding. We had to deal with illness 
among team members: heat stroke, dehydration, stomach problems. Usually we had to 
stop surveying at noon, and take a lengthy break due to relentlessly rising temperatures. 
Coordinating the team, introducing surveyors to respondents, and keeping track of 
surveyors under those circumstances was challenging. We monitored surveyors by 
conducting spot-checks and back-checks, not to question their credibility or skill, but 
to see if they ran into any trouble and to improve data quality (Berman and Tyyska 
2011). The importance of this came to light in several instances. During spot-checking 
we noticed that one of the male surveyors was working with the smallest tablet, which 
led him to accidently mis-click respondents’ answer choices. In another case, we noticed 
that a surveyor was juggling personal responsibilities back home, and surveying. In 
the middle of his survey, he would receive personal phone calls and had to interrupt 
the questionnaire. After learning about his personal situation, we tried to create the 
circumstances where he could take care of private matters in a way that would not 
interfere with the integrity or credibility of the survey. In a third case of spot-checking 
we learned that on the first day of firm surveys in Barharia, one of our surveyors was 
still struggling with a section of the questionnaire. This led to a brief re-training session 
(Photo 3.6). In a fourth case, we noticed that after many surveys, one of our surveyors 
(unintentionally) was hinting at the “correct” answer, to move things along, when 
respondents struggled to choose from a range of answer options. 

Photo 3.6. Brief re-
training session with 
two of the Bihari team 
members, Jitendra 
and Bhagwan, and 
collaborator/co-author 
Dr. Chetan Choithani 
(Photo by author).
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Debriefing and reflection
Neither field site had accommodation for foreigners to stay overnight, so we had to 
stay in guest houses in the nearest towns at about one hour’s drive from Lalgola and 
Barharia. We would use the daily car ride to the research site to brief surveyors on 
the upcoming survey day. Similarly, at the end of each fieldwork day, we would use 
the ride home for an extensive debriefing session (Chereni et al. 2020). We would 
discuss what went right or wrong, challenges, smooth experiences or rough ones. This 
approach is described by Chereni et al. (2020, p. 668) as a conscious effort to “improve 
the credibility of the research as fieldwork unfolded” (also see Squires 2009; Gibbert 
and Ruigrok 2010). Each surveyor would share her or his field notes. Sometimes this 
included corrections (“I think I made an error in my third firm survey, question 25” or 
“In household survey five, at the end of the survey, the respondent told me that there 
was one more migrant member in the household”). In the evening, I would use this 
input to clean up the respective survey data in the Qualtrics database. 

3.4 Interviews

In the third stage of the study, we conducted 46 follow-up interviews (22 in Lalgola and 
24 in Barharia) from August to September 2019. The aim of qualitative data collection 
was to better understand patterns and trends that were observed in household survey 
data, to study underlying motives in a way that questionnaires cannot, and to probe on 
specific questions of change over time (Weiss 1994; Fontana and Frey 2000). Through 
the interviews, it became clear how households weighed different livelihood strategies, 
and if they had much choice in the first place. Interviews also provided rich narratives 
and detailed answers to questions of dimensions of social change; thick descriptions, 
generating highly illuminating material for that part of the study. Typically, a 
household’s qualitative account of the “how” and “why” of certain decision-making 
processes were very strong on content and led to a better understanding of research 
findings (King 1994). Interviews also allowed for getting into the depths of more 
sensitive issues, while questionnaires are generally less suited for that (Robson 2002). 
Topics of that nature pertain to, for instance, communal identity and association, class 
divisions, certain beliefs or perceptions on caste, attitudes toward marriage, or 
education, changes in gender roles, or views on family structures and living 
arrangements. 
 
Alongside household interviews, we conducted 11 key informant interviews that were 
specifically geared toward understanding social-spatial change. Key informants included 
BDOs, village mukhiyas and other official notaries, school principals, big firm owners, 
or long-term residents. Besides providing smooth access to our field sites, oftentimes 
these informants developed a keen interest and appreciation of the research, and were 
very helpful in the overall progress of the investigation. The conversations that we had 
with key informants were unstructured, open-ended, which allowed for considerable 
freedom. This gave way to new insights, and a better sense of change over time (Axinn 
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and Pierce 2006; Bryman 2012). These conversations could take place over multiple 
sessions spread out over the fieldwork days. Overall, these interviews significantly added 
to our understanding of how these areas had developed over the past fifteen years, 
economically, spatially, and socially. 
 
With households we conducted semi-structured interviews that were guided by an item-
list (Lofland and Lofland 1999) (Appendix 4). The interviews were split into three parts. 
In part one, we asked all interviewees the same questions on how the area had changed 
over the past fifteen years; an introductory theme that proved fruitful to start all 
interviews. In the second part, we asked questions on specified themes. This part was 
slightly different for each household due to different household characteristics (e.g. not 
all households had migrant members, or land). We knew these household characteristics 
from the household survey, so we were well-informed before we entered someone’s 
home. In the third part, we asked all interviewees questions on dimensions of social 
change: sense of community, associations, family structures and change therein, gender 
roles, etc. Household interviews were conducted until saturation was reached (Morse 
1995; Guest et al. 2006). 
 
Gaining access to households was easier at the interview stage because by this time both 
the community and household knew us. We were no longer met with suspicion and had 
become a familiar sighting in the area. However, the interviews themselves were 
challenging. Understanding and being sensitive to social and cultural convention, 
custom, colloquial speech, dress code, and gender roles were important contextual 
aspects. Also, the precise wording of delicate questions, prompting and probing during 
the interview (and knowing when not to), picking up on small snippets of information 
given by the interviewee, or body language, were some of the intricacies that made these 
interviews challenging for an outsider. We were with a team of three: collaborator/co-
author Dr. Chetan Choithani, Anamika Roy (translator), and myself. These colleagues 
functioned as exceptional cultural brokers in this setting. 
 
Household interviews were not tape-recorded, because we experienced early on that the 
recorder substantially changed the dynamics and atmosphere of the interview. Instead, 
before all interviews, we asked respondents for permission to take notes. After each 
interview we would then have a debriefing session in which we compared these notes 
among ourselves, and had a discussion on how things went (Chereni et al. 2020). This 
performance assessment helped get a better feel for these complex social interactions. We 
would discuss non-verbal clues that were given during the interview and how to 
interpret these. We would also discuss how we could improve things and/or whether or 
not we would have to fine-tune our interview strategy. All interview notes were digitized 
at the end of each interview day, to allow further analysis in the Atlas.ti software at a 
later time. 
 
During the interview stage we were faced with a number of challenges, and two of these 
I would like to highlight succinctly because of their ramifications for data quality. The 
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first challenge arose when trying to create a safe setting in which an interviewee can talk 
freely and openly. At times we were not able to conduct the interview inside the 
respondent’s home due to social convention and cultural norms. In those instances, we 
would look for a suitable place outside. However, this would frequently draw the 
attention of people from the community. In my field notes I wrote: “We are always 
gathering a crowd when we are in the midst of an interview outside (…) Two guys drive 
by on a motorcycle, stop, ask us questions on who we are and what we are doing here. 
They park the motorcycle and sit down with us. Another man walks by and joins the 
conversation. Other neighbors start to notice something exciting is happening outside, 
in front of their door, and join in. Neighbors from across the street are coming outside 
and start listening in from a comfortable distance. The head of the household of next 
door, an elderly woman, strolls toward us and sits down on the chair that Chetan offers 
her. Children from the area flock to where this crowd is gathering. (…) Within three 
minutes of starting the interview, there are about 25 people surrounding us.”  
 
Often, these group dynamics concerned me. It stands at odds with the confidentiality 
agreement that we made in the informed consent, and it could potentially have 
repercussions for the reliability and validity of data findings. Group dynamics and power 
hierarchies could also potentially lead to socially desirable answers to some of our 
questions. Communal identity and association in these parts of India is still very strong. 
The community plays a center stage role in daily life, in households’ social networks and 
interactions, in marriage, and it is one of the most important units of social 
organization. This sense of community could be noticed among most of the castes in the 
Barharia and Lalgola areas. Social convention dictates that it would have been very 
inappropriate if we would have asked these bystanders to leave, and, worthy of note, it 
would likely have had the adverse effect of creating more suspicion toward us from the 
community. We thus never tried to forcefully control who were present at these 
interviews, and usually let these situations play themselves out. However, on certain 
occasions this did raise concern. From my field notes: “Very important body language 
during this interview. She was cheerful, making jokes, laughing, smiling, up until the 
point when the questions turned to marriage outside of the community. She has one 
daughter and on the question whether or not she could marry outside the Turah 
community, she almost imperceptibly glanced at the people around, and then assertively 
said that marriage was only allowed inside the Turah community. She would break all 
ties with her daughter if she would not. (…) A lot of people around. It appears to be 
impossible to get into the depths of this topic at this point. Interview environment does 
not seem to lend itself for the question. Lot of males around also” (Photo 3.7). 

The second challenge that I would like to briefly highlight picks up on this last sentence: 
the presence of males during interviews with women. Due to the magnitude of male 
outmigration in both Lalgola and Barharia, we were interested in shifting gender roles/
relations as part of a possible social change dimension. What did migration mean for 
these women in terms of their position within the household, their spatial mobility, and 
how did it shape and reshape their everyday lives? We selected a large number of relevant 
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Photo 3.7. Interview by Chetan Choithani and Anamika Roy of the 
woman dressed in orange, on the left. The rest of the community watches 
closely over the conversation (Photo by author).

Photo 3.8. This interview, of Chetan Choithani and team member 
Anamika Roy, started with three women, but ended with three males. 
When the males joined in, the women withdrew from the interview and 
left after a little while (Photo by author).
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households for these inquiries, and often these households were now female-headed. 
However, getting into the depths of this topic proved difficult. During the interviews 
there would almost always be a male joining in, at some point, who would then take 
over the conversation. This could be a neighbor who walks by, a family friend who gets 
called in, an acquaintance, the migrant’s brother or brother-in-law who lives five houses 
down. In those instances, the women would usually withdraw from the interview. These 
power hierarchies affected the data collection process. I jotted this down in my field 
notes from Barharia: “We were conducting an interview with a 40-year old woman 
whose husband is an international migrant in Dubai. Ten minutes into the interview 
a 14-year old boy from next door joins in, and starts answering Anamika’s questions. I 
try to re-direct the interview toward the woman, but the boy is anxious to answer our 
questions. (…) It’s a frustrating interview. After ten more minutes, the woman is getting 
up, ready to leave. She hasn’t spoken since the boy arrived” (Photo 3.8). 

3.5 Positionality

As a researcher you are not external to the research process, you partake in it and 
become an active part of it, and your personal identity influences this process in one way 
or another. In this study, I became aware of this at all stages of research. In the survey 
stage, I was present during some of the surveys, and in the interview stage I was always 
present in the room, or at least nearby. I want to succinctly reflect on two occasions 
where this appeared to lead to a certain form of bias in response, or at least where my 
personal identity (and presence) had ramifications. The first instance was when we were 
conducting a survey with a, what appeared to be, well-off family in Barharia. They had 
a decent home, belonged to a higher class and caste, had a fair amount of assets, the 
main breadwinner attained a relatively high level of education, as did his children, and 
the household was far from food insecure. During the survey, however, the narrative was 
different from these observations. The woman that took the questionnaire told a story 
of extreme hardship and food insecurity. I later heard that she thought I was with an 
NGO, or part of a special government program, and that she wanted to apply for some 
form of financial assistance. But the reverse also happened during the surveying of an 
agrarian household in Lalgola. I was with Anamika and the main breadwinner proudly 
showed his informal kutcha house, his chair, and plastic table. Anamika later told me 
“he was showing off because you were there.” 
 
The second instance was about the need for a car and driver in the field. In my notes I 
wrote: “Because we operate on a very tight budget, I’m always looking for ways to cut 
back on spending. One of our biggest costs is the need for a private car and driver, which 
comes down to about 2,500 Rs. per day (30 euros), times 80 days in the field, makes 
this nearly 2,500 euros, just for the survey stage. I did not think that this was necessary, 
because we could get to our study sites using shared rickshaws and buses. It would 
be a lot less comfortable, but we would get there. This was completely unacceptable 
to Chetan. I first thought this was about safety or comfort, but that was not the case. 
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Chetan explained that no one would take him, or this study, seriously if we were to arrive 
at these sites in a shared rickshaw. Sure, Chetan said, everyone would want to talk to you, 
even if you arrive on a bicycle. But if I were to do that, it’s different. The surveyors, too, 
would not take their surveying work or us seriously, if we did not have the car. It was an 
absolutely essential to have a private chauffeur, and a Scorpio, end of discussion.” 
 
In my fieldnotes I reflected extensively on positionality issues and my role as a 
researcher, but there are no workarounds: you being in the field influences the process. 
The key is to minimize this, by awareness, and to ensure that the reliability of the data 
that is generated is not compromised. During surveyor training, this formed part of our 
extensive discussions, not just my positionality but theirs too. Data may be affected by 
the characteristics of the surveyors (their class, caste, religious background, the way they 
dress). Me and the surveyors being aware of this ensured that we could have a discussion 
when this happened, during our debriefing sessions, and we could then decide what to 
do (see Kapinga et al. 2020 for a good discussion on ‘positionality meetings’). 

3.6 Ethics

All the research complied with standard human subject protocols. In a report to the 
Ethics Review Board (ERB) of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences of the 
University of Amsterdam I reflected extensively on the moral and ethical implications 
of the upcoming fieldwork: the responsibilities to the people researched, do no harm, 
informed consent, working with vulnerable communities, privacy concerns and 
anonymization, and publication ethics. I received the approval notice for the upcoming 
fieldwork by the ERB (Appendix 5). Yet, this groundwork on ethics did not really 
prepare me for some of the complexities and gray zones I would encounter in India. 
Two of these dilemmas formed part of a lecture I gave on “Ethics in the Field” to 
graduate students in the master’s program in International Development Studies, and 
I want to briefly present these two cases as a way to close-off the study design, and 
reflections thereon. 
 
The first ethical dilemma involves me as a researcher in the field, and how I handled 
engaging with vulnerable communities. Especially the state of Bihar is one of the poorest 
and most stigmatized regions in the country. I was, in my mind, aware of the vulnerable 
position that some households are in, and I wrote about it in the ERB report. It might 
come across as naive, but mechanically writing about it for the ERB is different from 
witnessing precarity in the field. I wrote in my notes: “Before going into the field it never 
really hit me how precarious the livelihoods of some of these households are. (…) Every 
time we knock on a door, there is a story behind it, and some of these stories are really 
bad and precarious. It’s incredibly difficult to distance yourself from those situations.”  
 
The ethical dilemma arose when I sat in on a survey that Anamika was conducting. I 
find this entry in my diary for that day: “A farmer’s wife tells me her story. She tells me 
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that the household is very poor, has problems getting enough food on the table. The 
main breadwinner is an onion farmer and makes five Rs. for one kilogram of onions. 
(…) The household has nothing, the kutcha house does not have electricity, no lighting, 
there is no toilet, there are four young children and they look ill, there are mosquitos 
everywhere. When we leave the house, she grabs my arm and asks me something in 
Bengali. I ask Anamika to translate, and she rather bluntly says: she just wants money.” 
Over the following days, I would revisit the household during lunch breaks. It led to 
an intense discussion between me and other members of the team who disagreed with 
my actions (and perhaps rightfully so). They told me it would not change anything 
structurally, and that this is something that could ignite gossip throughout these 
communities. We did not want to give the impression that we were handing out money 
to some and not to others, and it would harm the integrity of the research. 
 
The second ethical dilemma is of a different nature and presented itself during 
reconnaissance fieldwork in the city of Samastipur. As a geographer, I studied what 
I termed “hidden” urbanization, places that, according to all kinds of measures of 
urbanization, were “urban” but remained labelled “rural” in official statistics. During 
my time in Samastipur, I spoke with the DM, BDO and city council, asking questions 
about the villages in the city’s direct surroundings. I invoked the suggestion that these 
villages were a fully functioning part of the city, but that they remained administratively 
separate. Before I knew it, the entire city council, including the mayor of Samastipur, 
was present in a more formal setup. It felt off, and I decided to stop sharing my maps 
and calculations. What I did not know was that a local journalist had been called in. The 
next day, my picture was in the local newspapers, and the accompanying story narrated 
that I thought the city boundary needed to be extended, and that all villages had to be 
incorporated into the Samastipur boundary.  
 
Over the following days, I talked to local village leaders, and they told me their side of 
the story. It turned out that how settlements in India are classified is a delicate topic. 
Areas classified “rural” receive all kinds of benefits and support in terms of tax cuts, 
discounts on water usage and electricity, but it also ensures access to special government 
programs. Without “rural” status, the people in the village would lose access to these 
programs, and in some cases that could lead to displacement. The city council of 
Samastipur however would get more funding, because the official population of the 
city would nearly triple, and city funding is to a large extent based on population size. I 
did not want my research to be politicized, but at the same time this was an important 
development studies narrative that had to be told. I received permission from the 
village mukhiyas to tell the story, using pseudonyms to protect their identity. The next 
Chapter reports on this investigation. This Chapter explores the key reasons why India’s 
urbanization remains “hidden”. In important ways, it contextualizes the rest of the 
study, and explains why the socio-spatial transformations at the rural-urban transition 
go unseen in statistics. The Chapter can be considered an interlude of sorts before we 
return to the nature of that transition at the Lalgola and Barharia sites.
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WHY INDIA’S URBANIZATION IS 
HIDDEN: OBSERVATIONS FROM 
“RURAL” BIHAR
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Abstract
In the developing world, processes of urbanization sometimes remain hidden from 
official statistics and urban populations are thought to be substantially misread. This 
article aims to better understand why that happens in urbanizing rural India. It situates 
hidden urban growth within a framework of agrarian transformation and distress-
driven employment shifts out of agriculture. The analysis is based on mixed methods 
research: I draw on geospatial approaches that visualize population concentration 
and shifts in the economic profiles of villages, and on local fieldwork in rural Bihar, 
eastern India. I find that hidden urbanization in Bihar mainly occurs around rapidly 
growing secondary cities that have spilled over into surrounding villages. Livelihoods 
in these villages are now for the most part based in secondary and tertiary economic 
sectors, but for a (declining) number of households farming still remains part of their 
livelihood portfolios. I show how village leaders, mukhiyas, actively hold on to the 
“rural” status of these villages even when urban growth has been substantial. Rural-to-
urban settlement reclassification has consequences for village residents in terms of cost 
of living, land-ownership, access to rural development funding, and democratic and 
inclusive participation in local governance. These findings have a theoretical bearing 
on urbanizing India, and have direct implications for our understanding of allegedly 
underdeveloped rural states like Bihar. 
 
Key Words: urbanization; economic development; politics of classification; rural 
livelihoods; secondary cities; Bihar. 
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4.1 Introduction

In the developing world, processes of urbanization sometimes remain hidden from 
official statistics, and urban populations are thought to be substantially misread (Ellis and 
Roberts 2016). This hiddenness refers to places that possess strong urban characteristics, 
but remain unaccounted for in urban population statistics. In India, there are strong 
indications that this is happening in remote urbanizing regions of the country. The rural 
state of Bihar, in eastern India, is an interesting case. Bihar is often singled out as India’s 
poorest, least developed and most backward state. Its official urban population share is 
allegedly extremely low, hovering around just ten percent, the lowest level of urbanization 
of all the major states. Urban growth rates have been close to zero for over fifty years. 
However, since the mid-2000s, Bihar has shown consistent and high economic growth, 
and increases in per capita GDP (Gupta 2010; Polgreen 2010; Sinha 2011; Government 
of Bihar 2017)14. This is highly unusual. General understanding of urban (economic) 
theory holds that sustained economic growth is rooted in labor movement from lower 
productivity agrarian-based economic activities to higher productivity urban-based 
activities. There is a well-documented consistently positive empirical relationship between 
rates of urbanization, economic growth and per capita GDP (e.g. Henderson 2002; 
Spence et al. 2009; Alkema et al. 2013; Scott and Storper 2015). This raises questions 
about Bihar’s surprisingly low urbanization levels and rates of urban growth. 
 
Hidden urbanization has been flagged an important issue across various disciplines, 
including geography, sociology, political sciences, economics and development studies 
(e.g. Brockerhoff 1999; Cohen 2004; Satterthwaite 2010; Uchida and Nelson 2010; 
Montgomery and Balk 2011; Brenner and Schmid 2014). Hidden urbanization renders 
development data inaccurate, and undermines urban policies. Nonetheless, empirical 
studies on hidden urbanization are scant, especially more qualitative accounts, and we 
still know preciously little about its geography, the nature of this process, the agrarian 
levers of change, local actors involved, or the politics and power configurations at play. 
 
This article focuses on these aspects of hidden processes of urbanization in Bihar, 
and asks why urban growth appears to remain invisible from official statistics. The 
approach to this problem centers on a conceptualization of urbanization that emphasizes 
population concentration and shifts in the economic profiles of villages, from primary 
sector economic activities, to secondary and tertiary sector activities. I study where these 
structural economic shifts are taking place and where populations are rapidly growing, and 
compare this to what is officially noted as “rural” or “urban” in Indian census statistics. 
This part of the research draws on an extensive geographical information database that 
includes population, density and employment data on 45,073 rural villages in Bihar. 

14 Bihar’s state government, under Nitish Kumar, announced in early 2010 that it had reached an 11.03 
percent average growth rate over the last five years, making Bihar the second fastest growing economy 
of the country just after Gujarat (Government of Bihar 2010).
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The spatial database shows that many small and medium-sized urban geographies, 
which appear stagnant in population census data, have in fact rapidly grown. Based on 
additional qualitative fieldwork conducted from February to May 2018, I subsequently 
present a detailed narrative of why this observed growth remains hidden. Settlement 
reclassification was found to be a deeply contested and politicized process, with conflicting 
interests between local actors that pursue “urban” status and those actively fighting to 
remain “rural”. I argue that these dynamics are at the root of hidden urbanization. 
 
The paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 elaborates a theoretical framework on 
rural–urban interrelations, emphasizing that contemporary urbanization processes in 
India have to be situated within their agrarian roots. Agrarian developments are important 
drivers of regional processes of urbanization, as they feed into the growth of many smaller 
and medium-sized cities. Section 3 outlines the design of the study, methodologies and 
case selection. Section 4 is the main body of the paper and reports on the findings: the 
Bihar geospatial database and in-depth primary data collection in the city of Samastipur; a 
secondary city that was found to have a population three times larger than reported in the 
Indian census. Section 5 reflects on the main findings, the study’s theoretical bearing on 
urbanizing India, and the implications for development studies and policies. 

4.2 Rural-urban interrelations

The agrarian
Understanding the agrarian is becoming ever more pertinent to an understanding of the 
urban. This is, however, also where we are still confronted with lacunae in urban theory. 
The big (Northern) city has for long been treated as the privileged terrain for urban 
theorization and research (Robinson 2006; Bell and Jayne 2009). Urban theory is “city 
dominated” and empirically we know little about how rural societies are shaped and 
reshaped by urbanization processes or vice versa (Sheppard et al. 2013; Goonewardena 
2014; Gururani 2019). Nevertheless, to understand India’s contemporary urban 
landscape, we have to place urbanization processes within the agrarian. 
 
Over the past few decades, India’s agrarian landscape and rural economy have changed 
in fundamental ways. The abolition of Indian feudalism (under the zamindari, ryotwari 
and mahalwari systems) after Independence, and the subsequent push for land 
reforms are arguably some of the most important. Land ceiling acts were introduced, 
limiting the maximum size of holdings and breaking up agrarian lands (Chand et 
al. 2011; Birthal et al. 2013).15 In the decades thereafter, further sub-divisions and 

15 The effects of these changes on the agrarian landscape varied widely across India. In Bihar, where the 
zamindari system was abolished after Independence, not much appeared to have changed initially. 
Redistribution of surplus land was limited, and, according to Das (1986) “zamindari abolition 
turned upper sections of the tenantry into exploiters”, which seemed to only widen the gap between 
landowners and agricultural laborers (Das 1986, as quoted by De Haan 2002, p. 120).
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intergenerational transfers of land within families have propelled land fragmentation. 
In India today, 85 percent of all agrarian land is held by marginal or small farmers who 
own less than two hectares of land (Table 4.1). The average size of holdings has gone 
from a (by international standards) already low 2.28 ha in 1971 to 1.15 ha in 2011 
(Lowder et al. 2016). There are, however, vast regional variations across the country. 
In Bihar the average size of landholdings is just 0.3 ha, one fourth the all-India average 
(Government of India 2018). 
 
Farm size has been shown to be an important determinant of rural household incomes, 
and per capita income of marginal and small farmers tend to be lowest. An older 
survey among Indian farmers found that 94 percent of small farmers do not earn 
enough to cover their monthly household expenses (National Sample Survey Office 
2005). This situation is most severe in regions where fragmentation has led to micro-
sized landholdings, and where crop failure due to floods and drought are frequent 
occurrences, as in Bihar (Pritchard and Thielemans 2014; NITI Aayog 2015). In all, the 
main agrarian narrative highlighted in Indian population data, agricultural household 
survey data, wide-ranging media reports, and scholarly writings is one of risk and 
uncertainty, precariousness of traditional rural livelihoods, hardship and distress (e.g. 
Lanjouw and Shariff 2004; Vaidyanathan 2006; Reddy and Mishra 2009; Sainath 
2011a; Goonewardena 2014; Government of India 2016).
 
These agrarian developments shift livelihoods toward local non-farm occupations, as 
part of increasingly dynamic rural livelihood strategies (Lanjouw and Lanjouw 2001; 
Haggblade et al. 2007; Lanjouw and Murgai 2009; Himanshu et al. 2016). While an 
estimated 40 million people lost their jobs in India’s agrarian sector over the past two 
decades, studies by the IDFC (2013) and Abraham (2017) show that between 2000 
and 2015 employment in the rural non-farm economy increased by 40 million jobs.16 
Bihar recorded the highest growth in rural non-farm employment in the country. Based 
on employment survey data, the IDFC calculated that between 2000 and 2010, around 
3.2 million rural Bihari households shifted livelihoods away from farming. And over 
the period 2005–2013, the number of non-agrarian firms – companies operating in the 
secondary and tertiary sectors of the economy – in rural Bihar increased by 40 percent, 
to reach 1.1 million such enterprises (Government of Bihar 2017; also see Chakravarty 
2014). 
 
These ongoing structural economic shifts seem to propel processes of urbanization in 
rural India. One of the ways in which this is expressed is through the rapid growth 
of new “Census Towns”. Census Towns are small settlements at the bottom of India’s 
urban hierarchy that conform to the country’s threefold “urban” definition: they have 

16 This number was derived from various sources, with varying timeframes. Consistency in rates and 
dates of Indian employment data is difficult to achieve. The numbers presented here are indicative of 
wider employment trends in rural India.
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a population size of at least 5,000 inhabitants; a density of over 400 people per square 
kilometer; and over 75 percent of male work is non-farm-based (Government of 
India 2017). An estimated 30 percent of India’s total urban growth in the last decade 
(translating to around thirty million people) came from an unprecedented emergence 
of 2,532 new Census Towns (Pradhan 2017). Studies on their geography show that 
many are located away from major cities, emerging more dispersed, in what used to be 
predominantly rural areas (Guin and Das 2015; Van Duijne and Nijman 2019). 
 
However, Census Town growth covers only a part of the urbanization processes that 
occur in rural areas. Most of these processes remain concealed from view in official 
statistics. In writing about “subaltern urbanization,” Denis et al. (2012, p. 53) find 
evidence of remote “economically vital small settlements” that are “independent of 
the metropolis and autonomous in their interactions with other settlements.” These 
subaltern urbanization processes often go unseen in the census, prompting Denis et al. 
(2012, p. 56) to argue that “India may be more urbanized than appears from the official 
figures.” This is corroborated by research on the regional importance of secondary cities 
in absorbing (part of ) the declines in agricultural employment (Himanshu et al. 2011; 
Christiaensen and Todo 2014; Gibson et al. 2017). These cities have a critical support 
function in reducing rural poverty, and it seems they are experiencing rapid growth 
(Christiaensen and Todo 2014; Lanjouw and Murgai 2014; Gibson et al. 2017). Nijman 
(2012, p. 14) argues that “rural–urban migration has been particularly significant 
to smaller cities, and is driven by the poor performance of the agricultural sector in 
the surrounding countryside”. But while the push out of agriculture continues and 

Table 4.1. India’s agrarian landscape is characterized by excessive land fragmentation, and a further 
shrinking of land sizes. While the number of landholders has gone up from around 70 million to 
140 million between the 1970s and 2010s, the average holding size has gone down from 2.28 ha 
to 1.15 ha (Sources: Government of India 2018; also see Lowder et al. (2016) for an international 
perspective).

Size distribution of landholdings (%)*

Total no. of 
landholdings 

 (x 1000)

Total area of 
agrarian land  

(in ha. x 1.000)

Avg. 
landholding 

size (ha.)
Marginal Small Medium Large

1971 71,011 162,178 2.28 51.0 18.9 15.0 15.1

1981 88,883 163,797 1.84 56.4 18.1 14.0 11.5

1991 106,638 165,507 1.55 59.4 18.8 13.1 8.7

2001 119,931 159,435 1.33 62.9 18.9 11.7 6.5

2011 137,757 159,181 1.15 67.0 17.9 10.0 5.0

* Marginal (<1 ha); Small (1–2 ha); Medium (3–4 ha); Large (above 4 ha).
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accelerates, the populations of these secondary cities have remained surprisingly stagnant 
in official population statistics. I will return to this issue in Section 4 of this paper. 

The nature of hidden urbanization
How can we conceptually understand the nature of these processes of urbanization? In the 
early 1990s, geographer Terry McGee developed a framework for reading a certain type of 
Asian urbanism that emphasized the linkages between agrarian and urban. Mainly based 
on his work in Indonesia, but supplemented with evidence from other parts of Southeast 
Asia, McGee (1991) observed that in certain regions the traditional distinctions between 
rural and urban were getting increasingly muddled, creating what he called desakota, or 
villages-becoming-cities. The desakota showed an unusual mixture of agricultural and non-
agricultural economic activity. Although these zones were classified “rural”, they featured 
high population densities and growth, and shifts in economic activity away from farming. 
The types of non-agricultural economic activities that McGee witnessed were wide-ranging, 
from retailing, trading and self-employment, to transportation, crafts, construction and 
small-scale manufacturing. The social dimensions of these zones also showed a mixture of 
village life, organized around farming, and an urban mode of life, with more social and 
spatial mobility (Wirth 1938). Administratively, the desakota were “gray zones,” unplanned 
or poorly planned (McGee 1989). Urban regulations did not apply in these areas and it 
was difficult for local government to implement such regulations. 
 
Guldin (1996, 2000) used McGee’s work to reflect on the emergence of desakota-like 
urbanization in southern China. This process started in the Reform Era of the early 
1980s, and featured a rural transformation characterized by “the deagriculturalization 
of the countryside whereby many people give up farming but remain in the villages 
and rural areas” (Guldin 1996, p. 270).17 Instead of doing farm work, rural populations 
started engaging in local secondary and tertiary economic sectors, leading to what 
Guldin called “townization” of local villages, which created a mixture of rural and urban 
lives and lifestyles. Although these areas were officially classified “rural”, the social, 
spatial and economic distinctions between these remote settlements in the countryside 
and small cities became unclear. Gradually, “these [rural] societies were shifting 
urbanward” (Guldin 1996, p. 270). 

17 It is important to note that China has for long regulated population distribution within the country 
to various degrees through the household registration system, hukou, which restricts movement in 
many ways. Earlier it was suggested that “Central and municipal authorities fear that large-scale 
labour movement out of rural China will have politically and socially destabilising effects on the 
cities and towns to which workers migrate” (Hare 1999, p. 46). An uncontrolled stream of rural-to-
urban migration was feared to induce housing shortages in the cities, major transportation problems, 
and high pressure on water and power supplies. The hukou system divides people into four groups: 
based on the administrative status of their place of residency (“urban” or “rural”) and based on their 
occupation (“agricultural” or “non-agricultural”) (Wu 1994). Rural migrants faced a complex set of 
hurdles if they want to migrate to cities, including the obtaining of permissions from local government 
in the home village, and getting work and residency permits in destination cities (Hare 1999). Permit 
fees were set sufficiently high as a way to further discourage would-be rural migrants (Zhao 1999).
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In line with Guldin’s work is the conceptual lens developed by Zhu (2000, 2004). Also 
focusing on China, Zhu describes in situ transformations of rural settlements, a process 
by which local rural communities transform themselves into urban ones predominantly 
through shifts in economic activity. Contrary to McGee’s geographical focus on the 
rural hinterlands just beyond the mega city, Zhu’s empirical lens is on remote agrarian 
settlements in the countryside. Many such settlements were undergoing development 
processes: transformations in employment structures, social change, and spatial-
morphological change. Rural residents increasingly “participate in non-agricultural 
activities and create new urban centers on the spot” and, like Guldin observed, farmers 
are “leaving the land but not their villages” (Zhu 2000, p. 417). These newly forming, 
small towns also ignited short-distance migration, attracting migrants from the 
surrounding villages. Importantly, like McGee and Guldin, Zhu (2004) also observes 
that despite their “rural” classification, elements of both rural and the urban were 
present in these spaces, calling it “quasi-urban” places where urban and rural meet. 
 
This type of rural urbanization is becoming increasingly common across densely settled 
regions in Asia (Hugo and Champion 2004; Jones 2004). Two conceptual aspects of 
this urbanization process are important for this study’s purposes on hidden urbanization 
in Bihar. First, the political categorization of these places as “rural” ended up deviating 
from the actual, on the ground urban development and transformation, which 
effectively rendered these processes “hidden”. Second, the urbanization process that 
McGee, Guldin and Zhu studied was incomplete, which led to a jumble of rural and 
urban lives and lifestyles, signifying agrarian tradition alongside wide-ranging social and 
economic transformations. 

4.3 Design, methodologies and case selection

The design of the study is characterized by two phases. First, based on the latest two 
rounds of the Indian census (2001 and 2011), a geographic information database of 
Bihar was built. This database includes the population size, population density and 
economic profile of each of Bihar’s 45,073 distinct settlements. The data were compiled 
from two different sources: the A-Series of the primary census abstract data tables (PCA) 
and Bihar’s thirty-eight district census handbooks (DCHBs). Population size data for 
each settlement can be found in the PCA and DCHBs (filed under “Town Amenities” 
and “Village Amenities”), but densities and non-farm economic profiles for settlements 
had to be calculated following census metadata (see Government of India 2011). In the 
next steps of the geodatabase building phase, demographic and economic data on all 
settlements were merged with a digital boundary file that includes the official spatial 
boundaries of all settlement in Bihar, both “rural” villages and “urban” towns. This 
shapefile was provided by researchers from the Centre national de la recherche scientifique 
(CNRS). Using ArcMap software (version 10.6), the individual settlement data were 
connected to the corresponding spatial boundaries of each settlement through the 
unique six digit settlement identifier code that is available in the Indian census. The 
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newly created spatial database allows for investigation of state-level spatial patterning 
and trends of specific settlements’ demographic and economic structures. In addition, 
because two censuses were used in compiling the geodatabase, it was possible to 
investigate economic and demographic change over time in all 45,073 settlements. 
 
In analyzing the Bihar geodatabase of settlements, the focus was threefold. First, to 
locate so-called new “high non-farm villages”: settlements with workforces that now 
reach over 75 percent outside of agriculture. All villages that have workforce profiles 
firmly based in agriculture were thus filtered out. Second, given that Bihar’s average 
population density is over 1,100 people per square kilometer, the density threshold for 
these high non-farm villages was increased to 2,000 people per square kilometer. This 
leaves us with only those high non-farm settlements that also have very high population 
densities. Third, in studying the Bihar geodatabase, it was noticed that the census’ 
“measuring” of urban populations for each distinct settlement stops at often arbitrary, 
rigid administrative boundaries. Sometimes built-up area was found to be contiguous 
across such boundaries (also see Denis and Marius-Gnanou 2011; Mukhopadhyay et 
al. 2017). Due to a high level of administrative fragmentation at the basis of the census, 
numerous contiguously grown settlements never reach the population criterion of 5,000 
inhabitants, while being fully part of larger urban clusters. These micro-census units are 
unlikely to ever reach that threshold given their very limited areal size. To bypass this 
issue, the population size threshold for dense, high non-farm settlements was lowered to 
2,000.  
 
Analyses of the Bihar geodatabase prepared the grounds for phase two, in which the 
focus shifted to on-site primary data collection in the city of Samastipur, central Bihar. 
Indian census data suggested that Samastipur is a small, secondary city with a stagnant 
population, located in an overwhelmingly rural district – 97 percent of the district’s 
population is officially designated “rural”. Yet, the Bihar geodatabase showed rapid 
population growth and non-farm employment profiles of more than 75 percent in 
most “rural” villages on Samastipur’s city borders, suggesting that Samastipur might 
be (much) bigger than the census reports. 18 To find out whether this was a case of 

18 The Indian census measures urban populations once every 10 years, and the latest census was 
conducted in 2011. The primary data collection in Samastipur was conducted in 2018, which could 
invoke the suggestion that the hidden urbanization processes discussed in this article might, in fact, 
be picked up by the 2021 census (as one Reviewer suggested). However, there are two key reasons 
why the urbanization processes will remain hidden. The first reason relates to the many administrative 
subdivisions that are at the basis of the Indian census. Bihar has over 45,000 micro-census units (both 
“rural” villages and “urban” towns). The total area covered by the state is 94,163 square kilometer. 
This means that the average census unit is just 2 square kilometer in size (and many are much smaller 
than that), which makes it difficult for settlements to comply with the population size criterion of 
>5,000 inhabitants. In the 2021 census, the villages in Samastipur’s surroundings will not have crossed 
this population size. Second, the only other way Samastipur’s population will be more accurately 
reflected in the 2021 census is if the administrative boundary of the city is extended, to include the 
urbanized villages on the city’s borders. This requires rural-to-urban reclassification of gram panchayats; 
a processes that is highly contested and politicized. This is the topic of most of the rest of the paper.
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hidden urbanization, and if so, why urban development and growth were not visible 
in official urban statistics, I conducted four months of exploratory fieldwork in the 
area, between February and May 2018. I conducted nine in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews with key informants including government officials at various levels, amongst 
whom the chairman of Samastipur’s city council, the executive officer of the council, 
and the District Magistrate. With a translator present, I also conducted two longer 
open interviews with local village leaders, mukhiyas. In order to protect the privacy 
of participating mukhiyas, all real names, including specific village names, have been 
changed. Furthermore, I carried out archival research in Samastipur’s city council 
archives, where I studied historical maps, planning documents and internal memos. 
Finally, a substantial part of the primary data collection consisted of engaging in 
dozens of longer informal conversations and chance interviews with a variety of local 
actors (residents, firm-owners and shopkeepers), and in gathering observational data in 
Samastipur and its surrounding villages (photos, videos, and detailed field notes). 

4.4 Bihar’s hidden urbanization

Bihar geodatabase
Figure 4.1 is extracted from the Bihar geodatabase and shows the state’s urban system. 
It displays all officially recognized “urban” settlements (i.e. established large, medium 
and small cities, and Census Towns), highways, main rivers, and state and district-level 
administrative boundaries. The Figure also highlights high non-farm villages, specific 
settlements with economic profiles firmly based in the secondary and tertiary sectors of 
the economy, and with very high population densities. These red dots on the map are 
not considered “urban” Census Towns because their populations are less than 5,000. 
They are officially considered “rural”. The number of such settlements has shown very 
rapid growth, from a total of 114 in 2001 to 407 in 2011. Analyses of their spatial 
distribution shows that a substantial number is located right next to or in proximity of 
secondary cities Muzaffarpur, Darbhanga, Munger, Jamalpur, Bhagalpur and Samastipur 
(all marked on the map). The average population density in these 407 settlements is 
over 3,600 people per square kilometer, very similar to the average densities found in 
the secondary cities they are bordering. This invokes the suggestion that these “rural” 
villages may very well form part of these cities. In other words, red dots could thus 
indicate the hidden expansion of Bihar’s secondary cities.
 
The small city of Samastipur19 has an official urban population of 67,000. According 
to the Indian census, the city’s population has remained mostly stagnant, adding just 
8,000 people over the past twenty years, a growth rate of 13 percent. This is well below 
the state’s population growth rate, and the district’s growth rate of 80 percent (from 

19 The city of Samastipur is located in Samastipur district. In this article, when Samastipur is mentioned, 
I refer to the city of Samastipur in all cases unless specified otherwise.
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2.5 million people in 1991 to 4.3 million in 2011). These demographics are at odds 
with existing evidence on the growing regional importance of India’s secondary cities 
(Nijman 2012; Denis et al. 2012; Christiaensen and Todo 2014; Mukhopadhyay et al. 
2017; Gibson et al. 2017). So how can Samastipur’s population have remained stagnant, 
while both the state of Bihar and the district in which Samastipur is located grew rapidly 
in population size? 
 
Figure 4.2 is another excerpt from the Bihar geodatabase, but shows a fine-scale 
geography of Samastipur. The map details all official administrative boundaries 
and employment profiles for settlements in Samastipur’s direct surroundings. The 
percentages of non-farm employment are given in brackets, and the intensity of the red 
hue indicates different levels of non-farm work. Only the darkest red core of Samastipur 
(indicated on the map as “Samastipur official urban boundary”) is counted as “urban”. 
According to documentation from the city council archives, this administrative 
boundary dates back to 1896, has remained unchanged since then, and comprises an 
area of 5.6 square kilometers. Historically, the Budhi Gandak River has been used as a 
natural administrative boundary. South of the river is the area officially counted as urban 
Samastipur, but north of the river are eight separate settlements that are not officially 
part of the city. These villages are connected with Samastipur via two bridges and a 
railway line. 
 
On the western, eastern and southern fringe, similar administratively discrete high 
non-farm settlements enclose the city’s official boundary. Most of these rural villages 
are governed by independent gram panchayats, decentralized locally elected bodies 
of village councils (Manor 2010), and each is headed by a mukhiya. The result is a 
highly fragmented governance structure with the city of Samastipur on the one hand 
and dozens of smaller, separate panchayats on the other. This fragmentation conceals 
from view that both the “rural” panchayats and what is officially denoted as “urban” 
Samastipur have a similar urban fabric (all red areas combined).
 
Advocating for urban status
In the interviews, city officials describe Samastipur as a dynamic and growing city that 
fulfills a critical support function for the region and its rural poor. Population growth 
occurs due to a combination of natural growth and short-distance migration from 
the surrounding rural landscapes. The city attracts because it offers a range of non-
farm informal work. The work is predominantly casual labor, irregular, and precarious 
in terms of income and job security. However, wages are generally higher than in 
agriculture, making it an attractive alternative to some. Due to spillover effects from the 

< Figure 4.1. Geography of urbanization in Bihar. Hundreds of populous settlements with high 
non-farm economic profiles, and high densities, are located on the borders of existing secondary 
cities (red dots), suggesting that these cities might be (much) bigger than the census reports 
(Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011b; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; Centre 
national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; calculations and adaptations by author).
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expanding city, and in situ transformations, Samastipur’s surrounding rural panchayats 
have undergone or are undergoing shifts in their main economic activities, away from 
farming, and many are now highly integrated within the city’s overall economy. 
 
In official census data, shown in Figure 4.2, this integration is not picked up. Only 
the darkest red core is what is recognized “urban”, while the surrounding panchayats 
are separate administrative entities. However, economically and socially these “rural” 
areas are a fully functioning part of Samastipur, according to officials. Morphologically, 
the panchayats also show contiguity in built-up area with Samastipur. Observations 
on the ground seem to support these claims, as the start and end of rural villages and 
urban Samastipur is impossible to distinguish. For instance, Dharampur (90 percent 
non-farm) and Doodhpura (70 percent non-farm) are two “rural” panchayats on the 
city’s western administrative boundary (Figure 4.2), but this administrative separation 
seems artificial. On the ground there is no difference between these areas and urban 
Samastipur.20 The situation is similar on the northern administrative boundary. 
Photo 4.1 was taken across the Budhi Gandak river, beyond what is officially urban 
Samastipur. These areas are known as Muktapur (81 percent non-farm) and Mathurapur 
(94 percent non-farm) panchayats. On the ground, these areas appear to be a fully 
functioning part of Samastipur. The interconnectivity with the city is also reflected 
in Photo 4.2, taken on the pedestrian bridge crossing the Budhi Gandak. The two 
bridges connecting North and South are continuously used throughout the day by a 
combination of old/modern traffic: heavy duty trucks, bullock carts, cars, rickshaws 
(electric, diesel, cycles), school buses, pedestrians, jeeps, and motorbikes. In all, most 
of Samastipur as displayed in Figure 4.2, the entire red area combined, functions as a 
unified, integrated, growing agglomeration; the opposite of what official census data and 
administrative fragmentations suggest.

20 Many Indian households in rural villages have historically relied on the non-farm sector as a strategy 
to diversify dynamic livelihood portfolios, and the importance of these rural non-farm occupations 
has only grown in recent years (Lanjouw and Lanjouw 2001; Haggblade et al. 2007). However, the 
developments in the villages on Samastipur’s borders signal something different. The economic profiles 
of these villages are now predominantly non-farm (in many cases over 85 percent). Observations on 
the ground confirm that this is a reflection of the growth of this secondary city, of spillover effects and 
in situ transformations from within the village. In effect, these villages are now integrated within the 
city and form a unified part of the larger agglomeration.

< Figure 4.2. Fine-scale geography of Samastipur. Hues of red indicate intensity of non-farm work. 
Darker red areas around Samastipur’s official urban boundary: high non-farm environs, in which a 
majority of people is now engaged in non-farm work. Lighter red: areas that are undergoing similar 
economic shifts, but with slightly lower levels of non-farm employment. (Sources: Indian census 
2001, 2011a, 2011b; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; Centre national de la recherche 
scientifique n.d.; calculations and adaptations by author).
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However, in the interviews it became clear that the administrative fragmentation 
in combination with the growth of Samastipur agglomeration has led to political 
contestation in which the city and local mukhiyas position themselves differently vis-à-
vis this urban growth. City council members emphasize the need for political integration 
and formalization of the urbanization. Based on population sizes, cities get an assigned 
budget from state and central government. In Bihar, a nagar parishad governance 
structure, like the one in place in Samastipur, is meant to provide basic, essential 
service to small urban areas of around 50,000 people. By including the urbanized 
villages in the city’s surroundings in the count, the council asserts that Samastipur has 
reached an overall urban population closer to 200,000, three times the size of 67,000 
as documented in the census. In one of the interviews, the city council chairman states: 
“The current situation stretches much of the city’s services and facilities to its limits, 
especially in terms of the pressure that it puts on our roads and other infrastructure, on 
drainage, on solid waste management, energy, water provision and sanitation (...) Our 
infrastructure is not up to service such a large population.” The executive officer, who 
implements and oversees decisions made by the city council, added: “Right now we have 
very limited funding to service the area. For instance, we are dumping the collected solid 
waste from one place to another, burn our rubbish at various open fields around the 
city, simply because we cannot cope (…) But we should really be following a program to 
reduce and recycle our waste, for the whole area. For that, we need funding, more staff, 
a separate solid waste department, so we are better equipped to handle these problems.” 
 
These remarks suggest that the council is pushing an agenda to change its nagar parishad 
status into that of a nagar nigam (Municipal Corporation). According to the council, 
the nagar nigam would reflect a more accurate population size, but, more importantly, 
nagar nigams are governed by a much larger public sector and have more resources at 
their disposal. This governance structure provides substantial departments and budgets 
for infrastructure, education, solid waste management, healthcare, and water, and is 
therefore, possibly, better equipped to govern populous urban areas. However, nagar 
nigam status can only be acquired under particular conditions: Bihar’s state law requires 
urban areas to have a minimum population of 200,000. It is therefore unsurprising 
that changing administrative status has become a political project. In 2015, the city 
council of Samastipur started the works to administratively reconfigure the area, extent 
the urban boundary, and acquire higher order urban status. In Photo 4.3, planners and 
members of the city council show the proposed plan for an extension of the Samastipur 
boundary. Key to the transition is that the surrounding panchayats have to be dissolved 
and their populations included in the future nagar nigam.

Resistance to political re-categorization
The mukhiyas of the panchayats involved are fighting the process to become part 
of Samastipur. The mukhiyas of Ragheepur and Makanpur21, both affected by the 

21 Pseudonyms to protect the privacy of the participating mukhiyas.
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Photo 4.1. Picture taken on the other side of the bridge crossing the 
Budhi Gandak river, beyond the northern boundary of what is officially 
Samastipur (Photo by author).

Photo 4.2. Pedestrian bridge crossing the Budhi Gandak River, connecting 
north and south Samastipur. On the right, the busy four-lane heavy traffic 
bridge is also visible (Photo by author).
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Photo 4.3. Samastipur’s planners and members of the city council show 
the extension plans of the urban boundary. The new boundary is, in fact, 
roughly equal to all red areas combined, as indicated in Figure 4.2 (Photo 
by author).

Photo 4.4. One of the few farming communities left in Makanpur; kutcha 
housing and livestock. The proposed administrative reconfiguration could 
threaten these residents’ lands and traditional rural livelihoods (Photo by 
author).
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proposed extension, state that they are particularly worried about the panchayats’ 
remaining agrarian populations, and the many changes that come with the rural-to-
urban reclassification of their villages. They agree that livelihoods in the villages are now 
mostly based in secondary and tertiary economic sectors, but they also argue that, for 
a number of households, farming remains the most important part of their livelihood 
strategy. 
 
This is confirmed through observations on the ground (Photo 4.4). When you get closer 
to the western administrative edge of Doodhpura (Figure 4.2), more rural lives and 
livelihoods start to merge with urban ones. A few households here still own livestock, 
and the use of so-called “cow dung cakes” – which can be seen drying in the sun on 
the walls of kutcha houses22 – as a main fuel for cooking is another indicator of the 
rural. Nonetheless, in that same area, you would also find formal pucca housing, where 
households have secured their own piped water through private water tanks on the 
rooftop, where the main fuel for cooking is LPG/gas, and where the household has 
no connections to agriculture whatsoever. When you move about 2 km north after 
crossing the Budhi Gandak, to where Muktapur almost ends, rural kutcha housing also 
starts to alternate between semi-pucca and pucca. Through informal conversations with 
households in this area, it becomes clear that within the same household livelihoods can 
be complex and mixed, as McGee (1991) suggested earlier, with some members engaged 
in farm-type work and others in secondary and tertiary sector jobs. Spatially, things 
become intricate in some of these settlements, as in Jitwarpur Nijamat and Jitwarpur 
Chauth, on the eastern edge of Samastipur. Here, small patches of farm land bring 
down densities, while all sorts of building types and land uses are mixed.
 
A commonality between the villages surrounding Samastipur is that there is a rural-
urban transitional zone in terms of occupations, lifestyles, densities, land uses and 
housing types, without neat spatial boundaries between the urban and the rural. Urban 
and (declining) rural are mixed, and both can be observed in all the settlements around 
Samastipur, to various degrees. This even holds true for highly urbanized and integrated 
villages like Mathurapur in the north (Figure 4.2), where 94 percent of employment is 
now in secondary and tertiary economic sectors. 
 
Four key reasons can be identified for mukhiyas’ resistance to becoming part of the 
Samastipur nagar nigam, and these reasons relate specifically to the rurality that is still 
present in these villages. First, and perhaps most importantly, there is strong concern for 
the loss of land and land ownership, particularly in Makanpur. Historical inequalities 
linked to caste and land create uncertainties about the livelihoods of many residents. 
Makanpur still has a substantial population of landless, lower-caste households and most 

22 Kutcha houses have mud walls, mud flooring and a thatched roof. These houses are generally 
considered to be of lower quality compared to more formal semi-pucca and pucca housing (brick walls, 
cement floors etc.)
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of these rely on agricultural work as their primary source of income. Although land 
records and ownership rights are fuzzy (as in most of Bihar and in fact India), the land 
they live and work on is partially government owned, now managed by the panchayat. 
When Makanpur becomes part of the nagar nigam, it is very unclear to the mukhiya 
what will happen to these stretches of land and to the marginalized households who live 
and work there. The mukhiya is most fearful that they will be evicted and lose their 
homes and livelihoods. He stated: “The biggest problem is, farming people in this area 
are Scheduled Caste, and some are Scheduled Tribe, and they still have no lands, they 
are still living on the government land. Once this land becomes part of the Municipal 
Corporation, then they have to empty the government land.” For those residents of 
Makanpur and Ragheepur who do have small landholdings, mukhiyas are concerned 
that their lands will, in one way or another, be acquired for development somewhere in 
the near future. The city council of Samastipur has not indicated any plans to develop 
the area or re-acquire the land, but the mukhiyas are well-aware of the growth of the city 
and the rising demands on land in its vicinity, which has already affected much of 
Makanpur (Photo 4.5). This appears to fuel fears of displacement.23 
 
Second, settlements that are officially categorized “rural” qualify for a variety of rural 
development funds and programs from central and state government. In the interviews, 
both mukhiyas echo the importance of such programs for the agrarian residents of 

23 This fear is not unreasonable given how planning and informality shape India’s urbanization, and how 
Indian governments handle informality (Roy 2009b).

Photo 4.5. As 
Samastipur grows 
outwards, the 
pressure on land in 
Makanpur grows. New 
construction can be 
observed throughout 
most of these 
urbanizing villages 
in the city’s direct 
surroundings (Photo 
by author).
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Ragheepur and Makanpur. The mukhiya of Ragheepur gives the example of the 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA), which has 
given the panchayat substantial discretionary resources (also see Maiorano 2014). The 
program was initiated to ensure a sustainable, rural livelihood and is especially aimed at 
the rural poor. It safeguards at least 100 days of wage labor per year for the panchayat 
residents, and makes a key difference to marginalized caste households’ incomes 
according to the mukhiya (also see e.g. Ravi and Engler 2015; Bose 2017; Berg et al. 
2018). However, once Ragheepur becomes an “urban” part of the nagar nigam, the 
secured wage labor will no longer be accessible to its residents: “If you work in the field, 
you get Rs. 300 per day, if the panchayat becomes nagar nigam you will lose that job. 
And that is a problem.” NREGA is thus an important program for the panchayat, but 
there are other examples of development programs and schemes for housing, drinking 
water, healthcare and education that will become inaccessible. According to the 
mukhiyas, the panchayat has achieved a lot with these limited resources, and they see no 
point in becoming part of Samastipur which they describe, ironically, as “dirty”, with 
“open drainage”, “problematic sanitation” and “horrible solid waste management.” The 
mukhiya of Ragheepur stated in the interview: “If you look now, in the village it is very 
clean (…) Most of the households here have toilets. Sanitation is very well arranged in 
the village. But the city is dirty.”24 Reflecting on the decentralized panchayat governance 
structure, the mukhiya of Ragheepur added: “I feel that in the panchayat we can oversee 
these things better” (also see Heller et al. 2007; Manor 2010; Nagarajan et al. 2014; 
Mukhopadhyay 2017a). 
 
Third, there is general concern that the cost of living for the people in the village will 
increase once Ragheepur and Makanpur become part of the nagar nigam. Both 
mukhiyas are especially worried about the effects of higher taxation for poorer, agrarian 
households, as tax rates are higher in areas classified “urban” (Sivaramakrishnan 2002). 
The mukhiya of Ragheepur states: “Generally the people of this village are poor. But 
right now we have arranged many things very properly. Water for instance, we get free 
and clean from the hand pumps, and it is always available. When we become part of the 
city, water will be arranged through government infrastructure, and we would have to 
pay a lot of money and taxation on that, which the people in the village do not have.” 
Land taxation also appears to be of concern to small landholders: “The government will 
increase the taxes on land. The problem is, we are not big landlords, just very small 

24 Despite the fact that mukhiyas did not articulate these issues, panchayats in Bihar in general cope with 
problems of sanitation and waste management. In general, the sanitation situation and the collection 
and disposal of waste are still substantial problems across both rural and urban Bihar. The state has 
one of the highest levels of households that do not have an individual household latrine, and one of 
the highest shares of households defecating in the open (Centre for Policy Research [CPR] 2018). 
However, there are indications that Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, the Clean India Campaign, appears 
to gain momentum. Rural sanitation in Bihar appears to have substantially improved over the past 
years under Swachh Bharat Mission Gramin, as toilets connected to septic tanks (or “pits”) are being 
installed across Bihar’s panchayats. Urban sanitation however continues to lag behind.
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landholders, so the taxes would be too high.”25 Besides water provision and taxation, 
higher cost of living also relates to electricity and telephone charges and tariffs, which 
are lower for rural panchayats and higher for urban towns like Samastipur (also see 
Mathur 2001, 2003; Bhagat 2005; Sivaramakrishnan 2002; Jain 2018). 
 
The fourth reason for the mukhiyas’ resistance relates to democratic participation and 
fear of the new unknown bureaucratic body of the nagar nigam. The panchayat is a 
decentralized governance form and the people of the village are in touch with their local, 
democratically-elected representatives, the mukhiyas. This creates an institutional 
structure of inclusive participation. Residents know their representatives by name and 
the mukhiyas state that people can drop by anytime they want whenever there “is a 
problem to be worked out”, or “there is something that needs to be discussed in a village 
meeting.” The mukhiya of Makanpur fears that once the panchayat becomes part of the 
nagar nigam, inclusive participation will drastically decrease as “the distance between the 
people of the village and local representatives [in the Municipal Corporation council] 
will increase”. Also, the mukhiya fears for new kinds of power relations and argues that 
in “bureaucratic bodies like nagar nigams” it will be much harder for people in the 
village to “get things done.”  
 
This position seems to align with McGee’s (1991) earlier observations, when he noted 
that in these rural-urban transitional zones less rigid rules and regulations seem to apply. 
This creates a more “informal” atmosphere. Bhagat (2005, p. 65) wrote: “The creation of 
a Municipality [in panchayats] is invariably followed by some measure of planning and 
building regulations.” In the interview, the mukhiya elaborates his position by giving the 
example of housing and construction permits: “When you want to construct your house 
in the village, or expand your home, you get the permissions from the Block 
Development Office, which is right next door. There is little cost involved, and you 
quickly get the approval if everything is in order. (…) With the Municipal Corporation, 
when you apply for the construction of the house, the permissions are very costly, and 
everything will take a long time, if you get it at all.” The mukhiya of Ragheepur added: 
“There is this idea among the people of the village that the panchayat will help them 
out. But if we go to the nagar nigam they will not help us out.” 
 
In all, Samastipur city officials appeared unaware of – or did not articulate – these 
experienced fears and potential consequences of the proposed rural-to-urban re-
classification for mukhiyas and panchayat residents. In follow-up interviews, they 
speculated about the mukhiyas’ motives to not sign legal documentation to move 

25 There is some literature that confirms these fears. Bhagat (2005, p. 65) wrote: “The desire to avoid 
taxation has been a strong motivation for resisting the change to municipal status as municipal areas 
not only have higher taxation but are also subjected to a wide variety of taxes and charges (…) Gram 
panchayats on average generate a little over 15 per cent of their revenue from their own sources, 
compared to almost 70 per cent in the case of municipal bodies. Thus, gram panchayats survive 
primarily on development grants provided by state governments”. Also see Mathur (2001, 2003).
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forward with the reclassification. The executive officer of Samastipur stated: “The 
mukhiyas are very reluctant, I think because of a fear of losing their post, and it is not 
sure if they will personally be part of the new Municipal Corporation council, if they 
will get a seat at the table (…) Also, they have a lot of resources at their personal 
disposal now, and a lot of power, which they do not want to lose.” In the interview 
with the mukhiya of Makanpur, this theme was also touched upon: “It is not a 
question of power. (…) I as a mukhiya will listen to the people, and if the people 
object, which they do, then I will object (…) I have to answer to the people, and the 
people are not ready for that, going from villagers to urban residents. There is too 
much uncertainty surrounding it.” Finally, the District Magistrate of Samastipur 
shared his views and argued: “The gram panchayats are independent now (…) but in 
broader perspective, there is a need to move forward and include them in the new 
nagar nigam. For that, we need their cooperation. (…) We have to get the NOC [no 
objection certificate]. Right now they are very hesitant. But in case we do not get it 
[the NOC], we have to resolve that. Whatever the objection.” According to internal 
memos from the city archives, the plans have been with the city council and 
panchayats for four years now (since early 2015), and the process appears to have 
reached a long-term impasse. 

4.5 Concluding remarks and directions for policy

The first part of this article highlighted the regional geography of hidden urbanization 
in a part of India that is typically considered to be predominantly rural. As declines 
in agricultural employment accelerate under conditions of hardship, distress and 
uncertainty, traditional rural livelihoods continue to shift away from farming. There is 
considerable evidence from India that underlines the regional importance of secondary 
cities in absorbing (part of ) these declines in agricultural employment, and the 
geodatabase of Bihar visualized that these cities have indeed rapidly grown, despite their 
apparent stagnant population sizes in official Indian census statistics. 
 
The second part of the article centered on the main research question: why does this 
urban growth remain invisible in official statistics. The case of Samastipur illustrates 
how in rural India “urban” can become a politicized institutional category and how 
different stakeholders position themselves vis-à-vis urbanization. It is the specific nature 
of this type of urbanization, first described by McGee (1991), Guldin (1996, 2000), 
Zhu (2000, 2004) and others, which is at the root of this political contestation. The 
research in Samastipur shows that the urbanization process is far from crystallized, still 
in flux, ambivalent and incomplete. Urban growth and expansion is clearly observable 
in Samastipur’s surrounding villages, but elements of (declining) rurality are also 
still present. Subsequently, city officials of Samastipur push for reclassifying the rural 
panchayats due to their high levels of urbanity, while the still existing rurality makes 
panchayat mukhiyas resist change in governance structures. These stakeholders represent 
different groups, with different interests: those with urban lives and lifestyles and those 
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with rural ones, leading to political clashes over “rural” and “urban” categorization. 
Interestingly, there is validity to both sides of the argument. 
 
The conflicting interests of local actors pursuing “urban” status and those fighting 
to remain “rural” reflect the power relations and politics at play in the institutional 
reclassification.26 On the one hand, higher order “urban” status gets cities discretionary 
benefits and more financial leeway (e.g. from nagar parishad to nagar nigam, as in the 
Samastipur case), and changing administrative status can therefore become a political 
mission (also see Bhagat 2005). City administrations are motivated to extent their 
institutional and jurisdictional territory and absorb urbanizing “rural” panchayats in 
their direct surroundings. On the other, decentralized agrarian institutions resist the 
reconfiguration in local governing structures and political change. The panchayats’ 
mukhiyas want to hold on to the receding rurality of their villages, even when urban 
growth has been substantial. Their refusal to become urban parts of expanding cities 
mainly stems from concerns for what will happen to the village’s remaining agrarian 
population. They express fears of losing access to rural development programs, 
displacement, and loss of traditional agrarian livelihoods for the marginalized 
populations of the panchayat. Finally, the loss of autonomy and local power also 
appeared to contribute to mukhiyas’ resistance. 
 
In all, the hidden urban transformations taking shape across Bihar’s countryside 
are certainly no neat shift from one order (rural) to the next (urban), from agrarian 
livelihoods to well-organized, urban-based, specialized manufacturing and service 
industries. Shifting livelihoods toward non-farm are messy and expressions of 
precariousness of traditional rural work. It is partially distress-driven, and we know 
very little about people’s new living conditions. The growing secondary cities seem to 
have something to offer for the rural poor, for people at the bottom of the economy, 
more opportunities than the agrarian countryside (Lanjouw and Murgai 2010), but 
new livelihoods also seem to be precarious in terms of income and job security (also see 
Sainath 2011b). 
 
The findings from this study have a twofold theoretical bearing on urbanizing India. 
First, the hidden growth and regional importance of small secondary cities could signal 

26 The political contestations described in this study mainly relate to the lowest level of government 
(gram panchayat and nagar parishad), which is where a proposal for rural-to-urban reclassification 
and an extension of the administrative boundary starts, and where, in the Samastipur case, this 
has currently reached an impasse. Only if and when the panchayats agree, the plans can go to the 
Urban Development & Housing Department in state capital Patna, to be approved, after which the 
plans have to go the Cabinet of the State Government of Bihar for final approval. As one Reviewer 
suggests, the decision-making processes in these later stages of approval could indeed potentially also 
be contested and challenged by different actors (e.g. it could have impacts on Bihar’s level of federal 
funding), which leads to a continuation of the hiddenness of these urbanization processes. These 
potential conflicts of interest at the state level could lead to further suppression of urbanization levels, 
but this requires policy analyses at state and federal level (and another paper on the topic).
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a change in the development path of the country, resulting in a more mature system 
of cities where economic activity is more spread out instead of focused on a small 
number of very large cities (Henderson 2002). Second, this article started with the 
key premise that there is a consistently positive empirical relationship between rates of 
urbanization, economic growth and per capita GDP (e.g. Henderson 2002; Spence et 
al. 2009; Alkema et al. 2013; Scott and Storper 2015), which raised the initial questions 
about Bihar’s low levels of urbanization and rates of urban growth. This study invokes 
the suggestion that it could indeed be the hidden growth of small secondary cities that 
(partially) explains the decoupling of urban and economic growth rates in Bihar, but 
more research is needed on the productivity and nature of agglomeration in these cities. 
In India at large, economic growth rates have inched out of step with urban growth rates 
since the economic liberalization and reforms that started in the early 1990s. India’s 
economic growth rate is currently accelerating, and is now even outpacing China’s 
growth, but urbanization rates are actually declining (World Bank 2018b). This could 
be one indication that urban developments and transformations proceed unseen at the 
bottom of the urban hierarchy, taking place beyond the bigger cities, and making a 
substantial but overlooked contribution to the country’s development. 
 
At any rate, this study shows that independent of the politics of “urban” and “rural” 
classification there is a pressing need to support secondary cities in their growth through 
policy making. Secondary cities appear to play a key role in absorbing rapid declines 
in agricultural employment and they are making substantial contributions to rural 
poverty alleviation, but these urban geographies currently lack in basic services and 
essential infrastructure to develop properly (Shaw 2013; Samanta 2014). The research 
in Samastipur shows that this city is now also experiencing high levels of congestion, 
problematic solid waste management, pollution, and a general lack of institutional 
capacity to handle the growth of the city in a positive way. It is well-established in urban 
geography literatures that “rural” and “urban” are no absolute, binary categories. Urban 
development policies, like those initiated by a shift from nagar parishad to nagar nigam, 
should thus be less fixated on rural and urban labels and categorizations, and should be 
more responsive to actual on the ground transformations, and thus needs. Likewise, this 
study shows that NREGA is an important rural development program for marginalized 
households’ livelihoods in the urbanizing rural areas around Samastipur. The program 
is making a targeted difference in these areas. However, for households that appear to 
be in need of this program the most, reclassification could lead to discontinuation of 
NREGA. A reconceptualization of “rural” development programs, centered on needs 
and irrespective of settlement categorization, could potentially offer a valuable way 
forward. 
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Abstract 
In India, the past couple of decades witnessed, simultaneously, a massive shift of 
employment out of agriculture, substantial urban growth in heretofore rural regions, 
and rapid increases in the rates of labor migration. But very little is known about 
new livelihoods being forged or the whereabouts of these livelihoods. We draw on 
extensive primary data collected at two sites in West Bengal and Bihar, along with a 
comprehensive analysis of population census and GIS data, to investigate livelihood 
transformations and household well-being. We observe large-scale change, exceeding 
common perceptions of academics and policy makers. While the shift out of agriculture 
is momentous, alternative local livelihoods are scarce and, more than ever, labor 
migration offers a way out for many households. Traditional seasonal migration has 
made way for more permanent forms of circular labor migration. Our comparative 
study shows that the timing and nature of this transformation varies to some extent 
across India as the decline in agricultural employment occurred at different times. 
We also observe significantly different impacts of domestic versus international 
labor migration. There is a need for proactive government policies that stimulate 
local economic restructuring and livelihood opportunities and, as long as these local 
economies are insufficiently developed, that facilitate circular labor migration. 

Key Words: India; livelihoods; labor migration; rural-urban transition; urbanization; 
development.

5.1 Introduction 

India is experiencing a major socio-spatial transformation that is affecting hundreds of 
millions of people in their daily lives and livelihoods. Agriculture still employs, by far, 
the largest share of the workforce but it has been declining rapidly in recent years, both 
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in relative and absolute terms. In general, the employment shifts out of agriculture are 
fairly well documented in the Indian Census and other national surveys. But it is not 
at all clear where these former agricultural workers and their families go, what new 
livelihoods they seek out, and how their well-being is affected. This transition away from 
agrarian livelihoods is accompanied by urban growth in heretofore rural regions, yet very 
little is known about their linkages. 

We use the notion of the rural-urban transition in this paper to place the occupational 
shift out of agriculture in a wider socio-economic and geographical context. The 
structural change in employment is integral to a social transformation that affects 
local economies, livelihoods, migration, well-being, and social organization. It is a 
complex social transformation with multiple dimensions. This paper concentrates on 
occupational shifts, livelihoods, and migration – it is part of a larger research project 
aimed at a more comprehensive understanding of India’s rural-urban transition (see Van 
Duijne 2019; Van Duijne and Nijman 2019; Choithani 2020).

Research on this topic is challenging. Theoretically, the literature is fragmented into 
various disciplinary fields including development studies, economics, urban studies, 
geography, rural studies, migration studies, and sociology. The conceptual relevance of 
some of the theorizing in these disciplines is wanting because of the limited applicability 
to global South contexts and/or it is not up to date with recent trends. The speed and 
magnitude of change, we think, far exceeds existing views in academia and policy 
making circles. Empirically, existing data is scarce and often dated, and primary data 
collection is difficult. The latter is due to the geographically dispersed nature of these 
employment shifts and of India’s rural-urban transition in general. Field work on this 
topic, by its very nature, tends to be in a wide range of remote places and brings a host 
of challenges in terms of research design and logistics.

In this article, we report on extensive primary data collected in 2019 at two such remote 
sites in the Indian states of West Bengal and Bihar, that show signs of a rural-urban 
transition. Building on the sustainable livelihoods approach, we address four interrelated 
questions. First, what is the extent of occupational shifts out of agriculture? Second, 
what new kinds of livelihoods are being forged? Third, what is the role of migration in 
present-day livelihood strategies of households? Fourth, what are the ramifications for 
the well-being of the involved populations?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sketches the contours of India’s 
rural-urban transition and as such provides the context for this paper and the overall 
research project. In section 3, we give a brief overview of relevant literatures, we point 
to some of the shortcomings in existing theory, and we elaborate on the suitability of a 
conceptual framework centered on the notion of sustainable livelihoods. Section 4 lays out 
the research design, the choice of the field sites, and methods of data collection. The main 
body of the paper, on our analysis and findings, is presented in section 5. The concluding 
section summarizes our key findings and highlights their theoretical and social relevance.
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5.2 Contextualizing India’s Rural-Urban Transition

India has witnessed three major escalating trends in the last couple of decades that, 
together, sketch the contours of the country’s wide-ranging rural-urban transition and 
the ways in which this transition conditions changing livelihoods. The first refers to 
the substantial and ongoing shift of employment out of the agricultural sector; the 
second pertains to the rapidly growing share of reported urban growth at the bottom 
of the urban system, with rural villages turning into urban-classified settlements at 
unprecedented rates; and the third relates to significant increases in labor migration.

First, over the past two decades India has experienced a major employment shift out 
of agriculture. According to general data from the World Bank (2019a), agricultural 
sector employment dropped from 250 million jobs in 2004 to 215 million jobs in 2016. 
Separate calculations by Himanshu (2011), Thomas (2012), Mehrotra et al. (2014) and 
Abraham (2017) put the number of jobs lost in agriculture over the same period even 
higher, at around 40 million. Over a longer period, from 1991 to 2019, employment 
in agriculture as a percentage of total employed dropped from 63 percent to 43 percent 
(Figure 5.1). For males, the shift out of agriculture and into other types of employment 
was especially pronounced, falling to 40 percent by 2019 (World Bank 2019b).

While some longitudinal village studies point to the growing significance of rural 
non-farm employment as villages integrate with wider regional, national and global 
economic systems (Heyer 2013; Himanshu et al. 2013; Datta et al. 2014; Himanshu 
and Stern 2016), there are strong indications of a push out of agriculture irrespective 
of alternative employment opportunities. Reports of agricultural distress have been 
widespread, with low agrarian productivity, farmer’s indebtedness, crop failure, and 
overall precarity as the main drivers (e.g. Suri 2006; Abraham 2009; Sainath 2011a, 
2011b; Bhoi and Dadhich 2019). The impact on less productive small farms of the 
mechanization (and digitization) of bigger farms and the growing presence of large-scale 
agribusiness may play a part (e.g. Barman and Deka 2019). At any rate, if we assume an 
average household size of five during this period (a low estimate), it means that close to 
200 million people have been transitioning from dependency on agriculture into other 
kinds of livelihoods.

The second trend is expressed in the rapid proliferation of so-called Census Town (CTs). 
These are settlements that for the first time meet the threefold Indian census definition 
of “urban”: a population of at least 5,000 people; a population density of more than 400 
people per square kilometer; and over 75 percent of the male workforce engaged in non-
farm work. Between 1961 and 2001, the census typically reported a few hundred CTs 
across the country, but between 2001 and 2011 an unprecedented number of 2,532 
new Census Towns had emerged (Pradhan 2017; Shaw 2019); India’s urban population 
increased by 91 million people and new Census Towns accounted for one third of that 
urban growth.
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Figure 5.1. Employment in agriculture as a percentage of total employment (Source: World Bank 
2019a).

Figure 5.2. Number of Census Towns recorded in each Indian census from 
1961 to 2011. (Source: Indian Census 2011a).
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The proliferation of CTs (Figure 5.2), with its criterion of at least 75 percent non-
farm male workers, aligns with the data on the employment shift out of agriculture. 
At the same time, because the CT definition also includes criteria of size and density, 
CT data do not fully capture the employment shift. In our analysis of primary census 
data, we found thousands of villages that are not recognized as CTs (because their total 
population is less than 5,000 people) but that do have a large and growing workforce 
involved in non-agricultural activities. 

Table 5.1 lists the number of CTs and villages with more than 75 percent non-farm 
employment, for selected states in 2001 and 2011. The table shows considerable 
variation across states but the steep increase of CTs is seen everywhere. Importantly, 
it also reveals that the number of CTs is dwarfed by the number of villages with more 
than 75 percent non-farm work, the number of which increased markedly from 2001 
to 2011 (where there is a decline, for example in West Bengal, this is in part because of 
reclassification of many of these villages as CTs in 2011).

Census Towns Villages > 75 percent non-farm 
employment

State 2001 2011 2001 2011

Andhra Pradesh 93 229 428 244

Assam 45 126 1135 1285

Bihar 5 60 224 576

Jharkhand 108 188 505 1000

Karnataka 44 127 694 902

Maharashtra 127 279 734 596

Odisha 31 116 171 613

Punjab 18 74 284 393

Rajasthan 38 112 521 718

Tamil Nadu 111 376 716 916

Uttar Pradesh 66 267 990 1488

West Bengal 252 780 1899 1751

Table 5.1. The number of Census Towns and the number of villages with more than 75 percent 
of workers in non-farm occupations (and with a total population size greater than 1,500 or more), 
2001 and 2011 (Sources: Pradhan 2013; Government of India 2001, 2011a; authors’ calculations 
and adaptations).
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The emergence of these “non-farm villages” is especially prevalent across the Indo-
Gangetic Plain in states that were hitherto considered to be predominantly rural. For 
example, Uttar Pradesh witnessed an increase of almost 500; in Bihar, the number 
jumped by 350; and Jharkhand and Odisha showed increases of 500 and 450.

In more detailed spatial analyses, we found that many of these high non-farm 
employment settlements have amalgamated into larger seemingly urbanizing formations 
with populations far exceeding the CT threshold of 5,000 (Van Duijne and Nijman 
2019). This clustering of distinct high non-farm settlements goes unseen in the Indian 
census because the measuring of a settlement’s population stops at rigid, often arbitrary 
administrative boundaries. We will return to this issue in Section 4 of this paper, in 
regard to our case-study selections.

Together, aggregate labor statistics and data on the growth of CTs and “non-farm 
villages” provide strong indications of the magnitude of livelihood changes at India’s 
rural-urban transition. But there is an important third dimension to this transformation: 
that of migration. It is well known that historically circular labor migration has played a 
major role in the livelihoods of many rural households (e.g. De Haan 2002; Deshingkar 
and Farrington 2009; Tumbe 2012; Vartak et al. 2019). Especially in the poorer 
northern and northeastern states, seasonal migration has long been a source of income 
for rural households unable to support themselves through agriculture (Keshri and 
Bhagat 2012).

It is important to note that seasonal and circular migration streams often overlap, and 
the distinction between the two is not always clear. Both forms of migration involve 
temporary (and often repetitive) moves, characterized by a lack of permanent change in 
residence. Circular migration is broadly defined as “a temporary move from, followed 
by return to, the normal place of residence” (Deshingkar and Farrington 2009, p. 1). 
This definition implies that all seasonal migration can be categorized as circular. Not 
surprisingly, the two forms are often used interchangeably in the literature, but there is 
an important difference. Seasonal labor migration has traditionally been tied to rhythms 
of the agricultural cycle, whereby rural households engage in migration in lean seasons 
when there is little or no farm work locally. It is often supplemental to agriculture-based 
incomes. In some instances, seasonal migration is also related to the nature of industry 
at the destination. This includes, for example, labor migration in the brick kiln industry 
where workers migrate after the winter crop harvest and return before the monsoon 
(November-May). In contrast, the timing and duration of circular migration does 
not necessarily depend on farm seasons. With labor migration increasingly detached 
from farming, as our analysis will show, the distinction between seasonal and circular 
migration is important for a better understanding of livelihood change at India’s rural-
urban transition. 

Recent research shows that internal (domestic) migration has accelerated to 
unprecedented levels in the last couple of decades. This is especially true for non-
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permanent, circular labor migration (Deshingkar and Farrington 2009; Choithani 
2017; Tumbe 2018). Much of this migration goes unrecorded in the Indian Census and 
other data sets, such as the National Sample Survey, though even these sources suggest 
a significant increase. Between 1971 and 1991, internal migration in India actually 
declined but the trend reversed during the 1990s and then gathered momentum since 
the turn of the century (Singh and Sandilya 2012). Some estimate that internal labor 
migration in India increased nearly four-fold between 2004-05 and 2011-12, from 
16 million to 60 million; others put the number for 2011 even higher, at 80 million 
(Nayyar and Kim 2018). The highest estimate currently available is based on combined 
numbers from the National Sample Survey and the India Human Development Survey: 
between 2007 and 2012, the number of labor migrants is said to have exploded from 15 
million to 200 million (Nayyar and Kim 2018). This seems a very high estimate, indeed, 
and it should be noted that migration data is notoriously difficult to calculate and 
interpret. But there can be no doubt that recent years have seen a very rapid increase in 
internal labor migration rates.

At the same time, international labor migration from India has accelerated as well. 
United Nations (2019a) data show that labor migration from India to the Persian Gulf 
nearly doubled between 1990 and 2000, and more than tripled between 2000 and 2019 
to reach over 9 million migrants. The international migrants come in large part from 
the same states that provide many internal migrants, especially Uttar Pradesh and Bihar 
(International Labour Organization 2018). The economic impact of these different 
kinds of migration is known to be significant. For example, Nayyar and Kim (2018, 
p. 4) estimate that the share of migrant remittances in Bihar’s Gross State Domestic 
Product increased from 12 percent in 2004 to 36 percent in 2011.

The more or less simultaneous massive shift of employment out of agriculture and 
equally impressive increase in labor migration of various kinds may well be connected 
but this requires data analysis at a finer scale and higher spatial resolution. Similarly, the 
rapid growth of Census Towns and of “non-farm villages” underscores the widespread 
abandonment of agricultural work but it tells us virtually nothing about newfound 
livelihoods. The notorious difficulty of reliable data collection on circular migration and 
on the impact of circular migration on well-being compounds the problem (De Haan 
1997a). In all, there can be little doubt that major transformations are shaping up at 
India’s rural-urban transition but key questions have thus far remained unanswered.

5.3 Theorizing Livelihoods at the Rural-Urban Transition

A focus on livelihoods at the rural-urban transition is accompanied with notable 
conceptual challenges. It involves a huge literature that is fragmented across different 
fields including development studies, migration studies, urban studies, geography, 
economics, and sociology. Moreover, a good deal of established theory in these 
disciplines is not necessarily pertinent to research on India or other parts of the global 
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South, and/or relevant to recent and present-day developments (Parnell and Robinson 
2012; Sheppard et al. 2013; Nijman 2015a). Even if the disciplines mentioned above do 
not provide a ready-made conceptual framework to guide our research, they intersect in 
several ways that are relevant to our study.

First, there is a well-known interdisciplinary body of literature on the relationship 
between urbanization and economic development. At the macro level, this literature 
postulates that urbanization is positively associated with development in terms of 
economic growth and well-being (e.g. Spence et al. 2009; Henderson 2010; Glaeser 
2012; Scott 2017). It is the movement of labor from lower-productivity, agrarian-based 
activity to higher-productivity, urban-based work in secondary and tertiary sectors, that 
drives this growth. These sectors benefit from, and generally require, agglomeration 
dynamics and economies of scale. Accordingly, employment shifts out of agriculture and 
into secondary or tertiary sectors tend to coincide with urban growth and migration to 
cities.

Such theorizing is very much based in the historical experience of the west, when both 
urbanization and industrialization rapidly increased in the latter part of the 19th century 
and first half of the 20th century. In East Asia, a similar experience has been observed, 
particularly in Japan after World War II and more recently in China (e.g. Nijman 
2019). It may not apply in large parts of the global South. In regard to recent trends in 
Africa, it has been argued that accelerated urbanization has occurred in the absence of 
significant industrialization or other urban-based economic growth (e.g. World Bank 
2000; Bryceson et al. 2009; Turok and McGranahan 2013).

Interestingly, in the Indian case the reverse has been observed: there, in the past 
couple of decades, urban growth has been exceptionally slow despite rapid economic 
expansion (Nijman 2015b). The latter implies that Indian economic growth has, to 
a considerable extent, been jobless, i.e. has happened in the absence of substantial 
urban-based job creation (Kannan and Raveendran 2009; Chandrasekhar 2017; The 
Economist 2017). Part of the explanation may be what Rodrik (2016) has termed 
premature deindustrialization, which appears to have affected a range of countries in 
the global South (also see Amirapu and Subramanian 2015). India’s much heralded 
(post-industrial) IT sector has contributed strongly to the country’s economic growth 
and it is by and large based in cities, but it is not sufficiently labor-intensive to drive 
urban population growth. This also explains why much of India’s limited formal urban 
employment growth has been the reserve of the highly educated (Bhattacharya and 
Sanyal 2011; Kundu 2014).

All of this adds urgency to questions about new kinds of livelihoods, and whereabouts, 
of large numbers of former agricultural workers. If many former agricultural workers 
and their families are not likely to be pulled to employment opportunities in the 
cities, there are two sets of alternatives. First, given the reported rapid urban growth in 
heretofore rural areas, they may find non-agricultural jobs locally or nearby. Second, 
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they may choose (or feel forced) to go the route of male circular labor migration, with 
the rest of the household staying put.

The second body of literature sits at the intersection of migration and development 
studies, both of which represent large and sprawling traditions of scholarship in their 
own right. In established (Western) urbanization theory, it is one-way rural-urban 
migration that is viewed as a key driver of urban growth. As suggested above, this does 
not appear to apply (as much) to India in recent decades. In addition, the neo-classical 
economics literature is focused more narrowly on the balance between migration flows 
and urban (un)employment rates and, as such, is more interested in urban labor markets 
at the receiving end of migration and less so in the rural economy (e.g. Lewis 1954; 
Todaro 1969; Harris and Todaro 1970; Fields 1975; Piore 1979).  
 
The increase, in recent decades, of international migration and the emerging focus 
on transnationalism in some ways solidified a focus on the economies of receiving 
countries, further distracting attention away from domestic labor migration flows within 
the global South (Arango 2000; De Haas 2005; Portes 2009). Finally, the emphasis in 
neo-classical writings on individual rational choice seems to only diminish its relevance 
to understanding the situation of many people at India’s rural-urban transition, where 
choices can be severely limited and where they are often made not at the individual 
level, but at the level of the household.

An alternative approach was provided by the so called “new labor migration economics” 
that emerged in the 1980s, shifting the research focus in part to the impact of migration 
on rural areas, mainly through remittances (e.g. Stark and Bloom 1985; Stark and Lucas 
1988; Stark 1991; Taylor 1999). It also redirected attention from the individual to the 
family or household and proposed to view migration as family strategy. Because of this, 
the prevalence of circular labor migration came more clearly into view.

The main push for a conceptual framework that concentrates on development and 
circular labor migration from rural environs in the global South came from the field 
of development studies in the 1990s. This new strain of literature offered a broader 
and more nuanced perspective in which migration became integral to a primary focus 
on livelihoods where migration is considered one of various household strategies (e.g. 
Chambers and Conway 1992; Scoones 1998; Ellis 2003; Pritchard et al. 2014). The 
notion of sustainable rural livelihoods was introduced to underscore the importance of 
different household strategies to stabilize or improve their livelihoods based on shifting 
external conditions.

In the sustainable livelihood framework, household strategies are viewed as a response 
to such external conditions (e.g. employment opportunities, changing wage structures); 
reflecting the resources at the disposal of the household (e.g. land, financial capital, 
social networks, education); and as a determinant of well-being. This approach 
distinguishes, broadly, three types of rural livelihood strategies: farming, livelihood 
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diversification including rural non-farm activities, and migration (McDowell and De 
Haan 1998; Scoones 1998; Deshingkar and Farrington 2009). This framework places 
livelihoods at the center of inquiry and it offers an even-handed approach of agency and 
structure in the explanation of livelihood changes. In other words, it avoids the excessive 
voluntarism that underlies rational choice approaches and the deterministic tendencies 
of structuralist approaches (McDowell and De Haan 1998). In its attention to variable 
livelihoods strategies, it also avoids the reductionist emphasis on formal employment 
that characterizes much economics research. Last but not least, this framework addresses 
questions of the drivers and impacts of migration (or of the absence of migration).

Under the rubric of household resources, the attention to institutional factors and 
social networks in relation to migration is of special interest. Migration networks can 
be defined as “sets of interpersonal relations that link migrants or returned migrants 
with relatives, friends or fellow countrymen at home” (Arango 2000, p. 113; Massey et 
al. 1998). Such networks are in some ways situated as a medium between agency and 
structure: they can be cultivated and fostered but at any point in time they constitute a 
relatively fixed asset. In the words of McDowell and De Haan (1998, p. 21), “migration 
options are not, as hypothesized by individualistic theories, open to all.” Debates 
about ‘who migrates’, whether they are especially the poor who are left with no other 
choice or the more advantaged who are able to seize certain opportunities, have never 
been resolved with a single answer in part because there are just too many variations 
of migration, in different contexts, and with different participants (e.g. Connell et al. 
1976; Breman 1985; Singh 1995; De Haan 1997b; Choithani 2015). But in almost all 
instances, migration patterns rest in part on evolving institutional and social networks, 
and these networks are often more important than work-related aspects and other kinds 
of household resources (Manchin and Orazbayev 2018).

In regard to the Indian case, it is important to note that circular (male) labor migration 
seems to have always overshadowed one-way migration from rural parts to urban 
centers. De Haan (2002, p. 115) notes that “this pattern of [circular] migration has 
existed for over 100 years, and it has existed in circumstances where work offered was 
relatively permanent.” This goes some way to explaining the country’s overall slow urban 
growth rates (De Haan 1997b, p. 483). It also underscores why so much early theorizing 
on rural-urban migration (especially in economics) has had limited relevance to the 
Indian experience or to the global South in general (Lall et al. 2006).

De Haan’s observation, above, that circular migration patterns in India persisted even if 
the work offered was permanent, is important because it points to the very significant 
ties of the labor migrant to the family and community at home. The household stays 
put in the village where it has strong kinship and community relations, for example 
through (future) marriage arrangements and shared resources. This again highlights 
the need for a focus on the household rather than the individual. Family strategies can 
involve “investing in a potentially remitting child” and sending young male adults to the 
city (Lall et al 2006, p. 4; Stark and Lucas 1988). Ultimately, it appears, individual male 
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labor migration serves the needs of the household, and the household is vested in the 
community.

Research on the impact of circular labor migration and remittances on rural households 
has been relatively scarce, in part because of the very substantial geographical and 
historical variability, and it is far from conclusive (Lall et al. 2006; De Haan 1999; 
Tumbe 2018). However, one tentative finding is of particular interest to our study: 
some of the earlier research indicates that remittances were used mainly to increase 
the household’s agricultural productivity (e.g. Helweg 1983; Adams 1991, 1998; De 
Haan 1999). In other words, at least until around the turn of the century, it appears 
that households with remittances continued to rely heavily on agricultural work as part 
of their overall livelihood strategy. As we shall see, our findings indicate that, for many 
households across India’s rural-urban transition, this no longer holds at the present time.

Moreover, with the structural shift of employment out of agriculture, we expect that 
seasonal labor migration has diminished in importance while that of more permanent 
circular labor migration has increased. In early studies of seasonal labor migration in 
India that date back to the 1970s, it was defined as short term, recurring, and adjusted 
to the annual agricultural cycle (e.g. Nelson 1976). These seasonal migrants were 
primarily, and for most of the year, farm workers who during the slow agricultural 
season went elsewhere to temporarily work in construction, at quarries, in fish 
processing, took on urban informal jobs, etc. Much of the literature that followed in 
the 1980s and 1990s (e.g. Breman 1985; Rao 1994) similarly focused on seasonal 
migration but over time the distinction between seasonal migration versus circular 
migration of a more permanent nature became increasingly vague. Part of this is due to 
what Deshingkar and Start (2003, p. 2) describe as a “continuous transition between 
the different types” of migration. Today, we expect most circular labor migrants to work 
entirely outside the agricultural sector.

Our research relies in part on the conceptual framework offered by the literature on 
sustainable livelihoods. As we argued in the previous section, in India the external 
conditions have shifted dramatically in the past couple of decades in terms of the push 
out of agriculture and incipient urban growth in heretofore rural areas. The questions 
are how these changing conditions at India’s rural-urban transition have affected local 
livelihood strategies (including the practice of migration) and what the ramifications are 
for the well-being of these households.

5.4 Study Design

This paper is part of a larger research project in which we investigate the relationship 
between urbanization and development at the lower echelons of India’s urban system. 
The empirical focus of our study is on the states of Bihar and West Bengal. These were 
selected because of their contrasting urban profiles and urban growth patterns, and 
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they represent in some ways the range of experiences at India’s rural-urban transition. 
West Bengal has a level of urbanization that is on a par with the national average (32 
percent) and it recorded the highest increase in the number of CTs of all Indian states 
between 2001 and 2011. A total of 537 new CTs emerged during this time, accounting 
for 66 percent of the state’s urban growth. Bihar’s reported urban population, on the 
other hand, stands at just 11 percent, and urban growth rates have been close to zero 
for a long time. The state also displayed very little CT growth between 2001 and 2011. 
However, Bihar did witness the sudden emergence of around 350 settlements with high 
non-farm economic activity (Table 5.1). Based on this growth, we hypothesized that 
certain regions within Bihar are also undergoing rapid transformation even though this 
growth is generally not picked up as “urban” by the Indian census.

The study was conducted in three steps. First, we constructed a geographic information 
system (GIS) for Bihar and West Bengal specifically geared toward gaining a better 
understanding of the rural-urban transition and shifting livelihoods. We compiled 
demographic and employment data for all 86,000 administrative units (settlements), 
both rural and urban, of the two states from the 2001 and 2011 rounds of the Indian 
census (primary census abstract data tables and district census handbooks). We merged 
this database with spatial boundary files for all units, using a unique six-digit settlement 
identifier that is at the basis of both the Indian census and the spatial dataset.27

We focused on the spatial clustering of settlements not being picked up as “urban” by 
the Indian census but that do show significant employment shifts out of agriculture. 
When employment profiles reached over 75 percent non-farm, we highlighted these 
places as “high non-farm settlements”. Sometimes numerous such settlements were 
spatially amalgamating and showed contiguity in built-up area stretching across 
administrative boundaries. We read this contiguity as indicating larger urbanizing areas 
that stay under the radar of the census (because these individual units have populations 
below 5,000). Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are extracted from the West Bengal and Bihar GIS 
and show the geography of these settlements.28

27 For a more elaborate discussion on the technicalities of our GIS, see Van Duijne and Nijman (2019).
28 The administrative boundaries in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 come from a database compiled by the Centre 

national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS). CNRS used these boundary files in projects called 
e-Geopolis and Indiapolis. These projects are an innovative effort to create a comprehensive geo-
referenced population settlement database for India, and connect spatial data with population census 
data for all of India’s 600,000 inhabited settlements. For more information, see http://e-geopolis.
org/. Our overall geographical information systems of West Bengal and Bihar include 86,000 spatial 
boundary files that are also at the basis of e-Geopolis.

< Figure 5.3. West Bengal: Census Towns and settlements with high non-farm employment in 
the state’s evolving urban system (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011c; Database of Global 
Administrative Areas n.d.; Centre national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; calculations and 
adaptations by authors).
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Next, we identified potential study sites for two rounds of reconnaissance field visits 
across both states. The goal of these exploratory field visits, conducted in 2017-2018, 
was to make on the ground observations on economic change and urban growth, so 
as to arrive at final decisions on our case studies. We visited half a dozen regional sites 
in each state, all “non-urban” according to the census yet all clusters of high non-farm 
employment. We gathered observational data on apparent economic and urban change, 
and we held informal conversations with various local actors including village leaders, 
shopkeepers, and residents. Eventually, we selected two study sites for in-depth primary 
data collection: a large cluster around Lalgola in West Bengal’s Murshidabad district of 
89,367 people, and a smaller cluster around Barharia in Bihar’s Siwan district with a 
population of 18,658. Both clusters have a sizable Muslim population – 80 percent in 
Lalgola and 33 percent in Barharia (Indian census 2011a).29 The two case study sites 
have in common that they are remote settlement clusters, with relatively high densities, 
and with high non-farm employment, yet they are not identified as “urban” in the 
census (Figures 5.5 and 5.6).

The Lalgola cluster shows built-up contiguity across seven settlements with average 
non-farm employment near 80 percent. Densities in the cluster as a whole are very 
high, reaching over 5,500 people per square kilometer, more than five times average 
population densities in the state. The cluster is located in a predominantly rural region 
and the surrounding settlements have a predominantly agrarian employment structure, 
suggesting some form of spatial delineation of this emergent urban formation. The 
Barharia cluster in Bihar shows contiguity among six settlements with high non-farm 
employment and with densities reaching 1,800 people per square kilometer (more than 
1.5 times as high as the average in Bihar). Importantly, the non-agrarian employment 
profile of this cluster as a whole shifted very rapidly from just 42 percent in 2001 to 82 
percent in 2011.

29 Muslims account for nearly 15 percent of India’s population, but there are wide regional variations in 
their distribution. The Muslim population in Bihar stands at 17 percent which almost matches the 
religious composition of the national level, but some parts within the state, including our study site 
Barharia, have higher concentrations. The proportion of Muslims in West Bengal is almost twice that 
of the all-India figure, which is related to West Bengal’s geographic proximity to Muslim-majority 
country Bangladesh, which, together, formed part of the Bengal Presidency before India’s partition. 
West Bengal shares a land border with Bangladesh. Our study cluster of Lalgola had an immigration 
check post that earlier allowed movement of goods and people across the border, and this may have 
influenced the local demographics. Border traffic became restricted in 2005, and the post was entirely 
closed in 2010. Interviews with households and firms did not indicate any current impacts of the 
border location.

< Figure 5.4. Bihar: Census Towns and high-nonfarm settlements in the state’s evolving urban 
system (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011b; Centre national de la recherche scientifique 
n.d.; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; calculations and adaptations by authors).
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Figure 5.5. The Lalgola cluster study site, West Bengal (Sources for basemap layer: ESRI ArcGIS/
DigitalGlobe, World Imagery, n.d.).

In stage three of the study, the focus shifted from GIS-building and reconnaissance to 
extensive primary data collection at both sites. In the spring of 2019, we conducted 
a total of 645 structured household surveys: 308 at the Barharia site and 337 at the 
Lalgola site. This was followed up with 46 in-depth interviews (35 household and 
11 key informant interviews) in August-September of 2019. The survey included 
a variety of topics including household characteristics and composition, household 
assets, dwelling characteristics, livelihoods and employment, migration (domestic and 
international), remittances, land ownership, social change (perceptions on communal 
identity and caste), food security and overall well-being. We prepared and implemented 
the surveys with a local surveyor team (males and females) of experienced enumerators. 
Surveys were recorded with tablets using Qualtrics software.

After a preliminary analysis of the survey data, we conducted in-depth semi-structured 
interviews with heads of households and key informants to probe respondents on more 
sensitive issues: questions of perceptions, subjective well-being, beliefs, attitudes etc. 
We also addressed questions that emerged from the survey data and that required more 
clarity. At both sites, the team included local male and female translators. We employed 
our quantitative and qualitative data and methods in mutually informative ways: 
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findings from the surveys helped frame the interviews, and findings from the interviews 
helped steer further statistical analysis of quantitative survey data.

5.5 Analysis: Changing Livelihoods in Barharia and Lalgola

In this paper, we concentrate on livelihood matters and we refer mainly to data from 
the surveys, occasionally complemented with findings from the interviews. In the 
course of data collection and subsequent analysis, it was quickly confirmed that the two 
sites, while sharing important commonalities, were also very different in some respects. 
Therefore, we will consistently discuss our findings in a comparative manner. This 
section covers four main topics: the shift of livelihoods out of agriculture; livelihood 

Figure 5.6. The Barharia 
cluster study site, Bihar 
(Sources for basemap layer: 
ESRI ArcGIS/DigitalGlobe, 
World Imagery, n.d.).
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opportunities in the changing local economies; the role of migration in livelihood 
strategies; and the relation between livelihoods and well-being.

Occupational shift out of agriculture
First, we turn to the occupational shift out of agriculture at the two sites. Table 5.2 
shows the share of households whose main breadwinners are currently farming, who 
were previously farming, and households of which the father of the main breadwinner 
was farming. At both sites, less than nine percent of main breadwinners are today in 
farming. The shift out of agriculture is more recent, and is currently faster, in Barharia 
than in Lalgola. Barharia has about twice as many breadwinners who were previously in 
farming and many more who were in farming only a generation ago. In other words, in 
Lalgola the occupational shift occurred earlier than in Barharia.

Table 5.2. Shifts out of agriculture: main breadwinners with primary occupation in agriculture 
(farmers and farm workers) (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=308) Lalgola (N=337)

Main breadwinners currently in farming (%) 8.8 8.1

Main breadwinner previously in farming (%) 21.7 10.1

Main breadwinner’s father primary occupation in 
farming (%) 42.9 27.7

Notwithstanding the substantial occupational shifts away from the primary sector, we 
also observe continued engagement with certain elements of agrarian livelihoods and 
lifestyles. Table 5.3 summarizes data on landownership and livestock ownership. In 
Barharia, over 70 percent of households own agricultural land, compared to 33 percent 
in Lalgola. Landholdings in Lalgola are smaller, with only 5 percent of households 
owning more than an acre, compared to 20 percent in Barharia. These numbers suggest, 
again, that Barharia’s transition from rural to urban livelihoods is more recent. 30 At 
any rate, with only 12 percent of all households owning more than one acre of land, 
the vast majority would not be able to secure a stable livelihood in farming. Indeed, a 
comparison of Tables 5.2 and 5.3 indicates that many landowning households do not 
actually farm their land professionally. Instead, as many of the interviews also indicated, 
land often functions as an important part of households’ dynamic livelihood strategies: 
sometimes it is leased out; sometimes it is cultivated for the household’s own food needs; 
sometimes it is kept as an insurance for possible future needs; and often it serves as a 
symbol of status. We will return to the importance of land ownership later.

30 Though it should be noted that rural landlessness has historically been particularly salient in West 
Bengal (see, e.g. Bardhan et al. 2014; De Haan 1997a).
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Table 5.3. Households owning agricultural land or livestock, in percentages (Source: authors’ 
household surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=308) Lalgola (N=337)

Not owning agricultural land 28.6 66.8

Owning up to one acre 51.6 28.2

Owning more than one acre 19.8 5.0

Owning livestock 49.0 35.3

Another element of continuing agrarian lifestyles is expressed in the ownership of 
livestock, which is still quite common at both sites: 49 percent of households in 
Barharia and 35 percent in Lalgola reported owning livestock (mostly goats and cows 
and ranging from a few to a dozen or more). We found that owning livestock is rarely 
a commercial undertaking: even more than with land, it serves to complement food 
strategies, as an insurance commodity when needed, and it sometimes reflects cultural 
or communal traditions and identities (e.g. among the Goala/Ahir caste and the Muslim 
community, the latter slaughtering some of their livestock during Eid).

Livelihoods beyond agriculture
What of the new livelihoods beyond agriculture? Of all households, 59 percent in 
Barharia and 72 percent in Lalgola reported their main breadwinners worked locally 
(defined here as inside the settlement cluster or within daily commuting distance).31 
On the flip-side, this implies that, across the two sites, about one-third of main 
breadwinners worked elsewhere, i.e. as migrants. We will pay due attention to migration 
but first let us have a closer look at local livelihoods.

Table 5.4 presents data on the current primary occupation of main breadwinners. The 
two sites exhibit some important commonalities. First, the data confirm again that 
farming is of minor significance: farmers/farm workers represent 13.1 percent and 
10.7 percent, respectively (these numbers are slightly higher than in Table 5.2 because 
Table 5.4 pertains to the local workforce only). Farming employment is roughly on a 
par with government employment, and in Lalgola it is even well below that. Second, 
at both sites a large share of breadwinners (more than a third) were self-employed, 
owning businesses. These businesses were typically in retail (e.g. grocery stores, kiosks, 
jewelry stores, restaurants, electronics stores etc.); small-scale in nature; and employing 

31 In the next Chapter, we deepen our investigation of the whereabouts of livelihoods and make a further 
distinction between local and regional employment. For this Chapter’s purpose, and for the sake 
of brevity, we stick to local livelihoods defined as those inside the settlement cluster or within daily 
commuting distance.
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family labor. The businesses at both field sites proliferated over the past two decade, 
more recent in Barharia than in Lalgola, and interview data revealed that business 
investments were often funded with remittances. Third, at both sites, less than a 
quarter of main breadwinners is categorized broadly as non-farm manual workers, and 
around 10 percent are construction workers. The latter reflects substantial local housing 
construction in recent years. The construction sector also provides some of the (more 
occasional) employment of other manual workers. Nearly half of all households across 
the two sites reported they built their current house within the past ten years, with 
many households converting their kutcha houses (unfinished, temporary) into more 
permanent structures. Finally, the number of educated white collar workers at both 
sites was virtually negligible. Comparing these numbers in our study settlements with 
national statistics on employment shows that a key difference relates to manufacturing: 
it accounts for nearly a quarter of employment in urban India (Chen and Raveendran 
2014), but is conspicuous by its absence in our study sites.32 That said, livelihoods in 
manufacturing are also challenging in large urban centers in India (Nijman 2015b).

32 Our overall project also involved surveys with local businesses in our study sites. Our firm surveys 
recorded a few small-scale manufacturing units such as a chemical manufacturing firm that produced 
washing detergents, firms that made steel window and door frames etc. But these were scarce and 
generated very little local manufacturing employment.

Table 5.4. Primary occupation of main breadwinners working locally, in percentages (excluding 
households with main breadwinners who are migrants) (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=183) Lalgola (N=243)

Farmer/Farm workers 13.1 10.7

Business owners 36.1 35.0

Non-farm manual workers* 23.5 23.0

Construction workers‡ 10.9 10.3

Current/retired government employees 9.9 13.2

Hawkers 2.7 6.2

Educated professionals (doctors, lawyers, engineers, 
teachers) 3.8 1.6

*E.g., drivers/transporters, electricians, welders, carpenters, tailors, plumbers, piper-fitters, painters, 
security workers, sanitation workers, bidi makers, metal workers. Many of these workers tend to be 
involved in petty manufacturing, repairs, etc.
‡Construction workers are typically routinely involved in new construction projects and move from 
one (local) job site to the next.
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The role of migration
Let us now turn to the role of migration. We noted above that about one-third of all 
households reported their main breadwinner was a migrant. This still does not fully capture 
the importance of migration: some households had a migrant worker who is not the main 
breadwinner and some households had multiple migrant workers. In all, nearly half of 
all surveyed households across the two sites reported having migrants. Almost all of this 
concerned labor migration, long term or short term, and almost all involved male migrants.

Table 5.5 shows the breakdown of households with any migrants, domestic (internal) 
migrants, and international migrants. There are some stark differences between the 
two sites. First, Barharia had substantially more migrant households than Lalgola: 52.3 
percent compared to 38.6 percent. Second, in Barharia migrant households were evenly 
split between domestic and international migrants while in Lalgola virtually all migrants 
were domestic.

Table 5.5. Households with labor migrants as a percentage of all households (Source: authors’ 
household surveys, 2019).

  Barharia (N=308) Lalgola (N=337)

Households with any labor migrants (%) 161 (52.3) 130 (38.6)

Households with domestic migrants (%) 81 (26.3) 123 (36.5)

Households with international migrants (%) 80 (26.0) 7 (2.1)

Figure 5.7 maps the migration flows from both sites. Migration from Lalgola was 
predominantly for construction work to large Indian cities. Kolkata has long been a 
primary popular destination due to its proximity but longer-distance migration to cities 
in south India including Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai and Kochi is increasingly 
preferred because of more regular work and higher wages. Domestic migrants from 
Bihar were also often in construction and their destination cities were predominantly in 
northwest India, mainly Delhi and Mumbai. International migration from Barharia was 
mainly to the Gulf States for work in construction, oil and gas plants (e.g. welders, pipe-
fitters, electricians), taxi services, cleaning services, etc.

Another important difference between the two sites concerns the period of time 
that households have experienced labor migration (measured in terms of the time 
current migrants have worked away from home): our data indicate it is a more recent 
phenomenon in Barharia than in Lalgola (see Table 5.6). In Barharia, for more than a 
third of households with domestic migrants, this experience dates back only two years, 
and for 61.8 percent it dates back only five years. In Lalgola, the corresponding numbers 
are 13.8 percent and 28.4 percent. The large majority of Barharia’s international 
migrants, 82.6 percent, did not leave home until 10 years ago.
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Table 5.6. Period of time current migrants have work away from home, as a percentage of total 
migrant households (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

  Barharia Lalgola

  Domestic International Domestic

Up to 2 years 34.6 23.8 13.8

2 to 5 years 27.2 28.8 14.6

5 to 10 years 23.5 30.0 35.8

10 to 15 years 8.6 8.8 15.4

15+ years 6.2 8.8 20.3

Number of households (N) 81 80 123

At first sight, this appears to contradict what we know about the long history of 
migration in Bihar (e.g. De Haan 2002; Tumbe 2012). But much of that history 
pertains to seasonal migration, closely tied to the agricultural cycle, and for migrants 
and households that still relied mainly on agricultural livelihoods; reason for Yang 
(1979, p. 50) to refer to them as “optimizing-peasant migrants.” Today, with the massive 
occupational shift out of agriculture, that type of seasonal migration is being rapidly 
replaced with the more permanent, longer-duration kinds of labor migration. Our data 
reveal that nearly 60 percent of migrants from Barharia spent more than 6 months away 
in the year preceding the survey, and median duration of migration in the past year was 
8 months. Thus, the different timing of migration in the two sites suggests, once again, 
that Barharia’s rural-urban transition has occurred later than in Lalgola.

Our data show that the propensity to migrate did not vary significantly across class 
or caste33 but some associations are worth mentioning. Most important, in Barharia, 
Muslim households were disproportionately involved in international migration: 

33 Though, among Hindus, Brahmins (especially) and Dalits were less likely to migrate than most others. 
The former may be reluctant to give up their local privileged position, and the latter tend to lack the 
necessary assets (networks, education, and financial means) to initiate migration. But our fieldwork 
revealed that migration is becoming more common among lower castes. A recent study of Konkan, 
Maharashtra, also showed that migration propensities among disadvantaged caste groups caught up 
over time with other social groups (Vartak et al. 2018).

< Figure 5.7. Labor migration flows from Barharia and Lalgola, 2019. Barharia 216 migrant moves 
recorded; Lalgola 180 migrants moves recorded. Two lines fall off the map, one black line toward 
western Europe, and one red line toward the Seychelles (Sources: Database of Global Administrative 
Areas n.d.; calculations and adaptations by authors; primary household survey data, 2019).
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Muslims represented 38 percent of the overall Barharia sample but accounted for 56 
percent of households with international migrants. Interview data on this topic revealed 
that this religion-based selectivity was linked to the “first-mover advantage” and social 
networks. Migration from the western Bihar region to the Gulf States started in the 
1990s and Muslim households were the first to respond to this opportunity in view of 
cultural (religious) and dietary traits of the receiving countries. International migration 
among Hindu communities has grown in recent years and the religious basis of 
migration has started to narrow but Muslim households still outnumber Hindus.

Another important variable associated with migration is the level of education of 
the head of the household. At both sites, education levels were lower for households 
with domestic migrants than for households without migrants; in Barharia, levels of 
education were the highest for households with international migrants. As we will point 
out below, education levels and migration are also both associated with income and 
overall well-being.

Livelihoods and well-being
How do shifting livelihoods affect the standard of living or well-being? As we discussed 
in section 2 of this paper, there is considerable evidence, if scattered and inconsistent, of 
the precarious nature of agricultural work. With nearly half of all households depending 
at least in part on labor migrant remittances, it should be evident that the local options 
for better livelihoods are limited. 

Table 5.7 compares average per capita incomes for selected households: those with 
income only from agriculture, those with income from local non-farm work only, and 
those with income only from remittances. Note that many households actually rely on a 
combination of income sources (49.8 percent in Barharia, and 56.1 percent in Lalgola) 
so this table covers only part of the population; it serves to contrast the different 
income levels associated with farming, local non-farm work, and labor migration. The 
differences are stark, indeed. Incomes from farming are by far the lowest at both sites 
and only a fraction of households is able to exist on the basis of farming alone. 34 In 
Barharia, incomes from local non-farm work are almost twice as high as from farming, 
and for Lalgola they are nearly three times higher. Incomes from remittances in Lalgola 
are lower than local non-farm work, but in Barharia they are much higher – and this 
has to do with the important distinction between domestic versus international labor 
migration. This also explains overall higher average incomes in Barharia than Lalgola. 
Similar household-level income data are not available at the state or national levels 
but comparison with data on per capita state domestic product shows that incomes in 
Barharia are 40 percent higher than Bihar’s average whereas incomes in Lalgola are 40 

34 At both sites, non-farm sources accounted for over 90 percent of aggregate household incomes and 
interview data underscored that the key purpose of agricultural work was to meet household food 
needs.
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percent lower than West Bengal’s average. Clearly, Barharia’s integration in international 
labor circuits provides it with relatively high remittance incomes.

The importance of international migration is also reflected in Table 5.8 that 
differentiates average total incomes among households without migrants, with domestic 
migrants, and with international migrants. Comparing these three categories of 
households, it shows that at both sites, households with domestic migrants have the 
lowest incomes. Household incomes in Lalgola are generally lower than in Barharia, 
though it should be remembered that household sizes are also smaller in Lalgola, 
potentially making the difference less acute. Another difference between the two sites 
lies in the presence of households with international migrants in Barharia, for whom 
incomes are much higher, and their virtual absence in Lalgola. The distinction between 
domestic and international migrants is critical: domestic migrants are associated with 
the lowest-income households, international migrants with the highest. In Barharia, the 
households without any migrants are situated in-between.

A similar pattern applies to other measures of well-being (Table 5.9). In Lalgola, 
non-migrant households do consistently better than domestic migrant households in 
terms of food security, having a toilet in the home, and owning smart phones, TVs, 
and motorbikes. In Barharia, the difference in well-being between non-migrant and 
domestic migrant households is less clear-cut but international migrant households, 

Table 5.7. Average annual per capita household incomes in rupees, by exclusive income source 
(Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=283) Lalgola (N=303)

Households with income 
exclusively from…

% of 
households

household 
income

% of 
households

household 
income

Agriculture 1.8 15,301 1.3 14,828

local non-farm source 31.4 28,896 38.0 43,243

migrant remittances 17.0 61,813 4.6 42,357

Income from all sources 100.0 44,031 100.0 42,471

Per capita state domestic 
product, 2018-19 (in Rs.)‡ 31,287 (Bihar) 71,757 (West Bengal)

*Four households chose not to report their incomes, and households who reported any income 
from social welfare transfers are also excluded here. 
‡Data source for per capita state domestic product: Ministry of Statistics and Programme 
Implementation, Government of India, 2019a
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as with income measures, fare much better than others. The difference between the 
two sites in food security among households with domestic migrants is quite striking 
(Lalgola doing considerably worse than Barharia). One explanation lies in the much 
greater importance in Barharia of continued landownership (see Table 5.3), allowing 
poor households to complement their food sources. It suggests that the more advanced 
severance from agriculture in Lalgola (or, the prevalence of landlessness), carries a risk in 
terms of well-being

Table 5.8. Average annual total household incomes, for households with or without remittances 
from domestic and international migrants, in rupees. Total incomes often include other sources 
than remittances (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

  Barharia (N=304)* Lalgola (N=337)

Total incomes of households with domestic 
migrants 194,103 156,024

Total incomes of households with international 
migrants 335,200 ‡

Total incomes of households without migrants 201,746 184,536

Total income – all households 234,879 174,237

*Four households chose not to report their income in Barharia.
‡ N (7) is too small to calculate reliable average

Table 5.9. Percentage of migrant- and non-migrant households reporting food security and selected 
household assets (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Percentage of 
households that
 Reported

Barharia Lalgola

Non-
Migrant

Domestic 
Migrant

International
Migrant

Non-
Migrant

Domestic
Migrant

Being food secure* 53.1 59.3 67.5 51.7 31.7

Having a toilet on 
the premises‡ 70.7 69.1 78.8 75.7 71.5

Owning a smart 
phone 61.2 69.1 82.5 52.7 35.0

Owning a TV 50.3 50.6 58.8 72.0 52.8

Owning a motorbike 53.1 45.7 73.8 29.5 19.5

Households (N) 147 81 80 207 123

* see Appendix 6
‡ dry toilets, open sewerage, or septic tanks
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In this section, we have discussed several factors that are likely to influence the standard 
of living among households at the two sites, such as education level, land ownership, 
or having migrant workers. To be sure, other variables are in play as well and our 
data collection covered more than we have been able to discuss. To gain a fuller 
understanding of the various influences on well-being and to get a better appreciation of 
their relative importance, we designed multiple linear regression models predicting the 
overall standard of living for households at both of the sites. For the dependent variable, 
we created a Standard of Living Index, a weighted index that comprises four key 
measures of income, various household assets, housing characteristics, and food security 
(see Appendix 7). We tested the models with usual checks of robustness. The results are 
summarized in Tables 5.10 and 5.11, for Lalgola and Barharia, respectively.

Given our previous allusions to some important differences between Lalgola and 
Barharia, it is not surprising that the models differ in terms of the predictive value of 
some of the key independent variables. For Lalgola, the single most important predictor 
of well-being is the main breadwinner being a farm worker, with a strong negative 

Table 5.10. Multiple linear regression model predicting standard of living in Lalgola. Independent 
variables are listed in order of beta values (N=337). For Standard of Living Index, see Appendix 7. 
(Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Beta Coefficients Std. Error

Main breadwinner works as a farmer/farm 
worker -3.299*** 1.068

Size of land owned ‡ 2.180*** 0.509

Muslim household -2.098*** 0.586

Main breadwinner has multiple jobs -1.885* 0.850

Main breadwinner is a domestic migrant -1.672* 0.670

Level of education of head of household‡ 1.661*** 0.220

Spouse of the main breadwinner has a job -1.581*** 0.567

Main breadwinner owns a business 1.442* 0.664

Number of additional income-earning 
household members‡ 1.121*** 0.306

R² 0.384

Adjusted R² 0.365

Significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 
‡ indicates categorical variable; all other independent variables are dichotomous
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impact. Interestingly, the second strongest predictor is landownership, with a strong 
positive impact. This suggest a continuing legacy of traditional agrarian class structures, 
even if Lalgola’s rural-urban transition has been underway for a long time (also see 
Parthasarathy 2015; Cowan 2018; Gururani 2019). Other independent variables with 
a notable negative impact are the main breadwinner having multiple jobs and the main 
breadwinner being a domestic labor migrant, both indications of precarity.

The regression for Barharia paints a different picture. The single most important 
predictor of well-being is the main breadwinner owning a business (strong positive 
impact), followed by the household having an international migrant (also a strong 
positive impact). Interview findings indicated that many of the households owning a 
business used to have (or still had) international migrant(s) whose remittances were 
invested to start the business. Interestingly, the religious status of the household or, 
more precisely, the household being Muslim, has a reversed influence in the two sites: in 
Barharia, being Muslim has a strong positive influence on well-being, as it is associated 
with international migration opportunities in the Gulf States; in Lalgola, where 
international migration is near-absent, being Muslim has a notable negative influence on 
well-being, as it generally does elsewhere in India. In Lalgola, Muslim households were 

Table 5.11. Multiple linear regression model predicting standard of living in Barharia. Independent 
variables are listed in order of beta values (N=308). For Standard of Living Index, see Appendix 7 
(Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Beta Coefficients Std. Error

Main breadwinner owns a business 3.552*** 0.802

Household has international migrant(s) 2.242*** 0.669

Muslim household 2.106*** 0.583

Spouse of the main breadwinner has a job -1.964 1.171

Level of education of head of household‡ 1.724*** 0.218

Land owned (categories)‡ 1.584*** 0.433

Main breadwinner works as a farmer -1.284 1.013

Number of additional income-earning 
household members‡ 0.828** 0.290

R² 0.382

Adjusted R² 0.365

Significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001
‡ indicates categorical variable; all other independent variables are dichotomous
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not nearly as networked with international migration circuits as in Barharia.35

Overall, our analysis confirms that the shift of livelihoods out of agriculture is much 
advanced at both sites but occurred at an earlier stage in Lalgola. It also shows that, 
at both sites, alternative local livelihoods are very limited and labor migration, along 
with dependency on remittances, is quite common. While international migration in 
Barharia renders relatively high levels of well-being, domestic labor migration, at both 
sites, generally appears to be born of despair.

5.6 Conclusions

In this research, we investigate changing livelihoods at India’s rural-urban transition 
at two sites in Bihar and West Bengal. Our analysis focuses on the occupational shifts 
out of agriculture, alternative livelihoods in the local economy, the role of migration 
in livelihood strategies, and the ramifications of evolving household strategies for well-
being.

The key findings can be summarized as follows:
1. At both sites, the shift out of agriculture is highly significant, with less than 9 

percent of main breadwinners still working in farming. But in Barharia this 
change has come considerably later (about one generation). Lalgola’s longer 
history of the shift away from agricultural livelihoods is also reflected in the much 
smaller share of households that (still) owns agricultural land and a smaller share 
that holds livestock. 

2. The options for new livelihoods in the local economy are limited at both sites. 
Some find employment in construction or other manual labor jobs and more 
than a third had started small businesses, usually in retail. Lalgola’s longer history 
of employment shifts out of agriculture does not translate in more developed 
secondary or tertiary employment sectors.

3. In total, nearly half of all households (45.1 percent) had one or more migrant 
worker but Barharia’s share (52 percent) was substantially larger than Lalgola’s 
(38.6 percent). For migrant households, remittances accounted for nearly two-
third (65.4 percent) of average annual incomes. In recent years, labor migration 
has become a more important part of livelihood strategies, especially in Barharia 
where the push out of agriculture is more recent. In Barharia, there is evidence 
that traditional seasonal labor migration is being replaced by more permanent, 
longer-duration labor migration that is no longer tied to the agricultural cycle.

35 International migration has allowed the Muslim community to change their fortunes in Barharia. 
Our interview data show that prior to labor migration to the Middle East, Muslims in Barharia were 
not significantly better off than their counterparts in Lalgola. While a larger share of the Muslim 
population in Barharia owned land than in Lalgola (68 percent versus 48 percent), this was mainly a 
reflection of the overall lack of land ownership in West Bengal, regardless of religion (in our surveys, 
71 percent of all households in Barharia owned land, compared to 33 percent in Lalgola).
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4. Lalgola’s circular labor migration patterns concern almost exclusively domestic 
migration with Kolkata and Chennai as primary destinations. In contrast, 
Barharia’s migration patterns are split evenly between domestic and international 
labor migrants, the latter mainly destined for the Gulf States. 

5. The salience of international migration in Barharia and its near-absence in 
Lalgola is attributed mainly to institutional ties and migrant networks (or the lack 
thereof ). Most households with international migrants in Barharia are minority-
Muslim, an indication of the importance of communally embedded networks in 
the explanation of migration.

6. Households with international migrants are among those with the highest 
incomes while those with domestic migrants tend to have the lowest incomes, 
with non-migrant households in-between. It appears that domestic labor 
migration is a last-resort strategy for the poorest households, while international 
labor migration is considered an opportunity for advancement.

7. The strongest predictors of household well-being in Lalgola are employment of 
the main breadwinner in agriculture (negative) and landownership (positive). 
Doing farm work rarely implies ownership of the land, while landownership is 
a broad indicator of household assets and does not mean the main breadwinner 
actually works the land. This suggests a strong legacy of agrarian class relations 
and little signs of developing secondary and tertiary sectors.

8. In Barharia, the strongest predictors of well-being are the ownership of a business 
and the household having an international migrant (both positive). International 
migration is proving a significant option for about a quarter of all households and 
remittances are often used to start up a business. The shift away from agriculture 
is more recent and more swift and social mobility (for some) appears more salient 
than in Lalgola.

These findings add up to a few important general observations. First, if our two sites 
are more or less representative of India-wide trends, the economic transformation 
over the past couple of decades is momentous. In theoretical terms, akin to the 
sustainable livelihood approach, the external conditions of formerly rural livelihoods 
have undergone fundamental change and household strategies have had to adapt. 
We suspect that similar trends are witnessed in tens of thousands of villages and new 
Census Towns across the country, affecting hundreds of millions of people, presently 
and in the foreseeable future. The employment shift out of agriculture is without doubt, 
but households also face major challenges in forging alternative livelihoods. The local 
economy in these heretofore agricultural regions offers scant opportunities and shows 
no signs of strongly developing secondary and tertiary sectors. It is clear that labor 
migration offers a way out for many households. Migration has a long history in India 
but today it seems more important than ever and its nature has structurally changed: the 
notion of the optimizing-peasant migrant belongs to the past and seasonal migration 
(following the agricultural cycle) is firmly replaced by more permanent forms of circular 
labor migration that provide the mainstay of income for many households.
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At the same time, our comparative analysis indicates that India’s rural-urban transition 
is not happening everywhere synchronously and in the same manner. The shift out 
of agriculture has a longer history in some places than others and migration patterns, 
too, can be embedded in historical-geographical context. International migration may 
be particularly reliant on social networks that vary from one community and place to 
the next. This is significant because remittances from international migrants are much 
higher than from domestic migrants. Lalgola appears to represent the kind of place 
where the shift out of agriculture has a long history but its local economy has shown 
little signs of restructuring or growth; and international migration is virtually non-
existent. Barharia’s transformation is more recent and it is presently more dynamic, and 
international migration plays a big part in the recalibration of livelihoods.

Our findings should alert policy makers and inform development strategies at various 
levels. It has been argued before that policies should not constrain but instead facilitate 
labor migration (e.g. De Haan 2002; De Haas 2005). This issue seems to have become 
much more acute in recent years because it is critical to the livelihoods of rapidly 
growing numbers of people. Labor migration can be facilitated through legislation on 
workers’ rights, households’ bargaining position dealing with migratory networks and 
middle men, easing transportation and money transfers, and improving labor conditions 
including healthcare provision. This is particularly relevant in regards to domestic labor 
migration because it falls entirely under Indian jurisdiction and because it involves 
the poorest households. India’s government is not alone in its penchant to celebrate 
(international) labor migration as “some form of neo-liberal self-help development from 
below” that provides a critical inflow of remittances into the national economy (De 
Haas 2010, p. 227; also see Kapur 2004). A strong pro-active policy stance is needed to 
simultaneously stimulate local economic restructuring and livelihood opportunities and, 
as long as these local economies are insufficiently developed, to facilitate and improve 
the conditions for domestic labor migration.
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Chapter 6

THE ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHIES OF 
INDIA’S RURAL-URBAN TRANSITION

This is a longer version of a paper prepared for submission:
Van Duijne, R.J., J. Nijman and C. Choithani. (2021). The Economic Geographies of India’s Rural-
Urban Transition, Regional Studies. 

Abstract
This article is part of a larger research project aimed at a better understanding of 
a profound socio-spatial transformation occurring in India’s countryside, where 
geographically dispersed urban formations are taking shape. In this article, we examine 
the restructuring of local and regional economies, and the nature of this assumed process 
of urbanization. We draw on extensive primary data collected at two research sites in 
Bihar and West Bengal. The directions of change at the two sites can in some ways be 
understood as urbanization, as in the changing built environment and employment 
shifts out of agriculture. But we observe limited economic diversification, a scarcity of 
local urban employment opportunities, and little in terms of agglomeration economies 
as conventionally understood. We also find these local economies are not self-sustaining. 
At multiple scales, they are linked to other places, particularly through commuting 
and circular migration. We introduce the notion of “injected urbanism” and argue 
that remittances form a propellant and lifeline of the locally evolving economy. Our 
observations of India’s rural-urban transition critique and contribute to existing urban 
theory. They are particularly relevant to developments elsewhere in the global South. 

Key Words: India; rural-urban transition; urban economic geography; injected urbanism.

6.1 Introduction 

India’s countryside is undergoing a profound social transformation that is restructuring 
local and regional economies, affecting the lives and livelihoods of hundreds of millions 
of people. Many of these changes unfold in remote regions, far beyond the limelight 
of India’s major cities. They remain poorly understood and underexposed in research, 
media and policymaking. What we do know is that the transformation is shaped in part 
by three interrelated trends. 
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First, there is a massive shift of labor out of the agricultural sector. Calculations 
by Thomas (2012), Mehrotra et al. (2014) and Abraham (2017) indicate that the 
number of agricultural jobs decreased by around 35-40 million over the past fifteen 
years. Assuming an average rural household size of five (a conservative estimate), this 
represents around 200 million people affected in their livelihoods. The reasons for 
these job losses include fragmentation of agrarian lands and accompanying low yields, 
increasingly low relative wages, mechanization, and increasingly frequent poor harvests 
and crop failures (Sainath 2011a; Government of India 2018; Barman and Deka 2019). 

Second, recent data indicate that, while one-way rural-urban migration has only 
increased marginally (Kundu and Saraswati 2012; Chandrasekhar and Sharma 
2014), circular labor migration has accelerated to unprecedented levels (Deshingkar 
and Farrington 2009; Choithani 2017; Tumbe 2018). Some estimate that internal 
(domestic) labor migration in India increased nearly four-fold between 2004 and 2011, 
from 16 million to 60 million; others put the number for 2011 higher, at 80 million 
(Nayyar and Kim 2018). At the same time, international labor migration from India 
has accelerated as well. United Nations (2019a) data show that labor migration from 
India to the Persian Gulf more than tripled between 2000 and 2019 to reach over nine 
million migrants.

Third, the Indian census has reported a rapid proliferation of so-called Census Towns 
(CTs). These are settlements that for the first time meet the threefold Indian census 
definition of “urban”: a population of at least 5,000 people; a population density of 
more than 400 people per km2; and over 75 percent of the male workforce engaged in 
non-farm work. Between 1961 and 2001, the census typically reported a few hundred 
CTs across the country, but between 2001 and 2011 an unprecedented number of 2,532 
new Census Towns had emerged (Pradhan 2017); India’s urban population increased by 
91 million people and new Census Towns accounted for one third of that urban growth. 
Thus, according to the Census, a very significant share of the country’s urbanization now 
takes place at the lowest echelons of the urban system, in heretofore rural regions. 

These trends are interrelated: the definition of CTs (or “urban”) in the Census is in 
part based on the proportion of the non-agricultural workforce, and the increase of 
labor migration suggests that it could provide for important alternative livelihoods. 
But it leaves us with a number of pressing questions. How do these highly aggregated 
trends correlate in time and space, i.e. how do they play out across different regions and 
localities, in what kinds of environments, and over what time periods? How are local 
and regional economies reshaped? And, last but not least, what is the nature of this 
alleged process of urbanization and of these “emergent urban formations” (Van Duijne 
and Nijman 2019)?

This article is part of a larger project aimed at a better understanding of this 
transformation. Focusing on two remote study sites in the states of Bihar and West 
Bengal, the overall project investigates and collects data on shifting livelihoods, 
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restructuring economies and economic geographies, changes in the built environment, 
migration, well-being, and changing social fabric. In this paper, our primary concern is 
with the nature of the evolving economic geographies at India’s rural-urban transition. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of 
key theoretical literatures, pointing to their relevance as well as apparent shortcomings 
in relation to our study. We subsequently provide a framework that conceptualizes 
the nature of urbanization at the rural-urban transition. This framework builds and 
elaborates on previous theoretical formulations (Van Duijne and Nijman 2019). Section 
4 lays out the study design and discusses the selection of cases and our comparative 
approach, methodologies, and data. Section 5 is the empirical body of the paper, and 
section 6 ascertains the theoretical implications of our findings.

6.2 Relevant theoretical literatures

The theoretical literature in urban geography with direct relevance to India’s present-
day rural-urban transition is relatively meager, and there is little empirical research 
on this topic to feed theoretical thinking. More broadly, however, some current 
theoretical debates do have a bearing on our research and we think our work may be 
of help in moving them along. Let us touch very briefly on these debates, in which the 
protagonists’ positions should be fairly well known to many readers, with an emphasis 
on some issues that are pertinent to our research.

The discussions center on two interrelated questions. The first concerns the portability 
of urban theory, i.e. the applicability of predominantly “Northern” urban theory to 
the global South and other parts of the world. This debate reflects the innate tension 
between aims of theoretical generalization and claims of place particularity. It also relates 
to a growing literature on comparative urbanism (e.g. Grant and Nijman 2002; Nijman 
2007; Smith 2009; McFarlane 2010; Robinson 2011; McFarlane and Robinson 2012; 
Schmid 2012; Nijman 2015a; Peck 2015). The second debate centers on questions 
about what is urban and what constitutes a city, dealing with notions of spatiality, 
agglomeration, and urban-rural dichotomies (e.g. Brenner and Schmid 2014, 2015a; 
Scott and Storper 2015; Scott 2017; Schmid et al. 2018; Gururani 2019). The different 
literatures engaging with these two questions can be distinguished in three main strands.

First, as the major urban transformations of the global South are becoming ever more 
pertinent to the theoretical orientation of urban studies, postcolonial scholarship 
has challenged established urban conceptualization, arguing that it is based in the 
historical experience of North America or Western Europe and is, as such, “particularist” 
(Robinson 2006; Parnell and Robinson 2012; Sheppard et al. 2013; Leitner and 
Sheppard 2016). Parnell and Robinson (2012, p. 598) posit that “the available stock of 
urban and planning theory is largely unsuited to help us understand and navigate the 
complex lived realities of citizens in the global South.” In a similar vein, Sheppard et 
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al. (2013, p. 893) advocate a “provincializing global urbanism [that] creates space from 
which to challenge urban theories that treat Northern urbanization as the norm, to 
incorporate the expertise and perspectives of urban majorities, and to imagine and enact 
alternative urban futures” (also see Roy 2009a).

It is a powerful argument and the postcolonial critique is likely to resonate with anyone 
doing urban research in the global South and who is (likely to be) in doubt about the 
usefulness of established theory on the nature of cities or processes of urbanization. 
However, the arguments remain at a high level of abstraction and are lacking in terms 
of convincing empirical substantiation (Van Duijne and Nijman 2019). They provide 
a serious critique but seem to offer little in alternative theorizing. Indeed, critics have 
argued that it is the postcolonial position itself that risks empiricism and particularism, 
and a hollowing out of existing general theory. Blokland and Harding (2014) expressed 
unease about the field of urban studies becoming a “theory-free zone,” and Peck (2015) 
took a dim view of the theoretically averse “exceptionalism” that appears inherent to the 
postcolonial critique.

The second strand of writings, now often referred to as the “planetary urbanization” 
literature, generally aligns with the latter position as it seeks to restore the prevalence of 
broad-based theory. This by no means is intended as a restoration of conventional urban 
theory. Quite the contrary, it calls for a rigorous overhaul of established urban theory 
and for a new urban epistemology. In two key papers, Brenner and Schmid (2014, 
2015a) denounce widespread invocations of the “urban age” because our conventional 
measurements and definitions of urban are “theoretically incoherent” and “empirically 
untenable”. In their view, processes of urbanization have emerged across the world that 
are intrinsically incompatible with established conceptualizations in which the urban is 
spatially “fixed” and “bounded” (Brenner and Schmid 2015a, p. 151). Borrowing from 
Lefebvre (1970), they emphasize the concept of extended urbanization, which pertains 
to spaces potentially far and wide from large urban agglomerations, that are nonetheless 
strongly influenced by urban processes. In other words, the “urban-fabric” stretches far 
beyond the metropolitan agglomerations and their peripheries, and effectively extends 
across the entire planet. This position emphasizes urban processes over geographical forms, 
and advocates a research focus on the former. By contrast, investigation into geographical 
form “yields only relatively superficial insights” (Brenner and Schmid 2015a, p. 176). 

The planetary urbanism literature has catapulted epistemologies and ontologies of the 
urban to the center stage of theoretical debates, renewing questions about the nature 
and spatiality of the urban, rural-urban dichotomies, and what constitutes a city. It has 
also ignited some disciplinary anxiety: “If nothing is outside the urban, then the urban 
is everything; and if it is everything, it is nothing in particular and therefore not an 
interesting problem” (Walker 2015, p. 185). 

The third strand of literature that engages with these core theoretical questions is from 
the sub-field of (urban) economic geography. Scott and Storper (2015) argue that 
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urbanizing areas can be spatially differentiated from non-urbanizing areas, and that the 
universal “nature of cities” can be found in the spatial logic of urban agglomeration. 
Agglomeration mechanisms are the spatial organizational processes that explain why 
firms co-locate and why economic activity (and therefore, also, population) is clustered 
in space (e.g. Marshall 1890; Porter 1996; Fujita and Thisse 2013). Scott and Storper 
(2015, p. 6) build on a strong tradition of theoretical-empirical work in economic 
geography to argue that “All cities everywhere consist of dense agglomerations of people 
and economic activities”; agglomeration is the “basic glue that holds the city together”. 
The conceptual anchor of this basic postulation is that, in the historical experience of 
the north, via agglomeration and migration to cities, both urban growth and economic 
growth moved in tandem. This literature also emphasizes the “consistently positive 
empirical relationship between national rates of urbanization (…) and GDP per capita”, 
a relationship that has generally been well-documented (Scott and Storper 2015, p. 6; 
also see Henderson 2002; Spence et al. 2009).

There is a small number of writings on Indian urbanization trends at the lower part 
of the urban system that is of immediate concern to our study and that throws a 
somewhat different light on some aspects of these theoretical debates. The notion of 
“subaltern urbanization,” advanced by Denis et al. (2012), Denis and Zérah (2017), 
and Mukhopadhyay et al. (2020), is broadly based in a postcolonial perspective 
and denotes a particular urbanization process at the lower echelons of India’s urban 
system. Subaltern urbanization refers to the “growth of settlement agglomerations 
(...) that are independent of the metropolis and autonomous in their interactions with 
other settlements” [emphasis added] (Denis et al. 2012, p. 52). Mukhopadhyay et al. 
continue the same argument in 2020, further distancing themselves from the planetary 
urbanization argument by stating that these settlement agglomerations “could exist 
independently of relationships with large cities (…)  unlike the process in planetary 
urbanization (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2020, p. 582).” In theorizing the urban through the 
lens of the subaltern, these urbanizing places are “conceived – more so, perhaps, than in 
planetary urbanization – as places imbued with agency (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2020, p. 
586).”

But these views are not convincingly supported with empirical observations, and they 
are countered, at least in part, in two other recent writings. First, in a study of the small, 
growing, city of Purnea in Bihar, Shaw (2019, p. 11) finds that industrial development 
in this town is “driven by both local and extra-local factors and is not entirely 
autonomous.” At a more general level, she concludes that “the question of autonomy 
from larger metropolitan areas is difficult to establish” (idem: p. 12).

A more outspoken position against the autonomy of “localized urbanization” is 
articulated by Iyer (2017), in a small case study of a village of about 9,000 people in 
Karnataka (the size of which is much closer to most settlements at the rural-urban 
transition). Iyer (2017, p. 115) notes that “Subaltern urbanization is defined as being 
‘autonomous, economically vital and independent of the metropolis’ but the process of 
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development of Mahagaon Cross does not neatly fit into this description.” Specifically, 
she points to anecdotal reports of the importance of circular labor migration to 
large cities and remittances sent back home, driving construction and urban growth: 
“urbanization can also be driven by labour that moves from the rural to the urban and 
back, bringing economic resources, cultural resources as well as skills, in this case in 
construction to contribute to urbanization in the village” (Iyer 2017, p. 117).

In a recent article on shifting livelihoods at India’s rural-urban transition, we provide 
more systematic evidence of the very strong and growing reliance of households at the 
rural-urban transition on circular labor migration and remittances (Chapter 5). As we 
will show below, these external linkages are also significant to the nature of urbanization 
at these localities.36 In reference to such linkages, we introduce the notion of “injected 
urbanism” to underscore the unusual and critical dependence of local urbanization 
processes, at the rural-urban transition, on extra-local economic connections. 

6.3 Theoretical Framework

Our theoretical framework in this paper elaborates on earlier tentative formulations 
presented in Chapter 2, and it is informed by initial rounds of empirical findings (Van 
Duijne and Nijman 2019), as well as by some of the other recent writings mentioned in 
the previous section.

We should reiterate our fundamental position that this type of exploratory research 
requires an open mind. The nature of India’s emergent urban formations may not 
conform to traditional understandings of urban form or process, and we have indicated 
above that any such conventions have become contested. At the same time, any 
empirical observation, even of an exploratory sort, requires some elementary conceptual 
guidance of what we think constitutes the urban and what defines urbanization in 
the broadest sense. We continue to subscribe to “transduction” as an essential research 
strategy that prioritizes a dialectical relationship between theoretical formulation and 
empirical observation—one that we believe is an essential disposition in all exploratory 
research: “Transduction assumes an incessant feedback between the conceptual 
framework used and empirical observations” (Lefebvre, as cited in Schmid et al. 2018).

Accordingly, our research in this paper is guided by the following postulations and 
hypotheses:

36 There is a considerable literature on the economic significance of remittances in developing economies 
but it focuses overwhelmingly on the national scale (e.g. Stark and Bloom 1985; Taylor 1999) or on 
the general impact on agricultural productivity (e.g. Stark 1991); they typically do not pay attention to 
localized processes of urbanization.
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1. Urbanization involves a shift from the primary sector (especially agriculture) to 
economic activities in the secondary and tertiary sectors, activities that rely on 
spatial proximity. It also involves some form of economic (spatial) clustering 
and population concentration, with the latter closely related to employment 
conditions.

2. The rural–urban transition, as a process, refers to a shift from rural to urban 
economic activity, livelihoods, and lifestyles, and accompanying changes in social 
organization. It is far from a neat shift from one social order (rural) to another 
(urban). It can be a messy, fragmented process combining historical continuity and 
change. Shifting livelihoods can be multisectoral and multilocational, and agrarian 
work can in some cases continue to be a part of a household’s livelihood portfolio.

3. The rural–urban transition is also used as a regional descriptor, to refer to the 
physical spaces in which these transformations unfold. It signifies both wide-
ranging social transformation and a reconfiguration of space, with potentially 
complex spatial signatures.

4. In the absence of significant urban employment opportunities, overall 
urbanization is likely to be relatively restrained. Combined with rapid decreases in 
agricultural employment across wide geographies, this can give way to emergent 
urban formations that are relatively dispersed, organized around a relatively large 
number of relatively small urban centers in predominantly rural areas.

5. The relative lack of urban employment opportunities can be a significant driver of 
labor out-migration, with remittances fueling local economic and urban growth.

6. Incipient urban growth at the rural-urbanization transition may be considered 
in situ in the sense that it is initially driven by local employment shifts out of 
agriculture and that it is not urban growth associated with spillover from existing 
central agglomerations or sub-urbanization or peri-urbanization. 

7. At the same time, the rural-urban transition is not autonomous, spatially isolated, 
or independent from urbanization processes elsewhere. Local clusters of urban 
growth in heretofore rural areas develop in relation to surrounding regional 
economies and urban systems and, in the case of labor-migration, in relation to 
faraway metropolitan centers. In other words, the rural-urban transition at any 
particular locality must probably be understood at multiple scales.

8. We introduce the notion of injected urbanism to underscore the critical and 
ongoing reliance of local urban processes on geographically external drivers, i.e. 
through circular labor migration. Where the restructuring of local economies 
involves a high degree of labor migration, concomitant processes of urbanization 
do not appear to be self-sustained.

Thus, the rural-urban transition is tentatively conceptualized as a fundamental form 
of urbanization: incipient by nature, geographically specific (to predominantly rural 
regions), economically driven yet politically and culturally conditioned, and unfolding 
at multiple spatial scales. In regard to empirical research, this conceptualization has 
important implications for the choice of case studies (not least their geographic location 
and situation) and the overall study design.
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6.4 Study design and selection of case studies

The study was conducted in three stages: (1) the creation of a Geographical Information 
System (GIS) using relevant existing data (mainly from the Indian census); (2) on the 
ground reconnaissance visits to a range of potential case-study sites; and (3) in-depth 
data collection at the two selected study sites.

First, we built a GIS for the states of Bihar and West Bengal. We concentrated on 
these two states because of their contrasting urban profiles according to the census. We 
systematically gathered and stored data on population size, density, and workforce for 
all 86,000 census units of these states for 2001 and 2011. The data were extracted from 
hundreds of primary census abstract data tables and district census handbooks. We 
connected this database to spatial boundary files that include the precise administrative 
boundaries of each of these census units.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the evolving urban systems of the two states. The maps 
highlight all urban-classified Census Towns (CTs), the green dots on the map, and 
settlements that have recently exceeded 75 percent of the workforce in non-farm 
employment but that have not (yet) reached a size of 5,000 people to be categorized as 
CTs. The latter are the red dots on the map, places we call “high non-farm settlements.” 
In combination, these are all places with a very substantial decline in agrarian 
employment between 2001 and 2011.

Our spatial analysis of the data indicated that the built environments of many of these 
settlements are amalgamating, forming substantial and populous clusters that together 
far exceed the 5,000-population level. In the Indian census this remains hidden because 
population measurements are confined to individual census units, often with arbitrary 
administrative boundaries, and the census does not consider spatial contiguity among 
the units (Van Duijne and Nijman 2019). As a result, the Indian census is likely to 
underestimate processes of urbanization at these lower echelons of the urban system 
(Denis and Marius-Gnanou 2011; Van Duijne 2019; Onda et al. 2019). 

The Bihar map shows 60 Census Towns, alongside substantial clusters of high non-farm 
settlements, particularly in western Bihar, far away from state capital and major city 
Patna. In 2011, the state had a total of 576 settlements with a workforce profile over 75 
percent non-farm, compared to 224 in 2001. West Bengal, in 2011, had a total of 780 
Census Towns (up from 252 in 2001) and 1,751 high non-farm settlements.

< Figure 6.1. Bihar’s evolving urban system, including Census Towns and “high non-farm 
settlements.” (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011b; Centre national de la recherche 
scientifique n.d.; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; calculations and adaptations by 
authors).
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In the second stage, we moved from GIS-building and analyses to the identification 
of ten sites for reconnaissance field visits (five in Bihar and five in West Bengal). The 
purpose of these visits was to ground-truth our identification of these potentially 
urbanizing clusters involving both CTs and high non-farm settlements, and to select 
case study sites for primary data collection. During the reconnaissance visits, we 
collected field notes, videos, and photos and organized informal interviews with key 
informants such as village leaders, district administrators, long-time residents, migrant 
households, firm owners, etc. While there were obvious idiosyncratic differences among 
the sites, they all were subject to fundamental economic change that seemed essentially 
driven by the employment shift out of agriculture. The widespread improvements in 
hard infrastructure (roads, electricity, telecommunications) across rural India in recent 
years appeared to have affected most of the sites we visited. In both states, the density 
of the road network roughly doubled between 2003 and 2017 (Government of India 
2019b), facilitating increased regional integration in terms of commuting and the 
transportation of goods.

After careful consideration, we selected two sites: one in western Bihar around the 
settlement of Barharia (see Figure 6.1), and another in central West Bengal around the 
settlement of Lalgola (see Figure 6.2), for the following reasons. First, we decided to 
focus on clusters that consisted entirely of non-“urban” settlements, i.e. that were made 
up exclusively of high non-farm settlements and that did not contain any CTs (yet). We 
did so because less is known about these settlements and because they provide the décor 
to what is arguably the earliest (and most invisible) stage of the rural-urban transition. 
Second, the sites are geographically spread along the Gangetic Plain and represent the 
two contrasting urban systems of Bihar and West Bengal. Third, the two clusters are 
quite different in terms of population size and density; they also appeared different in 
terms of the stage of the rural-urban transition, with the larger Lalgola cluster apparently 
further along and more established than the Barharia cluster.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the geographic outlines of the two case study sites and their 
makeup of contiguously built-up, distinct, census units. The Barharia cluster consists 
of six settlements and has a combined population of almost 20,000 people. The overall 
share of non-farm work is at 82 percent, up from 42 percent in 2001. The Lalgola 
cluster consists of seven contiguous settlements, and has a combined population of 
90,000. Its share of non-farm work is 79 percent, up from 70 percent in 2001. Both 
sites have experienced modest population growth. Barharia’s population increased by 29 
percent between 2001 and 2011, somewhat above Bihar’s state average of 25 percent 
(the all-India average is 18 percent). Lalgola’s population increased by 19 percent, on a 
par with the all-India average, and slightly higher than the 14 percent growth figure for 

< Figure 6.2. West Bengal’s evolving urban system, including Census Towns and “high non-farm 
settlements” (Sources: Indian census 2001, 2011a, 2011c; Database of Global Administrative Areas 
n.d.; Centre national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; calculations and adaptations by authors).
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the state of West Bengal. Most of the population growth of the two clusters results from 
natural growth, a sign of a general lack of in-migration. 

Both sites do have high population densities and experienced relatively speedy 
densification over the past inter-census decade. Barharia’s density is nearly 2,000 people 
per square kilometer, and increased by 34 percent between 2001 and 2011 (compared 
to Bihar’s densification increase of 26 percent; average densities in Bihar now stand at 
1,100 people per km2). The Lalgola cluster is very dense indeed, with 5,750 people 
per square kilometer, fourteen times higher than the 400-threshold for “urban” status. 

Figure 6.3. The 
Barharia cluster 
and constituent 
census units (Sources 
for basemap layer: 
ESRI ArcGIS/
DigitalGlobe, World 
Imagery, n.d.).
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Figure 6.4. The Lalgola cluster and constituent census units (Sources for basemap layer: ESRI 
ArcGIS/DigitalGlobe, World Imagery, n.d.).

Lalgola’s densities increased by 21 percent between 2001-2011, substantially higher 
than West Bengal’s average of 14 percent. Photos 6.1 and 6.2 give an impression of the 
densifying and urbanizing physical environments of the two clusters.

The third stage of the study entailed six months of primary data collection at the two 
selected sites. We collected 645 household surveys (308 in Barharia, 337 in Lalgola); 
331 firm surveys (161 in Barharia, 170 in Lalgola), and conducted 46 follow-up 
interviews (24 in Barharia, 22 in Lalgola). The surveys and interviews covered a wide 
range of issues. This paper draws on findings from the household survey relating mainly 
to livelihoods, past and present occupations of residents, commuting, and migration. 
The firm surveys covered a cross-section of different types of firms and included 
questions on the type of economic activity, age of the firm, size, characteristics of 
workers, customer base, firm connections, subcontracting, suppliers and supply chains, 
revenues, and locational decision-making. The interviews served to confirm or clarify 
survey data interpretations and delve deeper into motivations behind household and 
firm behaviors.
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Photo 6.1. The western edge of the Barharia cluster, showing recent new 
construction along the urban development boundary in 2019. Here, as in 
other clusters we visited across the two states, India’s rural-urban transition is 
in part conditioned by widespread new infrastructural developments such as 
paved roads, electricity, and telecommunications. Note the telephone tower to 
the right (Photo by authors).

Photo 6.2. New high-rise construction in central Lalgola in 2019. 
Densification and areal expansion of the built-up environment could be 
observed in both Lalgola and Barharia, and at many of the other sites we 
visited for reconnaissance purposes (Photo by authors).
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6.5 Analysis: economic geographies of India’s rural-urban 
transition

Guided by the theoretical framework outlined in section 3, we focus our attention 
here on economic shifts out of agriculture into the secondary and tertiary sectors and 
on accompanying changing geographies, including signs of spatial agglomeration at 
the level of the clusters. In accordance with the multi-scalar conceptualization of the 
theoretical framework, the analysis is organized at three successive scales. The local scale 
pertains to the level of the cluster (Figures 6.3 and 6.4). The regional scale refers to 
linkages between the cluster and surrounding area including larger towns. For Barharia, 
the region stretches about 10-20 miles in different directions; for Lalgola, the region 
is larger and extends about 25-60 miles in different directions (see Figures 6.6 and 6.7 
later in this section). The (inter)national scale is defined in regard to networks of labor-
migration from the clusters to major urban centers in India or abroad.

The local scale: employment shifts and economic restructuring
Let us begin with what is arguably the most fundamental force behind India’s rural-
urban transition: the shift of employment out of agriculture. Table 6.1 summarizes 
workforce data from Barharia and Lalgola and shows the share of main breadwinners 
currently (2019) and previously engaged in farming. The declining economic reliance on 
the primary sector in the two clusters becomes immediately clear, and our data for 2019 
indicate that the decline has continued unabated since the last census. Currently, at both 
sites, less than 9 percent of main breadwinners is employed in the agrarian sector. When 
asked about their occupational history, 22 percent of main breadwinners in Barharia and 
10 percent in Lalgola indicate that they previously worked in agriculture. Furthermore, 
the employment shift can be observed across generations, with agricultural jobs more 
common among the fathers of the current breadwinners (Table 6.1). These numbers 
also confirm that Barharia’s transition is more recent than Lalgola’s, and underscore that 
present-day change is more salient in Barharia.

Note that Table 6.1 refers to households living inside the clusters but the workplace 
of the main breadwinners could be either inside or outside the cluster. In fact, as 

Table 6.1. Occupational shifts out of agriculture, for households living in the Barharia and Lalgola 
clusters (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=308) Lalgola (N=337)

Main breadwinners currently in farming (%) 8.8 8.1

Main breadwinner previously in farming (%) 21.7 10.1

Main breadwinner’s father primary occupation in 
farming (%) 42.9 27.7
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Figures 6.5A and 6.5B show, a considerable number of breadwinners works outside the 
cluster, especially so in Barharia. The Figures indicate that many households rely on 
employment at commuting distance in the region, or on labor migration away from 
home. The Lalgola cluster offers more employment opportunities than Barharia, and 
this is at least in part a function of its larger size. Altogether, Figures 6.5A and 6.5B 
underscore the importance of the three scales in our analysis. For now, let us continue to 
focus our attention at the local level.

Figures 6.5A and 6.5B. Geography of employment in Barharia 
(N=308) and Lalgola (N=337) (Source: authors’ household surveys, 
2019).
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Table 6.2 lists the types of occupations of main breadwinners who work inside the 
clusters, and gives an understanding of what has replaced farm work at the local level. 
At both sites, a large share of main breadwinners has turned to entrepreneurship. This 
mainly concerns people who have started their own retail shop, plus some other forms 
of self-employment. Interview data confirmed that the salience of entrepreneurship is 
in part due to a lack of other local employment opportunities and, in some cases, it is 
made possible by the availability of investment capital from remittance savings. The 
second largest occupational category is a mixed group of non-farm manual workers: 
drivers, bidi makers, brick kiln workers, barbers, tailors, people working in handicraft, 
workers in the retail sector, traders, repair workers, etc. There are no construction 
workers who do most of their work inside the Barharia cluster, and very few in the 
Lalgola cluster. The same goes for hawking, an occupation generally not found within 
Barharia, but there are some in Lalgola where the market is bigger. Finally, both clusters 
harbor some educational institutions but most teachers (educated professionals) come 
from outside the clusters and make a daily commute to Barharia and Lalgola. 

The firm surveys shed further light on these employment shifts and provide a broader 
view of the economic restructuring at the two sites. Table 6.3 summarizes data on firm 
age, size of firm premises, and number of workers. At both sites, the firms are generally 
small, both in terms of their premises and number of workers employed. In Barharia, 
over 60 percent of firms operate from premises smaller than 200 square feet (<18.5 
m2), compared to almost 40 percent in Lalgola. Nearly a third of all firms do not have 
any employees besides the owner and nearly 70 percent have less than two employees. 
The firms in Lalgola are substantially older than those in Barharia. Barharia’s share of 
firms less than two years old is about twice that of Lalgola’s, while Lalgola’s share of 

Table 6.2. Current occupations of main breadwinners of households living in the Barharia and 
Lalgola clusters, who work inside the clusters (as a percentage of all workers inside the cluster) 
(Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Type of work of main breadwinners working inside the cluster Barharia (%) Lalgola (%)

Business owners 61.2 42.0

Farmers/Farm workers 12.2 11.4

Construction workers 0.0 8.8

Non-farm manual workers 22.4 23.8

Hawkers 0.0 3.1

Government workers 4.1 8.8

Educated Professionals 0.0 2.1

Total (N) 49 193
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Table 6.3. General profile of Barharia and Lalgola firms. Note, the firm survey included private 
commercial firms only (Source: authors’ firm surveys, 2019).

Barharia (N=161) Lalgola (N=170)

N % N %

Age of firm

0 – 2 years 51 31.7 28 16.5

3 – 5 years 40 24.8 25 14.7

6 – 10 years 24 14.9 23 13.5

More than 10 years 46 28.6 94 55.3

Size of firm premises

< 200 square feet 98 60.9 65 38.2

200 – 500 square feet 32 19.9 52 30.6

More than 500 square feet 31 19.3 53 31.2

Total 161 100 170 100

Number of workers employed

0 workers 43 27.6 57 33.5

1 - 2 workers 74 47.5 62 36.5

3 - 4 workers 21 13.4 32 18.9

5 or more workers 18 11.2 20 11.3

Table 6.4. Sectoral composition of the Barharia and Lalgola firms (Source: authors’ firm surveys, 
2019).

 
 

Barharia (N=161) Lalgola (N=170)

N % N %

1 Retail, wholesale and consumer services 115 71.4 125 73.5

2 Health services 14 8.7 5 2.9

3 Educational services 13 8.1 4 2.4

4 Manufacturing 8 5.0 18 10.6

5 Construction 6 3.7 2 1.2

6 Transportation 0 0 1 0.6

7 Repair works 5 3.1 15 8.8
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firms older than ten years is roughly twice that of Barharia’s. Similar to the timing of the 
employment shift out of agriculture, this signals that Barharia’s rural-urban transition is 
more recent than that of Lalgola.

The nature and sectoral distribution of the firms is summarized in Table 6.4. At 
both sites, firms are overwhelmingly in retail (>70 percent). Most of these shops sell 
garments, jewelry, shoes, wedding dresses, office/school materials, or electronics, and 
are part of a small-scale retail-oriented economy or, at least, a growing consumption 
economy (Photos 6.3 and 6.4).37 Consumer services cover a variety of other small 
companies, e.g. printing and copying firms, travel agents, and small financial firms 
offering money transfer and money exchange services. 

Neither of these local economies harbor substantive manufacturing sectors, though 
Lalgola (11 percent) has a slightly larger share than Barharia (5 percent). The 
manufacturing firms listed in Table 6.4 include furniture makers, tailors, potters, or 
small manufacturers of steel windows, gates, and door frames. Many of these firms 
produce on demand, directly for local customers, thus combining manufacturing and 
retail. Unlike Barharia, Lalgola has a few small food processing manufacturers, one 
chemical manufacturer, and a raw jute handling firm. The latter company is a remnant 
of the area’s past as an important jute growing region that has been in decline for 
several decades now. It is one of the few firms we found that is directly connected to the 
primary sector (Photo 6.5).

Table 6.4 also suggests an interesting difference between Barharia’s and Lalgola’s 
restructuring economies in the services sector. Barharia has larger numbers (and shares) 
of private education and healthcare providers, even if it is smaller in size compared 
to Lalgola (where we did notice several government-run education and healthcare 
institutions). One explanation is that Barharia’s population is better able to afford more 
expensive private health and educational services due to the higher remittances it is 
receiving from labor migrants, compared to Lalgola. We will return to this matter shortly.

At any rate, Barharia, unlike Lalgola, harbors a range of (small) private educational 
centers for skill development (e.g. for masons, electricians or painters). It also has various 
preparatory study centers for children, and some relatively expensive English-medium 

37 Some of the existing literature on the urban global South uses the term bazaar, often in colloquial 
fashion and without clear definition (e.g. Mukhopadhyay and Zérah 2015; Mukhopadhyay et al. 
2020). Usually, it simply refers to the local markets. It is a questionable term because of its origins 
and “Orientalist” connotations (Said 1978), referring to “indigenous” markets from a biased western 
perspective. As such, it connotes a sort of primitive market that deviates from, or predates, its (neo)
classical western counterpart, lacking transparency (especially in pricing, quality, and availability 
of goods), driven by irrational economic behaviors, and in the absence of competitive equilibrium 
mechanisms (see, e.g. Geertz 1978; Miller and Tumminello 2015). Such qualifications are obviously 
a matter of debate, and open to postcolonial critique, with the actual differences between bazaars and 
various types of “western” markets far from self-evident.
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Photo 6.3. Retail shops in Barharia (Photo by authors).

Photo 6.4. Newly established motor cycle dealer in Lalgola (Photo by 
authors).
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schools (one of them so reputable that it attracts students and teachers from the larger 
regional towns). We also found a range of small private medical services in Barharia, 
including health clinics, medical stores, dentists, and diagnostic centers. In combination 
with the notable proliferation of retail shops, it indicates that economic restructuring is 
accompanied with changing consumption patterns, especially in Barharia.

Due to the mere size difference between the two clusters, Lalgola has more to offer than 
Barharia in terms of economies of scale, though the effects seem modest. It is expressed 
in Lalgola’s larger shares of workers in the public sector, in advanced professional 
services, and in hawking (Table 6.2), all of which can be argued to constitute economic 
activities requiring threshold populations. In Barharia, these professions are virtually 
non-existent. In Lalgola, they have a modest presence but even there, as we will see 
shortly, most of these workers need to commute outside the cluster for work.

One would be hard-pressed to find evidence, at the local level, of agglomeration 
processes in the sense of growth-inducing horizontal or vertical linkages among 
proximately located firms. First, knowledge spillovers are likely to be of some 
importance in the (growing) retail business, but there is only so much knowledge 

Photo 6.5 A-D. Jute handling at the Lalgola site. After harvesting (A), the jute stalks 
are bundled and soaked in water for about 20 days (B); then the softened bast fiber 
is stripped from the stems, often by women and children (C); this is followed by 
sorting and bundling of the raw jute on the company premises in Lalgola, to prepare 
for transportation to jute mills in Kolkata (D). Most value-added processing occurs in 
Kolkata or elsewhere (Photos by authors).

A

C

B

D
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to be shared in this petty sector. Second, labor pooling appears of no significance in 
Barharia and it probably plays only a modest part in Lalgola’s public sector and in its 
manufacturing sector. Third, only 5 percent of firms in both clusters reported to be 
involved in subcontracting, at the sending or receiving end. Finally, as figures 6.8A 
and 6.8B, below, indicate, firm inputs from within the cluster are also very modest. In 
Lalgola, only 29 percent of firms report that most of their supplies come from inside the 
cluster; in Barharia it is a mere 13 percent. A considerable share of business supplies in 
the clusters comes from the surrounding region, especially so in Barharia (58 percent); 
and, for both sites, roughly a third comes from beyond the region.

Before we turn to the regional scale of analysis, let us make one more important 
observation regarding the local scale of the rural-urban transition at these two sites. 
Lalgola’s transition has been underway longer and the cluster contains a larger and 
more densely packed population. There is a small public sector and there is some 
manufacturing activity that would be hard to sustain with a population the size of 
Barharia; and considerably more people work inside the Lalgola cluster than in the 
Barharia cluster. But, and this the main point, the overall structure of the local economy 
in both places is quite similar: at both sites, the retail sector is very dominant, firms 
remain small in size, and agglomeration effects are hard to detect. In other words, 
the Lalgola cluster, while bigger and older, does not seem to have evolved much in 
comparison with Barharia.

Regional linkages
We examine the regional context of the rural-urban transition at the two sites in 
terms of the economic connections between the clusters and the nearest larger towns. 
Specifically, we investigate linkages in terms of firm supplies and commuting patterns. 
We define the region as the area that is within commuting distance of the respective 
cluster. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 provide overview maps and show commuting times (door-
to-door) with prevailing modes of transport.

The Barharia region (Figure 6.6) includes five surrounding towns. The two largest and 
most important are Siwan, to the west, and Gopalganj, to the north, with populations 
of 135,000 and 67,000, respectively. The three smaller towns are Barauli, Mirganj, and 
Tarwara. Their populations range between 10,000–40,000. The most common means of 
transport for commuters is by motorcycle.

The Lalgola cluster (Figure 6.7) is surrounded by six towns: Bhagwangola, Murshidabad 
and Berhampore, all to the south; Raghunathganj, to the west; and Dhulian and Malda, 
to the north. The region in some ways reflects West Bengal’s higher level of urbanization, 
compared to Bihar: as noted before, the Lalgola cluster is much larger than the Barharia 
cluster, and Lalgola’s surrounding towns, too, are generally larger (three of them around 
200,000 people) than those in the Barharia region. Distances are larger too (note the 
different scales of the maps), and the means of transportation include buses and trains.  
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Figure 6.6. Regional geography of Barharia (Sources: Indian census 2011a, Centre 
national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; Database of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; 
calculations and adaptations by authors).
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Figure 6.7. Regional geography of Lalgola (Sources: Indian census 2011a; Database 
of Global Administrative Areas n.d.; Centre national de la recherche scientifique n.d.; 
calculations and adaptations by authors).
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As figures 6.5A and 6.5B indicated, of all main breadwinners in Barharia, 42 percent 
commute to work outside the cluster; for Lalgola, the number is 15 percent. This 
difference is mainly due to the variation in size: since Lalgola is much larger, it is more 
likely to provide employment inside the cluster. At any rate, for both clusters, the share 
of commuters is considerably higher than what is reported in studies on rural-to-urban 
commuters, with estimates of around 9 percent (e.g. Basu and Kashyap 1992; Mohanan 
2008; Chandrasekhar 2011).

Table 6.5 summarizes data on commuter occupations. Three observations stand out. 
First, especially in Barharia, a substantial share of commuters are business owners. In 
other words, a number of entrepreneurs (especially those reliant on larger markets), 
look beyond the confines of these clusters to open their business. Second, a large share 
of commuters from both sites are in construction and non-farm manual work (in 
combination: 51 percent in Barharia and 38 percent in Lalgola). These two categories 
often comprise daily wage workers, either skilled (masons, plumbers, pipe fitters, 
welders, electricians, carpenters, etc.) or unskilled. In the Lalgola case, daily wage 
workers commute to any of the three larger regional towns. In the Barharia case, many 
make a daily commute to Siwan, to one of six labor chowks (Photo 6.6). The operations 
of daily wage work depend on economies of scale and they are an example of labor 
market pooling (a form of sharing), a key mechanism in agglomeration processes 
as conventionally understood. Third, the table shows that a relatively large share of 
Lalgola’s commuters (27 percent) are government workers, a much larger share than is 
found in Barharia. They commute to Murshidabad or Berhampore, the district-level 
headquarters where many government offices are found.

Table 6.5. Present occupations of main breadwinners who commute to work outside the cluster, as a 
percentage of all workers who commute outside the cluster (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Type of work of main breadwinners who commute to 
work outside the cluster Barharia (%) Lalgola (%)

Business owners 28.6 8.3

Farmers/Farm workers 14.3 8.3

Construction workers 15.9 16.7

Non-farm manual workers 25.4 20.8

Hawkers 4.0 18.8

Government workers 6.3 27.1

Educated Professionals 5.6 0.0

Total (N) 126 48
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Photo 6.6. A labor 
chowk in Siwan, a 
relatively large town 
of about 135,000, 
about 25 kilometers 
from Barharia. This 
is where daily wage 
workers from Barharia 
and elsewhere assemble 
in the early mornings, 
to be recruited for a 
day’s work (Photo by 
authors).

Another measure of regional economic linkages pertains to the firms’ supply chains. 
Figures 6.8A and 6.8B show the geographic origins of the majority of supplies to firms 
in the two clusters. Above, we already observed that a relatively small share of inputs 
comes from within the clusters, suggesting limited vertical linkages at the local level. 
Figure 6.8A underscores that, for Barharia, the regional scale is far more important. 
This was true for the place of work for main breadwinners (with a large share being 
commuters), and it applies as well to firm inputs. Most Barharia firms reported that they 
pick up the supplies from distributors in the region (58 percent), mostly in Siwan.
 
In Lalgola, the origin of supplies is split evenly in thirds at the local, regional, and 
national scales. Regional supplies for Lalgola mostly come from the larger town of 
Berhampore, and inputs from beyond the region mostly hail from Kolkata. The supply 
network is more developed in Lalgola than in Barharia, with an important role for 
four transport companies that are actually based in the Lalgola cluster. Interview data 
indicated that these transport companies make daily runs to Kolkata, where they have 
established connections with a range of distributors. They often carry jute to Kolkata 
and bring retail products back to Lalgola: food, tea and coffee, cosmetics, clothes, 
towels, computer and mobile phone parts, etc. Many Lalgola firms have arrangements 
with these transportation companies. It is another sign of the (modest) economies of 
scale that can be found in Lalgola, and less so in the smaller Barharia cluster.

Thus, it is clear that the changing economic geographies of the rural-urban transition 
are not isolated at the local scale and that regional linkages play an important role. 
The emergent “urban” formations of Barharia and Lalgola stand in contrast, in many 
ways, to India’s archetypal rural villages, with a dominant primary sector and low level 
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of commuting (Mohanan 2008; Chandrasekhar 2011). At our two sites, economic 
restructuring is in some very concrete ways dependent on and embedded in, the 
surrounding region.

The (inter)national scale: labor migration and remittances
In addition to the local and regional scales, the rural-urban transition plays out at 
the national and even international scale, in the form of circular labor migration and 
remittance flows. Figures 6.5A and 6.5B indicated that 42 percent of main breadwinners 
in Barharia and 28 percent of main breadwinners in Lalgola are labor migrants. The 
importance of labor migration becomes even more apparent when we consider other 
household members who are migrants, besides the main breadwinner: in Barharia, 52 

Figures 6.8A and 6.8B. 
Geographic origins of 
the majority of supplies 
to firms in Barharia and 
Lalgola (Source: authors’ 
firm surveys, 2019).
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percent of households have one or more labor migrants; in Lalgola, it is 38 percent. 
These numbers underscore the very limited livelihood opportunities in the two clusters, 
locally and within the region. 

Labor migration is especially prominent in Barharia and it is starkly different from 
Lalgola in that half of the migrants work abroad, while in Lalgola almost all labor 
migration is internal (domestic). Figure 6.9 shows the labor migration flows from the 
two sites. Barharia is connected to India’s large western cities (Mumbai, Delhi, Pune) 
but also to destinations in the Persian Gulf: Saudi Arabia, Oman, the United Arab 
Emirates, and Qatar. Labor migration from Lalgola is mostly southwards, to Kolkata 
and to farther-away Chennai and Kochi. International migration from Lalgola concerns 
a small number of migrants to Nepal (only 7 households).

These outwards flows of labor migration reflect the non-conventional nature of incipient 
urbanization at the two sites and, presumably, at other sites along the rural-urban 
transition. In established theory, urbanization is associated with permanent in-migration 
and this, in turn, is driven by urban employment opportunities. But in-migration 
into the two clusters is quite minimal and most population growth is based on natural 
growth. Nor do the clusters witness one-way out-migration of households from the 
clusters to larger urban centers, as is considered typical in established theory for rural 
areas. 

Table 6.6 differentiates income levels for households where the main breadwinner works 
locally, commutes in the region, or is a labor migrant away from home. In Barharia, 
household incomes with main breadwinners who work locally or regionally are generally 
much lower compared to those who are migrants. At the Lalgola site, local work earns 
the least, regional commuters earn considerably more, and migration-based incomes 
sit somewhere in-between. Comparing the two sites, we see that, generally, incomes are 
higher in Barharia than in Lalgola. A notable difference between the two sites is that 
incomes of labor migrants are much higher in Barharia than in Lalgola. The explanation 
lies in the prominence of international labor migration from Barharia (50 percent of all 
labor migration), and its virtual absence in Lalgola. Elsewhere, we provide a detailed 
explanation for this difference (Chapter 5); here, suffice it to say that tapping into 
migration networks is of critical importance (especially internationally) and that this is 
often contingent on historical and idiosyncratic conditions.

The considerable influx of remittances sustains people in their daily lives and has a 
major impact on the local economy. These findings generally align with the existing 

< Figure 6.9. Labor migration flows from Barharia and Lalgola. Barharia 216 migrant moves 
recorded; Lalgola 180 migrants moves recorded. Two lines fall off the map, one black line toward 
western Europe, and one red line toward the Seychelles (Sources: Database of Global Administrative 
Areas n.d.; calculations and adaptations by authors; primary household survey data, 2019).
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literature on the impact of remittances (e.g. Haberfeld et al. 1999; Taylor et al. 2003; 
Rogaly and Coppard 2003; Quisumbing and McNiven 2010) but they are particularly 
significant here in the context of India’s rural-urban transition. Remittances appear 
essential in sustaining “urbanizing” livelihoods outside of agriculture, in various ways. 
First, they drive consumption, thereby supporting the retail sector. Our interview data 
confirm that consumption takes place increasingly at the local level, within the cluster 
(in the past, people used to travel to larger surrounding towns for certain purchases). 
Second, the higher remittances to Barharia explain the presence of relatively expensive 
private schools and private healthcare clinics in Barharia, thereby supporting a small 
tertiary sector. Third, remittance capital is often instrumental in the startup of new 
companies. In Lalgola, 43 percent of firm owners reported to have relied on their own 
or relatives’ remittances for the initial startup of the firm; in Barharia, the number is 
29 percent. Fourth, remittances are often used to construct new, larger, homes or to 
fund home expansions, driving areal expansion and densification of the clusters. Finally, 
remittances are often used to fund the purchase of a motor cycle, for many a vital means 
of transportation within the region and often a strategic livelihood investment.

6.6 Conclusions

We started this article by connecting three aggregated trends that are profoundly 
reshaping India’s countryside: a massive employment shift out of agriculture; 
unprecedented levels of circular migration; and rapid urban growth at the lower 
echelons of the urban system as reported by the Indian census. These interconnected 
trends are restructuring remote local and regional economic geographies, and are 
affecting hundreds of millions of people in their daily lives and livelihoods. Existing 
urban theory is not, or barely, informed by these developments. In this article, we asked 

Table 6.6. Average annual household* income of main breadwinners who work inside the cluster, 
commute to work in the region, or are labor migrants (Source: authors’ household surveys, 2019).

Barharia Lalgola

Households where the 
main breadwinner… N

Household 
income (in 
Rs.) N

Household 
income (in 
Rs.)

Works locally 47 (16.3) 228.976 193 (57.6) 179.347

Commutes to work in 
the region 125 (42.0) 224.223 48 (14.3) 252.562

Is a migrant away from 
home 124 (41.7) 374.197 94 (28.1) 205.862

*The average household size is 6.8 persons in Barharia; 4.8 in Lalgola.
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how these trends play out across India’s rural-urban transition, how local economies 
are reshaped, and what the nature is of these assumed processes of urbanization. We 
reported on our investigation of the evolving urban economic geographies of two case 
study sites in Bihar and West Bengal.

Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

1. The direction of change at the Barharia and Lalgola study sites can in various 
ways be understood as “urbanization,” particularly in terms of high and increasing 
densities, and economies and livelihoods that have become almost entirely 
detached from agriculture. At the same time, we find aspects that highlight the 
non-conventional nature of this incipient urban growth, challenging how we have 
historically come to understand the meaning of urban. In established theory, the 
process of urban growth is driven by in-migration, propelled by the availability 
of urban employment opportunities. Yet, at our two sites, there is little to no in-
migration, precluded by a general lack of locally available jobs. At the same time, 
there is no permanent one-way out-migration either, as is common in established 
theoretical thinking for rural areas. Instead, we witness modest population 
growth, most of which is a result of natural growth.

2. Since the local economies of Barharia and Lalgola offer scant job opportunities, 
many main breadwinners look for work elsewhere. In Barharia, most main 
breadwinners work outside the cluster, and the site is highly dependent on the 
outside world. Lalgola offers more work opportunities inside the cluster, which 
is, at least partially, a function of its larger size. Yet, Lalgola, too, is dependent on 
urban economies and urbanization processes elsewhere.

3. Despite their remote locations, economically, both sites are functionally 
connected to their wider regions and nearby larger towns, and this has been 
stimulated in recent years through government-led infrastructural development, 
particularly secondary roads.

4. The two sites are at different stages of developments but the overall structure 
of the emerging “urban” economies is quite similar. There is a highly dominant 
retail sector at both sites and firm sizes are generally small. The fact that the 
Lalgola cluster is older, and has been in transition longer, has not translated into a 
differently structured local economy, in comparison with Barharia. 

5. Lalgola’s longer history of urbanization, or time spent “in transition,” also has 
not translated into higher levels of development compared to Barharia. In fact, 
Barharia’s household income levels are higher, and this is attributed mainly to 
remittances from international labor migration.

6. We observed no agglomeration effects in Barharia, and only very modestly so in 
Lalgola. The idea of urbanization without agglomeration, too, is at odds with 
conventional urban economic theory. It might be contented that, if both sites 
are considered to be at incipient stages of urbanization, the continued absence of 
agglomeration effects could preclude a “maturing” of urban growth. But it can also 
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be argued that the current urban formations are, in fact, more or less stable (for 
the time being, like every other social phenomenon) and that our reading of these 
formations should not be forced into existing (Western) evolutionary models.

7. Both sites are strongly embedded in labor supply networks to distant urban 
economies. In Barharia, half of all households had migrant members, and in 
Lalgola it was nearly 40 percent. Remittances are a key propellant and lifeline of 
the emerging local economies. Remitted earnings led to more spending power, 
changing patterns of consumption, increased demand for certain services, and, 
through multiplier effects of investments, the growth of local business and job 
creation, thereby fueling urbanization. 

8. We thus find that economic geographies of the rural-urban transition are far 
from self-sustaining. We introduced the concept of injected urbanism to capture 
these dynamics and the dependence of developments at the rural-urban transition 
on urban processes elsewhere. Our reading of these developments is contrary 
to assertions about the alleged “autonomy” of dispersed urbanization in India’s 
heretofore rural areas (Mukhopadyay et al. 2020), and it invokes some key tenets 
of the planetary urbanization literature. If the notion of “extended urbanization” 
applies, it is in somewhat modified manner, with mutual dependency between 
distant central agglomerations on the one hand, and localities along the rural-
urban transition on the other hand.

9. Finally, our reading of these developments sets us apart from suggestions in 
the planetary urbanization literature that urban processes no longer produce 
identifiable spatial arrangements or that the “search for … ‘new’ urban forms is an 
intellectual trap” (Brenner and Schmid 2015a, p. 176). Our two study sites most 
likely represent urban spatial forms that can be observed all along India’s rural-
urban transition. 

In sum, this study subscribes to broad-based postcolonial critiques in urban geography 
that the global South might very well display something new, something different, 
compared with “conventional” urbanization patterns and pathways. We find ourselves 
in agreement with Simone’s (2020, p. 604) recent observation that the experiences in 
the global South “[make] it difficult to sustain the coherence or salience of conventional 
notions of the city” and, especially, that a central characteristic of the ‘South’  is the 
“intensity of the various ways in which urbanization is splintering or mutating into 
multiple forms” (p. 617). Our study site selections for Barharia and Lalgola are examples 
of such unconventional forms, of places that have thus far remained “off the map” of 
theoretical conversation (Robinson 2006).
 
But our approach also shows that outright rejection of existing theory is probably not 
the most fruitful approach, nor are ongoing theoretical debates that are largely void of 
empirical grounding. The overall lack of a vigorous theoretical-empirical dialectic in 
these discussions appears conducive to the creation of theoretical echo chambers that 
can be polemically interesting but that are unlikely to offer a constructive way forward 
in scholarship on the urban global South.
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We think our case studies are representative of many localities at India’s transforming 
rural-urban frontier (along with expected idiosyncratic variations, as between the two 
cases). We certainly think this is the case for most of the other ten field sites we visited, 
before we arrived at the case study selections, and for most of India’s thousands of 
settlements that have not yet become Census Towns but that are witnessing rapidly 
decreasing agrarian employment. Beyond India, we expect that our insights are relevant 
to other parts of the global South, particularly elsewhere in South Asia and in sub-
Saharan Africa, where there is a push out of agriculture, limited permanent rural-to-
urban migration, and increased rates of circular labor migration.
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Chapter 7 

DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL CHANGE AT 
INDIA’S RURAL-URBAN TRANSITION

This is a longer version of a paper prepared for submission:
Van Duijne, R.J., C. Choithani and J. Nijman. (2021). Dimensions of Social Change at India’s Rural-
Urban Transition, Urban Studies. 

Abstract
This article focuses on dimensions of social change in processes of incipient urban 
growth taking shape in India’s countryside. The study’s focus is on the experience of 
two remote settlements: Lalgola in the state of West Bengal, and Barharia in Bihar. 
Specifically, we ask what the impact is on household dynamics and class divisions, 
matters traditionally assumed to be affected by urbanization. Drawing on 645 
household surveys and 46 interviews, we find that social change is particularly affected 
by the high incidence of male circular labor migration that has replaced agrarian work. 
These outward flows of labor themselves reflect the unconventional nature of this rapid 
incipient urbanization. We observe a trend toward smaller household sizes, but in 
ways that deviate from traditional urban theory. Remittances cause financial disparities 
and tensions between different parts of the larger extended family. Adaptive processes 
take place, with a separation of finances and kitchens but otherwise continued social 
and residential cohesion in order to keep supporting migration-based livelihoods. In 
terms of class divisions, we find that internal (domestic) male circular labor migration, 
typically with low remittances, tends to compound existing class divisions. However, at 
one of our sites, we observe a remarkable upending of traditional class hierarchies, as a 
result of the high remittances from international labor migration, especially common 
among formerly marginalized communities. Our findings are relevant to core theoretical 
debates in urban studies on the portability of urban theory, and contribute to further 
development of postmodern/postcolonial urban perspectives. 
 
Key Words: India; rural-urban transition; labor migration, household dynamics; class. 
 

7.1 Introduction

This article is part of a larger research project on the dynamics of India’s rural-
urban transition. We are interested in incipient urban growth in remote, heretofore 
agrarian regions, far away from large agglomerations. This urbanization process 
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forms an important part of India’s urbanization experience, but has thus far largely 
gone unnoticed and remains poorly understood. We argue that the socio-spatial 
transformations at India’s rural-urban transition exceed common perceptions of 
academics and policy makers, and impact the lives of hundreds of millions of people. 
The process can be considered in situ in the sense that it is not associated with peri- 
or sub-urbanization, or other spillover effects from larger cities. The project entails a 
comprehensive investigation of this transition, including attention to spatial, economic, 
and social dimensions of change. In this article we ask the question if, and how, the 
rural-urban transition is affecting the social-cultural fabric of involved localities, with an 
empirical focus on household dynamics and class divisions. 

The décor to India’s rural-urban transition is set by three major, interrelated trends. First, 
there have been very substantial declines in agricultural employment, putting pressure 
on rural livelihoods, and leading many to reorient their economic lives (e.g. Thomas 
2012; Mehrotra et al. 2014; Abraham 2017; World Bank 2019a). Second, rates of rural-
to-urban circular labor migration are now higher than at any time in the past. Recent 
studies put the number of domestic labor migrants around 100 million and growing 
(Deshingkar and Akter 2009; Deshingkar and Farrington 2009; Nayyar and Kim 
2018). Data on international work migration also point to steep increases, particularly 
to the Persian Gulf. Over the past twenty years, numbers of international migrants have 
increased threefold, to reach nearly nine million (United Nations [UN] 2019a). Third, 
the most recent Indian census (2011a) reported rapid urban growth across heretofore 
rural regions of the country. Thousands of former villages have been reclassified as 
“urban” Census Towns (CTs), because they now fulfil the demographic and economic 
criteria of India’s urban definition: these localities have a population of 5,000 people 
or more, densities of 400 persons per square kilometer or above, and more than 75 
percent of the male workers are engaged in non-agricultural jobs (Pradhan 2017). These 
three trends are connected, and occur more or less simultaneous: the massive shift of 
employment out of agriculture is, in large part, absorbed by labor migration, and the 
injection of remittances set in motion local processes of urbanization (Van Duijne and 
Nijman 2019; Chapters 5 and 6).  
 
In our study we focus on the experience of two clusters that are undergoing these socio-
spatial transformations: Lalgola in the state of West Bengal, and Barharia in Bihar. Both 
sites are remote locations, i.e. they are not in any way part of existing agglomerations. 
They nevertheless show population growth, densification, and structural shifts in the 
nature of their workforces, away from farming. At these sites, we investigate changes in 
household dynamics, and class divisions, matters traditionally assumed to be affected by 
urbanization. During two extended periods of fieldwork in 2018 and 2019, we studied 
these social-cultural transformations through a large-scale household survey, and in-
depth interviews with heads of households and key informants. 

Theoretically, the study intersects with present-day core debates in urban studies: how 
the major urban transformations underway in the South can be understood, whether 
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urban theory is portable, and applicable across the North-South divide, how we can 
foster more reflexive perspectives on what it means to be “urban” in an era of planetary 
urbanization, how we can include a wider range of urban experiences in contemporary 
urban theory, and on the resurgence and promise of comparative urbanism (for a range 
of viewpoints see e.g. Robinson 2006; Nijman 2007; McFarlane 2010; Robinson 2011; 
Parnell and Robinson 2012; Sheppard et al. 2013; Brenner and Schmid 2014, 2015a; 
Nijman 2015a; Peck 2015; Simone 2020). More specifically, in the initial theoretical 
orientation of the article, we engage earlier (Northern) urban socio-cultural studies in 
which urbanization is associated with processes of profound socio-cultural change (e.g. 
Tönnies [1887] 2018; Park 1928; Wirth 1938). We use this literature to frame our 
research problem on the dynamics and possible dimensions of such change. This strand 
of writing is, however, deeply embedded within the historical and cultural experience 
of North America and Western Europe, and it applied mainly to large cities. More 
present-day postcolonial/postmodern theoretical writings challenge such conventional 
theoretical frameworks, and underscore that urbanization in the South is unlike the 
Western experience, with much more differentiation in urban form, process and 
outcome (e.g. Robinson 2006; Mabin 2014; Simone 2020). It is a serious critique that, 
on the one hand, raises concern about the very limited portability of urban theory across 
North and South, but on the other leaves us stranded with little alternative conceptual 
guidance (see the debate between Nijman 2015a and Peck 2015). In fact, we find very 
little empirical support/guidance in the existing urban studies and urban geography 
literatures on how exactly things are “different” in the South. As we will show in the 
theoretical orientation of this paper, we venture beyond the confines of the discipline, 
and include important regional studies of rural change in South and Southeast Asia to 
provide this guidance. This, in itself, says a lot about the performance of urban theory 
(Blokland and Harding 2014). 
 
In this article, we present empirical evidence of how the organization and functioning 
of individual households changes, and how class divisions are affected along India’s 
rural-urban transition. It is the first analysis, that we know of, that clearly shows 
how these two dimensions of socio-cultural change in parts of the South deviate 
from “conventional” urban theory. We link our findings to the aforementioned core 
theoretical debates that have preoccupied much of present-day urban studies, and argue 
for the need for much more theoretically informed, intensive empirical research to help 
move these debates along. 
 
The next section discusses theoretical perspectives on social-cultural change at India’s 
rural-urban transition, including traditional (Northern) urban socio-cultural studies, 
postmodern/postcolonial urban writings, and geographically focused studies of social 
change in rural regions of South and Southeast Asia. Section 3 lays out the research 
design, case study selection, and provides a brief description of the regional context of 
the two field sites. Section 4 is the empirical body of the paper, and presents an analysis 
of household dynamics and changes in class and social stratification. In the final section, 
we circle back to the urban theoretical debates, and highlight the relevance of our 
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findings for a deeper understanding of socio-economic developments across large parts 
of India. 

7.2 Theorizing social change at India’s rural-urban transition

Theorizing socio-cultural change at India’s rural-urban transition comes with conceptual 
challenges. First, the established literature on urban socio-cultural studies is mostly 
entrenched within western history, culture and society, and its relevance to present-day 
developments in the urban global South is contested (e.g. Robinson 2006; Sheppard 
et al. 2013; Parnell and Robinson 2012). Second, the ongoing erasure of rural-urban 
boundaries makes it conceptually challenging to associate urbanization with clear 
dimensions of social-cultural change. In India, rural-urban divides appear particularly 
porous because rural identities and communal affiliations are thought to remain strong 
among urban settlers; because there is rapid incipient urban growth in predominantly 
rural regions; because there are continuous and unprecedented circular rural-urban 
labor flows; and because of the fast sub/peri-urban growth of mega cities. All this creates 
“complex imbrications of the urban with the rural” (Gururani 2019, p. 984). 
 
Nonetheless, some of the earlier urban socio-cultural studies are helpful with the general 
framing of the research problem. The earliest socio-cultural studies are comprised of the 
works of a group of sociologists and anthropologists that during the 1920s and 1930s 
collectively became known as the “Chicago School” (e.g. Thomas and Znaniecki 1918; 
Thomas et al. 1921; Park and Burgess 1925; Park 1928; Wirth 1938). In this literature, 
urbanization is viewed a transformational force that has a long-standing alignment with 
ideas of modernity and development (Robinson 2004). Through dichotomous ideal 
types, the “rural” is identified as the realm of tradition, and the “urban” as the realm of 
modernity. Typically, rural ways of life are identified by strong communal affiliations, 
intimate kinship ties that run through the extended family, and long-established shared 
custom and values that have been transferred over many generations. Agrarian class 
structures usually follow legacies of landownership, and influence group identities and 
social stratification. By contrast, contemporary urban “modern” life is characterized by 
a tendency toward a weakening of social cohesion. This may find expression in the city 
in smaller household sizes, acceptance of nuclear family norms, anonymity, a greater 
number of single and unattached people, some degree of detachment from communal 
association, and individualization.  
 
As mentioned above, such conceptualizations were nested in the historical experience 
of (large) western cities, which, through in-migration, became “melting pots” of diverse 
peoples and cultures (Wirth 1938, p. 10). The characteristic heterogeneity of peoples 
resulted in greater exposure to different beliefs, attitudes, and lifestyles. The need for 
an urban labor force is commonly thought to have resulted in a growing middle class, 
with an overall class structure in which landownership was of far less significance. The 
new urban-based economies offered more occupational diversity, a more flexible and 
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advanced division of labor, and allowed for upward social mobility (Wolff 1950; Becker 
1959; Levine 1971).  
 
Postmodern/postcolonial perspectives highlight the situatedness of this body of theory 
and challenge it for its alleged “Eurocentrism” (Chakrabarty 2000). Some underscore 
the need to “provincialize” urban theory, that is, adjust theory for geographical-historical 
context (e.g. Roy 2011; Sheppard et al. 2013; Parnell and Pieterse 2016). Inherent in 
the postcolonial urban literature is the argument that the urban global South reveals 
something new, and produces “different perspectives, concepts, arguments, from those 
traditional in literatures deeply embedded in western or northern experience” (Mabin 
2014, p. 23). This is expressed in a general call to contest univocal meanings of urban 
modern life, as modernity tends to mean different things across different geographical 
contexts (Prakash 2008). This literature is also critical of “superficial” labels and 
trajectories of rural/tradition to urban/modern society, and it advocates the “unlearning” 
of Northern theoretical assumptions (Lawhon et al. 2016). It is a powerful critique that 
has been gaining momentum in recent times, and one that likely resonates with many 
(of the relatively few) urban geographers who are actually doing research outside the 
global North. 
 
Postcolonial urban critics cast a spotlight on new geographies of theory, calling for 
the inclusion of a wider range of urban experiences in contemporary urban theory 
(Robinson 2006; Roy 2009a; Parnell and Robinson 2012). A key observation in 
this regard is that in much of the South, urbanization remains largely divorced from 
industrialization (e.g. Christiaensen et al. 2013; Turok and McGranahan 2013; World 
Bank 2013; Gollin et al. 2016), with major ramifications for urban form, process, and 
outcome (Robinson and Roy 2016). Parnell and Pieterse (2016, p. 236) argue along 
similar lines that “Southern urban realities [are] characterized by economic informality, 
multiplicity, marginality and dispersion, not agglomeration.” In a recent contribution 
to the debate, Simone (2020, p. 617) stated that a key characteristic of the urban South 
is “the intensity of the various ways in which urbanization is splintering or mutating 
into multiple forms, providing different proportions of both precarity and potentiality, 
risk and stability, and provisionality and continuity in relationships that are impossible 
to disentangle, and thus challenges us to continuously think anew about what we see.” 
This multiplicity of urban form and process, with ongoing differentiations of urban 
outcomes, further challenges traditional thinking of socio-cultural change. It also adds 
more tension on the notion that a singular modernity is closely aligned with urban 
life (Prakash 2008). Yet, besides raising theoretical awareness that social realities in the 
urban South are “different,” beyond such platitudes, this literature provides us with little 
conceptual guidance on social-cultural change along India’s rural-urban transition.
 
Of more immediate relevance to our research is a small number of theoretical/empirical 
studies of social change in heretofore rural regions of South and Southeast Asia. These 
studies, like ours, are focused on the social-cultural ramifications of occupational shifts 
out of agriculture – even if they do not explicitly engage with the aforementioned 
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theoretical literature in urban studies. In a study of Northeast Thailand, Rigg et al. 
(2012) examine the experience of two villages over a 25-year time period from 1982-
2008. Whereas the economy of both places was mostly agrarian-based in 1982, by 
2008, the authors note a clear shift away from farming, as agrarian livelihoods “could 
no longer deliver an adequate income and therefore standard of living for the large 
majority of households (p. 1475).” The occupational shift was accompanied by a marked 
degree of outward movement, with the geographical location of work becoming spatially 
dispersed for many. In the past, labor migration was unusual to occur in these villages, 
and if it happened it was seasonal, tied to the rhythms of the agrarian cycle. By 2008, 
many traveled over long distances and periods of time to earn a living. The village 
remained the place of residence “but for many it had not remained a place of work (p. 
1474).” According to Rigg et al. (2012), the effect on the social-cultural fabric of the 
villages was substantial, particularly in terms of household dynamics. With livelihoods 
delocalized, families became spatially fragmented, but remained relationally dependent 
through child and elderly care, and remittances flows. The exposure of migrants to 
urban living and urban space allegedly had a transformational effect on their aspirations, 
views, and patterns of interaction back in the village. 
 
In a comparable study of Malay villages (kampung), Thompson (2004, p. 2358) argues 
that, in many ways, they evolved into “socially urban places” under the influence of 
similar agrarian processes of change. He observes that the occupational structure of 
village residents had diversified, with a general move away from peasantry. Importantly, 
the local economy of the village itself showed limited diversification, but the shift out of 
farming was accompanied by high rates of rural-urban labor migration, and commuting, 
with many who live in the village leaving it on a daily basis. It is this “movement of 
these individuals [that] could be considered (perhaps the most explicit) case of the 
urbanisation of labour from the kampung and [is] closely related to the process of 
urbanisation” (Thompson 2004, p. 2365). Observing the social conditions in the village 
of Sungai Siputeh, Thompson argues that in this settlement, “the everyday reality is 
characterized by multiple social, cultural and economic forms typically figured as ‘urban’ 
(p. 2359).” This refers to class restructuring (along occupational structures), and social 
interaction that resembles a world of strangers rather than the intimate kinship and 
family ties typically associated with rural contexts. 
 
In another longitudinal study on a rural region in Northeast Thailand, Keyes (2012) 
traces the ways in which rural villagers have reoriented their economic lives, away 
from farming and toward a dependence on urban Thailand, and bigger cities overseas. 
He notices that the villagers of Ban Nông Tün are more often passport holders than 
Bangkok’s lower middle classes, and claims that they have become “rural cosmopolitans” 
who have come to see “themselves as belonging to much larger worlds than those 
defined by the perimeters of their home communities” (Keyes 2012, p. 353). This, 
in effect, is said to lead to some form of dissociation of the village community. In 
similar research, Gidwani and Sivaramakrishnan (2003a, p. 345) argue that India’s 
rural labor migrants straddle different cultural worlds, becoming “bearers of cultural 
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versatility,” and this could be a source of empowerment in the village. They speak of 
the “emancipatory potential for groups subordinated by place-specific relations of 
hierarchy. We are referring here to ideologies of class, caste, ethnicity and gender” 
(Gidwani and Sivaramakrishnan 2003b, p. 186). Remittances earnings and a subsequent 
changing pattern of consumption act as a “language of antidomination” (p. 187), which 
challenges hegemony and established class structure (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991). 

These regional studies are relevant to our research in that they share a focus on localities 
characterized by major employment shifts out of agriculture; with some forms of 
incipient urbanization, at least in the social realm; and with an important role of labor 
migration. But these studies, too, have their limitations. Touching on important, broad, 
processes of social change, their empirical analyses and data sometimes lack clarity, 
and some of their far-reaching conclusions have an air of conjecture. To gain proper 
understanding of structural social change in these environs, two important dimensions 
of social change need thorough investigation: the organization and functioning of 
individual households, and the nature of class structure and social stratification. This is 
where we focus our attention in the rest of this article.

7.3 Case study selection and study design 

These two dimensions of social change are examined in a comparative fashion, across 
two cases, and through a mixed-methods study design that capitalizes on the synergies of 
quantitative (households surveys) and qualitative (household interviews) methodologies. 
The study proceeds in three sequential stages: (1) a reconnaissance fieldwork stage; (2) a 
household survey collection stage; and (3) a household interview stage. The first stage in 
the research project entailed field reconnaissance to nearly two dozen possible field sites 
across the Gangetic Plain in northeast India. We selected the states of Bihar and West 
Bengal for field exploration because they represent contrasting urbanization profiles and 
different urban growth patterns that are illustrative of the country’s regional diversity. 
They are among India’s largest states with populations of around 100 million. 

West Bengal’s urbanization level is similar to the national average (32 percent). The 
urban system is highly uneven: half the urban population lives in greater Kolkata and 
the remainder is scattered across a number of much smaller cities and towns. In the last 
decade, West Bengal recorded the highest increase in the number of “Census Towns” 
of all Indian states, i.e. villages reclassified as “urban” (Pradhan 2013). A total of 537 
new CTs emerged between 2001-2011, representing 66 percent of West Bengal’s urban 
growth during this time (Guin and Das 2015). CT growth is indicative of widespread 
socio-spatial change in former agrarian regions. In other words, most of West Bengal’s 
officially reported urban growth in the last census was thus at the bottom of the urban 
hierarchy, not in the established, bigger cities. By contrast, Bihar’s level of urbanization 
is the lowest among the major states at just 10 percent. Bihar had only 52 new CTs 
between 2001-2011. However, it did witness the sudden emergence of 352 settlements 
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with high non-farm employment (> 75 percent), also indicative of widespread shifts 
in the nature of work across certain former agrarian regions (but these settlements had 
not been reclassified to “urban” because their populations were still below the 5,000 
threshold, see Indian census 2011a).  
 
West Bengal and Bihar, at the aggregate level, are at different levels of development, 
which also makes for an interesting comparison. West Bengal mostly scores on a 
par with national averages in socio-economic terms: literacy rates are at 77 percent 
(national average is 74 percent); 20 percent of the population lives below the poverty 
line (22 percent nationally); economic growth rates stand at 5-10 percent annually; and 
per capita incomes are near the national average, at Rs. 100,000 (NITI Aayog 2019; 
Government of India 2019a). Bihar is often singled out as India’s poorest and least 
developed state. It ranks lowest in terms of literacy and its annual per capital income 
levels are less than half of those in West Bengal, at Rs. 46,000 (Government of India 
2019a). Poverty levels are among the highest in the country, with an estimated one third 
of the population living below the poverty line (NITI Aayog 2019). However, economic 
growth rates over the past fifteen years generally exceed 10 percent, ranking Bihar as one 
of the fastest growing economies of the country (Government of Bihar 2017). 
 
Reconnaissance across these states was guided by a Geographical Information System 
(GIS) that we built to include all Census Towns and villages that transitioned away from 
agrarian employment. Occupational information per settlement was extracted from the 
Indian censuses of 2001 and 2011, and connected to spatial data to create the GIS. We 
were particularly interested in clusters of villages that had recently crossed the 75 percent 
non-farm threshold (the official criterion for “urban” designation in India’s definition). 
When multiple such settlements amalgamate, it results in larger contiguously built-up 
formations; but they are generally not identified as “urban” by the Indian census because 
the individual settlements did not cross the 5,000-population threshold (Van Duijne 
and Nijman 2019, also see Chapter 4).
 
We decided on Lalgola in the state of West Bengal and Barharia in Bihar as case 
studies of clusters of villages that had recently reached around 80 percent non-farm 
employment. Both sites showed population growth, densification, and built-up 
contiguity across multiple non-farm settlements, but they are also different, mainly in 
population size and in terms of the timing and speed at which they have transitioned 
away from farming. The Lalgola cluster is located in the districts of Murshidabad (WB), 
about 200 kilometers north of Kolkata, near the border with Bangladesh. The district 
has roughly seven million people, with only 20 percent living in areas considered 
“urban” by the census. Murshidabad has a majority Muslim population. Furthermore, 
this is predominantly an agrarian region, known for its jute, rice and potato production, 
and it lacks substantial industrial sectors (Indian Institute of Management Calcutta 
[IIMC] 2017). The Lalgola cluster shows contiguity across seven high non-farm 
settlements, and has a combined total population of around 90,000 people. Densities 
are very high, at 5,750 people per square kilometer, five times higher than the state 
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average, and nearly fifteen times higher than the 400 threshold for official “urban” 
designation. Lalgola appears to have a long history of a rural-urban transition, with the 
share of non-farm work increasing from 70 to 80 percent between 2001 and 2011. The 
shift out of agriculture has thus been in the making for the past 20-30 years (Indian 
census 2011a, 2011c).  
 
The second site, Barharia, is located in Siwan district, about 130 kilometers from Patna, 
on the remote, western edge of Bihar. The district has just over three million people, 
majority Hindu, and with 95 percent living in areas classified as “rural”. Agriculture 
dominates the economic landscape but productivity is considered to be low and, among 
many small landowners, subsistence cultivation is the norm. The main crops are rice, 
barley, wheat, sugarcane, and pulses (Government of Bihar 2010). The region has a 
history of outward seasonal labor migration (De Haan 2002). Barharia is a small cluster 
consisting of six contiguous settlements, with a population of around 18,000, and 
densities of 1,800 people per square kilometer. The employment shift out of farming 
is much more recent, and rapid: between 2001 and 2011, the share of non-farm work 
increased from 42 to 82 percent.
 
In the second stage we collected a large amount of primary survey data among 
households in Lalgola and Barharia, providing us with a database of comparable 
numeric and categorical data on a wide range of topics/variables, including household 
size, household form (extended/nuclear), gender roles/relations, religion, caste, 
employment/livelihoods, landownership, migration, and income levels. We conducted 
surveys with a representative sample of 645 households (N = 337 in Lalgola, and N 
= 308 in Barharia). Mixed-gender teams of local surveyors helped with the survey 
collections at both sites. Each team of surveyors was trained for a week on the 
questionnaire. Survey data were collected using tablets and Qualtrics software. 
 
In the third stage we shifted to interview data collection. Semi-structured interviews 
with households were conducted to develop a better understanding of patterns and 
trends that we observed in household survey data, but also to interpret underlying 
motives in a way that questionnaires cannot, and to probe on specific questions of 
change. Interviews also provided more detailed accounts of the daily functioning of 
the household, and change therein over time, including: living arrangements; eating 
arrangements; how decisions are made at the household level; responsibility shifts, 
and changing gender roles within the household. The interviews helped clarify how 
households arrived at certain decisions, and the motivation behind those decision-
making processes. Interviews also shed light on more sensitive and complex issues, 
like changing power relations, financial matters, or how households identified with 
their communities. We conducted 46 interviews with heads of households and key 
informants (22 in Lalgola and 24 in Barharia). Table 7.1 presents the respondent 
characteristics of those included in the interview stage. All interviews were conducted 
with a translator present (Hindi/Bojpuri, or Bengali). Appendix 4 includes an item-
list of topics covered in the household interviews. We also conducted 11 open-ended 
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interviews with key informants including village mukhiyas, long term residents, school 
principals, Block Development Officers, and local entrepreneurs. The key informant 
interviews were particularly helpful in getting a broader understanding of the local 
communities, and of the historical-geographical context of the clusters. 

7.4 Dimensions of Social Change in Lalgola and Barharia 

In the empirical analysis below, we focus on two important dimensions of social 
change: the organization and functioning of individual households, and the nature of 
class structure and social stratification. Both dimensions are typically assumed to be 
impacted by urbanization, but as we shall see, the patterns and pathways of such change 
deviate strongly from conventional urban theorizing. We draw from those parts of our 
household survey and interview data that are of relevance to these two dimensions. 
 
Household Dynamics 
According to the Indian census, between 2001 and 2011, the number of households at 
both field sites grew roughly twice as fast as the overall population (Table 7.2). In Lalgola, 
the number of households increased by 34 percent (versus 19 percent population growth), 
and in Barharia by a remarkable 54 percent (versus 28 percent population growth). This 
trend is more recent, and is currently unfolding faster, in Barharia than in Lalgola.  
 
With few new households moving in and few moving out, these numbers indicate a 
splintering of existing households and decreasing household sizes. At a superficial level, 
this would seem to align with prevalent (Northern) theoretical conventions, where 
urbanization is associated with nuclearization of households (Puschmann and Solli 2014). 
However, in the Indian context, this association has long been contested (e.g. Cohn 1961; 
Madan 1990; Shah 1968, 1996). In much of this literature, it is argued that extended 
households continue to be as prevalent as nuclear households, across both urban and rural 
areas. Indeed, some point to extended households becoming more prevalent in urban areas 
due to the higher cost of living and the strong reliance on next of kin in the city (e.g. 
Conklin 1976; Gulati 1995). Altogether, this debate has never quite been settled; some 
of it is due to wide regional differences, and some of it is due to the difficulty in defining 
nuclear versus extended households (Niranjan et al. 2005; Sooryamoorthy 2008).

The Indian census defines a household as a “group of persons who normally live together 
and take their meals from a common kitchen” (Government of India 2011, p. 4) – but it 
does not differentiate between extended and nuclear families. In the literature, extended 
families are typically defined as comprising of a couple, their unmarried children, their 
married sons, and their wives and children (D’Cruz and Bharat 2001). They live under 
the same roof, share food, engage in common worship, have a joint pool of finances and 
assets such as land and property, and are under the control of one household head. Our 
data reveal that household dynamics are changing and adaptive processes are taking shape 
within such larger extended families. We also find that, at both sites, the high rates of 
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Table 7.1. Interview participant characteristics. 

Household interviews Lalgola interviews (N = 18) Barharia interviews (N = 
17)

Respondent characteristics

Male 6 7

Female 12 10

Religion and caste

Hindu 7 8

Scheduled Caste (SC) 3 3

Other Backward Caste 
(OBC)

2 4

General Caste (GC) 2 1

Muslim 11 9

Landownership

Landowning household 7 13

Landless household 11 4

Household head

Male headed household 13 14

Female headed household 5 3

Migration status of households

International migrant present 1 9

Domestic migrant present 8 3

Non-migrant household 9 4

Key informant interviews 4 7

Total interviews 22 24
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male circular labor migration play a critical role in these changing household dynamics. 
Before we can understand how these changes unfold, we need to establish the connection 
between these larger extended families and labor migration. 
 
It is generally recognized in the literature that labor migration is predominantly 
undertaken in the context of the extended family, as this family type is well-suited to 
provide a migration facilitating structure (e.g. De Haan 1997b, 2002; Deshingkar and 
Farrington 2009). Migrating young men receive financial support from the larger family 
to cover the initial cost of migration, especially required when it concerns international 
migration. Also, having an extended family can better provide emotional support, and 
stay-behind family members can take care of children and wives when male members of 
the family are away. All this seems to be confirmed by our survey findings: across the two 
sites households with labor migrants tend to be larger than households without migrants 
(Table 7.3). In Lalgola, the average size of households with and without migrants is, 
respectively, 5.6 versus 5.1. In Barharia the corresponding figures are 8.1 versus 6.9. How 
does this apparent suitability of the extended family to the demands of labor migration 
square with the simultaneous splintering of households in Lalgola and Barharia?

Interview data revealed that the infusion of remittances can cause financial disparities and 
tensions within these larger extended household because they tend to exceed the local 
incomes of other breadwinners in the household. The following three complementary 
statements from our interviews illustrate this point. Urmila38, a 28-year old female 
who lives in Barharia explains: “There are people within the big families who earn a lot 
outside, and there are people within these same families who sit idle, and do nothing. In 
those cases, families separate their finances.” Similarly, Bhagwan, a 57-year old male from 
Lalgola, points out that: “Earlier, resources were jointly shared within the big families, 

38 Note that we employ pseudonyms throughout the paper.

Table 7.2. Population growth and household growth in Lalgola and Barharia 1991-2011 (Sources: 
Indian census 1991, 2001, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c).

Population Pop. growth (%) Households Households growth (%)

Lalgola 
cluster

1991 59,482 10,033

2001 75,154 26.3 13,510 34.7

2011 89,367 18.9 18,088 33.9

Barharia 
cluster

1991 11,180 1,497

2001 14,524 29.9 2,000 33.6

2011 18,658 28.4 3,077 53.9
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but now that is no longer necessarily the case. There is more individualism now and the 
key reason is economic. The more productive earners become reluctant to share their 
incomes with less productive members of the household. There is less willingness to have 
a common pool of finances.” In a third example, 53-year old Shamshul, from Barharia, 
explains: “Why do I have to earn in the Middle East for other relatives back home? They 
earn their own money. And why does my wife have to make food for the other relatives? 
We still live together, and we are still one family, but we decided to separate the kitchens 
and the money. Many families have that now, that they separate the finances.”  
 
The remittances of circular labor migration can thus lead to fissures within the 
household. Adaptive arrangements take place whereby units within the larger extended 
household separate finances, which is typically also expressed in a separation of kitchens. 
At that point, conforming to the census definition, one or more “new” households are 
formed. This explains the rapid growth in the number of households across Lalgola and 
Barharia as seen in Table 7.2. Yet, what the census data obscure is that, in most cases, 
such newly formed household units maintain functional cohesion: they continue to live 
under the same roof and, aside from separated budgets (and kitchens), continue to share 
their lives in much the same way as before with the extended family. They do so, in part, 
in order to keep supporting migration-based livelihoods.  
 
Urmila, Bhagwan, and Shamshul still live with their larger families under one roof. The 
daily routines of these larger extended families are upheld in a similar way: land and 
property are still pooled, custom and tradition are maintained, as is common worship, 
and the family engages jointly in most communal activities. Urmila narrates how the 
extended family endures, even when finances and kitchens are separated: “Upstairs lives 
family, and next door too. We hang out together most of the time, during the day, and 
eat together sometimes, whenever possible. I would not ever want to live alone. I can’t 
leave them, it is my world. Even if I would have another house somewhere, I would not 
want to leave them”. Urmila’s family finances and kitchen are split from the extended 
family, thus constituting a separate household according to the census. Yet, she lives 
with three of her brothers-in-law and their families under one roof, and her household 
remains part of the larger extended family in a spatial and emotional sense. 

Table 7.3. Number of migrant and non-migrant households, and average household sizes by 
migration status in Lalgola and Barharia (Source: author’s household survey, 2019).

  Lalgola (N=337) Barharia (N=308)

Migrant households 130 161

Non-migrant households 207 147

Average household size migrant family 5.6 8.1

Average household size non-migrant family 5.1 6.9
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A secondary effect of these changing household dynamics, related to male labor 
migration, pertains to shifting gender relations and changing roles of women (spouses 
of migrants) within the household. In rural (and, arguably, much of urban) India, 
traditional asymmetries in gender relations imply that  decision-making is often male-
dominated, with the male head of household wielding most power (Srinivas 1942; Lal 
1976; Uberoi 1994; D’Cruz and Bharat 2001). Male labor migration has the potential 
of shaking up such power relations.39 With the financial split from the larger extended 
family, the smaller household unit has a relatively high degree of financial independence 
from the rest of the family, and, in the absence of the husband, the wife of the migrant 
worker can have considerable control over the remittances. Her standing in the wider 
family may be elevated as well (Gulati 1987; Sekhar 1996; Maharjan et al. 2012). 
Interview data from both Lalgola and Barharia revealed that many of the female spouses 
of labor migrants tend to experience increased autonomy and assume more decision-
making power (and responsibility) within the household. This is reflected in several 
household matters, including household finances, daily expenses, shopping, children’s 
education and matters of healthcare. As Amrita, a 35-year old woman in Lalgola, put it: 
“I manage everything in the household, including getting groceries, taking care of the 
kids’ education and healthcare, going to the bank, and paying the bills. My husband 
is in Delhi and each time he comes home he stays for ten to fifteen days, three or four 
times a year, so not a lot of time.”  
 
We also found that in these households spouses sometimes experienced increased 
responsibilities and burdens. It is, in some ways, the flipside of increased autonomy. 
Fatima, a 30-year old spouse in Barharia, commented: “My husband is in the Middle 
East, so I have to do everything now. The hardest thing was when my daughter needed 
an operation. I took her to the hospital in Gorakhpur, in Uttar Pradesh. Otherwise my 
husband surely would have done that.” Another spouse of a migrant worker, in Lalgola, 
stated that: “Things are different for me, compared to families where the husband is 
present. It is difficult to manage the household without my husband.” The spouses do 
the shopping at the markets, cook, clean, go to the banks to take care of household 
finances, travel to district or state-level administrative offices for government services or 
formal paperwork (e.g. requesting Aadhar cards or arranging birth or death certificates), 
and so on. 

In our interviews with non-migrant households, or with households where the migrant 
worker and his spouse were still part of the larger extended family, with shared finances, 
such shifting gender roles were not observed. In those circumstances, decision-making 
power, including the control over the remittances, was shared by the spouse with 
the migrant’s brother and/or his parents (Desai and Banerji 2008). As one female 

39 It should be noted that, overall, the impacts of male labor migration on the role of women are likely to 
vary by caste, class and religious groups, with sometimes subtle differences in what is social-culturally 
accepted in various communities (Upadhyay 2011).
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respondent from Lalgola puts it: “I don’t step out of the house much. My brother-in-law 
does all the shopping. That’s how things are in my family.” 

Class Structure and Social Stratification
We now turn to a discussion of social stratification, and changes in the overarching class 
structures in Lalgola and Barharia. We first examine the linkages between work inside or 
outside of agriculture, landownership, income, and remittances, and then briefly report 
on some observations regarding changing consumption patterns that are pertinent to 
our understanding of class. 
 
Arguably, the strongest driving force behind the rural-urban transition is the 
occupational shift out of agriculture which, indeed, has been very substantial across 
both field sites. As indicated earlier, workforce data from the Indian census show that, in 
2011, Lalgola and Barharia had levels of non-farm work that stood at 80 and 82 percent 
respectively. Our household survey indicates that, across the two sites, only around 8 
percent of main breadwinners remain in farming today (Table 7.4). The mean annual 
income level of those households stand at Rs. 99,347 in Lalgola and Rs. 102,516 in 
Barharia, which is, as we will show, far below the earnings of households that shifted to 
non-agricultural work (Table 7.5). It is therefore probable that the ongoing shift out of 
the primary sector implies some degree of poverty reduction and of income convergence 
across the various social strata at the two sites. The occupational shift probably also 
implies diminished direct dependence of agricultural laborers on land-owning classes, 
by whom they used to be employed. But it is not so clear what the movement out 
of agriculture means for overall class divisions, which are also closely associated with 
caste (e.g. Srinivas 1996; Jeffrey 1997; Bayly 2001; Acharya 2010). Most studies of the 
impact of the shift out of agriculture on social stratification across India’s rural regions 
are quite cautious in their conclusions, and most suggest that class and caste-based 
inequalities tend to be perpetuated, if not worsened, in the evolving non-farm labor 
markets (e.g. Van Schendel and Faraizi (1984) on West Bengal; Breman (1985) on 
Gujarat; Jeffrey (1997, 2001) on Uttar Pradesh; Shivalingappa (1997) on Karnataka).

Land ownership is perhaps the most essential determinant of class in studies of 
stratification in rural India (Prasad and Rodgers 1983) – and one important question 
is whether this continues to be the case at the rural-urban transition. Table 7.5 shows 
that, at both sites, the ownership of agricultural land still matters and is reflected in 
household incomes. In Lalgola, the average annual income of households that own land 
is Rs. 205,222 versus Rs. 158,813 for landless households. In Barharia, the respective 
numbers are Rs. 251,694 versus Rs. 193,603.40 The household income of landowners 
is more than twice as high as of those households that rely exclusively on agricultural 

40 The higher incomes in Barharia are in part a reflection of larger household sizes, with an average of 
7.53 in Barharia compared to 5.3 in Lalgola. At both sites, for landowning households, the average 
plot size is quite small: 0.729 acres in Lalgola and 0.974 in Barharia.
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work. Hence, owning land and performing agricultural work have opposite effects on 
income, which is fairly typical of agrarian class structures (Srinivas 1996), and this 
apparently continues to be the case in both Lalgola and Barharia. 
 
If we look at caste and religious identities in relation to income levels, we find a 
remarkable difference between the two sites. Table 7.6 summarizes income data across 
various religious and caste groups. Besides the two main religions, we make a distinction 
for Hindus between Scheduled Castes41 (SC) and General Castes (GC). In Lalgola, we 
find that class divisions conform to well-established patterns in rural India. Incomes 
are the lowest among the disadvantaged Scheduled Caste households; these are only 
slightly below incomes of Muslim households; and both are well below incomes of 
General Caste households. Thus, social stratification in Lalgola seems to correspond to 
established rural patterns or, at least, reflect their legacy. 

41 Caste-based hierarchies, for instance at the basis of the Indian census, typically distinguish between 
SCs, STs, OBCs and GCs. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are a collection of the most 
disadvantaged socio-economic groups, listed on so-called government assistance “schedules”.  Other 
Backward Castes or OBCs are a group of castes later identified by the Mandal Commission as being 
socially and economically deprived. All other castes fall under the category of General Castes (GCs). 

Table 7.4. Shift out of agriculture: main breadwinners with current primary occupation in 
agriculture (farmers and farm workers), main breadwinners previously in farming, and occupations 
of the father of the main breadwinner (Source: authors’ household survey, 2019).

Lalgola (N=337) Barharia (N=308)

Main breadwinners currently in farming (%) 8.1 8.8

Main breadwinner previously in farming (%) 10.1 21.7

Main breadwinner’s father primary occupation in 
farming (%) 27.7 42.9

Table 7.5. Annual income levels of HH who work exclusively in agriculture, of land-owning and 
landless households, in Rupees (Source: authors’ household survey, 2019).

Lalgola (N=337) Barharia (N=308)

Annual income of households exclusively reliant on 
farm work, Rs. 99,347 102,516

Annual income of landowning households, in Rs. 205,222 251,694

Annual income of landless households, in Rs. 158,813 193,603
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In Barharia, however, we observe what appears a remarkable upending of such 
traditional patterns. Muslim households have the highest incomes, substantially 
higher than Hindu households; and Scheduled Caste households have higher incomes 
than those of General Castes. What is behind this upended income class structure in 
Barharia?
 
We find that circular migration plays a key role, but with diverging effects of domestic 
migration and international migration. Let us first turn to a discussion of the effects 
of domestic migration. Table 7.7 summarizes income data of households based on 
migration status, and landownership.42 We find that remittances from domestic 
migration are modest, and appear to only compound existing income and class 
divisions. Across the two sites, households with domestic migrants tend to have lower 
incomes than those without domestic migrants. Those households that do not have 

42 There are some notable differences between the two sites in terms of land-ownership. As mentioned 
in the previous section, landlessness is more common in Lalgola than in Barharia, which is mainly 
a reflection of state-wide conditions in West Bengal and Bihar. In addition, in Lalgola, Muslim 
households own land more often than Hindus, especially more often than SC Hindus. This unusual 
situation is rooted in the region’s history, with Muslim dominance (numerically and politically) dating 
back to the Moghul era (Hoque 2015; Annapurna Shaw – personal communication). Today, Muslims 
are still a majority in Lalgola and the wider region. The greater propensity for land-ownership among 
Muslims in Lalgola does not translate into higher incomes for Muslims at the aggregate level (land-
owning Hindu households have higher incomes than land-owning Muslim households; and landless 
Hindu households have higher incomes than landless Muslim households).

Table 7.6. Mean annual household incomes by religious and/or caste background, in Rupees 
(Source: authors’ household survey, 2019).

Lalgola (N = 337) Average HH income/yr Rs.

Muslim HH (N = 208) 168,081

Hindu HH (N = 128) 184,382

Scheduled Caste HH (N = 76) 166,720

General Caste HH (N = 29) 257,791

Barharia (N = 308)

Muslim HH (N = 117) 283,475

Hindu HH (N = 191) 204,473

Scheduled Caste (N = 46) 206,230

General Caste (N = 31) 192,160
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land, but that do have domestic migrants have the lowest incomes. In contrast, those 
that do have land, and no domestic migrants, have income levels that are Rs. 70,000 
(Lalgola) and Rs. 100,000 (Barharia) higher.

Table 7.7. Household incomes in relation to domestic migration status and landownership, in 
Rupees, 2019 (Source: authors’ household survey, 2019).

Lalgola (N = 337) With domestic migrants Without domestic migrants

HHs with land 190,340 (N = 38) 213,685 (N = 74)

HHs without land 141,954 (N = 85) 169,821 (N = 140)

Barharia (N = 308)

HHs with land 218,952 (N = 72) 268,065 (N = 144)

HHs without land 171,914 (N = 21) 200,401 (N = 67)

In Lalgola, domestic labor migration is more prevalent among traditionally marginalized 
groups: 43 percent of Muslim households and 30 percent of Scheduled Caste households 
have domestic migrants, compared to 27 percent of General Caste households. Domestic 
migration often appears a livelihood decision of the last resort, and with little economic 
advancement to follow. In Lalgola, international migration is virtually absent. 
 
In Barharia half of all migration is international, and we find that the impact of 
international labor migration on social stratification is entirely different. If domestic 
migration tends to be a livelihood strategy born of desperation, international labor 
migration can be considered an opportunity for upward mobility, with international 
remittances being multiples of domestic remittances. Households with international 
migrants in Barharia have annual mean income levels of Rs. 335,200, compared to 
Rs. 199,050 for households without international migrants. Importantly, we find 
that the presence of one or more international labor migrants is especially common 
among Muslim households (39 percent) and among Scheduled Caste households (30 
percent), and far less so among General Caste households (10 percent). This explains 
the profound class restructuring found in Table 7.6. Interview data from key informants 
on this topic revealed that Muslim households were well-connected to international 
migratory circuits to the Persian Gulf, in part based on so-called “first-mover advantage” 
(also see Chapter 5). International migration streams from Barharia to the Gulf started 
in the mid-1990s, and Muslim households were the first to jump on work opportunities 
abroad in view of cultural (and religious) alignment with receiving countries. Among 
Hindu households, we found that Scheduled Castes later responded to these work 
opportunities as well.  
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The combined effect of land ownership and international migrants on households’ 
incomes in Barharia is reflected in Table 7.8. Both variables have a positive influence 
on incomes, but international remittances are much more important than land 
ownership. Households without land but with one or more international migrants 
have substantially higher incomes than those with land but without migrants. By far 
the highest incomes are earned by households who have both land and international 
migrants, while households that lack both have by far the lowest incomes. 

Table 7.8. Land ownership, international labor migration, and corresponding household income 
levels in Barharia (Source: Authors’ household survey).

With international migrants Without international migrants

HHs with land 361,680 (N = 56) 213,200 (N = 160)

HHs without land 273,412 (N = 24) 163,675 (N = 64)
 

Table 7.9 further deepens this analysis by splitting the data by landownership, 
international migration, and income levels among Muslim, Scheduled Caste, and 
General Caste households in Barharia. The income distribution is, as said, highly 
unusual, and stands in sharp contrast to what seems a fairly common distribution of 
land: landlessness is much more prevalent for Muslims and Scheduled Castes than for 
General Castes.

Table 7.9. Land ownership, international labor migration, and income among Muslim, Scheduled 
Caste, and General Caste households in Barharia, 2019 (Source: Authors’ household survey).

Households % owning land % with international migrants Income, Rs

Muslims (N = 117) 66.7 38.5 283,475

Scheduled Castes (N = 46) 56.5 30.4 206,230

General Castes (N = 31) 83.9 9.7 192,260

Let us now turn to a brief discussion of how these class dynamics in Barharia are 
reflected through changing patterns of consumption. Consumption itself can serve as 
an important marker of class, or as an (aspirational) expression of identity, or even as 
a means of defiance of one’s subordinate status. Some have argued that consumption 
can be read in political terms as a “language of anti-domination” (Gidwani and 
Sivaramakrishnan 2003b, p. 187), or as a way to challenge class-based hegemony 
(Comaroff and Comaroff 1991). Such dynamics are of particular interest in regard to 
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upwardly mobile, formerly marginalized, segments of the population in Barharia. But 
let us first focus on shifting consumption patterns themselves, before we try to interpret 
their possible political significance.
 
Among households with high incomes from international labor migration remittances, 
we observed high spending on expensive items such as high-quality food and clothing, 
TVs, air-conditioning, refrigerators, water purifiers, motorbikes, and even cars. The 
most significant expenses, perhaps, pertain to the education of children and the 
construction of new houses. Several private, English-medium schools have emerged in 
Barharia, with high tuition fees that are out of reach for most of the population. These 
educational institutions are widely considered to be superior to the usual, government-
funded schools (that are free of charge). A good example is Bloombuds, a private school 
in Barharia that opened its doors four years ago (2015), and now has approximately 
1,000 enrolled students. The school serves the larger Barharia region, beyond the 
confines of our cluster, and a share of these students, in fact, come from the largest 
nearby town of Siwan (135,000 population), which speaks to the quality of the school. 
The tuition rates vary from Rs. 650/month to 1050/month, depending on the grade, 
and the school also provides boarding facilities with fees being multiples of the tuition 
fee. In an interview with the school’s principal, he stated that “Most of the students have 
a family member or parent working abroad, in the Middle East, and with that money 
they can afford this type of education for their children. Almost all of our students 
come from families with migrants.” The school started their first batch of 10th standard 
in 2019, but now also provides coaching and support to kids of higher classes, up to 
12th standard, so that they can apply for universities outside. Many of these children are 
subsequently sent to Patna or even out of the state to continue their studies. It sends a 
powerful message of aspired upward mobility.
 
The most conspicuous consumption by some households with international migrants 
is through the construction of large, ostentatious houses (or, rather, mansions) that 
would seem to have no place in this cluster of settlements that is yet to become “urban” 
according to the Indian census. In addition, some households appear to have elevated 
their status within the Muslim community through donations for the construction of a 
new mosque in Barharia (see photos). 

There is no doubt that a private school education for the children or a new ostentatious 
home affect the status of a family in the community. This kind of consumption is at 
once an economic transaction and carries symbolic value. While one could imagine 
that the changing income distributions and consumption patterns have political 
ramifications and affect the power balances among Barharia’s classes and communities, 
this was difficult to establish in our research. We did not observe signs of open 
politicization of the economic and social upward mobility of formerly marginalized 
communities. While international labor migrants undoubtedly acquire a sense of 
worldliness and cultural versatility, the suggestion in some of the literature that they 
come to represent “rural cosmopolitanism” (Gidwani and Sivaramakrishnan 2003a, 
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Photos 7.1 and 7.2. Newly constructed mansions by families with international labor migrants in 
Barharia (Photos by authors).

Photo 7.3 and 7.4. Bloombuds private school in Barharia (left), and a newly constructed mosque, 
financed in part through donations from families with international migrant workers (Photos by 
authors).

2003b) may be a stretch, at least in the case of Barharia. The findings from our surveys 
and interviews underscore that communal identities tend to remain very strong, 
along with the usual exclusion of others in a wide range of settings, from marriage to 
residential segregation and social networks. 
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7.5 Conclusions

In this paper, we framed India’s rural-urban transition through three interrelated, major 
trends: substantial declines in agrarian employment, increases in labor circularity of people, 
and incipient urban growth unfolding across formerly rural regions. We studied the effects 
of this transition on dimensions of social change through the experience of two settlement 
clusters in Bihar and West Bengal, with special attention to household dynamics and 
class divisions. We find that household composition and dynamics are changing but it is 
unlike the singular transition from extended to nuclear households that is emphasized in 
established urbanization theory (Wirth 1938; Ruggles 2012; Puschmann and Solli 2014). 
Neither is it simply a matter of circular labor migration reinforcing the institution of the 
larger extended family (cf. De Haan 1997b). We find that larger extended families with 
labor migrants are adapting and that this adjustment can be seen as a compromise of sorts. 
The family maintains functional cohesion necessary to support migration while allowing 
a degree of financial independence among its constituent units. One can imagine the 
possible tensions and delicate negotiations that precede such adjustments. This household 
configuration, with separate budgets and kitchens but otherwise shared daily living 
arrangements, may be increasingly common along the rural-urban transition, especially 
where circular labor migration is prevalent. We also find that, within the financially 
independent units of the household, male labor migration has implications for gender roles 
and especially for the role of the female spouse. In the absence of husbands, spouses tend 
to assume greater decision-making power on strategic household matters and an increased 
burden of responsibilities. This applies especially to smaller households; in larger extended 
households, decision-making continues to be dominated by the brother(s) and/or parents 
of the migrant and responsibilities are more likely to be shared.  
 
Class divisions are affected in different ways. Overall, at both sites, the movement out of 
farming has raised income levels and probably has reduced poverty. The shift likely also 
translates into less direct dependency of former agricultural laborers on land-owning 
classes. Nonetheless, at both sites, landownership continues to be a major determinant 
of social stratification and an important predictor of household incomes. 

At the same time, our comparative approach revealed some important differences 
between the two sites. Lalgola’s class structure seems deeply embedded and stable. 
General Caste Hindu households have the highest income levels and are better off than 
Muslim or Scheduled Caste households. These latter households are also more often 
engaged in domestic migration (with low remittances), which tends to reinforce existing 
class division, not challenge it. In contrast, in Barharia, international migration has 
radically changed income distributions, upending traditional class structures. Muslim 
and Scheduled Caste households are well-connected to international migratory circuits 
through their first mover advantage to the Persian Gulf. Today, income levels of these 
households are substantially higher than those of General Castes. In Barharia, having 
an international migrant in the household is a better predictor of high incomes than 
is landownership. This altered income class structure is also reflected in changing 
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consumption patterns among households with international migrants, sometimes 
conspicuously so. Important examples include the construction of new, sometimes 
ostentatious, homes, and expensive private schooling of the children of international 
migrant households. 
 
This research contributes to and intersects with some important theoretical debates at 
the core of the field of urban studies. We think there is validity to the argument that 
urbanization in the global South is “splintering into multiple forms” (Simone 2020, p. 
617) and that the urban process is “restlessly mutating [the] urban fabric” (Brenner and 
Schmid 2015a, p. 170). However, there remains a pressing need to take the next step 
and specify how things in the urban global South are different and in what ways (if at 
all) existing theory could be usefully reformulated beyond such generalities. Certainly, 
this also requires more empirical (and theoretically sensitive) research across the various 
“provinces” of the global South. In the theoretical orientation and literature review 
of this paper, we intentionally ventured beyond this theoretical literature to include 
important regional studies of rural change across South and Southeast Asia.

Our research shows that the rural-urban transition is far from a clear, singular shift 
from rural to urban lifestyles as envisioned in traditional models. To paraphrase 
Wirth, one could say that the prevailing way of life in these settlements is one of 
urban ruralism, with the urban and the rural firmly entwined. The main reason for 
this is that households usually do not move; instead, they remain embedded in their 
familiar environments. Hence, another essential difference with conventional theory 
on urbanization is that the type of migration that really matters at India’s rural-urban 
transition is not one-way rural-urban migration of households, but male circular labor 
migration. It facilitates an infusion of remittances, affects the functioning and adapted 
configuration of households, fuels shifting consumption patterns, and has the potential 
of upsetting traditional income distributions. But all of these effects are mediated and, 
it seems, softened, by deeply rooted social conventions and the social milieu of these 
settlements. It appears that communal ties and identities remain intact, social networks 
are undisturbed, and values and norms persist.

Claims of the alleged immobility of Indian households, viewed as deeply immersed 
in local communities, have been around for a long time (e.g. Bogue and Zacharia 
1962). Some have argued that even if the head of the household has the possibility 
of permanent and secure work elsewhere, the household is likely to opt for the 
circular option, so that it can stay put (De Haan 2002; also see Chapter 5). It is an 
intriguing argument but the implication of a “primacy of culture” raises the somewhat 
uncomfortable specter of Indian exceptionalism, in sharp contrast to the urbanization 
experience of the West43. This may not be the kind of “provincializing” of urban theory 

43 The well-known Harris-Todaro (1970) “rational” actor model holds that one-way rural-urban 
migration of households is driven by urban earning exceeding rural earnings.
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that proponents of a postcolonial perspective have in mind but it certainly illustrates the 
challenge of finding a balance between universalizing theory and acknowledgement of 
the particularities of place. 
 
Of course, it is not so easy to determine the generalizability of the experiences of 
Lalgola and Barharia to other parts of India’s rural-urban transition. They are only 
two settlement clusters in a large and highly diverse country, large parts of which find 
themselves at some stage of transitioning out of agriculture. We do know that the three 
major trends mentioned above are playing out across India, and we know, from our 
GIS-based analysis and reconnaissance research in Bihar and West Bengal, that there 
are at least dozens of more or less similar sites in these two states. If male circular labor 
migration, specified as either domestic or international, is a key variable, then Lalgola 
might be more representative than Barharia, simply because domestic migration far 
exceeds international migration. At the same time, since international labor migration 
is highly network-sensitive and therefore relatively concentrated in particular areas 
of origin, there may be many places like Barharia. Several other states, such as 
Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, and Andhra Pradesh, are estimated to have 
approximately similar rates of international labor migration as Bihar, when standardized 
for overall population size (International Labour Organization 2018). Together, our case 
studies are probably emblematic of the social dynamics of India’s rural-urban transition, 
expressing regional diversity, and intricate combinations of continuity and change.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this dissertation is to understand the wide-ranging nature of India’s 
rural-urban transition. At its basis is the hypothesis that the Indian countryside is 
undergoing a major socio-spatial transformation against the backdrop of substantial 
declines in agrarian work. The concept of the rural-urban transition functions as a 
container, a heuristic, to place this occupational shift in its wider geographical context. 
The empirical focus is on remote regions in Bihar and West Bengal, areas where the 
Indian census also reports rapidly shifting workforces out of agriculture. We investigate 
“remote emergent urban formations”, far away from the major cities. These formations 
appear more in situ, dispersed, and smaller in size compared to conventional models of 
urbanization. These pockets of urban growth also remain largely concealed from view in 
current “measurement” and official urban data (e.g. Denis and Marius-Gnanou 2011; 
Melchiorri et al. 2018; Onda et al. 2019). The dissertation entails a comprehensive 
investigation of this transition, with attention to (1) economic; (2) spatial-
morphological; and (3) social-cultural dimensions of change. In this final Chapter, I will 
answer the main question that drove this empirical investigation: How can we understand 
the nature of India’s rural-urban transition? 
 
In its article-based setup, each empirical Chapter of the dissertation has its own 
concluding section, which answers parts of this overarching question: the nature of 
changing livelihoods, the restructuring of local economies, the spatial-morphological 
manifestations on the ground, and the socio-cultural dimensions of change. This 
concluding Chapter synthesizes the main empirical findings and transcends the 
boundaries of the individual Chapters. The Chapter has four sections. Section 1 presents 
the main empirical findings and provides an integral perspective on the nature of the 
rural-urban transition by highlighting the connections and interdependencies between 
the three dimensions of change. Section 2 switches gears and moves to a higher level 
of theoretical abstraction. It places the dissertation’s overarching findings within core 
theoretical debates on urbanism in the global South, and reflects on the implications 
for general theories of urbanization. It also reflects on the state of the urban studies 
literature, and on the “performance” of urban theory. Section 3 presents directions for 
policy. Section 4 closes off with suggestions for future research. 
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8.1 Main empirical findings: an integral view of the rural-
urban transition

The most immediate way to understand the nature of the rural-urban transition is 
through shifting livelihoods away from agriculture, which profoundly reworks former 
rural villages. This fundamental shift forms the start of a causal chain of economic, 
spatial-morphological, and socio-cultural change. In both Barharia and Lalgola the 
movement out of farming is profound, with very few main income earners still working 
the land today (also see e.g. Vaidyanathan 2006; Reddy and Mishra 2010; NITI Aayog 
2015; Government of India 2016). Most have looked onward to diversify their 
livelihood, but the options for alternative livelihoods in the local economies are limited. 
Of those working locally, some find employment in construction or other manual labor 
jobs and more than half had started small businesses, usually in retail. A substantial 
section of the former agrarian workforce is, however, presented with the task of seeking 
employment elsewhere, regionally or, more often, much further away. 
 
Livelihood shifts are accompanied by a high degree of outward labor movement (but not 
by permanent one-way out-migration of the entire family). At the Barharia and Lalgola 
sites this becomes apparent in two ways. First, in the numbers of main breadwinners 
that now make a daily commute to nearby larger towns, which shows the strong 
economic connections that have formed between these clusters and the surrounding 
region. Second, through circular labor migration among male members of the 
household, which functions as the most important route to an alternative livelihood. In 
total, nearly half of all households now have one or more migrant worker, and it is clear 
that labor migration offers a way out for many households. Thus, both Barharia and 
Lalgola are deeply embedded regionally, but also within the webs of distant urban 
economies and urbanization processes elsewhere, and both places are themselves 
profoundly reworked by these linkages.  
 
One such profound change concerns the reshaping of the local economies of Barharia 
and Lalgola, which is indeed intricately linked to newfound livelihoods, and changes in 
household consumption patterns. Our study shows that remittances sent back home to 
the family that stays behind lead to a substantial inflow of capital, which stimulates 
local consumption (not production), and drives consumption-scapes. We find that the 
two sites are at different stages of development, but also that the overall structure of the 
emerging “urban” economies is quite similar. At both sites, firms are overwhelmingly in 
retail; firms are generally small in size; and most firms have less than two employees. 
Neither of these local economies harbor substantive manufacturing sectors, yet we do 
find a number of private education and healthcare providers, more in Barharia than in 
Lalgola. This empirical regularity across the local economies of the two sites, combined 
with the similar pathways and patterns through which new livelihoods are forged, 
forms the basis for alternative theorizing around the conceptual notion of “injected 
urbanism.” 
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Remitted earnings lead to substantially higher levels of spending power locally when 
compared to former agrarian-based incomes: the annual household income levels of 
migrant households are multiples of the few households that still rely exclusively on 
farming today (Chapter 5). In some measure, households thus experience that their 
economic position is going up, which goes especially for households with international 
migrants in Barharia. This, in turn, increases demand for local amenities, with 
households wanting their newfound economic status met by a certain level of “urban” 
services. Alongside the growing retail sectors, this finds expression in the proliferation of 
relatively expensive private education and healthcare providers. Remittances thus 
support a small, but growing tertiary sector locally. Our study also finds that remittances 
capital is instrumental in the startup of new shops, with some being able to turn to 
micro-entrepreneurship. This option to “create” one’s own employment locally is 
obviously not open to all. Becoming a business owner provides some households with a 
long-term strategy to sustain a livelihood locally, when migration is no longer an option. 
In sum, remittances thus have multiplier effects because, besides more spending power 
among migrant households to pay for private education and healthcare, the stimulation 
of local consumption further supports growing numbers of firms, and, in turn, some 
level of local non-farm employment. Without remittances, a substantial number of local 
firms and local employment would not be there. 
 
These economic changes, demonstrated through the survey and interview data, can be 
seen by walking through Barharia and Lalgola. The streets are lined up with all kinds of 
retail shops: micro-firms selling the latest fashion, dozens of bridal and jewelry stores, 
but there are also beauty parlors, tailors plying their trade on the side of the road, and 
stores selling smart phones, high-end kitchen appliances, or air conditioning units. In 
Barharia, and to a lesser extent also in Lalgola, one can see plenty of private coaching 
and tuition centers, training centers for skill development, and relatively expensive 
private schools. There are also many medical stores, diagnostic centers, health clinics, a 
handful of dentistry’s, and other private healthcare providers. Along with the new retail 
shops, these private firms and enterprises signal changing consumption patterns and 
living standards, and there is clearly high demand (and remittances capital) for such 
services. These spatial-morphological transformations would be hard to comprehend 
without a thorough empirical understanding of changing livelihoods, income levels, 
living standards, and patterns of consumption (the link between Chapters 5 and 6). 
 
The injection of capital also explains another aspect of spatial-morphological change 
that is salient in these local landscapes: the densification and growth in the built 
environment that was observed in GIS/RS analyses “from above” (Chapter 2). The 
findings from the household surveys show that in both Barharia and Lalgola remittances 
are also used on the construction of new homes, or the upgrading and expansion of 
existing homes. The building of new homes, and larger homes are key explanations for 
the witnessed densification, areal expansion, and growing contiguity among the formerly 
dispersed, individual settlement units that now make up the Barharia and Lalgola 
amalgamated clusters. In Barharia, the pinnacle of spatial-morphological 
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transformations in the built environment is seen in the newly constructed mansions by 
families with international labor migrants (Chapter 7). 
 
The morphological changes in the local landscape due to the emergence of luxurious 
homes share intricate connections with a key dimension of social change: changes in 
class divisions. It also highlights the interdependencies between social, economic and 
spatial change. The most important finding from the study of social change is that 
Barharia shows a profound class restructuring as part of its rural-urban transition. 
Muslim households have higher incomes than Hindu households, and Scheduled Caste 
Hindu households have higher incomes than General Caste Hindu households (Chapter 
7). This can be ascribed to the effects of international migration, and the “first mover” 
advantage among these formerly marginalized communities of Barharia. International 
remittances sent back to the families are multiples of domestic migration and we find 
that the presence of international labor migrants is most pronounced among Muslim 
households and Scheduled Caste households, and far less likely among General Caste 
households. International migration thus functions as an opportunity for upward 
mobility. In contrast to Barharia, in Lalgola international migration is absent, and 
domestic labor migration is more prevalent among traditionally marginalized groups. 
This type of migration appears to be a livelihood decision of the last resort, with no 
opportunity to challenge established principles of social stratification. Detailed income 
data across different religious and caste groups reveal that class divisions conform to 
well-established patterns in rural India: Scheduled Caste households and Muslim 
households have the lowest incomes, both far below General Caste Hindu household. 
 
Another dimension of social change that we observed in Barharia and Lalgola relates to 
the functioning of individual households. The study finds that the extended family at 
the rural-urban transition is adapting to conditions of labor migration. The general 
economic shift away from farm-work, and toward migration-based livelihoods can cause 
(wide) financial disparities between separate units that makeup the larger extended 
family. The injection of remittances in the common household pool can lead to tension, 
because they often exceed the contributions of other breadwinners of the household. As 
a result, family finances are regulated in new ways; a functional adaptive process 
whereby units of the larger extended household separate finances, which is typically also 
reflected in changes in eating arrangements (i.e. a separation of kitchens). It is not 
uncommon to find three separate gas burners and detached kitchens in the patio of a 
single, shared family home in Barharia or Lalgola. 
 
This separation of finances and kitchens allows the smaller household units a certain 
degree of (financial) independence from the rest of the family (cf. De Haan 1997b). We 
find further evidence to support this conclusion in changing gender roles within these 
smaller units. Wives assume more responsibility in several household affairs, compared 
to the traditional gender relations within larger extended households were finances 
remain shared. Nevertheless, while the financial separation, split kitchens, and changing 
role of women point to some degree of independence from the traditional extended 
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family, we conclude that as long as labor migration is an important livelihood strategy, 
functional cohesion to support such livelihoods will be maintained. We find ourselves in 
agreement with D’Cruz and Bharat (2001, p. 172) who argued about family form in 
India that “change and continuity are not mutually exclusive, but simultaneous – a 
contradiction made possible by functional adaptation processes which maintain and 
modify the joint family”. 
 
Combined, these findings add to a few important observations on development 
outcomes at the rural-urban transition. One of the most important empirical 
contributions of this study is that we find that the shift away from agrarian livelihoods 
leads to improvement in overall levels of well-being. Households that shifted livelihoods 
out of agriculture did consistently better on indicators of well-being compared to those 
that remain in farming today (Chapter 5). However, it should be underlined that there 
are wide disparities among newfound livelihoods and their effects on household well-
being. Those reliant on domestic migration generally still have low incomes, and score 
low on indicators such as food security, and standards of living (also see e.g. Breman 
2016). At a general level, these findings align with conventional thinking, where 
urbanization is associated with some form of development (Chapter 2), or at least with 
poverty reduction (Spence et al. 2009; Christiaensen and Todo 2014; Gibson et al. 
2017). But, importantly, all this happens at the rural-urban transition in a different way 
compared to traditional theorizing: under conditions of a general scarcity of local 
employment, negligible levels of in-migration, and high rates of labor mobility. Our 
findings indicate that well-being outcomes occur without agglomeration, which is also 
uncommon in established theory. A more unified perspective on place, as presented in 
this study, is warranted to fully understand the nature of these development outcomes at 
the rural-urban transition. 

8.2 Main theoretical contributions and perspectives

These empirical findings are relevant to present-day core theoretical debates in urban 
studies in a number of ways. First, the study shows that the rural-urban transition is 
deeply embedded in the region. The forming of strong regional economic connections 
and dependencies are highlighted in commuting patterns between our sites and the 
nearest larger towns. We also find that the rural-urban transition is connected to distant 
urban agglomerations in India and abroad through labor migration. These findings 
stand in sharp contrast to a small, local literature on “autonomous” urban growth at the 
lower echelons of India’s urban system (cf. Denis et al. 2012; Denis and Zerah 2017; 
Mukhopadyay et al. 2020), which strongly proposes that small urban towns grow 
“independently of relationships with larger cities” (Mukhopadyay et al. 2020, p. 582). 
The findings from this dissertation, particularly those on the whereabouts of new 
livelihoods, suggest otherwise. This is corroborated by our empirical evidence on the 
nature of restructuring local economies. Most retail firms, or private education or 
private healthcare firms would not be there without the injection of remittances, and a 
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substantial part of local employment is directly created and sustained through this 
injection of capital. Urban growth of the kind that is observed at the rural-urban 
transition is thus far from autonomous/self-generated, and is in fact highly dependent 
on, and connected to, urbanization processes elsewhere. 
 
Second, these empirical findings add insights to and intersect with the planetary 
urbanism literature (Brenner and Schmid 2015a). This study does not consider the 
rural-urban transition an expression of “extended” urbanization, if understood solely as 
localities that are connected to and supportive off distant urbanization processes and 
agglomerations. Instead, we observe interdependent relations between central 
agglomerations and localities along the rural-urban transition, with labor flowing one 
way and remittances capital the other, both propelling urbanization of different sorts. 
We cannot understand Barharia without the cities of the Persian Gulf, or Mumbai and 
Delhi, and we cannot understand Lalgola without Kolkata, Chennai or Kochi, thus 
invoking immensely important aspects of the planetary urbanism framework. But how 
localities like Barharia and Lalgola are subsequently transformed by such linkages 
remains unclear from the planetary urbanism literature. The findings on remittances 
capital, and theorizing around the notion of “injected urbanism”, add insights to this 
literature. 
 
Third, the findings on the reshaping of local economies have a bearing on agglomeration 
theory. In our analyses of the evolving economic geographies, we find no evidence of 
local agglomeration mechanisms at play in Barharia, and only very modestly so in 
Lalgola’s retail sector. Remittances appear to have kickstarted an urbanization process of 
a different sort, characterized by a general lack of economic diversification, and 
mushrooming small retail firms, that show few, if any, horizontal or vertical linkages. 
Important in this respect is the general absence of a production/manufacturing sector, 
and lack of significant signs of the forming of such a sector. This notion of “urbanization 
without agglomeration” raises a host of theoretical issues, as it turns established thinking 
in urban economic geography on its head. The claim that agglomeration is the basic 
nature of urbanization (Scott and Storper 2015), does not seem to apply so much to 
India’s rural-urban transition. Furthermore, our data on the timing of livelihood shifts, 
and the age of firms, consistently show that Lalgola has been “in transition” longer than 
Barharia, but we found few signs of the development of a more advanced and complex 
economic structure here, which makes it doubtful whether more substantial 
agglomeration effects will occur in the near future. It could be argued that, as 
agglomeration effects are held off, this precludes a maturing of urban growth, 
characterized by local job creation, followed by permanent in-migration, and a faster 
growing population. But, similarly, it could be argued that we should not try to force 
these formations into existing (Western) evolutionary models, and this type of 
urbanization could be relatively stable for the time being. 
 
Fourth, at the highest level of theoretical abstraction, the study illustrates the need to 
“decenter” existing theoretical perspectives, and contributes to further development of 
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postmodern/postcolonial urban viewpoints. Urbanization in the global South is 
unfolding in rapid pace, with urban forms, processes, and outcomes becoming 
increasingly differentiated and complex. Several scholars have stressed that the global 
South is experiencing alternative forms of urbanization, with the process mutating into a 
multitude of new configurations and new emerging urban conditions (e.g. Roy 2009; 
Mabin 2014; Simone 2020). This highly differentiated nature of urbanization processes, 
and how vast landscapes are reworked by them in various ways, demands a more 
reflexive perspective on the existential meaning of “urban” and the “types” of urban 
settlements materializing (e.g. Sheppard et al. 2013; Robinson and Roy 2016; Schindler 
2017). For instance, our findings on how the extended family adapts during the rural-
urban transition strongly diverges from household nuclearization as imagined in 
conventional urban theory, as a supposedly central part of an “urban way of life” (Wirth 
1938). These ongoing developments in the South underscore postcolonial critiques that 
call for “new geographies of theory” (Roy 2009), and that stress the need for the 
“proliferation of new lines of thinking the urban” (Robinson and Roy 2016, p 181; also 
see Simone 2020). The choice for the Lalgola and Barharia study sites goes to the heart 
of such calls, and the empirical findings from these urbanizing geographies are, indeed, 
highly relevant to present-day core theoretical debates in urban studies. 
 
Finally, I want to make a few general remarks on urbanism in the global South, 
comparative urbanism, the state of urban studies literature, and on the performance of 
urban theory. In a recent contribution, Simone (2020, p. 616) wrote that in the global 
South “the most substantial urbanization processes are taking place in the hinterlands, 
where it is not clear just what kinds of urban fabric will be consolidated. Here, both 
residents and places are set loose for destinations that are far from being crystalized.” In 
several important ways, this passage captures the empirical and theoretical essence of 
what this dissertation set out to do. The primary data collection at the rural-urban 
transition forces us to consider the complexity, diversity, and multiscalarity of the 
urbanization processes unfolding, and it forces us to reflect on, and possibly reconsider, 
urban theorizing. Most importantly in this respect is that the study provides empirical 
evidence that appears to puncture a bubble in models of urbanization originating in the 
West. One such theoretical implication concerns the relationship between urbanization 
and migration. In traditional theorizing, urbanization is associated with permanent in-
migration, due to the availability of jobs. But at the rural-urban transition, as an effect 
of agrarian push combined with few other job opportunities locally, it is circular labor 
migration that really matters. It reflects the unconventional nature of rapid incipient 
urbanization of the countryside. 
 
Migration has a long history in India, and De Haan (2002, p. 115) made an important 
observation earlier when he wrote that “Circular migration is not the transitory 
phenomenon that many, particularly modernisation theories, expect it to be.” Today, 
more than ever, labor migration offers a pathway to sustain a livelihood for many 
households living at the rural-urban transition. The trend of increased labor mobility 
was earlier observed by Breman who wrote back in 1999 that “labour nomadism is not a 
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new phenomenon [but] its magnitude and the distances workers cover have increased 
greatly over time” (Breman 1999, p. 416; also see Breman 1996). This study, conducted 
some 20 years later, aligns with that observation, and adds that over the past two 
decades circular labor migration in India has further accelerated, not declined  (Nayyar 
and Kim 2018; Tumbe 2018). Far from being a transitory phenomenon, it is an 
increasingly crucial part of livelihoods in India and other parts of South and Southeast 
Asia (Thompson 2004; Keyes 2012; Rigg et al. 2012). At the same time, echoing 
Simone (2020), the rural-urban transition is itself a process, a place where things are in 
flux, messy and fragmented, still unfolding and far from being crystalized. The future 
role of labor migration in these emergent urban formations remains to be seen, but for 
now, especially when we compare the two sites, it is likely to remain a vital livelihood 
strategy in the absence of more “mature” urban growth, by which we mean the growth 
of more self-sustaining local economic activity, and jobs. 
 
Proponents of postcolonial urban perspectives tend to highlight the distinctiveness of 
urbanization in the South, with an emphasis on the particularities of place. This study 
has shown that this does not necessarily stand in the way of theorizing; it does not 
necessarily lead to a hollowing out of urban theory, as suggested by some (Blokland and 
Harding 2014), and places are not “beyond compare” (Peck 2015). Although it is always 
a core struggle for geographers to find a balance between understanding place 
particularity and being able to theorize from a case, this study shows how comparative 
urbanism offers a way forward (Nijman 2007; Ward 2008; McFarlane 2010; Robinson 
2011). Having two sites was really important, because empirical regularities across these 
case studies formed the basis for alternative theorizing. Nijman (2015a) quoted 
Immanuel Wallerstein as having said that “it should not surprise us that places are 
different from each other; what should intrigue us is that they have things in common.” 
(Wallerstein, reference lost, as cited in Nijman 2015a, p.183). This is not to say that the 
research outcomes of this study can predictably and consistently be repeated across 
India’s rural-urban transition, but there are likely echoes of the outcomes across many 
different places beyond the cases under investigation. Presumably, this also goes for 
other localities across South and Southeast Asia (Gidwani and Sivaramakrishnan 2003a, 
2003b; Thompson 2004; Rigg et al. 2012; Keyes 2012).   
 
Finally, a brief comment is warranted on the overarching theoretical frameworks that 
urban studies offers in fostering an understanding of urbanism in the global South, or, 
more broadly, of “place”. This has not so much to do with postcolonial urban 
perspectives, or critiques, but with the nature of the field in itself. Urban studies’ 
theoretical frameworks, as partially presented in the Introductory Chapter (planetary 
urbanism, agglomeration theory, urban socio-cultural theories, postcolonial urban 
studies), quickly proved limited when trying to make sense of Lalgola and Barharia. 
When we really started to “dig into” these field sites, and the transformations these sites 
are going through, we soon found that we needed much more literature to try to 
understand these localities (e.g. development studies, migration studies, sociology, 
agrarian/rural studies). This becomes apparent throughout the empirical Chapters. At 
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any rate, we have to venture beyond the confines of the discipline to really understand 
the nature of the rural-urban transition. This, in itself, is a key remark on the current 
state of urban studies literature, and on the performance of urban theory (Blokland and 
Harding 2014). 

8.3 Policy relevance 

The knowledge that this dissertation generates may be valuable to urban planning, 
urban policies and urban development strategies. The Indian government, like many 
others in the global South, has noted its strong desire for an ever-larger share of the 
population in cities (McKinsey 2010). The push for national urban policies is fueled by 
the presumed positive economic and societal effects traditionally associated with urban 
growth. But such policies are often based on shaky premises of how Indian urbanization 
unfolds. Furthermore, in recent reporting, the UN (2019b) predicts (without proper 
substantiation) that by 2050 another 450 million people will be added to India’s urban 
population, making India the world’s most rapidly urbanizing country. But it is unclear 
in what kinds of urban environments and in what economic circumstances such growth 
would occur – it may not be at all in big city environments. Based on the study’s 
findings, there is direct cause to re-focus urban policies on the rural-urban transition. 
There are three broad policy issues that require addressing. 
 
The first policy issue relates to the quality of urban data to direct development programs 
and funding. As the study has shown, current urban data, measurement, and “rural” or 
“urban” settlement categorization, at the basis of the Indian census, can severely miss 
out on actual ground realities. The Samastipur study presented in Chapter 4 shows 
why conventional urban data is ill-suited. The study highlights the difficulties at the 
basis of rural-to-urban settlement reclassification, with various stakeholders positioning 
themselves differently vis-à-vis urbanization. Yet, we find that many of India’s current 
government programs still rely on traditional rural/urban settlement labelling. The 
Samastipur case shows that city funding is largely based on population sizes, while 
these are incredibly difficult to accurately capture with current data. Likewise, rural 
development programs like NREGA are only accessible to areas classified as “rural”, 
which creates incentives for settlements to keep their status unchanged, even in the face 
of substantial transformation. This leads to a politics of classification. There is an urgent 
need to restructure programs based on needs, and to be more responsive to actual on the 
ground transformations, which will make way for much more pointed policy-making 
and planning. 
 
The second policy issue relates to the provision of proper governance support for “rural” 
areas that are in transition. We find that dozens of settlements officially categorized as 
rural villages are growing morphologically contiguous, thereby forming much larger 
unified formations. By disregarding the possibility of morphological amalgamation, 
official data are severely missing out on ground realities and conceal some major trends 
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from view, especially at the rural-urban transition. The Lalgola and Barharia sites are two 
examples of areas that function as such larger formations, with populations of 90,000 
and 20,000 respectively. Yet, the Lalgola cluster remains administratively splintered into 
seven gram panchayats, and the Barharia cluster is governed by six independent gram 
panchayats, that have little to do with each other. An urban government that oversees 
the development of these formations as a whole is entirely nonexistent. This, in itself, 
precludes proper planning and more pointed development strategies. GIS and RS-based 
methodologies “from above” could offer a valuable way forward by moving beyond 
official urban and rural classifications, and by bypassing some of the shortcoming 
of official urban data. Policy interventions based on such methodologies are needed 
to support areas like Barharia and Lalgola, and many more along the rural-urban 
transition, in their development and growth through governance structures that extend 
beyond the confines of the independent gram panchayats that now make up these 
amalgamated clusters. 
 
The third policy issue relates to the premises of how urbanization unfolds along the 
rural-urban transition, and how policy can support and facilitate these premises. The 
study provides substantial evidence that urbanization in the countryside takes shape 
in an unconventional way, with a general scarcity of local employment opportunities, 
limited economic diversification, little agglomeration, and with an important role for 
labor migration. Obviously, this also requires a different policy approach to facilitate 
urbanization of this kind. The study provides evidence, and baseline data, on critical 
regional change, with clear development outcomes. It presents data on how people 
are doing, and shows that the movement away from farming comes with higher 
income levels, and higher general levels of well-being. With poverty levels down, 
the study shows that the rural-urban transition can provide an important pathway 
to regional poverty reduction. Although economic conditions remain challenging, 
circular migration has become critical to livelihoods along the rural-urban transition. 
Most important for understanding the premises of this regional development is that 
the infusion of remittances capital has multiplier effects in terms of the growth of 
new local businesses, the stimulation of local economies, the creation of some degree 
of local employment, and the growth of private educational and healthcare sectors. 
The emergence of educational facilities is an especially important development in 
these former rural regions, with a new generation acquiring skills and higher levels of 
schooling that were previously unseen in these remote regions. Aligned with earlier 
writings on the topic, this study argues for the need of pro-active government policies 
that facilitate circular migration (e.g. De Haan 2002; De Haas 2005). This can be 
done through support and sponsorship of training and skill development centers across 
regions that witness occupational shifts out of farming, through easing transportation, 
through the provision of banking services to ease money transfers, and through 
legislative frameworks that improve labor conditions for migrants. 
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8.4 Agenda for future research

The dissertation’s findings highlight that settlement clusters like Lalgola and Barharia 
form an important segment of India’s rural-urban transition, presently and in the 
foreseeable future. Year-to-year millions more lose their agrarian-based livelihoods and 
seek to shift toward urban occupations (cf. World Bank 2021). This study sends out 
a strong call for more and continued academic engagement with urbanizing India as 
one of the world’s emerging focal areas of contemporary urban research and debate. I 
would like to put forward a future research agenda that highlights three lines of urban 
geographical research well-worth exploring. 
 
A first line of research is to empirically extend the scope of field studies beyond the 
Lalgola and Barharia formations, and possibly beyond the India case, to elsewhere in 
South and Southeast Asia.  The two cases are located in the eastern part of India, on 
the Indo-Gangetic Plain, and are in (relative) close proximity. Yet, the three more or 
less simultaneous macro-trends that contextualize the rural-urban transition take shape 
across India (i.e. substantial and ongoing shifts of employment out of the agricultural 
sector; significant increases in labor migration; accompanied by urban growth in 
heretofore rural regions). I foresee particularly interesting and useful comparative studies 
from Odisha, Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu, where the Indian 
census reports rapidly shifting workforces out of agriculture and pockets of urban 
growth in remote rural regions. In addition, there are indications that similar types of 
in situ urbanization take shape across wide geographies in other parts of the South and 
Southeast Asia realms according to general World Bank statistics and existing studies: in 
Bangladesh (Gardner 1995; Gardner and Osella 2003), Thailand (Keyes 2012; Rigg et 
al. 2012), and Malaysia (Thompson 2004, 2007). Here too internal labor migration is 
of huge economic and social significance, and it is an alternative livelihood option for 
the millions that are pushed out of agriculture every year. Cross-national comparative 
studies could be particularly relevant to how we understand urbanization in this region. 
In general, such empirically intensive studies should involve single, small, urbanizing 
settlements as well as larger urbanizing formations, that may, or may not, be at a 
different moment of transitioning.  
 
A second line of research that deserves further attention is of methodological nature. 
Geospatial methodologies, particularly the combination of GIS and RS, have significant 
potential in the initial detection of socio-spatial change across remote, rural regions. 
The overall extent of the involved regions is obviously very considerable, and these are 
generally data-scarce and data-poor environments: relevant data are either nonexistent 
or not up to date with latest developments. The applicability of RS for the initial 
identification of socio-spatial change has improved substantially in recent years with 
open-access to high-resolution satellite data. Also, these data now have higher spatial 
and temporal resolutions than at any time in the past. The advancement of GIS and RS-
based methodologies allows for finer-scale measurement and more sophisticated analysis 
of land-use patterns and change (Conrad et al. 2015; Pandey and Seto 2015; Reis et 
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al. 2016; Kleemann et al. 2017; Vanderhaegen and Canters 2017). Yet, this study also 
illustrates the value of combining  GIS/RS with on the ground fieldwork in trying to 
understand the exact spatial-morphological changes and their drivers. 
 
A third line of research is to follow a longitudinal approach to better understand the 
development paths of the observed emergent urban formations. Is the current state of 
these urbanizing geographies temporary, or of a more permanent nature? We know what 
the Lalgola and Barharia geographies look like today, and a lot has been happening here 
over the past fifteen years. But the future of these urbanization processes is uncertain 
and it remains to be seen how robust or sustainable this type of urbanism will be. As 
long as the local economies do not generate sufficient employment opportunities, the 
development paths of these localities remain highly dependent on remittances. The 
scale of circular labor migration like we see in Lalgola and Barharia, and the perpetual 
dependency of the local economy on the infusion of remittances capital, leaves these 
geographies also vulnerable to external shocks. The Covid-19 pandemic makes this 
painfully obvious (Breman 2020), with the rural-urban transition especially hard-hit 
(Van Duijne 2020). The lifeline of many remittances dependent households is cut-off 
(World Bank 2020; Inani 2021), leaving them in a precarious state. But those that 
have local non-farm jobs in Barharia and Lalgola are also deeply affected. Most of them 
are business-owners in the retail sector, and their businesses are in large part sustained 
with remittances capital. This also goes for private healthcare and educational facilities 
in these localities. With remittances flows coming to a halt, a substantial part of the 
local economies may very well implode. This dissertation provides valuable baseline 
data for future research at the same two sites, which could include pre- and post-Covid 
studies, but should extent way beyond that. Long-term longitudinal studies with 
sustained investigations at various geographic scales provide insight into the evolving 
dependency of the rural-urban transition on other places. Such studies shine a light on 
the development path, and evolution, of what will likely become a substantial part of 
India’s urban system.
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Household survey, West Bengal  
and Bihar, 2019 

This is a study based at the University of Amsterdam and funded by the Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research. We are undertaking a research project on the economy, 

employment and living conditions in your area. We would greatly appreciate your cooperation 
in answering this questionnaire and we shall keep your personal answers in strict confidence. 
Answering these questions will take about 40 minutes. The purpose of the study is to better 

understand the changes taking place in your area, and the overall results could also be used to 
inform better policy making.

यह शोध एम्स्टर्डम विश्विद्यालय एवं जॉर्जिया विश्विद्यालय में किया जा रहा ह ैऔर इस ेनीदरलैंड्स ऑर्गेनाइज़ेशन 
फॉर साइंटिफिक रिसर्च के द्वारा वित्तीय सहायता प्रदान की गयी ह ै हम एक शोध आपके क्षेत्र में आर्थिक बदलाव और 
शहरीकरण के बारे में कर रह ेहै ं इस प्रश्नावली के उत्तर देन ेमें सहयोग प्रदान करन ेके लिए हम आपका आभार व्यक्त 
करते है ंऔर हम आपके द्वारा प्रदान की जान ेवाली सभी निजी जानकारीयों को पूरी तरह स ेगोपनीय रखेंगे  इन सवालों के 
जवाब देन ेमें आपको लगभग 40 मिनट लगेंग े यह शोध आपके क्षेत्र में होत ेहुए बदलावों के बारे में बेहतर समझ बनान ेके 

लिए किया जा रहा ह ै  इसक ेपरिणामों स ेबेहतर नीतियों के निर्माण में भी सहायता मिल सकती ह ै 

 
Section I/ भाग I 
To be filled out before the interview/ साक्षात्कार स ेपहल ेभरें

1. Surveyor name/ साक्षात्कारकर्ता का नाम: _______________
2. Questionnaire number/ प्रश्नावली संख्या: __________
3. Cluster/क्षेत्र: 

01. Barharia/ बरहरिया 
02. Lalgola/ लालगोला

4. District/ जिला: 
01. Siwan/ सिवान 
02. Murshidabad/ मुर्शिदाबाद

5. State/राज्य: 
01. Bihar/बिहार 
02. West Bengal/ पश्चिम बंगाल
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Section II/भाग II
Respondent characteristics / Household characteristics/ उत्तरदाता की विशेषताए/ं परिवार की 
विशेषताएं

1. What is the gender of the head of the household?:/परिवार के प्रमुख का लिंग क्या ह?ै 
01. Male/पुरुष 
02. Female/महिला

2. What is the age of the head of the household?:_______________; (numerical answer 
only)/ परिवार के प्रमुख की उम्र कितनी ह?ै:_____________; (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

3. The respondent of the survey is?:/इस सर्व ेका उत्तरदाता कौन ह?ै: 
01. Head of household/ परिवार का प्रमुख (go to question 11) 
02. Spouse of head of household/परिवार के प्रमुख की पत्नी/का पति (answer question 9, 10) 
03. Other member of household, aged 18 years and above/ परिवार के कोई अन्य सदस्य जिनकी उम्र 
18 वर्षा या उसस ेअधिक ह ै(answer question 9, 10)

4. Respondent gender?:/ उत्तरदाता का लिंग?
01. Male/पुरुष
02. Female/महिला

5. Age of the respondent/ उत्तरदाता की उम्र?:___________________; (numerical answer only) 
(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) /:_______________; 

6. What is the marital status of the head of household?:/परिवार के प्रमुख की वैवाहिक स्थिति क्या ह?ै 
01. Single/अविवाहित 
02. Married/विवाहित 
03. Separated/अलग 
04. Widowed/विधवा/विधुर 
05. Unknown/पता नहीं

7. What is the highest level of education of the head of household?:/ परिवार के प्रमुख न ेकहा ँतक 
पढ़ाई की हुई ह?ै 
01. Illiterate/कोई पढ़ाई नही ं
02. Some primary (below 8-standard)/ प्राथमिक स्तर (आठवी कक्षा स ेकम)
03. Primary/middle (8-12 standard)/ प्राथमिक/माध्यमिक स्तर (8-12 कक्षा)
04. Third Level (above 12-standard)/ तृतीय स्तर (बारवी कक्षा स ेअधिक)
05. Diploma or polytechnic degree/ डिप्लोमा या पॉलिटेक्निक की डिग्री
06. Graduation and above/ स्नातक और अधिक

8. What is the religion of the household?:/ परिवार का धर्म क्या ह?ै
01. Hindu/हिन्दू
02. Muslim/मुस्लिम
03. Sikh/सिख
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04. Christian/इसाई
05. Jain/जैन
06. Buddhist/बौद्ध
07. Other/अन्य

9. Household belongs to which caste?:/परिवार की जाति क्या ह?ै
01. General Caste/ सामान्य जाति
02. Schedule Caste/अनुसूचित जाति
03. Scheduled Tribe/ अनुसूचित जनजाति
04. Other Backward Caste / अन्य पिछड़े वर्ग 
05. No caste/ कोई जाति नही ं

10. What is the name of your community? आपकी जाति का नाम क्या ह ै?:___________________;

11. Is this household an extended or nuclear family?:/ क्या यह एक सयुंक्त परिवार ह ैया एक एकल परिवार 
ह?ै 
01. Joint/extended family/ सयुंक्त परिवार 
02. Nuclear family/एकल परिवार

12. Size of the household:/ परिवार में कितन ेलोग है?ं 
01. Total size/कुल लोग:________________ (number of persons, incl. extended family if 
applicable); (numerical answer only)/ (परिवार के सार ेसदस्यो ंकी संख्या); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
02. Males/ पुरुष:____________________(number of MALE persons)/(कुल पुरुषों की संख्या); 
(numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
03. Females/महिलाएं:__________________(number of FEMALE persons)/ (कुल महिलाओं की 
संख्या); (numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

13. How many household members fall under the following age categories?:/ निम्न आय ुवर्ग में 
कितन ेपरिवार के सदस्य शामिल है?ं 
01. Number of members aged 0-10 years/ 0-10 साल के सदस्यो ंकी 
संख्या:____________________; 
02. Number of members aged 11 to 25 years/ 11-25 साल के सदस्यो ंकी 
संख्या:_________________;
03. Number of members aged 26-40 years. 26-40 साल के सदस्यो ंकी 

संख्या:___________________;
042. Number of members aged over 40/ 40 साल स ेज्यादा उम्र के सदस्यो ंकी 

संख्या:______________________; 
(numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

14. How many members aged 3-25 years are currently studying?:/ 3-25 साल की उम्र के कितन ेसदस्य 
वर्तमान में पढ़ रह ेहै?ं 
01. Total/कुल:________________ (number of persons) (लोगों की संख्या) ; (numerical answer 
only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
02. Males/ पुरुष:____________________(number of males) (पुरुषों की संख्या);; (numerical 
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answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
03. Females/महिलाएं:__________________(number of females) (महिलाओं की संख्या); ; 
(numerical answers only)/ (लोगों की संख्या); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

Section III/भाग III
Dwelling and area characteristics/ घर एव ंक्षेत्र की विशेषताएं

15. When was this house built?/ यह घर कब बना था?:________________; (numerical answer 
only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

16. Type of house?/ घर का प्रकार: 
01. Kutcha (Mud walls, mud floor & thatched roof )/ कच्चा (मिट्टी की दीवारें, फर्श और घास-फूस 
की छत)
02. Semi-Pucca (Brick walls, cement floor, tin or asbestos roof )/अर्ध पक्का (ईंट की दीवारें, सीमेंट 
का फर्श और एस्बेस्टस की छत)
03. Pucca (Brick walls, cement floor & roof )/ पक्का (ईंट की दीवारें, सीमेंट का फर्श और छत)

17. Does the household own this house, or is it rented?:/ क्या यह घर स्वयं का ह ैया फिर  किराये का ह?ै  
01. Own/ स्वयं का 
02. Rent/ किराये का 
03. Relatives/friend’s house but living without rent/ रिश्तेदार/दोस्त का घर परन्त ुबिना किराये के

18. Can you estimate the size of the house in total square feet?:/ क्या आप पुरे घर का माप वर्ग फीट में 
बता सकत ेहै?ं 
01. < 200 square feet/ <200 वर्ग फीट
02. 200 – 500 square feet/ 200-500 वर्ग फीट
03. More than 500 square feet/ 500 वर्ग फीट स ेज्यादा

19. How long has the household lived at the current address?:/कितन ेसमय स ेपरिवार वर्तमान घर में रह 
रहा ह?ै  
01. Place of birth of household head/ यह घर परिवार के  प्रमुख का जन्म स्थल ह ै(go to question 
27) 
02. Less than 2 years/2 वर्ष स ेकम समय स े(answer question 25 and 26) 
03. 2-5 years/ 2-5 साल स े(answer question 25 and 26) 
04. More than 5 years/ 5 साल स ेज्यादा समय स े(answer question 25 and 26)

20. What was the most important reason why the household moved here?:/परिवार के लिए यहाँ रहन े
के लिए आन ेका सबस ेमहत्वपूर्ण कारण क्या था? 
01. Employment opportunities/ रोजगार के बेहतर अवसर 
02. Better house/ बेहतर घर 
03. Business opportunities/व्यवसाय के बेहतर अवसर 
04. Be close to family/community/ परिवार/समुदाय के पास रहन ेके लिए 
05. Good area to live/ रहन ेके लिए अच्छा क्षेत्र 
06. Other/ अन्य
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21. Where did the household live before?:/ परिवार यहाँ पर आन ेस ेपहले कहा ँरहता था? 
01. Elsewhere in CLUSTER क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer from Q3)  
02. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
परन्त ुजिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)/  
03. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले के बाहर (piped answer from Q4), but in STATE/ परन्त ुराज्य में 
(piped answer insert from Q5)/  
04. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5) 

22. Does this home have electricity?:/ क्या इस घर में बिजली ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 28) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 29)

23. Which of the following does the household have (check relevant boxes. Multiple responses 
possible)?:/ निम्न में स ेकौनसी वस्तुएं आपके परिवार के पास है?ं (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खानों को चेक करें, एक स ेअधिक 
उत्तर संभव ह)ै 
01. Television/ टीवी 
02. Computer/ कंप्यूटर  
03. Internet access/ इन्टरनेट सुविधा 
04. Refrigerator / फ्रिज 
05. Electric fan / बिजली स ेचलने वाला पंखा  
06. Radio / रेडियो 
07. Telephone (land line) / लैंडलाइन फ़ोन 
08. Micro wave / माइक्रोवेव 
09. Air conditioner/ ऐ.सी.

24. Which of the following does the household have (check relevant boxes. Multiple responses 
possible)? :/ निम्न में स ेकौनसी वस्तुएं आपके परिवार के पास है?ं (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खानों को चेक करें, एक स े
अधिक उत्तर संभव ह)ै 
01. Car/ कार
02. Tractor /ट्रेक्टर 
03. Motorbike /मोटरसाइकिल 
04. Bicycle/ साइकिल

25. What type of fuel is used for cooking?:/ खाना पकाने के लिए कौनस ेइंधन का इस्तेमाल किया जाता ह?ै 
01. LPG/ एलपीजी गैस सिलेंडर 
02. Coal/Charcoal/ कोयला 
03. Kerosene/मिटटी का तेल 
04. Wood/ लकड़ी 
05. Dung Cakes/ उपले 
06. Crop Residue/फसल के अवशेष 
07. Other/ अन्य

26. Is the home connected to piped water?:/ क्या घर पाइप के पानी स ेजुड़ा हुआ ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं
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27. Is the home connected to an underground sewer or septic tank?/क्या यह घर भूमिगत सीवर या 
सेप्टिक टैंक स ेजुड़ा हुआ ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

28. If applicable: compared to your previous home, the present home is:/ यदि लागू हो तो पूछें: आपके 
पिछले घर की तुलना में आपका वर्तमान घर: 
01. Better/ बेहतर ह ै  
02. About the same/ वैसा ही ह ै
03. Worse/ ख़राब ह ै
04. Not applicable/ लागू नहीं

29. What is the most positive aspect of living in CLUSTER/ इस क्षेत्र में रहन ेका सबस ेसकारात्मक 
पहलु कौनसा ह?ै (piped answer from Q3)?:
01. Good housing/ बेहतर घर 
02. Access to schooling facilities for kids/ बच्चों के लिए स्कूल की सुविधायें पास में है ं
03. Good employment opportunities and conditions/ रोजगार के अच्छे अवसर और परिस्थिति 
04. Nearby to my community / family/ मेरे समुदाय/परिवार स ेकरीबी 
05. Other/ अन्य:________________________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें);

30. What is the most negative aspect of living in CLUSTER/ इस क्षेत्र में रहन ेका सबस ेनकारात्मक 
पहलु कौनसा ह?ै (piped answer from Q3)?: 
01. Expensive housing/ महेंग ेघर 
02. No access to schooling facilities for kids/ बच्चों के लिए स्कूल की सुविधायों तक पहुँच नही ं
03. Lack of employment opportunities or bad working conditions/ रोजगार के अवसरों की कमी 
और काम करन ेकी ख़राब परिस्थितियाँ 
04. Far from my community / family/ मेरे समुदाय/परिवार स ेदूर 
05. Other/अन्य:________________________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें); 

Section IV/ भाग IV 
Livelihoods / employment/ आजीविका/रोजगार

31. Could you please tell us last month’s income of the household from the following sources:/ 
क्या आप कृपया निम्न स्त्रोतों स ेपरिवार की पिछले माह में हुई आय बता सकत ेहै?ं
01. Household income from non-farm work/ गैर कृषि कामों स ेपरिवार की आय:____________(In 
Rs.); (numerical answers only) /(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)
02. Household income from farm work/ कृषि सम्बन्धी कामों स ेपरिवार की आय:_______________
(In Rs.);/ (रुपयों में)
03. Household income from own business/खुदके व्यवसाय स ेहोन ेवाली परिवार की 
आय:_______________(In Rs.); (रुपयों में)
04. Household income from remittances/ परिवार के अन्य सदस्यो ंके द्वारा बाहर स ेभेजी गयी 
आमदनी:_______________(In Rs.)/ (रुपयों में);
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05. Don’t know/ पता नहीं
06. Refuse to answer/ उत्तर देन ेस ेइनकार कर दिया

32. Who is the main breadwinner of the household? (by main breadwinner, we mean any 
household member who contributes the most financially to total household income):/ इस 
घर में मुख्य कमानेवाला व्यक्ति कौन ह?ै (मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति स ेहमारा अभिप्राय उस व्यक्ति स ेह ैजो परिवार की 
आय में सबस ेज्यादा योगदान करता ह?ै 
01. Household head/ परिवार का प्रमुख (go to question 40)
02. Any other member of the household/ परिवार का कोई अन्य सदस्य (answer question 38, 39)

33. Age of the main breadwinner/ मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति की उम्र?:___________; (numerical 
answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

34. Gender of main breadwinner/ मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का लिंग
01 Male/पुरुष
02 Female/ महिला

35. What is the current main profession of the main breadwinner?: / मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का 
मुख्य व्यवसाय क्या ह?ै 
01. Business owner/ व्यापार का मालिक
02. Farmer/ किसान
03. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर 
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/ सफाईकर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें);

36. What is the current monthly income of the main breadwinner?:/ मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति की 
वर्तमान मासिक आय कितनी ह?ै 
01. ____________(In Rs.) (रुपयों में); (numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
02. Don’t know/ पता नही ं
03. Refuse to answer/ उत्तर देन ेस ेइनकार कर दिया

37. Does the main breadwinner live with the family or does he/she live away from home?:/ क्या 
मुख्य कमाने वाला व्यक्ति परिवार के साथ रहता/रहती ह ैया वो फिर परिवार स ेदूर रहता/रहती ह?ै 
01. Lives with family/ परिवार के साथ रहत/ेरहती ह ै
02. Migrant away from home/ परिवार स ेदूर रहता/रहती है

38. How long does it take the main breadwinner to get to work from home?:/ मुख्य कमाने वाले 
व्यक्ति को घर स ेकार्यस्थल जान ेमें कितना समय लगता ह?ै 
01. 0 – 10 minutes/ 0-10 मिनट 
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02. 11 – 30 minutes/ 10-30 मिनट 
03. 31 – 60 minutes/ 31-60 मिनट 
04. More than 60 minutes/ 60 मिनट स ेज़्यादा 
06. Main breadwinner works in another district in STATE/ मुख्य कमाने वाला व्यक्ति राज्य के अन्य 
जिले में काम करता ह(ैpiped answer from Q5):_________________(please specify District 
name);  
07. Main breadwinner works in another state/ मुख्य कमाने वाला व्यक्ति राज्य स ेबाहर काम करता 
ह:ै___________________(please specify state)/ (कृपया राज्य स्पष्ट करें) 
06. Main breadwinner works abroad/ मुख्य कमाने वाला व्यक्ति देश स ेबाहर काम करता 
ह:ै_______________(please specify country);/ (कृपया देश स्पष्ट करें)

39. For how long has this been the main profession?:/कितन ेसमय स ेयह व्यवसाय मुख्य व्यवसाय ह?ै
01. Less than 2 years/ 2 वर्ष स ेकम से
02. 2 to 10 years/ 2-10 वर्ष से
03. More than 10 years/ 10 वर्ष स ेज़्यादा

40. Did the main breadwinner have a previous profession, and if so what was this profession?:/ 
क्या मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का कोई अन्य पिछला व्यवसाय था, यदि था तो वह कौनसा व्यवसाय था? 
01. No other previous profession/ कोई अन्य पिछला रोजगार नहीं
02. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
03. Farmer/ किसान
04. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
05. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
06. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
07. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
08. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
09. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
10. Driver/ वाहन चालक
11. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify); (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

41. Does the main breadwinner currently have other jobs?:/ क्या मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति के पास 
वर्तमान में कोई अन्य नौकरी ह?ै
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 47, 48, 49)
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 50)

42. What kind of job is that?:/ यह किस प्रकार की नौकरी ह?ै 
01. Business owner/ व्यवसाय मालिक
02. Farmer/ किसान
03. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
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09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

43. Since when does he / she have this other job?/ वह ये नौकरी कितन ेसमय स ेकर रह/े रही ह?ै
01. Less than 2 year/ 2 साल स ेकम समय से
02. 2 – 10 years/ 2-10 साल से
03. More than 10 years/ 10 साल स ेअधिक समय से

44. Where is the other job located?:/ यह अन्य नौकरी कहा ँपर स्थित ह?ै 
01. At home/ घर पर 
02. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3) 
03. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
परन्त ुजिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)/  
04. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले स ेबाहर (piped answer from Q4), but in STATE/ परन्त ुराज्य में 
(piped answer insert from Q5)/  
05. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5) 
06. Abroad/ देश स ेबाहर:____________________(please specify country);/ (कृपया देश का नाम 
स्पष्ट करें)

45. Does the main breadwinner own a business?:/ क्या मुख्य कमाने वाला व्यक्ति किसी व्यापार का मालिक 
ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 51, 52, 53, 54) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 55)

46. When did he / she start this business?/ इस व्यक्ति न ेयह व्यापार कब शुर ूकिया? 
01. Less than 2 years ago/ 2 साल स ेकम समय पहले 
02. 2 – 10 years ago/ 2-10 साल पहले 
03. More than 10 years ago/ 10 स ेअधिक वर्ष स ेपहले

47. What kind of business is this?: यह किस प्रकार का व्यापार ह?ै 
01. Retail (shops) (including chai wallah, hair dresser, petrol station)/ फुटकर बिक्री (दुकाने)ं 
(इसमे ंचायवाला, नाइ, पेट्रोल पंप भी शामिल ह)ै
02. Manufacturing (all goods manufacturing, includes food)/ उत्पादन (सभी सामानों का उत्पादन, 
खाद्य पदार्थ मिलाकर)
03. Construction/ निर्माण
04. Transportation/ परिवहन
05. Consumer services (restaurant, hotel, medical, education etc.)/ उपभोगता सेवाएं (रेस्टोरेंट, 
होटल, चिकित्सिय, शिक्षा आदि)
06. Producer services (printing, computer, accounting, law firms, realtors etc.)/ निर्माता सेवाएं 
(प्रिंटिंग, कंप्यूटर, लेखांकन, क़ानूनी संस्थाए,ं रियल्टर आदि)

48. Where is the business located?:/ यह व्यवसाय कहा ँस्थित ह?ै 
01. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3) 
02. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
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परन्त ुजिले में   (piped answer insert from Q4)/ 
03. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q4), but in STATE/ परन्त ु
राज्य में (piped answer from Q5) / 
04. Outside STATE राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)/ 

49. How many employees work at the business?/ व्यापार में कितन ेकर्मचारी काम करते 
है?ं:______________________(please specify number of workers)/ (कृपया कर्मचारियों की संख्या 
स्पष्ट करें); (numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

50. Back to the household and head of the household. What was the main profession of the 
father of the head of the household?:/ फिर स ेपरिवार और परिवार के प्रमुख पर आत ेहै ं परिवार के प्रमुख के 
पिता का मुख्य व्यवसाय क्या था?
01. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
02. Farmer/ कृषि
03. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

51. Other than the main breadwinner, how many people in this household are engaged in 
income-earning activities?/ मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति के अलावा इस घर में कितन ेलोगआय कमाने की गतिविधियों 
में शामिल है?ं: _______________(total number of household members engaged in PAID 
work. If none, put 0); (numerical answers only)/ (परिवार में कुल कमाने वाले लोगों की संख्या, यदि कोई 
नही ंह ैतो 0 डालें); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

52. How many of these household members are engaged in farm work?/ इन परिवार के सदस्यों मंे से 
से कितने परिवार के सदस्य खेत मजदूरी करते हंै?:____________ _______________(total number of 
household members engaged in PAID farm-work. If none, put 0); (numerical answers 
only) / (परिवार के कुल खेत मजदूरी से कमाने वाले लोगों की संख्या, यदि कोई नहीं है तो 0 डालंे); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

53. What kind of non-farm professions do the other breadwinners have (check relevant boxes. 
Multiple responses possible)?:/  किस तरह का गैर खेती कार्य परिवार के अन्य सदस्य (मुख्य कामने वाले व्यक्ति 
के अलावा) करते है?ं (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खानों को चेक करें, एक स ेअधिक उत्तर संभव) 
01. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
02. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
03. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
04. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
05. Managerial/ प्रबंधिय
06. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
07. Driver/ वाहन चालक
08. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)
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54. Where are these jobs located mostly?:/ यह नौकरियाँ कहा ँस्थित है?ं
01. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3) 
02. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
परन्त ुजिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)/ 
03. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q4), but in STATE/ परन्त ु
राज्य में (piped answer from Q5) / 
04. Outside STATE/ राज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)  
05. Abroad/ देश स ेबाहर

55. Is the spouse of the main breadwinner employed?/ क्या मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का पति/की पत्नी कही ं
कार्यरत है?ं

01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 61, 62, 63)
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 64)

56. What kind of job is that?:/ यह किस प्रकार की नौकरी ह?ै 
01. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
02. Farmer/ किसान
03. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

57. Since when does he / she have this job?:/ उनक ेपास यह नौकरी कितन ेसमय स ेह?ै
01. Less than 2 years/ 2 साल स ेकम समय से
02. 2 to 10 years/ 2-10 साल से
03. More than 10 years/ 10 साल स ेअधिक समय से

58. Where is this job located?:/ यह नौकरी कहा ँस्थित ह?ै 
01. At home/ घर पर 
02. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3) 
03. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT /
परन्त ुजिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)/  
04. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले के बाहर (piped answer from Q4), but in STATE/ परन्त ुराज्य में 
(piped answer insert from Q5)/  
05. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर(piped answer insert from Q5)

59. Did the spouse of the main breadwinner have a previous profession, and if so what was 
this profession?:/ क्या मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का पति या पत्नी पहले किसी अन्य व्यवसाय में थ/ेथीं, यदि हा ँतो 
यह व्यवसाय क्या था?
01. No other previous profession/ कोई अन्य व्यवसाय नहीं
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02. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
03. Farmer/ किसान
04. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
05. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
06. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
07. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
08. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
09. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
10. Driver/ वाहन चालक
11. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

60. Does anyone else in your household own a business?:/ क्या परिवार में अन्य कोई व्यक्ति किसी व्यापार 
के मालिक है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 66, 67, 68) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 69)

61. When did he / she start this business?/ उन्होंन ेयह व्यापार कब शुर ूकिया? 
01. Less than 2 years ago/ 2 साल स ेकम समय स ेपहले
02. 2 to 10 years ago/ 2 स े10 साल पहले
03. More than 10 years ago/ 10 साल स ेज्यादा समय स ेपहले

62. What kind of business is this?:/ यह किस प्रकार का व्यापार ह?ै 
01. Retail (shops) (including chai wallah, hair dresser, petrol station)/ फुटकर बिक्री (दुकाने)ं 
(इसमे ंचायवाला, नाइ, पेट्रोल पंप भी शामिल ह)ै
02. Manufacturing (all goods manufacturing, includes food)/ उत्पादन (सभी सामानों का उत्पादन , 
खाद्य पदार्थ मिलाकर)
03. Construction/ निर्माण
04. Transportation/ परिवहन
05. Consumer services (restaurant, hotel, medical, education etc.)/ उपभोगता सेवाएं (रेस्टोरेंट, 
होटल, चिकित्सिय, शिक्षा आदि)
06. Producer services (printing, computer, accounting, law firms, realtors etc.)/ निर्माता सेवाएं 
(प्रिंटिंग, कंप्यूटर, लेखांकन, क़ानूनी संस्थाए,ं रियल्टर आदि)

63. Where is the business located?:/ यह व्यापार कहा ँस्थित ह?ै 
01. At home/ घर पर 
02. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3)  
03. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
परन्त ुजिले में स्थित (piped answer insert from Q4)/ 
04. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q4), but within STATE/ 
परन्त ुराज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer from Q5) / 
05. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5) 

64. Does the household have any members who migrated elsewhere for work? (by this we 
mean anyone who spent 2 MONTHS or more over the past 12 MONTHS away from 
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home to work):/ क्या आपके परिवार में कोई ऐस ेसदस्य ह ैजो काम के लिए बाहर पलायन करके गए हो?ं (इसस ेहमारा 
अभिप्राय ह ैकि ऐसा कोई सदस्य जो पिछले 12 माह में 2 माह स ेज्यादा के लिए परिवार स ेकाम के लिए अलग रहा ह)ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 83)

65. How many household members migrated for work  in the past 12 months?/ पिछले 12 
महीनो ंमें परिवार के कितन ेसदस्य काम के लिए पलायन करके बाहर गए?:______________ (total number of 
household members migrated for work); (numerical answer only)/ (पलायानित बाहर गए  हुए 
परिवार के सदस्यो ंकी कुल संख्या)

66. How many household members migrated for  work within the country, and how many 
migrated for work abroad? (If none in one of these categories, write 0):/ इनम ेस ेपरिवार के 
कितन ेसदस्य काम के लिए पलायन करके भारत में ही अन्य जगह गए और कितन ेसदस्य भारत स ेबाहर गए ? (यदि कोई 
नही ंतो 0 डालें) 
01. In India/ भारत में:_________________ (total number of household members);/ (कुल 
परिवार के सदस्यो ंकी संख्या) 
02. Abroad/ भारत स ेबाहर:_________________ (total number of household members);/ (कुल 
परिवार के सदस्यो ंकी संख्या)

67. Migrants in India: in which state/city did/do these migrant household members work 
(please specify FULL name of state and city for each migrant) (If household does not 
have household members who migated within India, in the past 12 months, then leave 
empty);/ परिवार के जिन सदस्यो ंन ेभारत में ही पलायन किया वह किन शहर और राज्य में काम करन ेगए/काम करते 
ह ै? (कृपया हर एक पलायनित व्यक्ति के राज्य एवं शहर का पूरा नाम लिखें); (पिछले 12 महीनो ंमें यदि परिवार में कोई भी 
पलायानित व्यक्ति भारत में नही ंह ैतो खली छोड़ दे)ं
01. State / राज्य + City/ + शहर:__________________;
02. State/ राज्य + City/ + शहर:__________________;
03. State/ राज्य + City/ + शहर:__________________;

68. International migrants: in which country did/do these migrant household members work 
(check relevant boxes. Multiple responses possible)?:/ अंतर्राष्ट्रीय पलायन: परिवार के जिन सदस्यो ंन े
भारत स ेबाहर पलायन किया वह इनम ेस ेकौनस ेदेश में काम करन ेगए/काम करते ह?ै (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खाने चुनिए׀ एक 
स ेज्यादा उत्तर संभव है)ं:
01. Bahrain/ बहरैन
02. Oman/ ओमान
03. Kuwait/ कुवैत
04. Saudi Arabia / सऊदी अरब
05. United Arab Emirates/ युऐई
06. Other/ अन्य:__________________(please specify name of country);/ कृपया देश का नाम 
स्पष्ट करें)
07. Don’t know/ पता नहीं

69. How many of the migrant household members are males and how many are females?:/ कुल 
पलायनित सदस्यो ंमें स ेकितन ेपुरुष एवं कितनी महिलायें है?ं
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01. Number of males/ पुरुषों की संख्या:______________________ (put 0 if none) (यदि कोई नही ं
तो 0 डालें) ; (numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

02. Number of females महिलाओं की संख्या:____________________ (put 0 if none) (यदि कोई 
नही ंतो 0 डालें) ; (numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

70. Can you estimate how many months of the year these household member(s) were away 
from home on average?/ क्या आप यह अनुमान लगा सकत ेहै ंकि औसतन परिवार के सदस्य एक साल में कितन े
महीन ेघर स ेबाहर रह ेथ?े :__________________________________(FULL months out of 12)/ 
(12 में स ेकुल महीन)े; (numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

71. What kind of professions did/do these migrant household members have (check relevant 
boxes. Multiple responses possible)?:/ यह पलायानित परिवार के सदस्यो ंका व्यवसाय क्या ह/ैथा? (लागू होन े
वाले सभी खाने चुनिए  एक स ेज्यादा उत्तर संभव है)ं:
01. Business owner/ व्यापार मालिक
02. Farmer/ किसान
03. Farm worker/ खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधिय
08. Cleaner/ सफाई कर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/ अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

72. On average, for how many years have these migrant household members worked away 
from home?:___________________(specify total number of years); (numerical answer 
only)/ औसतन इस परिवार के पलायनित सदस्य कितन ेसालों स ेघर स ेदूर रह रह ेहै?ं _______________ (कुल 
वर्षों की संख्या स्पष्ट करें); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

73. Can you estimate the percentage of total average monthly household income that came 
from remittances of all migrant members in the last year क्या आप अनुमान स ेबता सकत ेह ै
कि पिछले साल में परिवार की कुल औसत मासिक आय का कितना हिस्सा पलायनित सदस्यो ंद्वारा प्राप्त हुआ? : 
____________________ (percentage of household income that comes from remittances) 
(भेज ेगए पैसों स ेहोन ेवाली परिवार की आय का प्रतिशत) ; (numerical answer only)/ _____________; 
(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

74. Has the household used the income from remittances for any of the following? (check 
relevant boxes. Multiple responses possible)?:/ क्या इस परिवार न ेकभी भेज ेगए पैसों स ेहोन ेवाली आय को 
निम्न चीज़ों के लिए खर्च किया ह?ै 
01. Food/ खाना 
02. Education/ शिक्षा 
03. Health/स्वास्थय 
04. Purchasing/building/renovating house/ घर खरीदन ेया घर की मरम्मत में 
05. Land purchase/ ज़मीन खरीदन ेके लिए 
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07. Other/ अन्य:______________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

75. Has the household used the income from remittances to start a business or open a shop?:/ 
क्या परिवार न ेकभी भेज ेगए पैसों की आमदनी स ेकोई दूकान या कोई व्यापार शुर ूकिया ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 81, 82) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 83)

76. What kind of business is this?:/ यह किस प्रकार का व्यापार ह?ै 
01. Retail (shops) (including chai wallah, hair dresser, petrol station)/ फुटकर बिक्री (दुकाने)ं 
(इसमे ंचायवाला, नाइ, पेट्रोल पंप भी शामिल ह)ै
02. Manufacturing (all goods manufacturing, includes food)/ (सभी सामानों का उत्पादन , खाद्य 
पदार्थ मिलाकर)
03. Construction/ निर्माण
04. Transportation/ परिवहन
05. Consumer services (restaurant, hotel, medical, education etc.)/ उपभोगता सेवाएं (रेस्टोरेंट, 
होटल, चिकित्सिय, शिक्षा आदि)
06. Producer services (printing, computer, accounting, law firms, realtors etc.)/ निर्माता सेवाएं 
(प्रिंटिंग, कंप्यूटर, लेखांकन, क़ानूनी संस्थाए,ं रियल्टर आदि)

77. Where is this business/shop located?:/ यह व्यवसाय कहा ँस्थित ह?ै 
01. At home/ घर पर 
02. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3) 
03. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in DISTRICT/ 
परन्त ुजिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)/ 
04. Outside DISTRICT/ STATE जिले के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q4), but within/ 
परन्त ुराज्य में (piped answer from Q5) / 
05. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

78. Do any members of the household own land?:/ क्या परिवार के किसी भी सदस्य के पास कोई ज़मीन ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 84, 85, 86, 87, 88) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 89)

79. What is the total size of agricultural land that members of the household own?: /परिवार के 
सदस्यो ंके पास खेती के लिए अपनी कितनी ज़मीन ह?ै_______________________ (total land size in 
Kattha)/ (कुल ज़मीन का माप कट्ठ ेमें दे)ं; (numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 

80. What is the most important purpose of this land for the household?:/ परिवार के लिए इस ज़मीन 
का सबस ेमुख्य उद्देश्य क्या ह?ै 
01. Farming Income/ इस ज़मीन पर खेती स ेपरिवार को आय होती ह ै
02. Food for family/ यह ज़मीन परिवार को खाना देती ह ै
03. Investment/  यह ज़मीन परिवार का भविष्य के लिए निवेश है
04. Daughter’s wedding/  यह ज़मीन परिवार की बेटी/बेटीयों की शादी के लिए रखी गयी है
05. Ancestral land/cultural significance /  यह परिवार की पुश्तैनी ज़मीन ह ैजिसस ेपरिवार की भावनाएं जुडी हैं
06. Other/ अन्य____________(specify) (स्पष्ट करें)
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81. Did the household rent out any land for farming in the past year?:/ क्या परिवार न ेपिछले साल 
कोई ज़मीन कृषि के लिए किराय पर दी थी? 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 87, 88) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 89)

82. What is the size of agricultural land rented out?/ किराय पर कितनी ज़मीन दी गयी? 
:_____________ (total land size in Kattha)/ (ज़मीन का कुल माप कत्थ ेमें दे)ं; (numerical answer 
only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

83. What is the caste of the tenant/tenants? (Write the number of tenants after each caste. If 
zero tenants, write 0 after the caste category. If one tenant, write 1 after the caste category 
below, etc.):/ किरायदारों की जाति क्या ह?ै (हर जाति के सामन ेकिरायदारों की संख्या लिखें, यदि कोई किरायदार नही ंहै ं
तो 0 लिखें और यदि एक किरायदार हो तो 1 लिखें  
01. General Caste/ सामान्य जाति____________ (number of tenants from General Caste);/ 
(सामान्य जाति के किरायदारों की संख्या)
02. Scheduled Caste/ अनुसूचित जाति____________ (number of tenants from Scheduled 
Caste);/ (अनुसूचित जाति के किरायदारों की संख्या)
03. Scheduled Tribe/ अनुसूचित जनजाति ____________ (number of tenants from Scheduled 
Tribe);/ (अनुसूचित जनजाति के किरायदारों की संख्या)
04. Other Backward Caste/ अन्य पिछड़े वर्ग________ (number of tenants from Other 
Backward Caste);/ (अन्य पिछड़े वर्ग के किरायदारों की संख्या) 
05. No caste/कोई जाति नही ं____________ (number of tenants without caste);/ बिना जाति के 
किरायदारों की संख्या) 
(numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

84. Did the household lease in any land for farming in the past year?:/ क्या परिवार न ेपिछले वर्ष में 
कोई भी ज़मीन खेती के लिए पट्ट ेपर ली थी?
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 90, 91)
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 92)

85. What was the total size of agricultural land leased in?:___________ (total land size in 
Kattha); (numerical answer only)/ पट्ट ेपर ली गयी कुल ज़मीन कितनी थी? _________________ 
(कुल ज़मीन का माप कत्थ ेमें लिखें); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

86. What is the caste of the landowner/landowners? ज़मीन मालिक की जाति क्या ह?ै  (Write the 
number of landowners after each caste. If zero landowners, write 0 after the caste category. 
If one landowner, write 1 after the caste category below, etc.)/ (हर जाति के सामन ेज़मीन मालिक की 
संख्या लिखें, यदि शुन्य ज़मीन मालिक है ंतो जाति के आग े0 लिखें और यदि एक ज़मीन मालिक हो तो जाति के आग े1 लिखें 
01.General Caste/ सामान्य जाति____________ (number of landowners from General 
Caste);/ (सामान्य जाति के कुल ज़मीन मालिकों की संख्या)
02. Scheduled Caste/ अनुसूचित जाति____________ (number of landowners from Scheduled 
Caste);/ (अनुसूचित जाति के कुल ज़मीन मालिकों की संख्या)
03. Scheduled Tribe/ अनुसूचित जनजाति____________ (number of landowners from 
Scheduled Tribe);/ (अनुसूचित जनजाति के कुल ज़मीन मालिकों की संख्या)
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04. Other Backward Caste/ अन्य पिछले वर्ग________ (number of landowners from Other 
Backward Caste); (अन्य पिछले वर्ग के कुल ज़मीन मालिकों की संख्या) 
05. No caste/ कोई जाति  नही_ं___________ (number of landowners without caste);/ बिना जाति 
के ज़मीन मालिकों की संख्या)(numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

87. Did anyone in this household ever work as a permanent worker/attached laborer on 
someone else’s land any time in the past?:/ क्या कभी इस परिवार में कभी किसी न ेस्थायी मजदूर के रूप में 
किसी और की ज़मीन पर कार्य किया ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

88. Does anyone in this household now work as a permanent worker/attached laborer on 
someone else’s land?:/ क्या इस परिवार में कोई सदस्य वर्तमान में स्थायी मजदूर के रूप में किसी और की ज़मीन पर 
काम कर रहा ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

89. Does the household own any livestock?:/ क्या परिवार के पास कोई पशुधन ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

Section V/ भाग  V
Social change (opinions and perceptions on caste, communal 
identity, gender roles/relations, education)/ सामाजिक  बदलाव 
(जाति,  सम्प ्रदाय, लि ंग  आधारित  भूमिकाओं/सम्बन ्धो ं  व  शिक ्षा  पर  राय  व 
धारणाए ं)

90. Is the current profession of the main breadwinner common within your community?:/ क्या 
मुख्य कमाने वाले व्यक्ति का वर्तमान व्यवसाय आपके समुदाय में आम ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

91. In your opinion, how difficult is it to get work outside your community in CLUSTER         
आपकी राय में, इस क्षेत्र में आपके समुदाय स ेबाहर जाकर काम करना कितना मुश्किल ह?ै  (piped answer from 
Q3)?: /
01. Very easy/ बहुत आसान
02. Easy/ आसान
03. Difficult/ मुशकिल
04. Very difficult/ बहुत मुशकिल

92. How often do you participate in communal activities in CLUSTER  आप समुदाय में होन ेवाली 
गतिविधियों में कितना शामिल होत ेहै?ं  (piped answer from Q3)?/ 

01. All the time/ हर बार
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02. Sometimes/ कभी कभी
03. Never/ कभी नहीं

93. How safe do you feel in CLUSTER    (piped answer from Q3)?/ आप अपने क्षेत्र में कैसा महसूस 
करते है?ं
01. Very safe/ बहुत सुरक्षित
02. Somewhat safe/ थोडा सुरक्षित
03. Not so safe/ बहुत सुरक्षित नहीं

94. Are most of the people in CLUSTER (piped answer from Q3) from your community?:/ 
क्या ज़्यादातर लोग क्षेत्र में आपके समुदाय स ेहै?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

95. Are your immediate neighbours (families living on your right and left) from the same 
religion as yours?:/ क्या आपके ठीक पड़ोस में रहन ेवाले लोग (आपके दायें और बायें ओर रहन ेवाले परिवार) आपके 
धर्म स ेही है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

96. Are your immediate neighbours (families living on your right and left) from the same 
community as yours?:/ क्या आपके ठीक पड़ोस में रहन ेवाले लोग (आपके दायें और बायें ओर रहन ेवाले परिवार) 
आपके समुदाय स ेही है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

97. Are most of your friends from the same religion as yours?/ क्या आपके ज़्यादातर दोस्त उसी धर्म स ेहै ं
जिसस ेआप है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

98. Are most of your friends from the same community as yours?/ क्या आपके ज़्यादातर दोस्त उसी 
सामुदाय स ेहै ंजिसस ेआप है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नही ं
03. Not applicable/ लागू नही ंहोता

99. If someone from your household wished to marry outside your religion, how would you 
feel about it?:/ यदि आपके परिवार में स ेकोई सदस्य किसी दुसर ेधर्म के व्यक्ति स ेविवाह करना चाहेगा/चाहेगी तो 
आप कैसा महसूस करेंग?े 
01. Support it/ समर्थन करेंग े
02. Be indifferent/ कोई फर्क नही ंपड़ेगा 
03. Discourage it/ समर्थन नही ंकरेंग े
04. Forbid it/ बिल्कुल मना करेंगे
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100. If someone from your household wished to marry outside your community, how would 
you feel about it?:/ यदि आपके परिवार में स ेकोई सदस्य किसी दुसर ेसमुदाय के व्यक्ति स ेविवाह करना चाहेगा/
चाहेगी तो आप कैसा महसूस करेंग?े 
01. Support it/ समर्थन करेंग े
02. Be indifferent/ कोई फर्क नही ंपड़ेगा 
03. Discourage it/ समर्थन नही ंकरेंग े
04. Forbid it/ मना करेंगे

101. In your household, has anyone married outside your religion or community?:/ क्या आपके 
परिवार में किसी सदस्य न ेकिसी दुसर ेधर्म या समुदाय के बाहर शादी की ह?ै 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

102. In your opinion, should girls attend school for education?:/ क्या आपकी राय में लड़कियों को पड़न ेके 
लिए स्कूल जाना चाहिए? 
01. Yes/ हा ँ 
02. No/ नहीं

103. In your opinion, should girls attend colleges for higher education such as graduation and 
post-graduation?:/ क्या आपकी राय में. लड़कियों को उच्च शिक्षा के लिए (जैस ेस्नातक व स्नातकोत्तर की पड़ाई) 
कॉलेज जाना चाहिए? 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

104. In your opinion, should women work outside the home or not?:/ आपकी राय में क्या महिलाओं को 
घर स ेबाहर काम करन ेजाना चाहिए? 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

105. Are there any women, married or unmarried, in your household who work outside the 
home?:/ क्या आपके परिवार में कोई ऐसी विवाहित या अविवाहित महिलायें है ंजो घर स ेबाहर काम करन ेजाती है?ं ? 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

106. Are there any women in this household whose husbands currently live elsewhere for 
work?:/ क्या आपके परिवार में ऐसी महिलाएं ह ैजिनक ेपति काम के लिए अभी पलायन करके बाहर रहत ेह?ै
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

107. How many women are there in this household whose husband currently live elsewhere 
for work?/ आपके परिवार में ऐसी कितनी महिलाएं ह ैजिनक ेपति काम के लिए अभी पलायन करके बाहर रहत ेह?ै: 
_______________________ (If one, put 1, if two, put 2); / यदि एक है ंतो 1 डालें, यदि दो हो तो 2 
डालें) (numerical answers only) (कवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)
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Section VI/ भाग VI 
Well-being (precarity, sustainability of livelihoods, food security)/ कल्याण (आजीविका की 
स्थिरता, अस्थिरता, खाद्य सुरक्षा)

108. In your opinion, how easy is it to find work in CLUSTER (piped answer from Q3)?:/ 
आपकी राय में, इस क्षेत्र में काम ढूँढना कितना आसान ह?ै
01. Very easy/ बहुत आसान
02. Easy/ आसान
03. Difficult/ मुशकिल
04. Very difficult/ बहुत मुशकिल

109. In your opinion, how easy is it to start a business or open a shop in CLUSTER (piped 
answer from Q3)?:/ आपकी राय में, आपके क्षेत्र में दुकान खोलना या व्यवसाय शुर ूकरना कितना आसान ह?ै
01. Very easy/ बहुत आसान
02. Easy/ आसान
03. Difficult/ मुशकिल
04. Very difficult/ बहुत मुशकिल

110. How content are you living in CLUSTER (piped answer from Q3)?:/ आप इस क्षेत्र में रहकर 
कितन ेसंतुष्ट है?ं
01. Very content/ बहुत संतुष्ट
02. Neutral/ न संतुष्ट, न ही असंतुष्ट
03. Not content/ असंतुष्ट

111. Compared to the average family in CLUSTER (piped answer from Q3), would you say 
your family is:/ इस क्षेत्र के आम परिवारों की तुलना में क्या आप कहेंग ेकि आपका परिवार:
01. Better off/ बेहतर है
02. Worse off/ बदतर है
03. Same off as the average family/ अन्य आम परिवारों के सामान है

112. Compared to five years ago, would you say your family is:/ पाँच साल पहले की तुलना में क्या आप 
कहेंग ेकि आपका परिवार
01. Better off/ बेहतर है
02. Worse off/ बदतर है
03. Same/ वैसा ही है

113. Do you think that in the past five years your household’s situation has improved 
financially?:/ क्या आपको लगता ह ैकि आपके परिवार की हालत पिछले पाँच सालों में आर्थिक रूप स ेबेहतर हुई ह?ै
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

114. Do you or any other household member own a smartphone?:/ क्या आप या आपके परिवार के अन्य 
किसी सदस्य के पास स्मार्टफ़ोन ह?ै
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 120, 121, 122, 123)
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02. No/ नही ं(go to question 124)

115. How many members of the household own a smartphone?/ आपके कितन ेपरिवार के सदस्यो ंके 
पास स्मार्ट फ़ोन ह?ै :_______________ (total numbers of household members)/ (कुल परिवार के 
सदस्यो ंकी संख्या); (numerical answers only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

116. Since when do most household members own their smartphones?:/ कितन ेवर्षों स ेपरिवार के 
सदस्यो ंके पास स्मार्ट फ़ोन है?ं
01. Less than 2 years/ 2 साल स ेकम समय स ेपहले
02. 2 – 5 years/ 2-5 साल से
03. More than 5 years/ 5 साल स ेज्यादा समय से

117. Do you or other household members use the internet on their smartphone?:/ क्या आप या 
अन्य कोई परिवार का सदस्य अपने स्मार्ट फ़ोन पर इन्टरनेट का इस्तेमाल करता ह?ै
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 123)
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 124)

118. Could you rank the following smartphone activities in order of importance (1 = MOST 
important, 4 = LEAST important)?:/ निम्नलिखित स्मार्ट फ़ोन गतिविधियों को उनकी महत्वपूर्णता के क्रम 
में चुने?ं (1= बहुत महत्वपूर्ण, 4 सबस ेकम महत्वपूर्ण)
01. To be able to do current job/ अपने वर्तमान कार्य करन ेमें मददगार
02. To find new work opportunities/ नए काम के अवसर ढूँढन ेके लिए
03. To connect with my community/ अपने समुदाय स ेसंपर्क में रहन ेके लिए
04. To connect with my family/ अपने परिवार स ेसंपर्क करन ेके लिए
05. To connect with migrant household members/ परिवार के पलायनित सदस्यो ंस ेसंपर्क करन ेके 
लिए
06. To use social media such as WhatsApp, Facebook/ सोशल मीडिया जैस ेव्हाट्स एप, फेसबुक आदि 
इस्तेमाल करन ेके लिए

 
The last 8 questions are about food and food security. /यह आखिरी 8 प्रश्न खाद्य एव ंखाद्य 
सुरक्षा क ेबारे मे ंहैं

119. In the past four weeks, did you ever worry that your household would not have enough 
food?:/क्या पिछले चार सप्ताह में आपको कभी इस बात की चिंता हुई कि आपके परिवार के पास खाने के लिए पर्याप्त 
भोजन नही ंहोगा?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

120. In the past four weeks, did you or any household member have to eat a limited variety 
of foods due to a lack of resources?:/ क्या पिछले चार सप्ताह में आप या आपके परिवार के किसी सदस्य को 
संसाधनो ंकी कमी ह ेहोन ेके कारण सीमित खाद्य पदार्थों का सेवन करना पड़ा?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं
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121. In the past four weeks, did you or any household member have to eat a smaller meal than 
you felt you needed because there was not enough food?:/ क्या पिछले चार सप्ताह में आपको या 
आपके परिवार के किसी भी सदस्य को पर्याप्त भोजन न होन ेके कारण अपनी भूख स ेकम भोजन खाना पड़ा?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

122. In the past four weeks, was there ever no food to eat of any kind in your household 
because of a lack of resources to get food?:/ पिछले चार सप्ताह में आपके परिवार में क्या कभी संसाधनो ंकी 
कमी के कारण कभी ऐसा हुआ कि आपके परिवार के पास खाने के लिए किसी भी प्रकार का खाना उपलब्ध नही ंथा?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

123. In the past four weeks, did the household borrow money for food (includes money 
borrowed from friends, family, money lenders, grocery shop etc.)?:/ क्या परिवार न ेखाने के लिए 
पिछले 4 हफ़्तों में कभी किसी स ेपैस ेउधार लिए है ं(इसमे ंदोस्तो,ं परिवार, पैस ेउधार देन ेवाले देनदार, किराने की दूकान 
आदि शामिल है)ं?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

124. In the past four weeks, did the household ever sell personal assets (like jewelry or other 
valuables) for food?:/ क्या आपके परिवार को पिछले 4 हफ़्तों में कभी खाने के लिए निजी संपत्ति (जैस ेआभूषण या 
अन्य कीमती सामान) को बेचना पड़ा?
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

125. Can you estimate what percentage of total household’s monthly income that was spent on 
food in the last month? क्या आप अनुमान लगा सकत ेहै ंकि पिछले महीन ेमें खाने पर होन ेवाला खर्च, परिवार की 
कुल मासिक आय का कितना प्रतिशत था ? : _______________ (% of total household income that is 
spend on food) (खाने पर होन ेवाला खर्च परिवार की कुल आय के % के रूप में); (numerical answer only)/ 
__________  (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

End of Household Survey, West Bengal and Bihar/ परिवार सर्व ेसमाप्त, पश्चिम बंगाल और बिहार
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions about the survey or the research, please ask 
the surveyor, or contact Robbin Jan van Duijne directly via r.j.vanduijne@uva.nl . The University of 
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences; Department: Geography, Planning 
and International Development Studies.
आपके सहयोग के लिए धन्यवाद यदि आपके इस सर्वे या शोध के बारे में कोई सवाल हैं तो आप साक्षात्कारकर्ता से पूछ सकते हैं या रॉबिन 
जैन वैन डूयिन से सीधा r.j.vanduijne@uva.nl पर संपर्क कर सकते है ंएम्स्टर्डम विश्वविद्यालय, एम्स्टर्डम, सामाजिक और 
व्यव्हार विज्ञान विभाग; भौगोलिक विभाग, योजना एवं अंतरराष्ट्रीय विकास अध्ययन
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Appendix 2: Firm survey, West Bengal and  
Bihar, 2019

This is a study based at the University of Amsterdam and funded by the Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research. We are undertaking a research project about economic 

change and urbanization in your area. We would greatly appreciate your cooperation in 
answering this questionnaire and we shall keep your personal answers in strict confidence. 
Answering these questions will take about 25 minutes. The study is mainly aimed at better 

understanding the evolving economy and businesses in the area. The results could also be used to 
inform better policy making.

यह शोध एम्स्टर्ड विश्विद्यालय एवं जॉर्जिया विश्विद्यालय में किया जा रहा ह ैऔर इस ेनीदरलैंड्स आर्गेनाइज़ेशन फॉर 
साइंटिफिक रिसर्च के द्वारा वित्तीय सहायता प्रदान की गयी ह हम एक शोध आपके क्षेत्र में आर्थिक बदलाव और 
शहरीकरण के बारे में कर रह ेहै ंइस प्रश्नावली के उत्तर देन ेमें सहयोग प्रदान करन ेके लिए हम आपका आभार व्यक्त 
करते है ंऔर हम आपके द्वारा प्रदान की जान ेवाली सभी निजी जानकारीयों को पूरी तरह स ेगोपनीय रखेंग इन सवालों के 

जवाब देन ेमें आपको लगभग 25 मिनट लगेंग ेयह शोध आपके क्षेत्र में विकसित होती हुई अर्थव्यवस्था और व्यवसायों को 
समझन ेके उद्देश्य स ेकिया जा रहा ह ैइसक ेपरिणामों स ेबेहतर नीतियों के निर्माण में भी सहायता मिल सकती है

Section I /भाग I 
To be filled out before the survey/ साक्षात्कार स ेपहल ेभरें

Respondent must be either the owner or manager of the firm, but preferably the owner. Many of 
the questions pertain to the owner.
उत्तरदाता या तो व्यवसाय का प्रबंधक या मालिक ही होना चाहिए, लेकिन कोशिश करें कि आप मालिक स ेसाक्षात्कार करें क्योंकि 
ज़्यादातर प्रश्न व्यवसाय के मालिक स ेजुड़ ेहुए हैं

1. Surveyor name/साक्षात्कारकर्ता का नाम: _______________
2. Questionnaire number/ प्रश्नावली संख्या: __________
3. Cluster/क्षेत्र: 

01. Barharia/बरहरिया
02. Lalgola/लालगोला

4. District/जिला:  
01. Siwan/सिवान
02. Murshidabad/मुर्शिदाबाद

5. State/राज्य:
01. Bihar/बिहार
02. West Bengal/पश्चिम बंगाल

6. Position of respondent in the firm?: /उत्तरदाता का कंपनी में पद?:
01. Owner/मालिक
02. Manager/प्रबंधक
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Section II/ भाग II 
General Firm Characteristics/ कंपनी की सामान्य विशेषताएं

1. What is the name of your company?: /आपकी कंपनी का नाम क्या ह?ै: 
__________________________;

2. What is the address of your company?:/ आपकी कंपनी का पता क्या ह?ै: 
________________________;

3. Is the company located inside a fixed built structure?:/ क्या यह कंपनी एक स्थिर निर्मित भवन में 
स्थित ह?ै: 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

4. How long has the company been located at this address?:/ यह कंपनी इस पते पर कितन ेसमय  स े
स्थित ह?ै: 
01. 0 – 2 years/0-2 वर्षों स े
02. 3 – 5 years/3-5 वर्षों स े
03. 6 – 10 years/6-10 वर्षों स े
05. More than 10 years/ 10 वर्षों स ेअधिक

5. Which type of business is this?: यह किस प्रकार का व्यापार ह?ै:
01. Retail (shops) (including chai wallah, hair dresser, petrol station)/ फुटकर बिक्री (दुकाने)ं 
(इसमे ंचायवाला, नाइ, पेट्रोल पंप भी शामिल ह)ै
02. Manufacturing (all goods manufacturing, includes food)/उत्पादन (सभी सामानों का उत्पादन 
, खाद्य पदार्थ मिलाकर)
03. Construction/ निर्माण
04. Transportation/परिवहन
05. Consumer services (restaurant, hotel, medical, education etc.)/ उपभोगता सेवाएं (रेस्टोरेंट, 
होटल, चिकित्सिय, शिक्षा आदि)
06. Producer services (printing, computer, accounting, law firms, realtors etc.)/ निर्माता 
सेवाएं (प्रिंटिंग, कंप्यूटर, लेखांकन, क़ानूनी संस्थाए,ं रियल्टर आदि)

Section III भाग III 
Respondent Characteristics/ उत्तरदाता की विशेषताएं

6. Where do you live?:/ आप कहा ँरहत ेहै?ं
01. Dwelling attached to workplace/ कार्यस्थल स ेजुड़ा हुआ निवास
02. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3) 
03. In another village, but in the same BLOCK/ किसी और गाँव में परन्त ुइसी ब्लाक में  
04. Outside this block but in the same DISTRICT/ब्लाक स ेबाहर परन्त ुइसी जिल ेमें (piped 
answer insert from Q4) 
05. Outside this DISTRICT but within this STATE/ जिल ेस ेबाहर परन्त ुइसी राज्य में (piped 
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answer insert from Q5) 
06. Outside STATE/ राज्य स ेबाहर:_____________________(please specify name of the 
District);/ (कृपया जिले का नाम स्पष्ट करें) (piped answer insert from Q5);

7. Does your family live with you?:/ क्या आपका परिवार आपके साथ रहता ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(go to question 15) 
02. No/नही ं(answer question 14)

8. Where does your family live?: आपका परिवार कहा ँरहता ह?ै: 
01. In another village, but close by in the same block/ किसी अन्य गाँव में, परन्त ुपास में, इसी 
ब्लाक में  
02. Outside this block but in DISTRICT/ इस ब्लाक स ेबाहर परन्त ुइसी जिल ेमें (piped answer 
insert from Q4)
03. Outside DISTRICT/ जिल ेस ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q4) but in STATE/ 
परन्त ुइसी राज्य में (piped answer insert from Q5) 
04. Outside STATE/राज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

9. Respondent gender?:/ उत्तरदाता का लिंग 
01. Male/पुरुष 
02. Female/महिला

10. Were you born in STATE/ क्या आप राज्य में पैदा हुए थ?े (piped answer insert from Q5)?: 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 17) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 19)

11. Were you born in DISTRICT/ क्या आप जिल ेमें पैदा हुए थ?े (piped answer insert from Q4)?: 
01. Yes/ हा ँ(answer question 18) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 19)

12. Where you born in CLUSTER/ क्या आप क्षेत्र में पैदा हुए थ?े (piped answer insert from 
Q3)?: 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

13. What is your age?:/ आपकी उम्र क्या ह?ै:___________________; (numerical answer 
only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

14. What is your highest level of education?: / आपकी शिक्षा का उच्चतम स्तर क्या ह?ै:
01. Some primary (below 8-standard)/कुछ प्राथमिक स्तर (आठवी कक्षा स ेकम)
02. Primary/middle (8-12 standard)/प्राथमिक/माध्यमिक स्तर (8-12 कक्षा)
03. Third Level (above 12-standard)/ तृतीय स्तर (बारवी कक्षा स ेअधिक)
04. Diploma or polytechnic degree/डिप्लोमा या पॉलिटेक्निक की डिग्री
05. Graduation and above/ स्नातक और अधिक
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15. What languages do you speak? (check boxes, all that apply):/ आप कौनसी भाषाएँ बोलते है?ं (सभी 
लागू होन ेवाले खाने चेक करें) 
01. Hindi/ हिंदी 
02. English/इंग्लिश 
03. Bhojpuri/भोजपुरी 
04. Maithili/मैथिलि 
04. Magahi/मगही 
05. Urdu/उर्द ू
06. Bengali/बंगाली 
07. Nepali/नेपाली 
08. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

16. What is your religion?:/ आपका धर्म क्या ह?ै 
01. Hindu/हिन्दू
02. Muslim/मुस्लिम
03. Sikh/सिख
04. Christian/इसाई
05. Jain/जैन
06. Buddhist/बौद्ध
07. Other/अन्य

17. What is the name of your community?:/ आपके समुदाय का नाम क्या ह?ै: 
_____________________;

18. What was your father’s profession?: आपके पिता का व्यवसाय क्या था?:
01. Business owner/ व्यापार के मालिक
02. Farmer/ किसान
03. Farm worker/खेती मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/सफाईकर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify);/(कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

19. Does your spouse work?:/ क्या आपके पति/पत्नी काम करते ह?ै  
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

20. Did you have another profession before starting this business?:/ इस व्यापार को आरम्भ करन ेस े
पूर्व क्या आपका कोई अन्य व्यवसाय था?: 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 27) 
02. No/ नही ं(go to question 28)
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21. What was your profession before your started this business?:/ आपका इस व्यापार को आरम्भ 
करन ेस ेपूर्व क्या व्यवसाय था?: 
01. Business owner/ व्यापार के मालिक 
02. Farmer/ किसानFarm worker/खेती मजदूर 
03. Other manual worker/ अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर 
04. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर 
05. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य 
06. Managerial/प्रबंधीय 
07. Cleaner/सफाईकर्मी 
08. Driver/ वाहन चालक 
09. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify);/(कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

22. Do you currently hold any other jobs?:/ क्या आप वर्तमान में कोई अन्य नौकरी कर रह ेहै?ं 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 29) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 30)

23. What kind of job is that?:/ यह किस प्रकार की नौकरी ह?ै
01. Business owner/ व्यापार के मालिक
02. Farmer/किसान
03. Farm worker/खेत मजदूर
04. Other manual worker/अन्य शारीरिक श्रम मजदूर
05. Construction worker/ निर्माण मजदूर
06. Clerical/ लिपिक कार्य
07. Managerial/ प्रबंधीय
08. Cleaner/सफाईकर्मी
09. Driver/ वाहन चालक
10. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify);/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

Section IV/ भाग IV 
Workplace/ कार्यस्थल

24. Can you estimate the total square feet of the firm premises?: /क्या आप आपकी कंपनी के परिसर 
का अनुमानित क्षेत्रफल वर्ग फ़ीट में बता सकत ेहै?ं 
01. < 200 square feet/<200 वर्ग फ़ीट 
02. 200 – 500 square feet/ 200-500 वर्ग फ़ीट 
03. More than 500 square feet/ 500 वर्ग फ़ीट स ेज्यादा

25. Is there any living space attached to the structure?:/ क्या कंपनी के ढाँचे के साथ कोई रहन ेकी जगह 
जुड़ी हुई ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 32) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 33)
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26. For whom? किसके लिए?
01. Owner/ मालिक
02. Manager/ प्रबंधक
03. Relatives/ रिश्तेदार
04. Workers/ कर्मियों के लिए
05. Other/ अन्य

27. Do you rent or own this workspace?:/  क्या यह कार्यक्षेत्र किराये पर लिया ह ैया आप इसक ेमालिक ह?ै 
01. Rent/ किराये पर (answer question 34) 
02. Own/ मालिक (go to question 35)

28. How much rent per month do you pay?/ आप इस कार्यक्षेत्र का कितना किराया देत े
है?ं:_________________(in Rs.); (रुपयों में) (numerical answer only in Rs.)/(रुपयों में केवल 
संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

29. Is any space in the structure rented to other companies/firms?:/ क्या इस कंपनी के कार्यक्षेत्र 
का कोई भी हिस्सा आपन ेकिसी अन्य कंपनी को किराये पर दिया हुआ ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

36. Does the structure have/ क्या इस कार्यक्षेत्र में निम्नलिखित है?ं (check relevant boxes. Multiple 
responses possible)/ (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खाने चुनिए  एक स ेज्यादा उत्तर संभव है)ं: 
01. Electricity/बिजली

 02. Internet access/इन्टरनेट सुविधा
 03. Running water/बहता पानी
 04. Toilet/ टॉयलेट
 05. Shower/शावर

Section V/ भाग V 
Production and Operations/ उत्पादन और संचालन

30. How many people are employed in this workplace at this location?/ इस कार्यस्थल पर कितन े
लोग काम करते है?ं:_________________ (total number of persons)/ (कुल कार्यरत लोगों की संख्या); 
(numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

31. How many of the workers are males?/ कुल कार्यरत लोगों में कितन ेपुरुष है?ं 
:_________________(total number of Males)/(कुल कार्यरत पुरुषों की संख्या); (numerical 
answer only);/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

32. How many of the workers are females?/ कुल कार्यरत लोगों में कितनी महिलाएं 
है?ं:_________________(total number of Females)/ (कुल कार्यरत महिलाओं की संख्या); 
(numerical answer only); (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)
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33. What are the average daily wages (for a full day of work)?/ एक पुरे दिन की औसतन दैनिक वेतन 
कितना ह?ै :___________________(total daily wages for in Rs.)/ (कुल दैनिक वेतन, रुपयों में); 
(numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

34. How many of the workers are unpaid relatives?/ कितन ेकर्मी अवैतनिक/बिना तनख्वाह वाले रिश्तेदार 
है?ं :_________________(total number of persons)/(कुल लोगों की संख्या); (numerical 
answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

35. Does the company employ daily wage laborers?:/क्या यह कंपनी दैनिक वेतन मजदूरो ंको काम पर 
रखती ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

36. What is the dominant language of most of the workers?:/ ज़्यादातर कर्मियों की प्रमुख भाषा 
कौनसी ह?ै 
01. Hindi/ हिंदी 
02. English/अंग्रेजी 
03. Bhojpuri/भोजपुरी 
04. Maithili/मैथली 
04. Magahi/मगही 
05. Urdu/उर्द ू
06. Bengali/बंगाली 
07. Nepali/नेपाली 
08. Other/अन्य:_____________(please specify);/(कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

37. Where do most of the workers live?:/ज़्यादातर कर्मी कहा ँरहत ेहै?ं 
01. Dwelling attached to workplace/कार्यस्थल स ेजुड़ ेहुए आवास में 
02. In CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3)  
03. Outside this village but in the same block/ इस गाँव स ेबहार परन्त ुइसी ब्लाक में  
04. Elsewhere in DISTRICT/ (piped answer insert from Q4), but within STATE/ जिले 
में कही ंऔर परन्त ुइसी राज्य में (piped answer from Q5)  
05. Outside STATE/ इस राज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

38. How many workers are of the same community as yours and how many are from other 
communities?:/ कितन ेकर्मी उसीसमुदाय स ेहै ंजिसस ेआप है ंऔर कितन ेअन्य समुदाय स ेहै?ं 
01. Same/उसी समुदाय स:े___________________(total number of workers)/(कर्मियों की कुल 
संख्या); (numerical answer only)/(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर) 
02. Other/अन्य समुदाय स:े___________________(total number of workers)/(कर्मियों की कुल 
संख्या); (numerical answer only)/(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

39. Would you say your business, in terms of revenues, in the last five years has been:/क्या 
आप कहेंग ेकि पिछले सालों में राजस्व आय की दृष्टि स ेआपका व्यापार: 
01. Stable and growing/ स्थिर ह ैऔर बढ़ रहा ह ै
02. Unstable/अस्थिर ह ै
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03. Stagnant/मंद ह ै
04. Declining/घट रहा है

40. Does the company operate at any other locations?:/ क्या यह कंपनी किसी और जगह भी ह ैया किसी 
और जगह स ेभी चलायी जाती ह?ै  
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 48) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 49)

41. Where are these other locations?/ यह कौनस ेअन्य स्थान है?ं
01. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3) 
02. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3) but in 
DISTRICT/परन्त ुइसी जिले में (piped answer insert from Q4) 
03. Outside DISTRICT/ (piped answer insert from Q4), but in STATE/ जिले स ेबाहर 
परन्त ुइसी राज्य में (piped answer insert from Q5) 
04. Outside STATE/राज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

42. Does the owner of this company have any other firms?:/क्या कम्पनी के मालिक के कोई अन्य 
व्यवसाय भी ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नही ं
03. Don’t know/पता नहीं

43. Does the business owner also own agricultural land?:/क्या व्यापार के मालिक के पास कोई कृषि भूमि 
भी ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 51, 52, 53, 54, 55) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 56)

44. Where is this land?:/यह भूमि कहा ँह?ै 
01. In CLUSTER/क्षेत्र में (piped answer insert from Q3)
02. Elsewhere in DISTRICT जिले में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q4) 
03. Outside the DISTRICT, but in the STATE/जिले स ेबाहर पर इसी राज्य में (piped answer 
insert from Q5) 
04. Outside STATE/ राज्य स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

45. Can you estimate the total land size?/क्या आप बता सकत ेहै ंकि कितनी ज़मीन 
ह?ै:________________(Kattha)/कत्था (numerical answer only);/(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

46. Do you have income from this land?:/क्या इस ज़मीन स ेआपकी कोई आय होती ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 54) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 55)

47. Can you estimate the share of the owner’s total household income that comes from 
agricultural work or owned agricultural land?:/ कंपनी के मालिक की कुल घरेलु आय का लगभग कितना 
प्रतिशत कृषि कार्य या स्वयं की कृषि भूमि स ेआता ह?ै
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01. 0 – 20 % of total household income comes from agriculture/कुल घरेलु आय का 0-20% 
कृषि स ेआता है
02. 20 – 40 % of total household income comes from agriculture/ कुल घरेलु आय का 20-
40% कृषि स ेआता ह ै
03. 40 – 60 % of total household income comes from agriculture/ कुल घरेलु आय का 40-
60% कृषि स ेआता है
04. 60 – 80 % of total household income comes from agriculture/ कुल घरेलु आय का 60-
80% कृषि स ेआता है
05. 80 – 100 % of total household income comes from agriculture/ कुल घरेलु आय का 80-
100% कृषि स ेआता है

48. Does your family work the land?:/क्या आपका परिवार इस भूमि पर कार्य करता ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

49. Back to this firm. Can you estimate the gross revenues from this firm in the past year?:/
इस कंपनी के बारे में फिर स ेबात करते   क्या आप इस कम्पनी की पिछले साल में हुई राजस्व आय का अनुमान 
बता सकत ेहै?ं __________________ (estimate in Rs.)/ (अनुमान रुपयों में बताएं); (numerical 
answers only) /(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

50. Can you estimate the total monthly income from this firm after all costs?:/क्या आप सभी 
लागत हटान ेके बाद, इस कंपनी की कुल मासिक आय का अनुमान बता सकत ेहै?ं __________________ 
(estimate in Rs.)/(अनुमान रुपयों में बताएं); (numerical answers only) /(केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

51. In your estimate, how much does the income from this firm account for total 
household income?:/आपके हिसाब स ेआपके कुल घरेलु आय का कितना प्रतिशत इस कंपनी स ेआता ह?ै
01. 0 – 20 % of total household income comes this business/ कुल घरेलु आय का 0-20% इस 
कंपनी स ेआता है
02. 20 – 40 % of total household income comes this business/ कुल घरेलु आय का 20-40% 
इस कंपनी स ेआता है
03. 40 – 60 % of total household income comes this business कुल घरेलु आय का 40-60% इस 
कंपनी स ेआता है
04. 60 – 80 % of total household income comes this business/ कुल घरेलु आय का 60-80% 
इस कंपनी स ेआता है
05. 80 – 100 % of total household income comes this business/ कुल घरेलु आय का 80-100% 
इस कंपनी स ेआता है

52. Did family members or friends invest in the firm to start the business?:/क्या इस कम्पनी को 
शुर ूकरन ेके लिए परिवार के सदस्यो ंया मित्रों न ेइसमे ंनिवेश किया था? 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 60) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 61)

53. How important was this investment for starting up the firm?:/इस कंपनी को शुर ूकरन ेके लिए यह 
निवेश कितना महत्वपूर्ण था? 
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01. Very important/बहुत महत्वपूर्ण 
02. Neutral/ना बहुत महत्वपूर्ण, ना ही अमहत्वपूर्ण 
03. Not important/महत्वपूर्ण नहीं

54. Did family members or friends loan you money to start the business?:/क्या आपके परिवार के 
सदस्यो ंया मित्रों न ेइस व्यापार को शुर ूकरन ेके लिए आपको ऋण दिया था? 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

Section VI/भाग VI 
Business connections/ व्यापारिक सम्बन्ध

55. Who are your customers (to whom do you sell or whom do you service)? (check 
relevant boxes. Multiple boxes possible):/आपके ग्राहक कौन है ं(आप किन्हे ंउत्पाद या सेवाएं प्रदान 
करते है)ं? (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खानों को चुने ं एक स ेअधिक उत्तर संभव ह)ै 
01. Retailers/फुटकर विक्रेता
02. Wholesalers/थोक व्यापारी
03. Manufacturers/उत्पादक
04. Individual consumers/व्यक्तिगत उपभोगता
05. Corporate customers/कॉर्पोरेट उपभोगता
06. Government agencies/सरकारी एजेंसीयाँ या संस्थाएं

56. Where are most of your customers/buyers located? (check boxes):/आपके ज़्यादातर ग्राहक/
खरीददार कहा ँपर स्थित है?ं (खानों को चेक करें) 
01. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/इसी क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3)
02. Outside CLUSTER/क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in 
DISTRICT/ पर इसी जिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)
03. Outside DISTRICT, but in STATE/ जिले के बाहर परन्त ुराज्य में (piped answer insert 
from Q5)
04. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

57. What are the main supplies/inputs that you need in your company? (check relevant 
boxes. Multiple responses possible):/ आपकी कंपनी में मुख्यतः आपको कौनसी आपूर्ति/वस्तुओ ंकी ज़रूरत 
पढ़ती ह?ै (लागू होन ेवाले सभी खानों को चुने ं एक स ेअधिक उत्तर संभव ह)ै
01. Raw/unfinished materials/ कच्चा/असुसज्जित माल
02. Semi-finished materials/parts/अर्ध सुसज्जित माल या चीज़ें
03. Food stuffs/खाद्य पदार्थ
04. Chemicals/ रसायन
05. Finished goods/सुसज्जित माल
06. Paint/पेंट/रंग
07. Machinery, tools/ मशीनरी, उपकरण
08. Cloth, textiles/ कपडा, टेक्सटाइल
09. Other/अन्य:_____________________(please specify); (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)
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58. Where are most of your suppliers located? (check boxes, all that apply):/ आपके आपूर्तिकर्ता 
या सप्लायर कहा ँस्थित है?ं
01. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/इसी क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3)
02. Outside CLUSTER/ क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in 
DISTRICT/ परन्त ुइसी जिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)
03. Outside DISTRICT/ जिले स ेबाहर (piped answer insert from Q4), but in STATE/ 
परन्त ुइसी राज्य में piped answer insert from Q5)
04. Outside STATE/ राज्य के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q5)

59. Do you subcontract part of the work to other companies inside CLUSTER (piped 
answer insert from Q3)?:/ क्या आप अपने व्यवसाय स ेजुड़ा काम इस क्षेत्र की अन्य कंपनियों स ेकरवाते 
है?ं
01. Yes/ हाँ
02. No/ नहीं

60. Do you subcontract part of the work to other companies outside CLUSTER/ क्या आप 
अपने व्यवसाय स ेजुड़ा काम इस क्षेत्र के बाहर अन्य कंपनियों स ेकरवाते है?ं ? (piped answer insert from 
Q3)?:
01. Yes
02. No

61. Are you yourself a subcontractor for other companies inside CLUSTER/ क्या आप खुद 
क्षेत्र के अन्दर अन्य कंपनीयों के लिए उपठेकेदार के रूप में काम करते है?ं (piped answer insert from 
Q3)?:/ 
01. Yes/हा ँ
02. No/नहीं

62. Are you yourself a subcontractor for other companies outside CLUSTER (piped 
answer insert from Q3)?: क्या आप खुद क्षेत्र के बाहर अन्य कंपनीयों के लिए उपठेकेदार के रूप में काम 
करते है?ं 
01. Yes/ हा ँ
02. No/ नहीं

63. How many firms/shops like yours do you estimate exist in CLUSTER/ आपके अनुमान में इस 
क्षेत्र में कितनी आपके जैसी कंपनीयाँ या दुकान ेमौजूद है?ं (piped answer insert from Q3)?:________
_______________________; (numerical answer only)/ (केवल संख्यात्मक उत्तर)

64. Do you think that in the last two years this number has:/आपके अनुसार क्या पिछले दो सालों में 
यह संख्या: 
01. Grown fast/तेज़ी स ेबढ़ी ह ै
02. Stayed about the same/लगभग उतनी ही ह ै
03. Declined/कम हुई है
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Section VII/ भाग VII 
Area Characteristics/ क्षेत्र की विशेषताएं

65. What is the most positive aspect of this location for the company? (rank order, most 
positive aspect at the top):/कंपनी के लिए इस स्थान के सबस ेसकारात्मक पहलू क्या है?ं (क्रम में चुन,े सबस े
पहले सबस ेज्यादा सकारात्मक पहलू) 
01. Workers nearby/ कर्मी पास में मौजूद 
02. Customers/buyers nearby/  पास में मौजूद ग्राहक/खरीददार 
03. Suppliers nearby/ आपूर्तिकर्ता/सप्लायर पास में मौजूद 
04. Learning from other nearby businesses/पास के अन्य व्यवसायों स ेसीखन ेका अवसर 
05. Affordable workspace/कम दामों में कार्यस्थल उपलब्ध 
06. Nearby to my community/ मेरे समुदाय के पास में स्थित  
07. Good connectivity/infrastructure/ अच्छी कनेक्टिविटी/इंफ्रास्ट्रक्चर

66. What is the most negative aspect of this location for the company? (rank order, most 
negative aspect at the top): कंपनी के लिए इस स्थान के सबस ेनकारात्मक पहलू क्या है?ं (क्रम में चुन,े सबस े
पहले सबस ेज्यादा नकारात्मक पहलू) 
01. Difficult to get workers/ कर्मियों का मिल पाना मुश्किल 
02. Not enough customers/buyers/ पर्याप्त ग्राहक/खरीददार नही ं
03. Far away from suppliers/ आपूर्तिकर्ताओं/सप्लायर स ेदूर  
04. Competition from other businesses/ दुसर ेव्यापारों के साथ मुक़ाबला 
05. Expensive workspace/ कार्यस्थलों के महेंग ेदाम
06. Far from my community/ मेरे समुदाय स ेदूर
07. Bad connectivity / poor infrastructure/ ख़राब कनेक्टिविटी/इंफ्रास्ट्रक्चर

67. Is this area known for a specialized economic activity?:/ क्या यह क्षेत्र किसी विशेष आर्थिक 
गतिविधियों के लिए प्रसिद्ध ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 75) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 76)

68. Which activity?: कौनसी गतिविधि? 
01. Shopping/ खरीदारी 
02. Offices/ कार्यालय 
03. Manufacturing/ उत्पादन 
04. Government/ सरकारी कार्य 
05. Other/अन्य:_________________________(please specify); (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)

69. Which are some of the biggest businesses (any kind) in CLUSTER that you know of?/ 
इस क्षेत्र में कौनस ेकुछ सबस ेबड़े व्यापार है ं(किसी भी प्रकार के) जिनक ेबारे में आप जानत ेहै?ं (piped answer 
insert from Q3): 
01._______________________________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें) 
02._______________________________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें) 
03._______________________________(please specify)/ (कृपया स्पष्ट करें)
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70. How do you feel about general business opportunities in CLUSTER/ (piped answer 
insert from Q3)?:/ आपके क्षेत्र में सामान्य व्यापार के अवसर के बारे में आपकी क्या राय ह?ै
01. Very positive/ बहुत सकारात्मक
02. Positive/सकारात्मक
03. Neutral/कोई राय नहीं
04. Negative/नकारात्मक
05. Very negative/ बहुत नकारात्मक

71. Would you say that in the last 5 years, the general business environment in this area:/
क्या आप कहेंग ेकि पिछले पाँच सालों में इस क्षेत्र में आम व्यापार का वातावरण: 
01. Improved/बेहतर हुआ है
02. Stayed the same/वैसा ही है
03. Declined/कमतर हुआ है

72. In the past five years or so, do you think your company’s business has:/ आपकी राय में पिछले 
लगभग पाँच सालों में क्या आपकी कंपनी का व्यापार:
01. Improved/बेहतर हुआ है
02. Stayed the same/वैसा ही है
03. Deteriorated/ख़राब हुआ है

73. Are there plans to expand your business in the next year?:/क्या अगले वर्ष में आपकी आपके 
व्यापार को बढ़ान ेकी कोई योजना ह?ै 
01. Yes/हाँ
02. No/नहीं
03. Don’t know/पता नहीं

74. Does the owner have plans to move the business elsewhere?:/ क्या मालिक की इस व्यापार को 
कही ंऔर स्थित करन ेकी कोई योजना ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 82) 
02. No/नही ं(go to question 83)

75. To where?:/ कहा?ँ 
01. Elsewhere in CLUSTER/क्षेत्र में कही ंऔर (piped answer insert from Q3)
02. Outside CLUSTER/क्षेत्र के बाहर (piped answer insert from Q3), but in 
DISTRICT/परन्त ुइसी जिले में (piped answer insert from Q4)
03. Outside DISTRICT, but in STATE/जिले स ेबाहर परन्त ुइसी राज्य में (piped answer insert 
from Q5)
04. Outside STATE/ इस राज्य में (piped answer insert from Q5)

76. Does the owner have plans to close the firm?:/क्या मालिक का इस कंपनी को बंद करन ेका कोई इरादा 
ह?ै 
01. Yes/हा ँ(answer question 84) 
02. No/नही ं(end of survey)
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77. What are the owner’s plans after closing the firm?:/कंपनी को बंद करन ेके बाद मालिक का क्या इरादा 
ह?ै 
01. Start another business/कोई और व्यापार शुर ूकरन ेका 
02. Start other work/ अन्य काम करन ेका 
03. Don’t know/ पता नहीं

End of Firm Survey, West Bengal and Bihar /कंपनी सर्व ेकी समाप्ति
Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions about the survey or the research, please ask 
the surveyor, or contact Robbin Jan van Duijne directly via r.j.vanduijne@uva.nl . The University of 
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Faculty of Social and Behavioral  Sciences; Dept. Geography, Planning and 
International Development Studies.
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Appendix 3: Informed consent for survey and 
interview stages

· We are undertaking a research project on the economy, employment and living conditions 
in your area. We are students from the Netherlands and America. 
हम अमेरिका और नैदरलॅंड्स में पढ़ाई कर रह ेह ैऔर हम आपके क्षेत्र में आर्थिक स्थिति, रोज़गार और रहन-सहन के बारे 
में  रिसर्च/ शोध कर रह ेह ै|

· Briefly, and in simple terms, explain the purpose of the study to the participant. 
संक्षिप्त और आसान भाषा में इस रिसर्च/ शोध में भाग लेन ेवाले उत्तरदाता को इस रिसर्च का उद्देश्य बताएं |

· Would now be a convenient time to ask you these questions? Answering these questions 
will take about 30-40 minutes.
क्या अभी सही समय ह ैआपस ेबात करन ेका और कुछ प्रश्न पूछन ेका | हमारे प्रश्नों का उत्त्तर देन ेमें आपको 30-40 
मिनट का समय लगेगा |

· If you do not want to answer some of the questions, that is perfectly fine. Also, if you 
want to change your answer to some of these questions, or changed your mind and do not 
want participate after all, please also let us know.
इस  रिसर्च/ शोध में भाग लेन ेके लिए आपके ऊपर किसी तरह की बाध्यता या ज़ोर नही ंह ै| इस रिसर्च में भाग लेन ेके लिए 
मंजूरी देन ेके बाद अगर आप किन्ही ंप्रश्नों का उत्त्तर नही ंदेना चाहते ह ैतो भी कोई बात नही ं| और अगर आप किन्ही ं
प्रश्नों का उत्त्तर देन ेके बाद उत्त्तरो को बदलना चाहते ह ैतो आप वो भी कर सकत ेह ै| और अगर इंटरव्यू/साक्षात्कार 
के दौरान अगर आपको लगे की आप इस रिसर्च में भाग नही ंलेना चाहते ह ैतो आप कृपया हमे ंबताइए और हम  इंटरव्यू  को 
रोक देंग े|

· We respect your privacy, and we keep your answers in strict confidence. The information 
you provide will be used strictly for research purpose without identifying you individually. 
And other than the researchers on this project, no one else will be able to access your 
answers.
हम आपकी प्राइवेट ज़िन्दगी का महत्व समझत ेह ैऔर हम आपके द्वारा दी गई जानकारी को पूर्णतया गोपनीय रखेंगे | यह 
जानकारी केवल रिसर्च/शोध के लिए काम में ली जाएगी और उसम ेआपकी पहचान नही ंहोगी | इस अध्ययन के रिसर्चस/
शोधकर्ताओं के अलावा कोई भी अन्य व्यक्ति को आपके द्वारा दी गई जानकारी का इस्तेमाल नही ंकर पायेगा |

· You need to be at least 21 years old to participate.
इस रिसर्च में भाग लेन ेके लिए उत्तरदाता को कम स ेकम 21 साल का होना जरुरी ह|ै
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Appendix 4: Shortened item-list household 
interviews

1. Could you tell us a bit more about your household? Family situation, household 
members, their children, jobs, educational levels;

2. Family structure: (joint/extended family or nuclear). Household head? Did anything 
change? What changed, and why did that change? Could you elaborate on this? Probes 
on living arrangements, eating arrangements, finances, pooled land and assets, worship, 
communal activities;

3. Livelihoods: How did the household weighed different livelihood strategies? What 
considerations went into livelihood choices? Probes on local livelihood opportunities, 
commuting, agriculture, etc., with a focus on motives;

4. In case of migrant members: Why and how did the household make that decision? 
Characteristics of the migrant member? Who, where, for how long? Domestic/
international? Probes on how this impacted family life, child care, elderly care, 
remittances;

5. Gender roles: How did your daily life change with your husband/spouse being away for 
work? Probes on tasks/responsibilities inside or outside the home, etc.

6. In case of land ownership/leasing: Could you tell about the land you own/lease? Probes 
on farming, working the land, leasing it out, ever consider selling, why, significance 
of the land for the family, etc. Probes on agricultural productivity, flooding, droughts, 
hardship, distress?

7. In case of livestock: could you tell us why your family owns livestock? What does this 
livestock mean for the family? Would you ever consider selling the livestock? Etc.

8. Communal identity / association: Could you tell us about the people in this 
neighbourhood and about the community/caste? Strength of communal ties, do people 
help each other out, change over time.
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Appendix 6: Food Security Index (FSI)

Food Security Index – The index below was inspired by the Food Insecurity Experience Scale 
(FIES) of the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO). We adopted questions from the FIES 
scale in our household survey, and created a summary measure of food insecurity that included five 
indicators that are also at the basis of the FIES (Food and Agriculture Organisation 2018). In our 
household survey, respondents were asked if, at any time during the past four weeks, members of 
the household experienced food insecurity.  
 
Food insecurity was assessed through the following questions of self-reported, involuntary food 
behaviors arising due to a lack of resources (yes/no responses, see Household Survey, Appendix 1):
1) household members worried that they wouldn’t have enough food to eat (1 point); 
2) any household member had to eat a limited variety of food (1.5 points);
3) any household member ate a smaller meal than needed (1.5 points); 
4) there was no food to eat of any kind (2 points);
5) any household member went a whole day without food (2 points). 

This rendered a scale of 0 to 8. Households were then categorized in three classes:  those with a 
score of 0 were classified as food secure; those with scores of 1 to 4 as moderately food secure; and 
those with scores higher than 4 as food insecure.
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Appendix 7: Standard of Living Index (SLI)

Standard of Living Index – The SLI is a summary measure of household well-being. It uses 
ownership of goods and assets to assess a household’s living standard. In compiling the SLI below, 
we took conceptual cues from India’s National Family Health Survey (NFHS), conducted by 
the International Institute for Population Sciences, Mumbai. In the second round of the NFHS, 
conducted in 1998-99, the SLI was calculated using indicators on housing characteristics (e.g. 
type of house, availability of toilet in the house) as well as ownership of assets (e.g. land, radio, car, 
tractor, bicycle, TV) (International Institute for Population Sciences 2000). We used a modified 
version of this SLI based on the Lalgola and Barharia contexts and our own primary data. 
 
We constructed a 30-point Standard of Living Index (SLI). This index centers on four key 
categories, including household’s monthly per capita income (MPCI), household assets, quality of 
the household dwelling, and food security.  
 
The weighting of each of these categories within the SLI was done as follows:

1. MPCI – upto Rs. 2000=1; 2001 to 4000 =2; 4,001 to 6,000=3; above 6,000 =4;
2. Household assets: 2 points each for ownership of a television, refrigerator, smartphone, 

motorbike / two-wheeler, and 4 points for car ownership;
3. The quality of the household dwelling was assessed through the following criteria: LPG 

connection, piped water connection, toilet (2 points each); subjective assessment of the 
dwelling by the surveyor as either kutcha =0, semi-pucca =1, or pucca = 2 and size of the 
house (<500 sq. ft.=0; 500 to 1,000 sq. ft. =1; >1,000 sq. ft. =2);

4. Household food security scores (see Appendix 1): food secure = 4; moderately food 
insecure = 2; severely food insecure = 0. 

This rendered a scale of 0-30. Based on aggregate scores, households were divided into categories of 
low SLI (0-11), medium SLI (12-17), or high SLI (18-30).
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SUMMARY

Introduction: India’s rural-urban transition
As the world is projected to urbanize at a continued fast pace, urban forms, processes 
and outcomes are becoming increasingly varied and complex, especially in the global 
South where most of the world’s urbanization is expected to take place. Much of 
this growth will occur outside the large cities and mega cities, in a range of smaller 
settlements, dispersed across former rural regions. These urbanization processes are 
largely outside the purview of today’s urban theoretical and conceptual debate, despite 
their major impact on the daily existence of hundreds of millions of people. The big 
(Northern) city still remains the privileged terrain for urban theorization and research. 
This dissertation directs attention away from the big city, and contributes to the urgent 
need to improve our understanding of the nature of urbanization processes at the lower 
ends of the urban hierarchy. The geographical focus is on India. 
 
There are specific, important, reasons to focus on India in this study. India is 
one of the least urbanized countries in the world, the majority of its 1.3 billion 
inhabitants currently still lives in rural areas, and agriculture still employs by far the 
largest number of people. However, existing datasets and studies suggest that India’s 
countryside is experiencing a major rural-urban transition. The countryside has 
witnessed three interconnected, escalating trends in the last couple of decades that, 
taken together, sketch the contours of this wide-ranging transition. The first refers 
to the substantial and ongoing shift of employment out of agriculture. Over the past 
fifteen years, tens of millions of people have lost their jobs in the primary sector, 
and there are strong indications that this takes place irrespective of alternative local 
employment opportunities. This leaves households with major challenges to forge 
alternative livelihoods. The second relates to significant increases in labor migration. 
Recent research shows that internal (domestic) labor migration has accelerated to 
unprecedented levels in the last couple of decades. At the same time, international 
labor migration from India has accelerated as well. It seems that, more than ever, 
labor migration offers a way out for many households that used to be dependent on 
agriculture. The third pertains to the rapidly growing share of reported urban growth 
at the bottom of the urban system, with rural villages turning into urban-classified 
settlements at unprecedented rates. The most recent Indian census reports that 
thousands of former agrarian villages are reclassified to “urban” towns mainly because of 
structural shifts in their workforces.  
 
These three trends are related, and occur more or less simultaneous, but key questions 
have thus far remained unanswered. We have insufficient insight into the nature of this 
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major transition: where do former agrarian workers go, what new livelihoods do they 
seek out, what kind of alternative, local employment is present, how are local economies 
restructured, what is the role of migration, what are people’s living conditions and their 
general levels of well-being, what kind of spatial-morphological change accompanies 
this transition, how are people’s daily social lives affected, and how do these overall 
developments align with general theorizing about urbanization? The main research 
question addressed in this study is: How can we understand the nature of India’s rural-
urban transition?  
 
This book is a comprehensive investigation of this transition, with attention to 
economic, spatial-morphological, and social-cultural dimensions of change. The study 
speaks to various disciplinary debates and literatures including postcolonial urban 
studies, agglomeration theory, the planetary urbanism literature, and urban socio-
cultural studies. These debates are all at a high level of theoretical abstraction, and 
have to do with new ways of thinking and understanding the nature of urbanization 
processes, patterns and pathways; with questions of urban spatiality/morphology; 
with the economic processes that drive urban growth; with reflexive perspectives on 
the meaning of “urban” in an era of planetary urbanization; and with questions of the 
portability of urban theory across the North-South divide. These debates have recently 
been characterized by high levels of disagreement, and have becoming increasingly 
divorced from empirics. With a unique primary dataset collected at India’s rural-urban 
transition, this book is of help in moving these debates along.  
 
The book uses a comparative case study approach, and investigates the rural-urban 
transition of two remote sites in the eastern part of the Indo-Gangetic Plain, Lalgola 
in the Murshidabad district of West Bengal, and Barharia in the district of Siwan, 
Bihar. The book consists of eight Chapters. Chapter 2 further theorizes the socio-
spatial changes at the rural-urban transition and what they might consist of. Chapter 
3 elaborates on the study design. It details the rationale behind field site selection 
procedures, and the intricacies of on the ground quantitative and qualitative primary 
data gathering. Chapter 4 explores the key reasons for why India’s urbanization remains 
“hidden” from official statistics. In important ways, this Chapter contextualizes why 
we misread the socio-spatial transformations at the rural-urban transition. It does so 
through a separate case study of the city of Samastipur. Chapters 5 and 6 investigate 
the evolving economic geographies at the rural-urban transition at our main field sites, 
Lalgola and Barharia. Chapter 5 examines livelihood transformations and household 
well-being. Chapter 6 subsequently turns to the restructuring of local economies. 
Chapter 7 highlights dimensions of social change in Lalgola and Barharia, and asks what 
the impact is of the rural-urban transition on household dynamics and class divisions. 
Chapter 8 synthesizes the main empirical and theoretical findings, presents policy 
recommendations, and an agenda for future research. 

India’s Emergent Urban Formations (Chapter 2)
We outline our ideas and hypotheses on emergent urban formations, structured by an 
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alternative theoretical framework that is sensitive to the Indian context but that retains 
some fundamental tenets of existing urban theory. Using this framework, we present 
preliminary evidence of substantial growth at the rural-urban transition. We link this 
growth to the conceptual challenges facing urban theory and the “measurement” of 
urbanization. We underscore the usefulness of transduction, a research strategy that 
prioritizes a dialectical relationship between theoretical formulation and empirical 
observation. Such a strategy requires an open mind about the nature of emergent urban 
formations’ spatial, economic, and social dimensions, and acknowledgement that they 
might not conform to conventional (Northern) understandings of urban form, process 
or outcome. 
 
A key postulation in our framework is that rapid decreases in agricultural employment 
across wide rural geographies, combined with a general absence of local alternative 
employment opportunities, can give way to emergent urban formations that are 
relatively dispersed, smaller in size and located in predominantly rural areas. We expect 
an important, but yet undetermined role for labor out-migration. We suggest that 
emergent urban formations appear in situ, in the sense that urban growth is initially 
driven by local employment shifts out of agriculture, and that it is not associated with 
spillover from existing central agglomerations or sub-urbanization or peri-urbanization. 
We put forward an extended research agenda that is particularly relevant to how we 
can come to an understanding of this urbanization process. Part of this agenda is a 
methodological approach that combines observations “from above” and “from below”: 
a dual methodology that relies on advanced GIS and remote sensing (RS) imagery, and 
systematic data collection and analysis on the ground. 

Case selection, data and methods (Chapter 3)
The geographical focus is on selected regions in the Indo-Gangetic Plain; regions 
that are typically considered to be predominantly rural. Agriculture still employs the 
largest number of people, but census data indicate that thousands of settlements show 
substantial shifts in the nature of economic activity, suggestive of widespread socio-
spatial change. The study further zooms in on the states of Bihar and West Bengal. 
These were selected because of their contrasting urban profiles and urban growth 
patterns, and they seem to represent in some ways the range of experiences at India’s 
rural-urban transition.  
 
The study is conducted in three rounds. First, we constructed a GIS that includes 
population and workforce profile data for all 86,000 administrative units (settlements) 
that make up these two states. In our analyses of these data, we focus on the spatial 
clustering of settlements that show significant employment shifts out of agriculture. 
Sometimes numerous of these settlements were spatially amalgamating and showed 
contiguity in built-up area stretching across administrative boundaries. We read this 
contiguity as being suggestive of larger urbanizing formations that go undetected in 
official data. Second, focusing on such settlement clusters, we identified ten potential 
study sites for two rounds of reconnaissance field visits across West Bengal and Bihar. 
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The goal of these exploratory field visits was to arrive at final decisions on our case 
studies. We selected two remote study sites for in-depth primary data collection: a large 
cluster of seven contiguously grown settlements around Lalgola of 89,367 people, and 
a smaller cluster of six amalgamated settlements around Barharia with a population 
of 18,658. Third, we collected a large amount of primary quantitative and qualitative 
data from these sites. We collected a sample of 645 household surveys (N = 308 at the 
Barharia site and 337 at the Lalgola site), and 331 firm surveys (N = 161 in Barharia 
and 170 in Lalgola). This was followed up with 46 in-depth interviews (35 household 
and 11 key informant interviews). Together, these data allow for a unique and 
comprehensive analysis of the nature of India’s rural-urban transition. 

Why India’s urbanization is “hidden” (Chapter 4)
Chapter 4 can be considered an interlude of sorts, an in-between Chapter before 
we return to the nature of the rural-urban transition. It explores the key reasons for 
underreporting of urbanization in India. We argue that urban growth in the countryside 
is substantial, that some of this growth is detected in the Indian census in the form of 
reclassified villages, but much of it remains out of view. Empirical studies on “hidden” 
urbanization are scant, especially more qualitative accounts, and we still know preciously 
little about its geography, the nature of this process, the agrarian levers of change, 
local actors involved, or the politics and power configurations at play. This Chapter 
focuses on these aspects of hidden processes of urbanization in Bihar, and asks why 
urban growth appears to remain invisible from official statistics. The approach to this 
problem centers on a conceptualization of urbanization that emphasizes population 
concentration and shifts in the economic profiles of villages. Through a geospatial 
methodology, the Chapter studies where these structural economic shifts are taking 
place and where populations are rapidly growing, and compares this to what is officially 
noted as “rural” or “urban” in Indian census statistics. 
 
Based on reconnaissance fieldwork conducted in the city of Samastipur, the Chapter 
subsequently presents a detailed narrative of why urban growth remains hidden. The 
Indian census only considers single administrative units in the labelling of settlements 
as either “rural” or “urban”, and disregards the possibility of spatial-morphological 
contiguity across administrative boundaries. Multiple settlements in Samastipur’s direct 
surroundings had amalgamated with the city, forming a much larger urbanizing area. 
Official rural-to-urban reclassification of these settlements was found to be a deeply 
contested and politicized process, with conflicting interests between local actors that 
pursue “urban” status and those actively fighting to remain “rural”. The Chapter shows 
how village leaders, mukhiyas, actively hold on to the “rural” status of their villages even 
when urban growth has been substantial. Rural-to-urban settlement reclassification 
has consequences for village residents in terms of cost of living, land-ownership, access 
to rural development funding, and democratic and inclusive participation in local 
governance. These dynamics are at the root of hidden urbanization. 
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Changing livelihoods at the rural-urban transition (Chapter 5)
In Chapter 5 we investigate changing livelihoods at India’s rural-urban transition at 
our two main sites: Lalgola and Barharia. Our analyses focus on the occupational shifts 
out of agriculture, alternative livelihoods in the local economy, the role of migration 
in livelihood strategies, and the ramifications of evolving household strategies for well-
being. At both sites, the shift out of agriculture is highly significant, but the options 
for alternative livelihoods in the local economies are limited. Of those working locally, 
some find employment in construction or other manual labor jobs and more than 
half had started small businesses, usually in retail. A substantial section of the former 
agrarian workforce is however presented with the task of seeking employment elsewhere, 
regionally or, more often, much further away. 
 
A number of main breadwinners now make a daily commute to nearby larger towns, 
which shows the strong economic connections that have formed between these 
clusters and the surrounding region. But, more importantly, in total, nearly half of all 
households now have one or more migrant worker. It is clear that labor migration offers 
a way out for many households. A stark difference between our sites is that Lalgola’s 
circular labor migration patterns concern almost exclusively domestic migration. 
In contrast, Barharia’s migration patterns are split evenly between domestic and 
international labor migrants. We observe significantly different impacts of domestic 
versus international labor migration on well-being. Households with international 
migrants are among those with the highest incomes, while those with domestic migrants 
tend to have the lowest incomes, with non-migrant households in-between. To deepen 
our understanding of well-being at the rural-urban transition, we present a Standard of 
Living Index and multiple linear regression models predicting the overall levels of well-
being for households in Lalgola and Barharia. We present differences between our sites, 
which highlight the variegated nature of changing livelihoods and standards of living at 
the rural-urban transition.  

Restructuring local economies at the rural-urban transition (Chapter 6)
Barharia and Lalgola are characterized by economies and livelihoods that are almost 
entirely detached from agriculture, but, as a corollary, both sites have now become 
highly dependent on the outside world. Despite their remote locations, economically, 
both sites are functionally connected to their wider regions and nearby larger towns. 
Barharia and Lalgola are also strongly embedded within the webs of distant urban 
economies and urbanization processes elsewhere, and both places are themselves 
profoundly reworked by these linkages. One such profound change concerns the 
reshaping of the local economies, which is the topic of research in Chapter 6. Our 
study shows that remittances sent back home lead to a substantial inflow of capital, 
which stimulates local consumption, and drives consumption-scapes. We find that the 
two sites are at different stages of development, but that the overall structure of the 
emerging “urban” economies is quite similar. At both sites, firms are overwhelmingly 
in retail; firms are generally small in size; and most firms have less than two employees. 
Neither of these local economies harbor substantive manufacturing sectors, yet we do 
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find a number of private education and healthcare providers, more in Barharia than in 
Lalgola. The empirical regularity across our sites, combined with the similar pathways 
and patterns through which new livelihoods are forged, forms the basis for alternative 
theorizing around the conceptual notion of “injected urbanism”. 
 
Remittances are a key propellant and lifeline of the emerging local economies. Remitted 
earnings lead to substantially higher levels of spending power locally when compared 
to former agrarian-based incomes: the annual household income levels of migrant 
households are multiples of the few households that still rely exclusively on farming 
today. In some measure, households thus experience that their economic position is 
going up, which goes especially for households with international migrants in Barharia. 
This, in turn, increases demand for local amenities, with households wanting their 
newfound economic status met by a certain level of “urban” services. Alongside the 
growing retail sectors, this finds expression in the proliferation of relatively expensive 
private education and healthcare providers. Remittances thus support a small, 
but growing tertiary sector locally. Our study also finds that remittances capital is 
instrumental in the startup of new shops. Remittances thus have multiplier effects 
because, besides more spending power among migrant households to pay for private 
education and healthcare, the stimulation of local consumption further supports 
growing numbers of firms, and, in turn, a certain level of local non-farm employment. 
Without remittances, a substantial number of local firms and local employment would 
not be there. 

Dimensions of social change at the rural-urban transition (Chapter 7)
The effects of the rural-urban transition on dimensions of social change are studied in 
Chapter 7. The focus is on changing household dynamics and class divisions, matters 
traditionally assumed to be affected by urbanization. In Lalgola and Barharia, we find 
that household composition and dynamics are changing but it is unlike the singular 
transition from extended to nuclear households that is emphasized in established 
urbanization theory. We find that larger extended families with labor migrants are 
adapting, and that this adjustment can be seen as a compromise of sorts. Remittances 
cause financial disparities and tensions between different parts of the larger extended 
family. Adaptive processes take place, with a separation of finances and kitchens 
but otherwise continued social and residential cohesion in order to keep supporting 
migration-based livelihoods. The scale of circular labor migration like we see in Lalgola 
and Barharia makes this household configuration, with separate budgets and kitchens but 
otherwise shared daily living arrangements, increasingly common along the rural-urban 
transition. We also find that, within the financially independent units of the household, 
male labor migration has implications for gender roles and especially for the role of the 
female spouse. In the absence of husbands, spouses tend to assume greater decision-
making power on strategic household matters and an increased burden of responsibilities. 
 
In terms of class divisions, we find that overall, at both sites, the movement out of 
farming has raised income levels and probably has reduced poverty. The shift likely also 
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translates into less direct dependency of former agricultural laborers on land-owning 
classes. Nonetheless, at both sites, landownership continues to be a major determinant 
of social stratification and an important predictor of household incomes. At the same 
time, our comparative approach revealed some important differences between the 
two sites. In Lalgola, we find that internal (domestic) male circular labor migration, 
typically with low remittances, tends to compound existing class divisions. However, at 
the Barharia site, we observe a remarkable upending of traditional class hierarchies, as 
a result of the high remittances from international labor migration, especially common 
among formerly marginalized communities. Nearly half of all male migration from 
Barharia is international, and this type of migration can be considered an opportunity 
for upward mobility for the household as a whole. 

Conclusions 
The findings of this book call into question how we conceive and theorize the urban 
and processes of urbanization, and are more generally relevant to our understanding of 
urbanization in the global South. We find aspects that highlight the non-conventional 
nature of this incipient urban growth, particularly in its relation to migration, which 
challenge how we have historically come to understand the nature of urbanization 
processes. 
 
In important ways, the book contributes to and intersects with theoretical debates at 
the core of the field of urban studies. First, the dissertation invokes some key tenets 
of the planetary urbanism paradigm. The findings on circular migration, remittances 
capital, and theorizing around the notion of “injected urbanism,” add insights to this 
literature. Second, the general absence of a production/manufacturing sector, and lack 
of significant signs of the forming of such a sector has implications for agglomeration 
theory. Agglomeration as the basic source of urbanization does not seem to apply so 
much to India’s rural-urban transition. Third, the research findings subscribe to broad-
based postcolonial critiques that the global South might very well display something 
new, something different, compared with “conventional” urbanization patterns and 
pathways. However, there remains a pressing need to take the next step and specify how 
things in the urban global South are different and in what ways (if at all) existing theory 
could be usefully reformulated beyond such generalities. The unique primary data 
collection at the basis of this book forces us to consider the complexity, diversity, and 
multiscalarity of the urbanization processes unfolding, and it forces us to reflect on, and 
possibly reconsider, urban theorizing. Most importantly in this respect is that the study 
provides empirical evidence that appears to puncture a bubble in models of urbanization 
originating in the West. 
 
The book closes off with policy recommendations, and by sending out a strong call for 
much more and continued academic engagement with urbanizing India as one of the 
world’s emerging focal areas of contemporary urban research and debate. Beyond the 
Lalgola and Barharia cases under investigation, we suspect that there are likely echoes of 
the outcomes across many different places. We suspect that similar trends are witnessed 
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in tens of thousands of former rural villages across the country, affecting hundreds of 
millions of people, presently and in the foreseeable future. Long-term longitudinal 
studies with sustained investigations at various geographic scales could provide insight 
into the evolving dependency of the rural-urban transition on other places. Such studies 
will shine a light on the development path, and evolution, of what will likely become a 
substantial part of India’s urbanization experience. 
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Introductie: de rurale-urbane transitie in India
Met de toenemende verstedelijking van de wereld neemt ook de differentiatie en 
complexiteit aan stedelijke vormen toe, met name in het mondiale Zuiden. Veel van 
de toekomstige verstedelijking zal plaatsvinden ver buiten de grootste steden in tal 
van kleinere plaatsen in voormalige agrarische regio’s. Deze processen voltrekken 
zich grotendeels buiten het zicht van theoretische en conceptuele debatten over 
verstedelijking en stedelijkheid, ondanks het feit dat ze een grote impact hebben op het 
dagelijks bestaan van honderden miljoenen mensen. De grote (Westerse) stad vormt 
nog altijd het uitgangspunt. Dit proefschrift richt zich juist op verstedelijkingsprocessen 
aan de onderkant van de stedelijke hiërarchie, in het bijzonder in India, om beter te 
begrijpen hoe verstedelijking daar tot stand komt.

Er zijn belangrijke redenen om de aandacht op India te richten. India is een van de 
minst verstedelijkte landen ter wereld. De overgrote meerderheid van de 1.3 miljard 
inwoners woont nog altijd in agrarisch gebied en de meeste mensen werken nog in de 
landbouw. Bestaande datasets en studies suggereren echter dat het platteland van India 
een snelle rurale-urbane transitie doormaakt. De afgelopen decennia is het platteland 
getuige geweest van drie met elkaar verbonden trends die tezamen de contouren van 
deze brede transitie schetsen. De eerste heeft betrekking op de aanhoudende druk 
op werkgelegenheid in de agrarische sector. Tientallen miljoenen mensen hebben de 
afgelopen jaren hun baan in de primaire sector verloren, vaak zonder alternatieve, 
lokale werkgelegenheidskansen. Hierdoor staan huishoudens voor de grote uitdaging 
om op andere manieren in hun levensonderhoud te voorzien. De tweede trend betreft 
een aanzienlijke toename van tijdelijke arbeidsmigratie, zowel in de vorm van interne 
(binnenlandse) als internationale arbeidsmigratie. Het lijkt erop dat arbeidsmigratie, 
meer dan ooit, een uitweg biedt voor veel huishoudens die voorheen afhankelijk 
waren van landbouw. De derde trend betreft stedelijke groei aan de onderkant van 
het stedelijk systeem, waarbij plattelandsdorpen in ongekend tempo veranderen in 
stedelijke geclassificeerde nederzettingen. De meest recente Indiase volkstelling meldt 
dat duizenden voormalige agrarische dorpen nu zijn geclassificeerd tot steden. Dit heeft 
voornamelijk te maken met structurele verschuivingen in de aard van werkgelegenheid 
op deze plekken.

Deze drie trends hangen nauw met elkaar samen en treden min of meer gelijktijdig op, 
maar er liggen nog veel belangrijke vragen over de aard van deze rurale-urbane transitie 
en over hoe bovengenoemde processen zich nu precies voltrekken en wat dat voor 
bewoners van snel verstedelijkende plattelandsgebieden betekent. De hoofdvraag die in 
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dit onderzoek aan de orde komt, luidt: Hoe kunnen we de aard van de rurale-urbane 
transitie in India begrijpen?

Dit promotieonderzoek richt zich op de economische, ruimtelijk-morfologische, 
en sociaal-culturele dimensies van deze transitie. De studie bevindt zich op het 
kruispunt van verschillende wetenschappelijke debatten, waaronder postkoloniale 
stadsstudies, agglomeratietheorie, de literatuur over planetaire verstedelijking, en sociaal-
culturele stadsstudies. Veel van deze debatten bevinden zich op een hoog theoretisch 
abstractieniveau en gaan onder andere over de ruimtelijkheid/morfologie van de stad; de 
economische processen die ten grondslag zouden liggen aan stedelijke groei; reflectie op 
wat het betekent om “stedelijk” te zijn in een tijdperk van planetaire verstedelijking; en 
met vragen over de toepasbaarheid van Noordelijke stedelijke theorie in het mondiale 
Zuiden. Deze theoretische discussies worden de laatste tijd gekenmerkt door veel 
onenigheid, maar zijn ondertussen steeds verder los geraakt van gedegen empirisch 
onderzoek. Met een unieke primaire dataset, verzameld op de rurale-urbane transitie van 
India, streeft dit onderzoek er naar om deze debatten verder op weg te helpen.

Door middel van een vergelijkende case study is onderzoek gedaan naar de ruraal-urbane 
transitie van twee afgelegen locaties in het oostelijke deel van de Indus-Gangesvlakte: 
Lalgola in het Murshidabad district van West-Bengalen, en Barharia in het Siwan district 
van Bihar. In acht hoofdstukken bespreekt deze dissertatie hoe verstedelijking zich daar 
voltrekt. Hoofdstuk 2 tracht de sociaal-ruimtelijke veranderingen van de transitie en de 
nieuw opkomende stedelijke formaties verder te theoretiseren. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de 
onderzoeksopzet en methoden. Het beschrijft de selectieprocedures voor veldlocatie en 
het veldwerkproces van dataverzameling met behulp van grootschalige kwantitatieve en 
kwalitatieve methoden. Hoofdstuk 4 is geeft inzicht in de vraag waarom een aanzienlijk 
deel van de Indiase stedelijke groei tot nu toe onopgemerkt is gebleven in officiële 
censusdata aan de hand van een studie van Samastipur, een stad gelegen in centraal 
Bihar. Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 geven inzicht in de economische geografieën van de 
rurale-urbane transitie in Lalgola en Barharia. Hoofdstuk 5 onderzoekt veranderingen 
in werkgelegenheid en niveaus van welzijn en levensonderhoud van huishoudens in 
de nieuwe stedelijke formaties. Hoofdstuk 6 gaat vervolgens in op de herstructurering 
van lokale economieën. Hoofdstuk 7 belicht de sociale dimensies van verstedelijking 
in Lalgola en Barharia, en vraagt wat de impact is van de ruraal-urbane transitie op 
gezinsvormen en klassenverdeling. Hoofdstuk 8 vat de belangrijkste empirische en 
theoretische bevindingen samen, presenteert beleidsaanbevelingen en een agenda voor 
vervolgonderzoek.

India: opkomende stedelijke formaties 
(Hoofdstuk 2)
Hoofdstuk 2 schetst onze hypothesen over opkomende stedelijke formaties, waarbij 
een alternatief theoretisch kader wordt ontwikkeld dat gevoelig is voor de Indiase 
context, maar tegelijkertijd voortbouwt op fundamentele principes van bestaande 
verstedelijkingstheorie. Met behulp van dit kader presenteren we voorlopig bewijs van 
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substantiële groei op de rurale-urbane transitie. We pleiten voor het nut van transductie, 
een onderzoekstrategie die prioriteit geeft aan een dialectische relatie tussen theoretische 
formulering en empirische observatie. Een dergelijke strategie vereist een open kijk op 
de aard van de ruimtelijke, economische en sociale dimensies van opkomende stedelijke 
formaties, en de erkenning dat deze formaties mogelijk niet voldoen aan conventionele 
(noordelijke) opvattingen over stedelijke vormen, processen of uitkomsten.

We verwachtten een belangrijke rol voor arbeidsmigratie, die nog verdere duiding nodig 
had. In tegenstelling tot theorieën over sub- en peri-urbanisatie, is de verwachting 
dat deze nieuwe stedelijke formaties in situ vorm krijgen, waarbij stedelijke groei in 
eerste instantie wordt aangedreven door lokale werkgelegenheidsverschuivingen uit 
de landbouw, maar zonder overloop van bestaande centrale agglomeraties. Daarmee 
vormt dit hoofdstuk een pleidooi voor een onderzoeksagenda die relevant is voor 
hoe we inzicht kunnen krijgen in dit verstedelijkingsproces. Onderdeel hiervan is 
een methodologische benadering die observaties “van bovenaf” en “van onderaf” 
combineert: een dubbele methodologie die sterk leunt op geavanceerde GIS- en remote 
sensing (RS)-data, en systematische dataverzameling en analyse ter plaatse.

Casusselectie, data en methoden 
(Hoofdstuk 3)
De geografische focus van het onderzoek ligt op geselecteerde regio’s in de Indus-
Gangesvlakte; regio’s die doorgaans als overwegend landelijk worden beschouwd. 
Landbouw levert hier nog steeds de meeste werkgelegenheid, maar uit recente 
volkstellingsgegevens blijkt dat duizenden nederzettingen aanzienlijke verschuivingen 
in de aard van economische activiteit laten zien. Dit wijst op brede sociaal-ruimtelijke 
veranderingen. Het onderzoek richt zich in het bijzonder op de deelstaten Bihar en 
West-Bengalen. Deze staten zijn geselecteerd vanwege hun contrasterende stedelijke 
profielen en stedelijke groeipatronen en ze lijken in zekere zin het scala aan ervaringen 
van de rurale-urbane transitie in India te vertegenwoordigen.

Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd in drie rondes. In de eerste ronde hebben we een 
uniek Geografisch Informatie Systeem gebouwd met data over bevolkingsaantallen, 
bevolkingsdichtheden en werkgelegenheidsprofielen van alle 86.000 administratieve 
eenheden (nederzettingen) die deel uitmaken van deze twee staten. In onze GIS-
analyses richten we ons op de ruimtelijke clustering van nederzettingen die substantiële 
werkgelegenheidsverschuivingen uit de landbouw vertonen. Soms klonteren 
veel van dit soort plekken samen en laten ze onderlinge contiguïteit zien in hun 
bebouwde omgeving. Deze aaneengesloten verstedelijking strekt zich dan uit over 
officiële administratieve nederzettingsgrenzen. We lezen deze contiguïteit als een 
mogelijke veel grotere verstedelijkende omgeving die onopgemerkt blijft in officiële 
verstedelijkingsdata. In de tweede ronde richten we onze aandacht op dit soort clusters 
van nederzettingen en identificeerden we tien potentiële onderzoekslocaties voor 
veldverkenningsbezoeken in West-Bengalen en Bihar. Het doel van deze verkennende 
bezoeken was om tot definitieve beslissingen te komen over onze casestudies. Er 
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zijn twee afgelegen onderzoekslocaties geselecteerd voor primaire dataverzameling: 
een groot cluster van zeven aaneengesloten nederzettingen rond Lalgola van 89.367 
mensen, en een kleiner cluster van zes samengevoegde nederzettingen rond Barharia 
met een bevolking van 18.658. In de derde ronde hebben we primaire kwantitatieve 
en kwalitatieve gegevens op deze locaties verzameld. We verzamelden een steekproef 
van 645 huishoudensenquêtes (N = 308 in Barharia, en 337 in Lalgola) en 331 
bedrijfsenquêtes (N = 161 in Barharia, en 170 in Lalgola). Hierop volgden 46 diepte-
interviews (35 interviews met huishoudens en 11 interviews met sleutelinformanten). 
Deze unieke dataset maakt een uitgebreide analyse mogelijk van de aard van de ruraal-
urbane transitie in India.

Waarom de verstedelijking van India “verborgen” blijft 
(Hoofdstuk 4)
Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt de belangrijkste redenen voor onderrapportage van 
verstedelijking in India. Hoewel ook volgens censusdata de stedelijke groei op het 
platteland aanzienlijk is, beargumenteert dit artikel dat slechts een deel van deze groei 
in de Indiase volkstelling wordt opgepikt in de vorm van agrarische dorpen die nu 
worden geclassificeerd als steden. Veel ervan blijft nog buiten beeld. Empirische studies 
over “verborgen” verstedelijking zijn zeer schaars. Er is nog maar weinig bekend over de 
geografie en aard van dit proces, de achterliggende redenen die meespelen, de betrokken 
lokale actoren, of de machtsverhoudingen tussen deze actoren. Dit hoofdstuk richt zich 
op deze aspecten van verborgen processen van verstedelijking in Bihar en vraagt waarom 
stedelijke groei onzichtbaar lijkt te blijven in officiële statistieken.

Gebaseerd op verkennend veldwerk in Samastipur analyseert dit hoofdstuk waarom 
stedelijke groei verborgen blijft. Meerdere rurale nederzettingen in de directe omgeving 
van Samastipur zijn samengesmolten met de stad en vormen tezamen een veel groter 
verstedelijkingsgebied. De officiële her-classificatie van ruraal-naar-urbaan van deze 
nederzettingen blijkt een omstreden en gepolitiseerd proces te zijn, met tegenstrijdige 
belangen tussen lokale actoren die een “urbane” status nastreven en degenen die actief 
vechten om “ruraal” te blijven. Het hoofdstuk laat zien hoe dorpsleiders, mukhiya’s, 
actief vasthouden aan de “rurale” status van hun dorpen, zelfs als stedelijke groei op 
deze plekken aanzienlijk is. De her-classificatie van deze dorpen heeft verregaande 
gevolgen voor dorpsbewoners: in termen van de kosten van levensonderhoud, hun 
grondbezit, toegang tot ontwikkelingsgelden die alleen beschikbaar zijn voor “rurale” 
nederzettingen, en democratische en inclusieve deelname aan lokaal bestuur. Deze 
dynamiek ligt aan de basis van verborgen verstedelijking.

Verandering in levensonderhoud op de rurale-urbane transitie in India  
(Hoofdstuk 5)
In hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken we veranderingen in levensonderhoud op de rurale-
urbane transitiezone in Lalgola and Barharia. Onze analyses richten zich op 
de werkgelegenheidsverschuiving uit de landbouw, alternatieve manieren om 
in levensonderhoud te voorzien in de lokale economie, de rol van migratie 
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in levensonderhoud-strategieën, en de gevolgen van al deze evoluerende 
huishoudstrategieën voor welzijn. Op beide locaties is de verschuiving uit de landbouw 
aanzienlijk, maar de mogelijkheden voor alternatief werk in de lokale economieën zijn 
beperkt. Van degenen die lokaal werken, vinden sommigen een baan in de bouw, en 
meer dan de helft is begonnen met kleine eigen bedrijven, meestal in de detailhandel. 
Een groot deel van de voormalige agrarische beroepsbevolking wordt echter voor de taak 
gesteld om elders werk te zoeken, regionaal of veel verder weg.

Migratie speelt een essentiële rol in het voorzien in het levensonderhoud. Een 
aantal kostwinners forenst dagelijks naar nabijgelegen grotere steden, wat de 
sterke economische banden laat zien die ontstaan zijn tussen deze clusters en de 
omliggende regio. Maar belangrijker is dat bijna de helft van alle huishoudens nu 
een of meerdere arbeidsmigranten heeft. Het is duidelijk dat arbeidsmigratie voor 
veel huishoudens een uitweg biedt. Een groot verschil tussen beide casestudies is dat 
de circulaire migratiepatronen van Lalgola vrijwel uitsluitend betrekking hebben op 
binnenlandse migratie. Daarentegen zijn de migratiepatronen van Barharia gelijk 
verdeeld tussen binnenlandse en internationale migratie. We zien verschillende 
effecten van binnenlandse versus internationale arbeidsmigratie op welzijnsniveaus. 
Huishoudens met internationale migranten behoren tot de hoogste inkomensgroepen, 
terwijl huishoudens met binnenlandse migranten de laagste inkomens hebben, 
met daartussenin huishoudens zonder migranten. Om ons begrip van verschillende 
welzijnsniveaus op de rurale-urbane transitie te verdiepen, presenteren we een Standard 
of Living Index en meerdere lineaire regressiemodellen die het algehele welzijnsniveau 
voor huishoudens in Lalgola en Barharia voorspellen. We presenteren enkele belangrijke 
verschillen tussen onze locaties. Deze verschillen tonen aan dat ruraal-urbane 
transitie gevarieerd verloopt voor vele huishoudens, met verschillende effecten op 
levensstandaard.

Herstructurering van lokale economieën op de rurale-urbane transitie  
(Hoofdstuk 6)
Barharia en Lalgola worden gekenmerkt door lokale economieën en werkgelegenheid 
die in de laatste vijftien jaar bijna volledig losgeweekt zijn van landbouw. Als gevolg 
hiervan zijn beide locaties nu sterk afhankelijk geworden van de buitenwereld. 
Ondanks hun afgelegen locaties zijn zowel Barharia als Lalgola economisch gezien 
functioneel verbonden met hun wijdere regio’s, met nabijgelegen grotere steden. 
Beide locaties zijn ook sterk ingebed in een web van stedelijke economieën die veel 
verder weg liggen en beide plaatsen ondergaan hierdoor zelf substantiële economische 
transformaties. Eén van die ingrijpende transformaties betreft de herstructurering van 
de lokale economieën. Ons onderzoek toont aan dat remittances, geldoverboekingen 
tussen arbeidsmigranten en het thuisfront, leiden tot een substantiële instroom van 
kapitaal in Lalgola en Barharia. Dit stimuleert lokale consumptie en de vorming van 
een eenzijdige economische structuur. Op beide locaties is voornamelijk detailhandel 
te vinden. Bedrijven zijn over het algemeen klein van omvang en de meeste bedrijven 
hebben minder dan twee werknemers. Geen van beide lokale economieën heeft een 
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substantiële productiesector, maar we vinden wel een aantal particuliere onderwijs- en 
zorgaanbieders, meer in Barharia dan in Lalgola. We stellen vast dat beide locaties zich 
in verschillende ontwikkelingsstadia bevinden, maar dat de algemene structuur van de 
opkomende “stedelijke” economieën vrij vergelijkaardig is. Deze bevindingen vormen 
de basis voor de introductie van een alternatieve verstedelijkingstheorie rondom het 
conceptuele begrip “geïnjecteerde verstedelijking”.

Remittances vormen een belangrijke drijvende kracht achter deze opkomende lokale 
economieën. Arbeidsmigratie en de bijbehorende geldoverboekingen leiden lokaal tot 
aanzienlijk hogere koopkracht in vergelijking tot voormalige agrarische inkomens: 
het jaarlijkse gezinsinkomen van migrantenhuishoudens is een veelvoud van de 
huishoudens die vandaag de dag nog uitsluitend afhankelijk zijn van landbouw. Deze 
huishoudens ervaren dat hun economische positie verbetert, wat met name het geval 
is voor huishoudens met internationale migranten in Barharia. Dit verhoogt de vraag 
naar lokale voorzieningen, en huishoudens wensen vervolgens een bepaald niveau van 
“stedelijke” diensten. Naast de groeiende detailhandelssectoren komt dit tot uiting 
in de groei van het aantal relatief dure particuliere onderwijs- en zorgaanbieders. 
Remittances ondersteunen dus lokaal een kleine, maar groeiende tertiaire sector. Uit 
ons onderzoek blijkt verder dat dit geld een belangrijke rol speelt bij het opstarten 
van nieuwe winkels, waarbij sommigen in staat gesteld worden om zich tot micro-
ondernemerschap te wenden. Deze geldoverboekingen hebben dus multiplier effects: 
de stimulering van lokale consumptie ondersteunt een groeiend aantal bedrijven. 
Dit stimuleert vervolgens een bepaalde mate van niet-agrarische werkgelegenheid en 
meer koopkracht onder migrantenhuishoudens leidt ertoe dat zij kunnen betalen voor 
duurder particulier onderwijs en gezondheidszorg. Dit stimuleert vervolgens ook weer 
lokale werkgelegenheid. Kortom, zonder remittances zou een aanzienlijk deel van lokale 
bedrijvigheid en lokale werkgelegenheid er niet zijn.

Dimensies van sociale verandering op de rurale-urbane transitie 
(Hoofdstuk 7)
In hoofdstuk 7 staat de sociale dimensie van verstedelijking centraal. De focus ligt op 
veranderende gezinssamenstelling en klassenverhoudingen, thema’s die traditioneel 
worden geassocieerd met verstedelijking. In Lalgola en Barharia zien we dat de 
samenstelling en dynamiek van huishoudens veranderen, maar het is een ander soort 
verandering dan wordt verondersteld in conventionele verstedelijkingstheorie: het is niet 
een overgang naar nucleaire gezinsvormen. We zien dat binnen zogenoemde extended 
families (samengestelde families) met arbeidsmigranten veranderingen optreden. De 
hoogte van remittances die door verschillende leden van de familie naar huis gestuurd 
worden kunnen ver uiteen liggen. Er treden spanningen op binnen de familie om bij 
te blijven dragen aan de gezamenlijke financiën van het huishouden. De onderlinge 
verhoudingen tussen de verschillende eenheden binnen deze families veranderen, wat 
met name tot uitdrukking komt in een scheiding van financiën en keukens. Het verdere 
functioneren van de grotere familie blijft echter hetzelfde: de individuele families blijven 
onder één dak wonen en sociale interactie verandert niet of nauwelijks. Functionele 
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cohesie blijft bestaan om zodoende het proces van arbeidsmigratie te kunnen blijven 
ondersteunen. Binnen de financieel onafhankelijke eenheden van het huishouden zien 
we vervolgens dat er ook veranderingen optreden tussen partners. In afwezigheid van 
mannelijke echtgenoten hebben vrouwen meer beslissingsbevoegdheid over strategische 
huishoudelijke aangelegenheden. Tegelijkertijd ervaren zij ook een grotere last door de 
toegenomen verantwoordelijkheid.

Wat klassenverhoudingen betreft doen we een aantal belangrijke bevindingen. Ten 
eerste, op beide locaties is waarneembaar dat een verschuiving uit de landbouw 
inkomensniveaus doet stijgen. Dit gaat gepaard met een afname van armoede. De 
werkgelegenheids-verschuiving vertaalt zich in een verminderde directe afhankelijkheid 
van voormalige landarbeiders op grondbezitters. Ten tweede, wel blijft grondbezit in 
zowel Lalgola als Barharia een belangrijke bepalende factor in sociale stratificaties en 
een belangrijke voorspeller voor gezinsinkomens. Ten derde, in Lalgola zien we dat 
interne (binnenlandse) circulaire arbeidsmigratie, meestal met een laag niveau van 
geldoverboekingen, bestaande klassenverdelingen versterkt. Ten vierde, in Barharia 
zien we echter een opmerkelijke verschuiving van traditionele klassenhiërarchieën. Dit 
is het gevolg van internationale arbeidsmigratie, meestal met veel hogere remittances 
niveaus. Dit type migratie is vooral gebruikelijk onder de voorheen gemarginaliseerde 
gemeenschappen van Barharia. Bijna de helft van alle arbeidsmigratie uit Barharia is 
internationaal, en dit type migratie kan worden beschouwd als een kans voor opwaartse 
mobiliteit voor gemarginaliseerde en gestigmatiseerde gemeenschappen.

Conclusies
De onderzoeksresultaten uit dit boek trekken in twijfel hoe we historisch de aard van 
verstedelijkingsprocessen theoretiseren. We vinden aspecten die het onconventionele 
karakter van deze beginnende stedelijke groei benadrukken, vooral in relatie tot 
migratie. Dit werpt verdere vragen op over hoe we de aard van “stedelijkheid” eigenlijk 
begrijpen. Meer in het algemeen zijn de bevindingen relevant voor een beter begrip van 
verstedelijking in het mondiale Zuiden. 

Op meerdere manieren draagt dit boek bij aan kern-theoretische debatten 
binnen stadsstudies. Ten eerste onderschrijven de onderzoeksresultaten enkele 
belangrijke principes van de planetaire verstedelijkingsliteratuur. De bevindingen 
rondom arbeidsmigratie, remittances en de theoretisering rondom het begrip 
“geïnjecteerde verstedelijking” voegen inzichten toe aan dit paradigma. Ten tweede 
heeft het proefschrift implicaties voor agglomeratietheorie. De afwezigheid van 
een productiesector en het ontbreken van substantiële tekenen van de vorming 
van een dergelijke sector in de rurale-urbane transitiezone, trekt deze theorie in 
twijfel. Agglomeratie als de bron van verstedelijkingsprocessen lijkt niet zozeer van 
toepassing te zijn op de rurale-urbane transitie van India. Ten derde onderschrijven 
de onderzoeksresultaten bredere postkoloniale kritieken dat het mondiale Zuiden iets 
nieuws vertoont, iets anders, vergeleken met “conventionele” verstedelijkingspatronen 
en -paden. Er blijft echter een dringende noodzaak om de vervolgstap te zetten 
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en te specificeren hoe de verstedelijkingsprocessen in het mondiale Zuiden anders 
zijn, en op welke manieren (of niet) bestaande theorie hier nog nuttig zou kunnen 
worden toegepast. De unieke primaire dataverzameling die aan de basis van deze 
dissertatie ligt, dwingt ons de complexiteit, diversiteit en meerschaligheid van de 
verstedelijkingsprocessen in ogenschouw te nemen. En het dwingt ons om kritisch na te 
denken over bestaande verstedelijkingstheorie. Het belangrijkste in dit opzicht is dat dit 
proefschrift empirisch bewijs levert dat een zeepbel lijkt door te prikken in modellen van 
verstedelijking die hun oorsprong vinden in het Westen.

Het boek sluit af met beleidsaanbevelingen, en met een dringende oproep tot meer 
en continue academische betrokkenheid bij de verstedelijking van India. Het is een 
van ‘s-werelds opkomende aandachtsgebieden voor hedendaags stedelijk onderzoek 
en debat. Naast de Lalgola en Barharia casussen, vermoeden we dat er echo’s van deze 
onderzoeksresultaten te vinden zijn op veel verschillende plaatsen, door het gehele land. 
We vermoeden dat soortgelijke verstedelijkingstrends kunnen worden waargenomen in 
tienduizenden voormalige plattelandsdorpen. Op dit moment en in de nabije toekomst 
treffen deze processen honderden miljoenen mensen in hun bestaan. Langdurige 
longitudinale studies, die aandacht hebben voor verschillende geografische schalen, 
zouden inzicht kunnen geven in de veranderende afhankelijkheid van de rurale-urbane 
transitie op andere plaatsen. Dergelijke studies zouden een licht kunnen werpen op de 
ontwikkelingspaden, en de evolutie, van wat waarschijnlijk een substantieel onderdeel 
zal worden van het stedelijk systeem in India. 
 







India’s countryside is experiencing a major 
socio-spatial transformation. We can 
estimate that hundreds of millions of people 
are eking out a living at the rural-urban 
transition, seeking to shift their livelihoods 
out of agriculture and into “urban”-based 
occupations due to agrarian distress or 
to improve their well-being. Very little is 
known about the spatial, social, cultural, and 
economic transformations that are occurring. 
Drawing on extensive and rare primary data 
collected in two remote regions in western 
Bihar and central West Bengal, this book 
provides a comprehensive investigation of 
this transition. The findings call into question 
how we conceive and theorize the urban 
and processes of urbanization, and are more 
generally relevant to our understanding of 
urbanization in the global South.
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